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Lasar Segall and Brazilian Modernism, 1924-1933

Publication No. ________

Edith Angelica Gibson Wolfe, Ph.D.

The University of Texas at Austin, 2005

Supervisor: Jacqueline E. Barnitz

Focusing on racialized representations of Brazil, this dissertation examines the

work of Lithuanian-born, German-educated, Jewish artist Lasar Segall (1891-1957)

in Brazil between his immigration in 1924 and the end of World War II.  Segall’s

arrival in Brazil coincided with the emergence of a local avant-garde, forging a

modern, national aesthetic that satisfied the dual imperatives of cosmopolitanism and

nativism.  Symbols of Blackness resolved this dilemma: consummate symbols of

Brazilian authenticity, yet defined and valorized by the European cult of the

“primitive.”  Thus, when Afro-Brazilian themes came to dominate Segall’s

production in Brazil—including numerous self-portraits as a mulatto—he was

applauded for expressing the “spirit of the nation.”  I argue, however, that Segall’s

work did not conform to the Brazilian modernist agenda, nor did his treatment
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necessarily reinforce an affirmative identity discourse.  On the contrary, I propose

that his deeply empathetic depictions of Afro-Brazilians, as well as of European

immigrants, Jews and Jewry, prostitutes and indigent women and children, disrupted

any coherence of modernist brasilidade (Brazilian-ness).  This dissertation, therefore,

explores the gap between artistic production and reception, observing that despite the

frequent misconception of Segall as a primitivist, he did not imagine Brazil as an

escape from “civilization,” but rather as refuge from the nationalist politics that

increasingly adulterated European art and hindered his spiritual humanist artistic

mission. While Segall’s Brazilian contemporaries celebrated his “Brazilianization,”

interpreting his assimilation of Blackness in terms of their own nationalist agenda, his

identification with Afro-Brazil posed a trenchant critique of the nation, invoking a

shared diasporic condition and universalizing alterity that Segall positioned as the

heart of the modern condition.
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1

Introduction

In Rio de Janeiro in the fall of 1943 a self-appointed coalition of citizen

vigilantes mobilized to stand twenty-four hour guard over the National Museum of

Fine Arts (Museu Nacional de Belas Artes, MNBA).  After several weeks of public

controversy surrounding one of the first government-sponsored exhibitions of modern

art installed in the venerated halls of the MNBA, rumors had surfaced that angry

protestors planned to storm the museum and deface the work within.  The exhibition,

a retrospective of the work of Lasar Segall (1891-1957), a naturalized Brazilian of

Lithuanian Jewish origins, had attracted droves of curious visitors in the weeks since

its inauguration. By and large, the public responded with satisfaction at the entrance

of modern art into the official sphere; the majority of the comments and reviews

expressed a certain pride in the experimental treatment of themes inspired by the

local landscape.  Yet for a small but vocal group, the artist, his art and the state

sponsorship thereof became the object of an incendiary campaign that pitted

accusations of Bolshevism, cosmopolitanism and modernism against the time-

honored truisms of  beauty, Catholic morality and Brazilian tradition.

The vitriolic attacks, published primarily in the ultra-nationalist newspaper A

Notícia, condemned Segall’s exhibition as a foreign threat to the domestic social and

moral order. Critics accused Segall of being an agent of  “occult forces bent on the



1Raphael de Hollanda, “Arte degenerada,” A Notícia, 15 Jun. 1943.  All
translations are by the author unless otherwise indicated.

2Valerio Camaragibe, “Os ‘vira-lata’ da pintura: carta aberta ao escritor sr.
Tristão Ribas a proposito da ‘arte’ do sr. Lazaro Segal,” A Notícia, 21 May 1943.

3Tristão Ribas, “O homem que ficou nú no meio da rua,” A Notícia, 29 Jun.
1943.

2

destruction of Western art” which, they contended, “attack, deceptively at first, the

most pure of our institutions: the family.”1  Segall’s detractors charged that, not only

did the “travesties” exhibited represent a menace to “Brazilian youth”—particularly

to the vulnerable young women among the art-going public2—but they contravened

Brazilian “authenticity” by emulating “international models of false primitivism.”3 

To conservative critics, much more was at stake here than a simple question of

aesthetic innovation. In an era of intense social and political transformation, Segall’s

representation of Brazil was fodder for weightier debates over the national character

and the meaning of brasilidade (Brazilian-ness). 

Segall’s 1943 exhibition was not the first time the artist and his work had been

swept into struggles over brasilidade.  Yet the profoundly illiberal, often antisemitic

aspersions levied at the immigrant artist suggested a radical departure from the

pluralistic ideals advanced through the Brazilian modernism of the 1920s.  Indeed,

the xenophobic attacks seemed a far cry from the  accolades for the State Museum of

São Paulo’s (Pinachoteca do Estado de São Paulo) purchase of Segall’s 1927 Bananal

(Banana Plantation; fig. 1) little more than a decade before, that, for amny,



4“Um quadro de Lasar Segall na Pinacoteca do Estado,” Diário de Noite, 3
Nov. 1928.

5While the term Indian is capitalized in English, other ethnic terms such as
Mulatto, Creole, Mestizo, White and Black are not, a convention that has no explicit
rationale. I therefore capitalize all ethnic terms in order to differentiate these as social
and ideological constructions of race and identity rather than any more standard
descriptive use of the word.  The term “primitive” appears in quotation marks by the
same rationale, to acknowledge that the term is not politically neutral, but is charged
with host of historically specific meanings.

3

confirmed the artist’s “Brazilianization.”  Ballyhooed by the local press as the

institution’s first modern work, the purchase was cast as an act of state benevolence,

protecting the “nationalist” work, that the local “environment caused [Segall] to

render,” from avaricious institutions in Europe.4  The local theme that prompted the

insttution’s interest in the piece was that of an old Afro-Brazilian man, portrayed with

colorful, postexpressionist vitality, in a field of banana trees. Celebrated in modernist

art and literature of the period as a symbol of Brazil’s racial and cultural diversity, the

Mulatto5 represented the inclusive ideal of brasilidade that facilitated the absorption

of the artist himself within the eclectic tapestry of the nation.  According to writings

from the period, Segall’s sympathetic handling of the nativist icon signaled the

artist’s spiritual and artistic rebirth in Brazil, a transformation that paralleled his

social acculturation and political naturalization.  Yet it was this same imagery that,

fifteen years later, fueled challenges to the modernist nationalist aesthetic, inciting the

racist rhetoric that attacked the artist as a Jew and a foreigner and denigrated his work



6Valerio Camaragibe, “Os ‘vira-lata’ da pintura: carta aberta ao escritor sr.
Tristão Ribas a proposito da ‘arte’ do sr. Lazaro Segal,” A Notícia, 21 May 1943.

4

as the product of mongrolization, melancholy and madness6—advancing in an

explicitly exclusionist version of Brazilian nationalism.

How can we account for such startling changes?  The most obvious answer

would seem to reside in the historic context itself.  Not only was the period between

Segall’s immigration to Brazil in 1924 and his 1943 exhibition one of massive social

and political transformations in Brazil, but the tone of the 1943 attacks clearly

resonates with the rise of fascism in Europe and reactionary political rhetoric

emanating from across the Atlantic.  Yet closer investigation suggests not so much a

transformation in perceptions of Segall and his work, but a persistent ambivalence

toward the artist, merely exacerbated by the national and global transitions of the late

1930s and 1940s. Indeed, the reactions to Segall’s work from the 1920s that are

examined in this dissertation did not necessarily contradict the attacks of the 1940s,

but, in fact, in many ways anticipated them.  The explanation for this lies in two basic

propositions: one, that modernism’s aesthetic innovations served to obscure the

continuity of deeply hegemonic social and racialist ideologies inherited from the

liberal Republic and from Europe; and two, that his work, like all representation, is

subject to multiple and competing interpretations.  Yet the total to position for Segall

relative to Brazilian art and society belies much more fundamental misreading: rarely,



7Residents of the city of São Paulo are called “paulista” and those from Rio de
Janeiro are “carioca.”
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if ever, did nationalist interpretations correspond to the anti-nationalist, universalist

vision of the artists.

Segall’s appearance in Brazil coincided with the establishment of a local,

paulista7  avant-garde, preoccupied with forging a modern, national aesthetic that

would satisfy the dual imperatives of cosmopolitanism and nativism. Symbols of

Blackness resolved this dilemma: consummate symbols of Brazilian authenticity,

defined and valorized by the European cult of the “primitive.”  Thus, when

Afro-Brazilian themes came to dominate Segall’s production in Brazil—including

numerous self-portraits as a mulatto—he was applauded by his milieu for expressing

the “spirit of the nation.”  I argue, however, that Segall’s work did not conform to the

Brazilian modernist agenda, nor did his treatment necessarily reinforce an affirmative

identity discourse.  Segall’s German, rather than French aesthetic formation and his

more intimate encounter with the horrors of war inspired a deep social conscience

and a skepticism toward modernity that differentiated his aesthetic from his Brazilian

colleagues.  Indeed, Segall’s empathetic depictions of Afro-Brazilians, as well as of

European immigrants, Jews and Jewry, prostitutes and indigent women and children,

disrupted rather than contributed to the consolidation of coherent image of modernist

brasilidade. 
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This dissertation examines the often competing ideologies of race, difference

and nationalism that underpin both Segall’s depiction of Brazil and Brazilian

responses to these depictions. It explores the European origin of attitudes and beliefs

conditioning Segall’s perception of Brazilian society and his understanding of his

place within it, as well as the Brazilian racial discourse that determined how his work

was received, paying careful attention to the convergence and departure between

these aesthetics and ideologies.  My analysis of the often volatile debates surrounding

Segall’s representation has two principal objectives: first, to highlight the critical, yet

often understated, role of visual culture and modern art in the construction of racialist

and nationalist ideologies; and second, by interrogating the actual processes involved

to assign stable meaning to concepts often held as “natural,” such as race, ethnicity

and nationalism, to underscore how deeply conflictive and intrinsically political the

process of identity construction is.

Historical Setting

When Segall arrived in 1924, São Paulo was one of the fastest growing cities

in the world. Industrialization and banking speculation since the turn of the century

had transformed the sleepy coffee entrepot into a thriving metropolis that boasted the

country’s first skyscraper, electric street lights, European department stores, lavish

movie theaters and a jazz-age counter-culture.  In 1922 the city had been the site of



8Literally translated, this would be “passist,” the antithesis to “modernist.”
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the deliberately iconoclastic Semana de Arte Moderna (Week of Modern Art), a

three-day spectacle of avant-garde art, literature, music and architecture meant to

wrest Brazilian art away from the moribund culture of the academy and the traditional

oligarchy it represented.  The event targeted academic artificiality and Eurocentrism

of Brazil’s “official” culture, which detractors contended stigmatized Brazil as

backward and provincial—as passadista.8  Although the complaints were aimed

largely at the literary old guard and the Parnassianism that ruled the Academia

Brasileira de Letras (Brazilian Academy of Letters), the event launched an implicit

assault against the artistic equivalent, the Escuela Nacional de Belas Artes (The

National School of Fine Arts).  From within these walls issued the sentimental, salon-

style images of noble Indian maidens and classicizing European nudes that the

cosmopolitan, paulista modernists viewed as absolutely unrelated to the Brazilian

reality: the remnants of a bygone age.

The battle brewing over art and literature in Brazil in the 1920s was part of a

broader intellectual and political struggle to redefine the nation.  Industrialization had

elicited a level of socioeconomic transformation in Brazil that was both rapid and

severe.  Following abolition in 1888, waves of European immigrants and Black rural

migrants flooded cities such as São Paulo in search of work.  Urbanization and the

expansion of industry after the turn-of-the-century created an an increasingly
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powerful urban elite, that challenged the political hegemony of the Republican

oligarchy.  Amidst this maelstrom of change, modern art became one of the principal

arenas where understandings of citizenship, nation and identity were proposed,

negotiated and often fiercely contested.

The liberal leadership of the Old Republic (1889-1930) had tried to modernize

Brazil by recreating the country in the image of Europe.  The state adopted the

universalizing principles of secularism and rationalism and, anxious about the

demographic consequences of abolition,  solicited European immigration to

genetically “whiten” the local population.  By the 1920s political opponents were

decrying the failures of these imported practices and ideologies.  Intellectuals

demanded a new level of national introspection and more regionally and culturally

appropriate solutions to the problems of the nation.  Reflective of these broader

currents, the modernistas called for the creation of an authentically Brazilian, national

aesthetic.  Paulista modernism sought to project an image of brasilidade that reflected

both their non-European origins and their thoroughly modern consciousness.  Toward

this end, they looked not to the national capital of Rio de Janeiro—the site of the

academy and official passadista tradition—but to their urban contemporaries in the

modern capitals of Europe: to London, Madrid and, most importantly Paris. Working

in close contact with the Parisian avant-garde, Brazilian modernism reclaimed the
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“primitive,” producing an iconography of mulatez (Mulatto-ness) that symbolized the

hybridity and inclusiveness of postcolonial Brazil. 

Although Segall joined the ranks of tens of thousands of European immigrants

en route to Brazil, he did not fit the typical profile.  While his decision to immigrate

was influenced by financial hardship, he did not come seeking work, but rather

seeking a more accommodating artistic environment.  The artist had several siblings

already in residence in São Paulo, among them his sister Luba who was married to

one of the wealthiest industrialists in the country. Segall had visited Brazil for several

months in 1913 and Luba, who was well integrated into São Paulo’s emergent

bohemian society, had helped arranged two exhibitions for her brother—both of

which were extremely well-received.  A decade later, in Weimar Germany in the

aftermath of World War I, memories of the prosperity and tranquility Brazil offered

were a powerful contrast to the intensifying xenophobia and skyrocketing inflation

that framed his current circumstances.

By the year of his immigration, at age of thirty-three and having spent more

than half of his life in Germany, Segall was a mid-career artist with an established

professional reputation and aesthetic program which he brought with him to Brazil. 

Born in Vilnius, Lithuania, Segall had arrived in berlin at the age of fifteen to study

art.  Since 1911 he had resided in Dresden, where he enjoyed some notoriety within

the expressionist movement.  He was one of the founding members of the Dresden
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Secession Gruppe 1919 (Group 1919) with Otto Dix, Otto Lange and Conrad

Felixmüller, among others, and had exhibited with more established Dresden artists

such as Emil Nölde and members of the Brücke (Bridge).  Despite this community,

his work from the period aestheticized not belonging, but alterity.  Responding to the

experience of being a foreigner and a Jew in Germany, and to the recent horrors of

war, Segall depicted a universe of dispossession and of the disinherited in

intersubjective constructions that included the artist himself.  Segall assimilated

primitivist tendencies and signifiers of Blackness as markers of exclusion from

mainstream culture and as symbolic of the insurmountable perception of Jewish

difference. Segall’s arrival in Brazil only intensified the artist’s sense of

marginalization, which he extended to Afro-Brazil.  Therefore, this dissertation

argues that far from Brazilian modernism’s utopian ideal for the new nation, Segall’s

represented a dystopian universe of alienation.  

Complicating Alterity: Settler Colonialism and “Double Consciousness”

Poststructuralist and reception theories have established that the act of

interpretation assigns signification beyond the artists’ purpose and control.  The

meanings of images are as such inherently contingent.  Concerning Segall, the

implications of the divide that separates artist intent from viewer response are

manifold.  My study addresses the gap between artistic production and reception,
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observing that despite the frequent misconception of Segall as a rimitivist, he did not

imagine Brazil as an escape from “civilization,” but rather as refuge from the

nationalist politics that increasingly adulterated European art and hindered his

spiritual humanist artistic mission. While Segall’s Brazilian contemporaries

celebrated his “Brazilianization,” interpreting his symbolic asoption of Blackness in

terms of their own nationalist agenda, his identification with Afro-Brazil posed a

trenchant critique of the nation, invoking a shared diasporic condition and

universalizing alterity that Segall positioned as the heart of the modern condition. 

My dissertation explores the aesthetic and philosophical disparities between Segall

and his Brazilian cohort by engaging the plurality of intersecting and reciprocal gazes

that alternately collapse and reify difference.  In other words, I look at how Segall

saw Brazil and how Brazil saw Segall, and how each pictured the Self as the

Other—although with surprisingly little reconciliation.

The disparate meanings attached to Blackness and alterity in the work of

Segall and the Brazilian modernists complicate the history of avant-garde primitivism

while expanding interpretations of modernism’s construction of the Other. Although

over the past two decades a critical body of scholarship has explored primitivism’s

relation to colonialist ideologies and practices, it is only recently that art historians

have begun to examine the art of marginalized groups affected by the colonial

enterprise.  In the wake of Edward Said’s Orientalism, scholars began to reassess



9Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Pantheon, 1978).  Although the
literature on the relation between primitivism in modern art and imperialism has
grown vast and is beyond our discussion here, among the pioneering and important
texts are the essays collected in Susan Hiller, ed., The Myth of Primitivism:
Perspectives on Art (London: Routledge, 1991) as well as broader studies such as
Marianna Torgovnick, Gone Primitive: Savage Intellects, Modern Lives (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1990); Jill Lloyd, German Expressionism: Primitivism
and Modernity (New Haven: Yale Universty Press, 1991); Sally Price, Primitive Art
in Civilized Places (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001); and Tim Barringer
and Tom Flynn, eds., Colonialism and the Object: Empire, Material Culture, and the
Museum (London: Routledge, 1998).  The review article, Mark Antliff and Patricia
Leighton, “Primitive,” in Critical Terms for Art History, ed. Robert S. Nelson and
Richard Shiff (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996) and Gill Perry,
“Primitivism,” in Primitivism, Cubism, Abstraction: The Early Twentieth Century, ed.
Charles Harrison (New Haven: Yale University Press, in association with the Open
University, 1993) provide brief summaries of the phenomenon and its historiography.
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primitivism, approaching the tendency not as representative of any real engagement

with peoples or cultures, but rather as part of an historically specific, imperialist

discourse by which the West defined itself in opposition to an imagined Other.9 

These studies argued that the colonial knowledge system, structured on a civilizing

rhetoric of European cultural superiority, naturalized political domination and

economic exploitation, while sanctioning an implicitly voyeuristic modernist gaze.

The invaluable contribution of this literature not withstanding,  the study of avant-

garde modernism has, by and large, remained focused on western representations of

marginalized groups while neglecting the distinctly audible—and clearly

visible—articulations of those colonial subjects and peripheral artists falling under

the rubric of  “Other.”  



10These include, among others, Partha Mitter, Art and Nationalism in Colonial
India: Occidental Orientations (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995);
Tapati Guha-Thakurta, The Making of a New “Indian Art”: Art, Aesthetics and
Nationalism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992); Lisa Lowe, Critical
Terrains: French and British Orientalism (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press,
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Investigating the aesthetics of colonial and postcolonial encounters from the

vantage of the Other serves to strip the “primitive” of the ahistoric and monolithic

appearance constructed in Western art, and reveal an Other that is negotiated,

nonessential and heterogenous.  The encounter between Segall and Brazilian

modernism is particularly rich in its revisionist potential, in that both bodies of

imagery record a negotiation of stereotypes of non-Western peoples, while posing a

conscious self-identification through Blackness as Europe’s Other.  Moreover, both

engaged primitivism—through thematic references and via the formal distortions and

simplifications associated with popular and tribal art—to signify a collective sense of

alterity.  Yet the counternarratives expressed within these intersecting primitivizing

gestures tell vastly different stories, reflecting the authors’ and the cultures’ distinct

experiences with the “West.”

The crosscultural dialogue and epistemological deliberations that gave form to

the “primitive” involved the “center” and not just one, but multiple and shifting

“peripheries.”  The recent art historical interest in aesthetic and ideological responses

to the West by the “Other” have tended to focus on the francophone and anglophone

colonies.10  Although these studies of how “Oriental” artists manipulated Orientalist



1991) on literature; Zeynep Çelik, “Colonialism, Orientalism and the Canon,” Art
Bulliten 78, no. 2 (1996); and the essays collected in Jill Beaulieu and Mary Roberts,
eds., Orientalism’s Interlocutors: Painting, Architecture, Photography (Durham:
Duke University Press, 2002).

11This is not to oversimplify or diminish the great variation within colonial
experiences and relations and among subaltern responses.  Rather it is to focus on the
particularities and idiosyncracies of these less studied examples.

12The notion of “settler” or “invader” colonialism originates in theorization of
culture and identity those countries sometimes referred to as “Second World,” as has
Alan Lawson, where a white elite subordinates a native population, for instance in
Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and many would add South Africa and the United
States. Latin America in general, and Brazil specifically, manifests many of the
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tropes of difference and redeployed normative representational codes deeply

influenced my thinking on my own subject matter, the fundamental polarities that, to

an extent, inform relations in self-governing, trade-outpost colonies are absent in

Brazilian interactions with Europe and in Segall’s experience in the West.  An

asymmetrical relation of power—predicated on a hypothetical symmetry—positions

colonial authority and a subaltern opposition, establishing an interpretive paradigm

for native expressions of identity vis-à-vis a foreign occupier.  In the cases of Segall

and the Brazilian modernists the power relationships that influenced constructions of

identity were constantly in flux and inherently contingent.11  

Brazil was, for all intents and purposes, “decolonized” with its declaration of

independence 1822.  Nevertheless, its history is one of “settler colonization,” in

which a native born elite, generally of European descent imposed Western cultural

values on a nonWhite and indigenous subaltern.12  Indeed, the modernists



peculiar contradictions that characterize settler societies and limit the analytical
utility of  broader concepts of “postcoloniality.”  While the Americas broke away
from the metropole politically and economically, they maintained strong social and
cultural ties, recreating independent national cultures in the image of Europe. 
Moreover, despite the modernizing discourse of liberal secularism, the creole elite
struggled to retain an explicitly premodern colonial order that included latifundia,
slavery and white supremacy.  The consequential and pervasive “creole cultural
logic,” as Mary Louise Pratt has labeled it, which was often more contradictory than
“logical” likewise underpinned modernist constructions of identity, despite their
explicit opposition to their liberal elite counterparts.  On definitions of settler
colonialism and the second world, see, for instance, Alan Lawson, “A Cultural
Paradigm for the Second World,” Australian-Canadian Studies 9, no. 1-2 (1991). On
the contradictions of liberalism and creole cultural identity in Latin America, see
Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation (New York:
Routledge, 1992); Roberto Schwarcz, “Misplaced Ideas: Literature and Society in
Nineteenth Century Brazil,” in Misplaced Ideas: Essays on Brazilian Culture, ed.
John Gledson (London: Verso, 1992); and Néstor García Canclini, Culturas híbridas:
Estrategias para entrar y salir de la modernidad (Mexico City: Grijalbo, 1989).  On
the problems of and alternatives to “postcoloniality” as a theoretical paradigm, see J.
Jorge Klor de Alva, “Colonialism and Postcolonialism as (Latin) American Mirages,”
Colonial Latin American Review 1, no. 1-2 (1992); J. Jorge Klor de Alva, “The
Postcolonization of the (Latin) American Experience: A Reconsideration of
“Colonialism,” “Postcolonialism,” and “Mestizaje”,” in After Colonialism: Imperial
Histories and Postcolonial Displacements, ed. Gyan Prakash (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1995); Patricia Seed, “Colonial and Postcolonial Discourse,” Latin
American Research Review 26, no. 3 (1991); and Santiago Cólas, “Of Creole
Symptoms, Cuban Fantasies, and Other Latin American Postcolonial Ideologies,”
PMLA 110, no. 3 (1995).
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reevaluation of Brazil’s African and Amerindian origins arose in response to the

francophilia of the liberal oligarchy.  Yet despite this representational pluralism, the

industrial elite (including the avant-garde) had little or no interest in the kind of

comprehensive redistribution of wealth and power that would constitute



13This argument is made in Randal Johnson, “The Dynamics of the Brazilian
Literary Field, 1930-1945,” Luso-Brazilian Review 31, no. 2 (1994).

14The conventional usage of term “subaltern,” as per the Subaltern Studies
Group, derives from Antonio Gramsci’s conceptualization of a subjugated, nonelite
native.  Yet, as discussed above, settler colonialism produces contingent and shifting
definitions of subaltern and elite, and native and non-native. The modernists
possessed a split mentality as both colonizer and colonized.  While I argue that
modernism reproduced an authoritative identity discourse that essentialized Brazil’s
nonwhite populations, it also responded to another authoritative discourse that
subordinated Brazil to Europe through stereotypes of difference and cultural
inferiority. In the absence of a constant oppositionality, I use the term “subaltern”
with a sensitivity to the deep ambiguities presented by the settler colonial, in order to
problematize as well as analyze the complexity of Brazilian constructions of identity.  

15This concept draws on Gayatri Spivak’s theorization of “strategic
essentialism” in which essentialism becomes a conscious tool to navigate a broad and
divisive arena of cultural politics.  Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, “Subaltern Studies:
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“decolonization” in a settler society.13  To the contrary, the artistic revolution

paralleled demands to open the governmental arena to the urban ruling class—not to

an indigenous subaltern. Relative to Europe, however, Brazilian artists and

intellectuals exploited a perceived position of inferiority, responding with extremely

innovative decolonizing strategies.14  Brazilian modernism reclaimed the “primitive”

from the European avant-garde, assimilating the transgressive formal strategies as a

means of aesthetic liberation, while subverting the ethnocentric Othering of Brazil

and America through parody and ideological inversion. 

Representations of race in Brazilian modernism, thus, occupied the nexus of a

tripartite gaze that shifted frenetically from Europe, to the Republican elite, to a

national Other.  Informed by the strategic subalternity described above,15  the



Deconstructing Historiography,” in In Other Words: Essays in Cultural Politics, ed.
Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (London: Methuen, 1987).

16This concept, which was coined by African-American writer W.E.B. Du
Bois in 1903, has more recently been explored by cultural theorist Paul Gilroy in
relation to the concept of diaspora. See,  W.E. B. Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folks
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representations of Blackness that distinguished modernist brasilidade were

underpinned by a host of contradictory motives and understandings of race and

nation, and of alterity and belonging. I contend that the ambiguities internal to these

images strongly affected the reception of Segall.  Responses vacillated

schizophrenically between the exaltation of his empathetic identification with local

types and doubts about the absolute difference of the artist himself.  If Brazilian

artists and critics lauded Segall’s pictures of Brazil’s ethnic and cultural diversity for

reinforcing modernism’s reformist nationalism—its porous, fundamentally inclusive

construction of brasilidade—his status as a Jew and a foreigner in Brazilian society

tested the limits of such idealism, revealing the latent xenophobia that underpinned

modernist nativist discourse. 

Such ambivalence was not wholly external to Segall’s painting, however. 

Indeed, much of his Brazilian critics’ inability to securely position Segall’s work

resulted from efforts to interpret his representations of Brazil through nationalist

paradigms of belonging, when Blackness for Segall was a much stronger expressions

of a “double consciousness,”of being in but not entirely of dominant society and

national culture, and modernity itself.16  As such Segall’s body of representation



(Chicago: A. G. McClurg, 1903) and Paul Gilroy, The Black Atlantic: Modernity and
Double Consciousness (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1993).
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aligned with Brazilian modernism in a much broader, analytically provocative sense. 

Like that of Brazilian modernism, Segall’s racialized themes refused the essentialist

categories and simple binarism that accompanied the colonial gaze.  Despite the

contestatory capacity of these images, they do not reingorse an oppsitional identity

discourse, but to the contrary suggest a conditional positionality relative to the West

and dominant society.  By introducing the interlocution of the Other, therefore—of

the Jewish and Brazilian modernist—into the centrist, authoritative history of avant-

garde modernism, this study reveals a multiplicity of incongruous and contentious

subjectivities subsumed by the Western discourse of the “primitive.”

Challenging the Center-Periphery Paradigm: Trends in Brazilian Modernist

Studies

Latin American modern art is still a young field of inquiry—among scholars

from the region as well as for foreign art historians, like myself.  While there is a

growing critical interest in post-war Brazilian art, in-depth studies of early twentieth-

century modernism are few and far between, with single-artist monographs far out-

numbering national or regional surveys, or comparative studies. Among the most

influential studies examining the origins and significance of the Brazilian modernist



17Aracy Amaral, Artes plásticas na Semana de 22, 5th ed. (São Paulo: Editora
34, 1998); Carlos A. Zilio, A querela do Brasil: A questão da indentidade na arte
brasileira; a obra de Tarsila, Di Cavacanti e Portinari (Rio de Janeiro: Funarte,
1982); Nicolau Sevcenko, Orfeu extático na metrópole: São Paulo, sociedade e
cultura nos frementes anos 20 (São Paulo: Companhia das Letras, 1992); Sergio
Miceli, Nacional estrangeiro: História social e cultural do modenismo artístico em
São Paulo (São Paulo: Companhia das Letras, 2003).

18While recent analytical attention to the imperialist ideologies that
underpinned European primitivism have greatly expanded our understanding of the
relation of modern art to its political context, the hegemony of such paradigms to
explain Europe’s objectification of non-Western cultures inadvertently reifies the
“center-periphery” hierarchies this literature aims to critique.  That is to say that
studies that examine the origin of Western constructions of the “primitive,” despite
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movement are Aracy Amaral’s pioneering Artes plásticas na Semana de 22

(originally published in 1979, republished with a new preface in 1998), Carlos Zilio’s

A querela do Brasil: A questão da indentidade na arte brasileira (1982), Nicolau

Sevcenko’s cultural history of São Paulo Orfeu extático na metrópole: São Paulo,

sociedade e cultura nos frementes anos 20 (1992) and Sergio Miceli’s Nacional

estrangeiro: História social e cultural do modenismo artístico em São Paulo

(2004).17  Although never the analytical focus of the work, perse, all of these studies

suggest the limits and complexities of the Brazilian modernist nationalist project,

which struggled to consolidate a unique, autochthonous aesthetic that, at the same

time, reflected an international sense of modernity structured on the logic of the

European avant-garde.  Moreover, all of them problematize the hierarchic pattern of

influence from center to periphery that preponderate in the historiography of avant-

garde primitivism.18



the importance of their analysis to our understanding of twentieth-century modernity,
maintain a central dichotomy premised on an active European gaze falling on an inert
and imagined Other. The imperial center remains the site of inquiry, while its
imperialized periphery, at best, imitates European innovation.

19Amaral’s perception of modernism’s resolution of nationalism and
internationalism, itself carries purposeful nationalist connotations.  On the one hand,
the author distinguish Brazil from what she characterizes as the polar “extremes” of
Mexican nationalism and Argentine internationalism.  In so doing, she not only
insinuates Brazil’s artistic primacy, but she reveals the maturity and diversity of
modernism as a regional phenomenon, even at this early stage.  Bolstering this
assertion, Amaral challenges contemporary Brazilian scholarship that declared the
founding of the São Paulo Biennial in 1951 as the originative moment in the
evolution of Brazilian modernism. By establishing a much earlier engagement with
internationalism, Amaral ascribes modernist artists a significantly greater degree of
agency than their postwar counterparts. By her account, the modernists of the 1920s
were equal participants in a broad, intercultural interwar avant-garde, unlike post-war
avant-garde who, it could be argued, were forced to accept internationalism in the
form of abstraction like it or not. Amaral, Artes plásticas na Semana de 22, 13-15.
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Amaral’s Artes plásticas na Semana de 22 provides a detailed account of the

role of the visual arts in the Week of Modern Art, an event widely regarded as having

catalyzed the Brazilian modernist movement. The author’s seminal discussion of the

art exhibited, its immediate antecedents and the radical aesthetic discourses

pronounced at the event established the dominant interpretive paradigm for paulista

modernism, framed as a nationalist movement foment by Brazilian artists and

intellectuals’ formative engagement with internationalism.19  Amaral describes a local

avant-garde mobilized by the tide of nationalism unleashed in Europe by World War

I.  Armed with a liberating knowledge of avant-garde modernism, these artists banded

together to challenge Brazil’s academic establishment and modernize national
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culture.  Although the myriad contradictions presented by the intrinsically

cosmopolitan nationalist gesture Amaral sets forth go unexamined, the book

nevertheless suggests the tensions that charge “peripheral” modernism and that

penetrate postcolonial constructions of authenticity.  

Carlos Zilio takes up a series of cultural and historical assumptions

established by Amaral, among them: (1) That Brazilian modernism was a product of a

particular nationalist moment; (2) Catalyzed by a specific internationalist encounter;

and that (3) Brazilian artists absorbed the lessons of the European avant-garde, tuning

an enlightened gaze inward to search for their own artistic roots and autochthonous

culture.  With the objective to identify the nationalist iconography of three of the

most important figures of the modernist movement, Tarsila do Amaral, Emiliano di

Cavalcanti and Cândido Portinari, A querela do Brasil: A questão da indentidade na

arte brasileira rests on significantly more complex propositions regarding 

nationalism and internationalism than Amaral’s Artes plásticas.  In the introduction,

the author summarizes the problematic task at hand, stating:

The question of a Brazilian art, without assessing here the merit of its
conceptualization, is addressed in relation to the ambiguity intrinsic to
Brazilian culture: Latin, of European culture, most profoundly
influenced by the black and Indian cultures.  On the other hand, this
question also refers to the peripheral situation that Brazil occupied in
the international system of the production of knowledge.20
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Toward answering this “question of Brazilian art,” Zilio juxtaposes what are three,

essentially discrete studies: the first, an explanation of the political and cultural

context, then a brief survey of contemporary European modernism, and finally an

iconological reading of the production of the three Brazilian artists.  While making

little effort to integrate the contexts, influences and aesthetics, Zilio’s attention to the

European sources for Brazilian modernism complicates the “internationalism” that

Amaral, to a large extent, takes at face value.  

Like Amaral, Zilio depicts a Brazilian avant-garde working in relative

isolation.  Both works suggest that an introspective nationalism effectively subsumed

the internationalism that had equipped the artists and armed the movement.  Nicolau

Sevcenko’s copiously researched account of São Paulo modernity, Orfeu extático na

metrópole: São Paulo, sociedade e cultura nos frementes anos 20, redresses this

unidirectional flow, depicting a continued and reciprocal dialogue with Europe that

informed and animated nativist impulses.  Culled largely from memoirs, literature and

accounts in the popular press, Sevcenko assembles an exhaustive panorama of

paulista culture and of the modernist mind set, replete with an urban elite torn by the

split allegiances and fragmented identities of modernity’s globalized consciousness. 

Addressing the modernist nationalist project, referred to as the “somewhat

paradoxical rediscovery of America,” Sevcenko probes the contradictory process of

approaching local culture through the lens of primitivism.  He reasons that “given the
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francophilia of the elite, and the growing surge of exoticism in Europe, the penchant

for black culture and indigenism,” it should come as no surprise that “these converge

in the nativist furor to ‘rescue’ and ‘rediscover’ roots,” concluding that these nativist

intentions provided “origins for artistic compositions that weren’t particularly

original or innovative.”21  The author’s cynicism aside, Sevcenko’s interpretation of

Brazilian modernism is only one part of a much broader examination of the

contradictions intrinsic to modernity which, he argues, were exacerbated by São

Paulo’s rapid industrialization and the uneven levels of development it produced.

Sociologist Sergio Miceli’s Nacional estrangeiro: História social e cultural

do modenismo artístico em São Paulo (2004) at first glance appears a Latino-centric

corrective to traditional dependency theories of modernist influence.  Arguing that

wealthy, yet artistically “retrograde” Brazilian and American patrons in France were

partially responsible for the reactionary formal tendencies that emerged after World

War I, Miceli assigns unprecedented agency to previously marginalized “peripheral”

actors:

[T]he artistic interactions between center and periphery [not only
influenced] the language and products of the emergent avant-garde
outside of Europe, but commissions deeply marked the works of
masters and epigonous actors in Paris, endeavoring to satisfy the
foreign demand for modernist works ma non troppo. Instead of
continuing to reiterate a single and exclusive direction of influence,
from center to periphery, it is useful to pay attention to the impact
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exercised by foreign clients and disciples of the grand masters such as
Leger, Picasso, Matisse and Brancusi.22

The questionable conclusions of this argument notwithstanding, the balance of power

suggested between “center” and “periphery” hints at an intercultural rather than

hierarchical character of avant-garde modernism.  Nevertheless, the picture Miceli

paints of Brazilian modernism is little more dialogical than that of Amaral or Zilio. 

On the one hand, although he reverses the flow, it remains unidirectional, allowing

the author to overlook the fissures, refractions and reverberations within these

currents and inherent to the shifting modernist gaze that produce highly ambiguous

constructions of brasilidade.  On the other hand, it is exclusively through patronage

that the periphery influences the center.  Brazilian artists, dependent on the same

patrons, continue to imitate European masters, although the author concedes they are

forced to mediate via “local intimation” which he clarifies as “family and social

roots.”23  Despite Miceli’s multinational conception of patronage, his isolation of the

market as the single most influential force driving artistic production neglects the

byzantine circuits of modernist dialogue and influence, merely updating dependency

theory through the contemporary language of neoliberalism.

My work both builds on and revises these earlier explorations of Brazilian

modernist nationalism.  My analysis integrates recent social constructivist
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theorization of nationalism that reconceptualizes the nation, not as an ideology or as a

state-generated policy handed down from above, but as a form of imagined kinship,

reinforced and disseminated by a wide variety of popular and elite discursive forms.24 

Modern art, by this model, represents just one of many “cultural artefacts” that help

shape a distinctly national subjectivity, one that, paraphrasing Benedict Anderson, by

definition commands emotional legitimacy.25  This conceptualization of nationalism

obviates the causality that structured interpretations such as that of Amaral and Zilio,

that conceived Brazilian modernism as a product or an instrument of nationalism, as

such, greatly limiting the interpretive possibilities of the works.  It likewise redresses

Miceli’s paradigm, which allowed the national artist even less agency, attributing

nationalist aesthetics in the visual arts to a “strict ascription to the nativist programs
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of literary example.”26  In contrast to these models, I argue that not only was

nationalism embedded in every aspect of artistic practice, but the constructions of

national identity insinuated through modernism were ideologically unstable and

highly contested.  Art was not a representation of politics, per se, nor were the two

phenomenon parallel processes, as earlier studies might suggest.  To the contrary,

modern art was the site of struggle.  Must study reveals nationalism to be not a

dogmatic nor self-evident “thing,” but a process, of invention and discovery to which

visual representation was critical.  

The ideological and aesthetic interrelations between modernism and

nationalism are the focus of several studies on early-twentieth-century European art

to which my own analysis is greatly indebted, most importantly James Herbert’s

Fauve Painting: The Making of Cultural Politics (1992) and Romy Golan’s

Modernity and Nostalgia: Art and Politics in France between the Wars (1995).27

Herbert’s examination of the Fauve’s particular “invention of tradition” highlights the

reciprocal relation between painting and politics.28  He argues that Fauve painting
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functioned to establish two distinct legacies: one affirming Latinate origins based in

antiquity, and the other a contemporary legacy of French innovation.  Together this

imagined heritage signaled a conciliatory cultural nationalism that embraced

modernity while at the same time providing its antidote. Herbert’s attention to the

signifying capacity of formal tendencies, and, more decisively, of the materiality of

painting—how the work is physically constructed— greatly expanded my

understanding of the varied ways pictures convey meaning and how elements beyond

iconography and themes can likewise carry ideological significance.  

Golan’s challenge to deterministic models of art and politics in her study of

the conservative turn in interwar French modernism likewise informed my

methodology. Deconstructing the reactionary discourse of nationalism advanced

through the agrarianist and folkloric motifs, adopted by the French avant-garde after

1918, Golan argues that these explicitly democratic currents had implicitly

undemocratic consequences.  By helping to produce a “cultural landscape” in which

racist tropes and xenophobia appeared natural and unproblematic, such nativist

imagery, according to the author, helped prepare French society for the rise of
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totalitarian ideologies in the 1940s.  My exploration of the role of visual culture in the

consolidation of modernist brasilidade reveals not unrelated ambiguities, particularly

surrounding pictorial constructions of “race” and Blackness. 

Much of my study focuses on representations of the Mulatto constructed as a

contestatory symbol of cultural autonomy meant to challenge Republican

Eurocentrism and academicism.  My analysis suggest, however, that deeply

hegemonic nineteenth-century racialist ideologies, reinforced by the colonialist

stereotypes of non-Western difference that permeated avant-garde primitivism, led to

highly ambivalent Brazilian expressions of Blackness and, by extension, of national

belonging.  Our ability to see the paradoxes and ambiguities within these

constructions is aided by the problematic inclusion, or at least juxtaposition, of Segall

with Brazilian modernism.  The controversies surrounding the artists and the shifting

assessments of his representation of Brazil show Blackness and brasilidade, even in

the most concrete visual form, not to be epistemologically self-evident, politically

benign nor by any means innocuous.  

Inventing Autochthony: Primitivism and the Autoethnographic Imagination

Scholars of Latin American art have been slow to critique modernist

mythologies of race and nation such as those advanced by the Brazilian avant-garde. 

This is particularly true of studies of local adaptations of primitivism.  Whereas it has
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become virtually imperative to examine European depictions of the Other in relation

to colonialist ideologies, discussions of Latin American primitivism, all too often,

reiterate, rather than interrogate the proprietary claims to the “primitive” put forth by

the modernists themselves. Carlos Zilio typifies this tendency to treat the “primitive”

not as an ideological and aesthetic invention, but as a sort of socio-cultural “fact.” 

Citing literary critic Antônio Cândido, Zilio describes Brazilian artists’ advantageous

proximity to the “primitive” as one of the key factors in the development of Brazilian

modernism, explaining:

The familiarity of the Brazilian with primitive cultures . . . made it so
that they were more predisposed to “accept and assimilate artistic
process that in Europe represented a profound rupture with the social
environment and cultural traditions.”  In this way the appreciation of
aspects of our culture, until then denied by academicism, liberated the
gaze . . .  allowing artists to find in our cultural reality the traces that
distinguished [Brazilian art] from European models.29
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Although the author neglects to explain the origin of this seemingly instinctive

“familiarity,” his later analysis suggests that both phenomenon relate to the presence

of Afro-Brazilian and Amerindian migrants in Brazilian cities. Such unexamined and

value laden usage of the concept of the “primitive” that categorizes marginalized

cultures within dominant society, reproduces the racialist stereotypes and hierarchies

put forth in the modernist discourse he presumes to analyze.  Rather than making

these constructions problematic, such accounts serve to reify modernisms’ auto-

objectifying nationalist gaze that strips such figures of their social and political

subjectivity.

The implication from this and other studies of Latin American modernism is

that tradition is found rather than invented.  Whereas their European counterparts

“imagined” an Other, scholars argue that Latin American vanguards enjoyed a

cultural proximity to nonWestern culture, fostering what has been described as a 

“privileged connection to America’s ‘Americanness’ or cultural specificity.”30  This

notion of a “privileged connection” and the uncritical acceptance of autochthony a

priori elides the complexity of Latin American modernism and the distinct experience

with modernity that both necessitated and conditioned such expressions of national

identity.  It reduces the deliberately dialogical and profoundly self-reflexive strategies
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enacted by the Brazilian engagement with avant-garde primitivism to a romantic and

isolated search for “roots.”  Moreover it subsumes the positionality and perspectivism

at the core of modernist subjectivity into an introspective, anti-modern

parochialism.31  Finally, and somewhat ironically, such approaches maintain the

Manichean binarism, between West and non-West and modern and premodern, that

are undermined by Brazilian modernist aesthetics, and further complicated by the

work of Lasar Segall.

Thus, as suggested above, the modernist aesthetics examined in this

dissertation do not reflect the confrontation between West and non-West.  Not only is

such an oppositional paradigm virtually obsolete in relation to the circulation of ideas

and peoples considered in this study, but, despite the deep sense of alterity expressed

in the work examined, neither Brazil’s creole cultural elite nor the itinerant Segall

comfortably fit within the category “nonWestern.”  The study of Segall and the

Brazilian avant-garde reveals modernism to be the expression of multiple and

simultaneous encounters in diverse and varied metropoles throughout the physical

world and within the globalized imagination.  How the do we systematically approach

these expressions to pursue a deeper understanding of the cultural and historic

specificity of their aesthetic functions and ideological significance?  Or put more
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accurately, how do we understand these racialized assertions of Self beyond the

double bind to which scholars have traditionally subjected them: condemned, as

George Yúdice has aptly put it, “to be either Europe’s ‘civilizational double’ or its

‘civilizational other.’”32  

My study takes as a point of departure a conceptualization of modernism as a

diverse ensemble of inter-cultural, transculturated expressions emanating from the

location of cultural that Mary Louise Pratt has called the “contact zone.”  In her study

of how European travel literature produced its subject, Imperial eyes: Travel Writing

and Transculturation, Pratt defines contact zones as “social spaces where disparate

cultures meet, clash and grapple with each other, often in highly asymmetrical

relations of domination and subordination.”33  The analytical appeal of this negotiated

cultural environment is that it privileges the machinations of encounter over the

cultural domination of political subordination.  That is, the expressions produce

within this zone reflect not the acculturation of dominant culture that one might
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expect given such “asymmetrical” power relations, but rather effect a necessary

process of transculturation in which colonizer and colonized are forced to

accommodate one another in order to communicate and coexist.34  This model

diversifies the cultural expressions of encounter, while acknowledging the limitations

of subaltern speech.  

At the core of transculturation is a demand for legibility that both delimits and

determines peripheral selfrepresentation.  Pratt explains the transculturated language

of the contact zone as resulting from an effort  “to be read, and to be readable,” that

is to be intelligible and of relevance to a nonindigenous or nonnational public.35  This
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notion is particularly pertinent to modernism, a nationalist movement emanating from

the peripheral metropolitan experience, that acquired legitimacy via an international

avant-garde.  In a gesture akin to what Pratt has labeled “autoethnography,” the

Brazilian modernists, as well as Segall, appropriated the visual “idioms” of dominant

culture to produce an image of the Self that would indeed be “read” and “readable.” 

Pratt defines the concept, explaining that,  “If ethnographic texts are a means by

which Europeans represent to themselves their (usually subjugated) others,

autoethnographic texts are those the other construct in response to or in dialogue with

those metropolitan representation.”36  

An expanded interpretation of this phenomenon sheds light on the

complexities inherent to visual constructions of race and engagements with European

primitivism on the part of both Segall and the Brazilian modernists.  In terms of the

contradictions of settler colonialism that I contend informed the modernist gaze, the

essentializing discourse of nation reinforced through pictorial representations of

Blackness and mulatez reflects the metropolitan artist’s ethnographic approach to his
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own culture.  Paulista modernism, like most Latin American modernist movements

arouse in an metropolitan environment, among artists who had spent significant

amounts of time in Europe, and in a society with limited indigenous presence.  The

artist was not entirely a cultural insider, therefore, as he has often been portrayed, but

to the contrary, possessed an objectifying, and to a degree colonizing gaze oriented

toward a domestic, national Other. The appropriation of the difference of the Other as

a symbol of the sameness of the Self exemplifies the paradoxes of autoethnography.

Autoethnography is therefore both an unavoidable trap of the colonial

condition and at the same time a dialogical strategy of subaltern selfdetermination. 

From the earliest discovery texts, European representation functioned to invent

America as an object of colonial possession.  The region was thoroughly

documented—physically, biologically and demographically—through maps,

histories, ethnographies and visual images structured on an imperialist logic of

exploitation and domination.37  These seemingly objective, scientific representations
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influenced not just European attitudes toward Latin America, but, in the absence of

legible and credible alternatives, informed local understandings of culture and

identity as well.  That is, the “postcolonial” creole Brazilian artist had few, if any,

historical narratives beyond than that of the colonialist. This is not to say, however,

that modernism reproduced the colonizing gaze of European primitivism.  While on

the one hand modernist artists internalized certain hegemonic national origin myths

intrinsic to Brazil’s colonial experience, on the other hand, they acknowledged and

negotiated the tropes and stereotypes of American difference and cultural inferiority

that this same imperialist discourse elicited in European primitivism. 

Autoethnography, thus, invokes what Andrea Giunta has referred to as

“appropriations of appropriations”: the reclamation of the “primitive” in all its

ideological disjuncture and aesthetic incoherence.38 

A self-reflexive engagement with the objectifying gaze of dominant culture

similarly conditioned Segall’s constructions of alterity, first in Germany then in

Brazil.  Segall’s adaptation of primitivizing strategies in the depiction of Jewish

themes acknowledged and challenged the folkloric and romantic depictions of the
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mystical Eastern-Jew.  Moreover, I argue that his strategic employment of these

strategies to invoke ethnic persecution and human suffering drew not on tropes of the

barbarity of the “primitive,” but rather on the violence of the colonialist enterprise

that likewise underpinned primitivist ideologies and aesthetics.  Segall’s transposition

of Jewish and Afro-Brazilian themes thus creates a construction of alterity that

refuses to simply allegorize difference.  His location of Jewish history and experience

within the broader human condition surpasses tendencies to depict Jewish identity in

terms of either victimization, or alternately, myths of autochthony.39  

My analysis aims to theorize and expose the flexible and nonhermetic

constructions of alterity and identity represented in the work of Segall and Brazilian

modernism.  In so doing it seeks to account for the deep ambiguities that inhabit this

body of work and characterize responses to it.  The “primitive,” thus, cannot be seen

as some ontological fact of Latin American culture nor of Jewish tradition, as has

often been the tendency, but must be assessed as an artistic and ideological weapon

that allows the Other to resist his own objectification and to negotiate a more diverse

and complicated subjectivity.  Toward this end, autoethnography, as an analytical

model stresses the process of transculturation over its results.  Whereas the original
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significance of transculturation, put forth by Cuban anthropologist Fernando Ortiz,

was the creation of a new syncretic culture, with origins in its two discrete legacies,

but distinct from both, my notion of autoethnography is more accommodating to the

geopolitical, intercultural vagaries of modernity.  Belonging and alterity,  Moreover,

it allows us to explore the contingent and shifting cultural and artistic identities that

emerge in the ebb and flow of encounter.  

Organization

The scholarship on Segall has tended to separate the artist’s production into

two distinct periods: German and Brazilian.  This trend is epitomized in the two

foremost studies of the artist, Claudia Valladão de Mattos’ Expressionismo e

judaísmo: O período alemão de Lasar Segall, 1906-1923 (2000) and Vera d’Horta

Becarri’s Lasar Segall e o modernismo paulista (1984).40  This bipartite interpretation

perpetuates the belief that Segall’s aesthetic underwent a considerable and defining

transformation in Brazil.  The notion of Segall’s “Brazilianization” (an idea put forth

by his contemporaries) occludes the overwhelming continuity between his work of
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the 1920s and early 1930s and his earlier work in Germany.  My dissertation aims to

both redress this misunderstanding and to explore its historic origins.  In this regard,

my study has a dual focus: first, it proposes a new interpretation of Segall’s “Brazil

Phase” based on his social,  aesthetic and philosophical formation in Europe, as well

as his impressions of Brazil; and second deconstructs the image of Segall in the

Brazilian popular imagination, exploring the social, political and cultural significance

of Segall’s alleged “Brazilianization.”

Chapter 1 examines Segall’s Lithuanian origins and his artistic formation in

Germany, challenging interpretations of his work as a variation of avant-garde

Primitivism.  I argue that Segall’s representations did not essentialize Blackness nor

did they idealize the Other as civilization’s opposite. Rather, Segall conflated

symbols of Blackness and Judaism as elements of a universalist vocabulary of

spiritual humanism, influenced by Wassily Kandinsky and Der Blaue Reiter.  This

chapter explores Segall’s intersubjective expressions of alterity, which defy both the

ethnocentric Othering typical of the German Primitivism (e.g. Die Brücke, with

whom Segall participated) and challenge romantic constructions of the Ost-Jude

(Eastern European Jew) produced by the German-Jewish avant-garde.  Segall

disavowed the nationalist ideologies that underpinned both these movements (the

colonialist framework of Primitivism and Zionist ideologies of German-Jewish
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modernism) and felt increasingly alienated in the inter-war years, withdrawing into

the isolation of his pre-War universalist agenda.

Although Segall did not imagine Brazil as an escape from “civilization” he

did however harbor a fantasy of Brazil that was impossible to sustain. Segall was

attracted to Brazil by the country’s multiethnic, racially diverse society, which 

represented a physical manifestation of the universalism he pursued in his art.  In

order to maintain this image, he imagined a politically tranquil, ideological neutral

Brazil,  an artistic tabula rasa where the artist could create a public for his specific

vision.  Chapter 2 explores the context of Segall’s immigration to Brazil, arguing that

in order to maintain the integrity of his invention of Brazil, the artist had to deny the

deeply imbricated role of Brazilian modernism and nationalist politics.  Chapter 3

analyzes Segall’s treatment of Brazilian themes in relation to the universalist project

he brought with him from Germany.  It propose that Segall’s work created a universe

far greater than the nation—inhabited by those who occupy all of the spaces where

home is not: rural migrants and foreign immigrants, sailors (often Black) and

prostitutes.  My interpretation advances a notion of diaspora as the central organizing

theme in Segall’s work, a motif that undermines ethnic absolutism and national

identity.

Despite Segall’s explicitly anti-national, universalist agenda, Brazilians

perceived his work in relation to their own agenda and the specific construction of
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brasilidade (Brazilian-ness) consolidated in modernist painting and discourse. 

Chapter 4 examines the ideological and aesthetic origins of the Brazilian discourse of

mulatez relating it to two principal currents: (1) the rejection of the anachronistic

artistic styles and Indianist themes of the Republican oligarchy; and (2) a negotiation

of avant-garde Primitivism and internalization of Parisian negrophilia.  The result

was an auto-essentializing construction of Blackness that closely echoed European

stereotypes of the non-Western Other.  I argue that, although Segall’s work was

visually closely related to Brazilian modernism, owing to his German rather than

French formation and his vehement anti-nationalism, his imagery disrupted rather

than reinforced modernist efforts to stabilize a new vision of the nation.  Chapter 5

documents the ambivalence within modernist racialist discourse revealed by Segall

counterhegemonic construction of Brazil, discussing the fundamentally irresolute

efforts of the Brazilian press to position Segall in relation to modernist brasilidade. 

The latent xenophobia that informed modernism’s nativist impulses greatly

complicated Segall’s relation to the Brazilian avant-garde.  Indeed, the reevaluation

of the mulatto as a national symbol was provoked by an anti-immigrant backlash

following several anarchist strikes in the 1910s.  Intellectuals embarked on a search

for a local vernacular that would elevate “authentic Brazil” above the culture of the

immigrant.  Thus, attempts to explain the non-conformity of Segall’s imagery

inevitably focused on his tragic Jewish origins, presumably incompatible with
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Brazilian joy.  At the same time, however, critics credited the veracity of Segall’s

Afro-Brazilian imagery to their overwhelming “sadness,” an attribute deemed the

essence of the national character.  This chapter examines the ambivalent discourse of

sadness, and the modernist tendency to enlist Segall in the nationalist project as a

kindred spirit owing to the “primitive” affinities of the Black (Brazilian) and the

Russian Jew.
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Chapter 1 

Imagining the Self through Other(s): The Origins of Segall’s Aesthetic

Introduction

In December of 1923 Lithuanian-born, German-educated artist Lasar Segall

arrived in Rio de Janeiro harbor direct from Hanover.  From the freezing

temperatures and scant daylight hours of the German winter, a steamship, then a

miracle of modern technology, had swiftly delivered the young painter into the

blistering heat and languid afternoons of the Brazilian summer.  For Segall, the

journey from darkness to light was a metaphor for his salvation.  Emigration, he

hoped, would rescue him from financial instability and rising xenophobia in Weimar

Germany.  Segall’s impressions of his encounter with Brazil, written three decades

later, invoke his intoxication with the luminosity of his new home: a brilliance which

he saw, by his own accord, with new and innocent eyes:

I saw myself transported under the effulgence of the tropical sun,
whose rays illuminated people and things in the most remote and
hidden nooks, lending even [the things] found in the shadows a type of
resplendence, so everything in turn gave the impression of radiant
vibrancy of light;  I saw purple earth, earth the color of brick and earth
almost black; a luxuriant vegetation unfolded in fantastic ornamental
forms; I saw dances executed by people with an almost religious
exaltation, in a hallucinatory and contagious rhythm, that they did
spontaneously, without theories and intellectual research, and which
comprised what modern dance tendencies in Europe strive to elaborate
as revolutionary and innovative . . . I saw men and women who,
despite the strangeness of their language and customs, I felt were
brethren.  I contemplated this fascinating world like a child, not



1Lasar Segall, “Minhas recordações,” in Lasar Segall: Textos, depoimentos e
exposições (São Paulo: Museu Lasar Segall, 1993), 15. 

2“Lazar Segall e o Brasil,” Jornal do Brasil, 13 Jul. 1928.
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entirely comprehending, [but] enchanted by all that was seen.  I lived
in a sort of dream, drunk with the effluvium of a magical atmosphere
the novelty of which had transported me.1

Even after having spent most of his adult life in the country, Segall’s reminiscences

stress the magic and mystery of  Brazil,  an exotic wonderland, characterized above

all by difference.  Beyond his bedazzlement with the “magical” light to European

eyes, accustomed to “dark dreadful, depressing colors,”2 Segall is awed by the

hallucinatory, exalting and spontaneous expression that transgresses reason, “without

theories and intellectual research.”  

The polarity between instinct and intellect in this truncated version of Segall’s

Brazil conforms to traditional European conceptions of the “primitive,” defined

through an implicitly hierarchical series of Manichean divisions as Europe’s opposite. 

Indeed Segall’s early depictions of Brazil invite interpretation along these lines.

Works such as Menino com lagartixas, (Boy with Lizards, 1924; fig. 2) and O

bebedouro (The Trough, 1927; fig. 3) which portray Afro-Brazilian subjects, located

in rural and picturesque landscapes, often amid extraordinary foliage and vibrant

colors represent precisely the type of exotic curiosities that fed an insatiable

European appetite for the non-Western Other. The interpretation of Segall as in

possession of the authoritative, colonial gaze has frequently been invoked to critique



3Two of the most substantive analyses of Segall’s Brazil phase have been
premised on Segall’s “typical” European gaze.  In his essay for the 1991 exhibition
“Segall no Rio,” critic Frederico Morais portrays Segall as enamored and
overwhelmed by Brazilian difference, a response, the critic suggests that Segall could
not adequately capture on canvas: “Segall never stopped being a European artist in
Brazil; and his Brazilian phase is merely a moment of perdition, a case of love at first
sight, as with all other tempestuous passions, destined to failure.” Frederico Morais,
Lasar Segall e o Rio de Janeiro (Rio de Janeiro: Museu de Arte Moderna do Rio de
Janeiro, 1991), 160.  Likewise, in the catalogue for the Smart Museum’s 1997
exhibition, “Still More Distant Journeys,” curator Stephanie D’Allesandro contends
that, “Setting up this contrast between European and Brazilian expression, Segall
elaborated an established tenet of modernist thought in Europe, and especially in
German expressionism: the dichotomy between the ‘primitive’ and the ‘civilized.’”
She goes on to argue that Segall, “borrowed from prevailing artistic and popular
notions of the ‘primitive’ and the ‘exotic’ the romantic cult of the explorer and the
rich history of representations of Brazil to describe his experience.” See Stephanie
D’Alessandro, “The Absorption of Spectacular, Unedited Things: Brazil in the Work
of Lasar Segall,” in Still More Distant Journeys: The Artistic Emigrations of Lasar
Segall, ed. Stephanie D’Alessandro (Chicago: The David and Alfred Smart Museum
of Art, The University of Chicago, 1997), 110-60.
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and explain his representations of Brazil.3  Yet this overly succinct rubric falls far

short of explaining the complicated and often contradictory aesthetic Segall

elaborated both in Germany and Brazil.  The artist’s remark that in Brazil he, “Saw

men and women who, despite the strangeness of their language and customs,” he “felt

were brethren” hints at the limitations of this “primitivist” interpretive model by

insinuating the complex intersubjectivity that infuses all of Segall’s art and

philosophy.  Although Segall was fascinated with Brazilian difference, his wn

instinctive sense of kinship suggests the simultaneous sense of alterity and belonging

that also permeates his imagery.  
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This chapter examines Segall’s experience and artistic formation in Europe

between 1906 and 1923 in order to argue that he brought with him to Brazil a fully

formulated aesthetic.  Although Segall’s work in Brazil may look quite different from

his earlier painting in Germany, his basic philosophical predisposition did not change

significantly after his immigration. In fact, Segall envisioned Brazil as a refuge from

the distractions that he felt hindered the fulfillment of his artistic mission in Europe. 

Nevertheless, scholars and curators—reiterating the attitudes of Segall’s

contemporaries—have tended to approach his production as two discrete bodies of

work: European and Brazilian.  In so doing, the degree to which Segall’s painting in

Germany anticipated his representation of Brazil has been largely overlooked, leaving

the impression that Segall’s Brazil embodies, above all, an enchantment with the

exotic.  As this chapter demonstrates, Segall was deeply influenced by the messianic

spirit of early expressionism.  He looked to Brazil as a place to continue his search

for a pure expression of spiritual universalism, an aesthetic course which the

sociopolitical conditions in Germany had made increasingly difficult.  To adequately

approach Segall’s representation of Brazil demands more than the examination of

primitivism, per se; it requires the disclosure of Segall’s repudiation of the often

ethnocentric tendencies associated with the movement that were incompatible with

his broader humanist mission. 
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Segall’s departure from Europe responded to an increasing sense of isolation,

evident in his tenacious commitment to expressionist ideals as his colleagues

transitioned to more politically relevant art in the early 1920s. A deep sense of

marginality exceeded his artistic identity, however, and inflected all of his

representation.  Among the community of German expressionists, Segall was

venerated as an exotic and mystical Eastern Jew.  While this identity provided a

somewhat illustrious position within the avant-garde, and earned Segall the favor of

local critics, it simultaneously affirmed a fundamental alterity that the artist labored

to ameliorate.  Moreover, despite the general approbation of the cultural elite, in

terms of broader Weimar society, Segall remained a foreigner and a Jew, designates

that often assumed distinctly hostile connotations.  

In his work, Segall cultivated a universalist aesthetic based in Jewish

symbolism that mitigated the particularism associated with dominant German

constructions of the Eastern Jew.  This too was a source of unease for the artist,

however, as it placed him well within the aesthetic project of an emergent German-

Jewish avant-garde, an association about which Segall was characteristically

ambivalent.  While Segall participated actively within the renaissance of book

illustration promoted by movement, he staunchly opposed the ideological

underpinnings of the Jewish avant-garde that proposed the consolidation of a

ethnically-specific national art as the cultural manifestation of the broader Zionist



4“Encontro” also means “appointment” or “engagement.”
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project.  Thus, not only in mainstream expressionist circles, but among the German-

Jewish artistic subculture as well, Segall maintained an ambivalent position: always

welcomed, but never fully included.  This chapter, therefore, also examines Segall’s

often enigmatic relationship to these dominant currents in order to more closely

analyze the primitivizing tendencies in his early painting, and to explore his

identification with—rather than objectification of—the Other.

Ambivalent Identities: Between Nation and Alienation

The simultaneous sense of alterity and belonging expressed in Segall’s

recollection of his strange brethren in Brazil is pictorialized in his deeply ambiguous

Encontro (Encounter, 1926; fig. 4).  The self-portrait, painted soon after his arrival in

Brazil, depicts an oddly cold and melancholy encounter with an unidentified female. 

Contrary to the implication of the title, the event appears more of a farewell than a

date;4 despite the couple’s physical proximity and grasped hands, they stare absently

past one another, void of psychological or spiritual interaction.  What is most peculiar

about the painting, beyond this paradoxical suggestion of individual isolation in an

ostensibly social encounter, is Segall’s painterly transformation of his own identity;

darkening his skin, portraying himself with a dense head of dark, tight curls and



5There are at least four other incidents of this type of physical transformation,
often including a mirror or image on an easel that intensifies questions of
representation, perception and self-invention.  These include Self-Portrait II, 1928;
Self-Portrait,1930 and a 1925 water color of he and his Brazilian wife Jenny Klabin
painted on the couple’s honeymoon.  These images will be discussed further in Chpt.
3.
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broad salmon lips, Segall has painted himself as Black.5  Although the painting was

read then, and continues to be read as a statement of allegiance to his newly adopted

homeland (with Segall assuming the appearance of the mixed-race Mulatto that

symbolized Brazilian political unity in the 1920s), I would argue that it is likewise a

composite of alienation in which the visual conjoining of symbolic opposites (Black-

White, male-female, self-other) serves at once to contest and to reinscribe difference.

This tension between assimilation and alterity did not originate in Brazil,

however, but appeared in various forms in the work Segall produced during more

than two decades spent working and studying in Germany.  A series of self-portraits

prior to Encounter illustrates the artist’s protracted negotiation of difference in

relation to mainstream German art and culture, and anticipates his Brazilian self-

portrayal. From very early on, Segall’s art reflected his struggle to acknowledge his

Jewish roots—invoked largely through depictions of place—and the nomadic routes

that underpin Jewish identity—expressed not through place, but through allusions to

displacement.  Three self-portraits, Selbstporträt I (Self-Portrait I, 1911; fig. 5)

painted after Segall’s move from Berlin to Dresden;  Wilna und Ich (Vilnius and I, c.



6Segall, “Minhas recordações,” 10.

7This has been persuasively argued in Claudia Valladão de Mattos,
Expressionismo e judaísmo: O período alemão de Lasar Segall (1906-1923) (São
Paulo: Perspectiva, 2000).  Mattos cites as evidence photos depicting the “bourgeois
characteristics of the Segall family” and asserts their fundamental cosmopolitanism as
supported by family correspondences written in various languages including Russian
and German, and the existence of another cousin who was sent to St. Petersburg to
study art (pp. 149-150, fn. 55). My understanding of Segall’s German experience in
general and, more specifically, his artistic relation to Judaism are deeply indebted to
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1916/17; fig. 6) during World War I; and  Selbstporträt II (Self-Portrait II, 1919; fig.

7) executed at the height of his participation with the radical Expressionist

collaborative, the Dresden Secession Gruppe 1919 (Group 1919) chronicle Segall’s

artistic development while at the same time mapping the deep ambiguities that

marked his artistic and social self-perception. 

From Vilnius to Dresden: Portraits of Acculturation

Born in 1891 in Vilnius, the capital of Lithuania (then a part of the Russian

Empire), Segall was raised in a middle-class, Jewish family.  He was the son of a

successful merchant who was also a Torah scribe.  His father’s dual occupations

converged to influence Segall’s choice of career; while Segall credited his artistic

inspiration to hours spent watching his father’s ritualistic illumination and to copying

the elegant Hebrew script himself,6  it was the family’s liberal bourgeois values and

relative social stability that allowed him to pursue a privileged career as an artist, as

well as to go abroad to study.7  In 1906, the fifteen-year-old Segall was sent to Berlin



Mattos’ exhaustively researched account, and discussions with the author. 

8On the history of Lithuanian Jews, or “Litvaks,” more broadly see Don
Levin, The Litvaks: A Short History of the Jews of Lithuania, trans. Adam Teller
(Jerusalem: Yad Vashem, 2000), 77 and also Nancy Schoenburg and Stuart
Schoenburg, Lithuanian Jewish Communities (New York: Garland, 1991).
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and enrolled in the Royal Prussian College of Fine Arts, where he remained four

years, undergoing rigorous training in the most traditional methods and practices of

the day. 

Although Segall’s educational opportunities were the reward of his family’s

relative financial success, the compatibility of the secular and the “modern” with the

religious and the traditional was not unique to Segall’s particular circumstances.  In

many ways it was representative of the broader character of Vilnius society in the late

nineteenth and early twentieth century.  A city known as the “Jerusalem of the North”

for its rich Jewish culture, Vilnius was about forty percent Jewish at the time of

Segall’s birth.8  Unlike the concentrations of Jews in rural enclaves throughout much

of Central Europe, Vilnius’ Jewry was neither politically nor socially homogeneous. 

On the contrary, the city comprised a broad spectrum of social classes, located in

distinct neighborhoods in the large Jewish quarter. Jews occupied diverse professions,

aligned with competing political movements (ranging from Jewish socialism to

Zionism, which both emerged in Vilnius) and maintained varied religious and



9Arcadius Kahan, Essays in Jewish Social and Economic History (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1986), 146-60.  See also Levin, Litvaks, 101-05.

10The Pale of Settlement was a segregated Jewish territory within the Russian
Empire, established by Imperial decree.  Conceived as a means to regulate Jewish
commercial activity, Jews were restricted to the Pale for more than 130 years, well
into the early twentieth century.  The development of a distinctive Central European
Jewish culture occurred within these communities. “Shtetl,” Yiddish for “little town”
simply refers to the rural Jewish villages of Central Europe.
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intellectual traditions, ranging from orthodox rituals and teachings to Kabbalah and

Hassidic mysticism to Haskalah reform.9  

Long known as an important Jewish intellectual center, Vilnius was one of the

early centers of Haskalah, a movement known as the Jewish enlightenment which

sought to reconcile Judaism and modernity through desegregation, secular education,

and religious reform.  Haskala likewise effected cultural production.  Beginning

about the time of Segall’s birth Vilnius experienced a flourishing of secular Jewish

culture that included a renaissance in Hebrew and Yiddish literature and drama,

supported by the establishment of Jewish theaters, museums, publishing houses,

libraries and schools.  Judaism deeply permeated nearly every aspect of turn-of-the-

century Vilnius’ society, but its urban culture was far removed from the isolation of

the Pale of Settlement and the rural traditions of the shtetl.10  On the contrary,

Segall’s origins effected highly diverse and fundamentally contemporary associations



11In his decision to leave Lithuanian, Segall was typical of the region and of
his epoch.  Large scale Jewish migration out of Central Europe accelerated in the last
decades of the nineteenth century due to the region’s economic deterioration and
religious persecution and pogroms. Germany, which shared a border with Lithuania,
was the most practical destination, but others included the US, Canada, South Africa,
Argentina and Brazil.  The apex of immigration occurred in 1906, the year of Segall’s
departure and roughly when his future father-in-law, Maurício Klabin, departed for
Brazil via England. Levin, Litvaks, 82.  Jewish immigration to Brazil will be
discussed in the following chapters.

12From 1910 until 1914 Segall attended the Kaisenlichen Akademie für
Schöne Künst, Dresden.  For more on this period see Mattos, Lasar Segall:
Expressionismo e judaísmo, 10-34, 51-53; Reinhold Heller, “‘His Sole Subject is
Suffering Humanity’: Lasar Segall in Germany, 1906-1923,” in Still More Distant
Journeys: The Artistic Emigrations of Lasar Segall, ed. Stephanie D’Alessandro
(Chicago: The David and Alfred Smart Museum of Art, The University of Chicago,
1997), 56-65 and Gabriele Horn, “Segall und Deutschland,” in Lasar Segall, 1891-
1957: Malerei, Zeichnungen, Druckgrafic, Skulptur (Berlin: Staatliche Kunsthalle
Berlin, 1990), 19-26.
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with Jewish identity that would prove eminently compatible with the modern,

cosmopolitan persona he adopted in Germany.11

His early self-portrait from 1911 (fig. 5) projects the young Segall’s comfort

within the metropolitan German culture in which he had by then thoroughly

immersed himself.  The image was painted less than a year after Segall transferred to

the Dresden Academy in search of the more progressive instruction.12  Despite the

city’s reputation as a hub of modernist activity, the institution’s “revolutionary”

pedagogy comprised not expressionism (which would not penetrate formal education

for decades to come) but rather impressionism, still considered a bold curriculum in

academic circles.  Segall sought to emulate the techniques of artists he greatly



13While Segall’s claim to have participated with the Berlin Secession
movement spearheaded by Liebermann and Corinth has been fairly conclusively
discredited in recent years, his frequent reference to these artists nevertheless
suggests his deep and continued appreciation of them.  For Segall’s version, see
Segall, “Minhas recordações,” 12; challenging the probability of Segall’s account, see
Heller, “His Sole Subject,” 139, n. 13 and Mattos, Lasar Segall: Expressionismo e
judaísmo, 10.

14That his clothes and demeanor signify his “Westernization” is even more
evident when the portrait is compared to Segall’s many sketches and engravings of
Vilnius and its inhabitants, in which the figures are invariably rendered in the type of
peasant or worker’s garb with the long white shirt, loose trousers and the typical
narrow brimmed cap known from photos of the period.
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admired, such as Lovis Corinth and Max Liebermann, both Jewish artists.13  His self-

portrait is painted with the rapid staccato brushstrokes that signify the transitory

nature of contemporary life and subjectivity.  In a dark, sooty pallet that invokes an

industrial and nocturnal environment, lit by artificial light rather than the daylight

tones of nature, Segall portrays himself as a jaunty young bohemian, cradling a guitar

in the place of an easel, and sporting a wide, confident grin.  Depicting himself in the

urban uniform of the day—a dark jacket, high collared shirt and tie and bowler

hat—Segall is indistinguishable from his art school colleagues, undoubtedly his

intent.14  By the age of twenty-one, Segall had spent his most formative, adolescent

years in Germany; Self-Portrait I portrays not only his artistic and cultural maturation

but also invokes the artist’s assimilation.  

Segall’s pictorial declaration of acculturation is not entirely at the expense of

Jewish identity, however.  He references contemporary Jewish art through an homage



15Mattos, Lasar Segall: Expressionismo e judaísmo, 49.  I can’t confirm, nor
do I mean to imply that Segall was literally copying Israëls’ earlier portrait, but rather
than Israëls’s influence is evident in the style of the painting and the artistic persona
that Segall emulated.
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to Dutch artist Jozef Israëls, whom he admired immensely.15  Not only do the somber

tones and loose brushwork invoke Israëls’ precedence, but the composition invites a

direct comparison with Israëls own 1909 self-portrait (fig. 8).  Here Israëls  portrays

himself in old age. Seated heavily and wearily in a comfortable chair, he wears the

same glasses that Segall would in turn don, and a similar bowler, although pulled low

over the old man’s forehead.  The lines in Israëls’ face draw downward with the

weight of age and his shoulders stoop heavily, mirroring the downward curve of the

chair.  Segall’s version in Self-Portrait I inverts this gravitational pull, drawing all

lines and forms upward in an expression of youthful exuberance.  With his cap

cocked smartly to one side and the neck of the guitar rising in upward diagonal,

Segall renews Israëls’ portrait, painting himself as a youthful version of his aging

mentor.

Israëls’ influence on Segall was more enduring philosophically than formally. 

Although widely known as a Jewish painter, Israëls’ work rarely addressed Jewish

themes specifically, a quality that likewise marked Segall’s aesthetic.  Israëls’

imagery fell within a broader category of armeleutemalerei, genre scenes of the

quotidian existence of the poor which were popular throughout the nineteenth



16Israëls Son of the Ancient People, 1889 is one of his few works that
specifically identify a Jewish theme, but only in the title.  The image is of a seated
man, widely considered a merchant, sitting outside his junk shop surrounded by his
merchandise, with submissive posture and a pained expression of despair,
characteristic of Israëls.  This kind of representation, that did not propel a positive,
Zionist image of a proud, and powerful young Jew was controversial, prompting the
statement above.  Israëls defended his position, asserting that, “[T]his has made the
clothing trader the symbol of ancient beauty, ancient suffering and ancient faith, i.e.
of a son of the ancient people.” Rivka Weiss-Blok, “Son of the Ancient People,
1889,” in Josef Israëls 1824-1911, ed. Dieuwertje Dekkers (Groninger: Uitgeverij
Wanders b.v. Zwolle and Groninger Museum, 1999), 225-26.
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century.  His pictures of rural peasants personified broader characteristics of the

human condition, among them modesty, diligence, charity, and sacrifice.  Although

only occasionally and rather obliquely did Israëls identify these qualities as Jewish

virtues, such ontological associations with poverty and oppression deeply affected

Segall, who dedicated himself to similar ethnically specific yet broadly humanist

concepts long after he had abandoned the formal influences of Israëls.  

Moreover, Segall assimilated Israëls’ attitudes toward the relation of Judaism

and art, which challenged the categorical notion of the “Jewish artist.”  Israëls

struggled to avoid the mutually determining and ultimately constrictive relation

between the Jewish artist and Jewish themes, declaring, “A painter paints because he

is a painter, not because he’s a Jew.”16  As we will see, Segall’s artistic trajectory

invokes a parallel struggle to establish a universalist aesthetic that engaged his Jewish



17Segall’s interest in Israëls prompted him to travel to Holland in 1912 in
search of the spiritual inspiration he believed motivated Israëls’ work, as well as that
of Rembrandt.  The influence of Holland and Israëls on Segall was so profound that
despite spending six months in Brazil immediately following this trip, absolutely no
evidence exists to suggest that Segall’s experience in Brazil had any influence on his
art whatsoever.  Despite the European fascination with “primitive” art and culture and
all things “exotic,” Segall’s visit to the tropics elicited not a single painting on a
Brazilian theme.  Rather Segall returned to Germany with the example of Israëls still
fresh in his mind, and undertook to reinterpret his own identity and origins.
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heritage and which employed Jewish symbolism, but resisted the explicit

particularism of  “Jewish art.”17

The implicit ease of belonging to two worlds expressed in Self-Portrait I is

betrayed some six years later in Segall’s enigmatic self-portrait,  Vilnius and I (c.

1916/1917. fig. 6) painted during World War I.  Expressing the artist’s dual

estrangement from both his cultural origins and his adopted community, Segall

renders himself with a rather brooding expression via the crude stylizations known

from early proto-expressionist wood cuts.  The image marks a significant emotional

and aesthetic transformation.  Gone are both the subject’s confident smile and its

formal equivalent: the spontaneous, direct register of the observed, external world

recorded through impressionist means.  

In the image, Segall again depicts himself in the wardrobe of the

contemporary German.  In a modern suit and tie, the artist renders himself standing

outside the protective walls of his native Vilnius, with its tilted rooftops and towering

onion domes. Despite his attire, Segall does not present himself as entirely within the
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West, but rather as an intermediary between two worlds: between the real space of the

presumably Western viewer and the Eastern realm of his past.  Located in the

immediate foreground and dominating the composition, the author presides over the

scene in a position of narrative and pictorial authority.  Yet it is an ambiguous

authority.  Like a classical admonishing figure, he possesses the unique ability to

observe with the dispassionate gaze of an outsider, yet interpret with the experience

of the insider.  Nevertheless, he occupies a liminal space between two cultures, part

of both, but fully within neither.

World War I and Gruppe 1919: Expressions of Estrangement

The contrast posed by the secure expression of acculturation in Self-Portrait I

and the ineluctable sense of alterity of Vilnius and I reflects the political and

existential insecurities posed by World War I.  The outbreak of war in 1914 and the

xenophobic currents that arose in its wake greatly complicated life for the foreigner in

Germany.  Segall’s personal status as a resident alien was underscored by the

polarization of his social milieu, as his German colleagues went off to the battlefields

in the name of the fatherland, and his Russian compatriots were interned in the nearby

city of Meissen as foreign non-combatants. Although Segall was expelled from the

Academy because of his Russian citizenship, thanks to the efforts of friends,

particularly the director of the Dresden Academy, Gotthad Kuehl, Segall obtained



18Segall, “Minhas recordações,” 17.

19Segall’s version of his internment went unchallenged until long after his
death, when in the 1970s Brazilian art historian Vera d’Horta Beccari interviewed
Segall’s first wife Margarete Suhr, who clarified their experience in Meissen. 
Claudia Valladão de Mattos later confirmed Suhr’s account through Segall’s
correspondence. See Vera d’Horta Becarri, Lasar Segall e o modernismo paulista
(São Paulo: Editora Brasiliense, 1984), 185-86, Mattos, Lasar Segall:
Expressionismo e judaísmo, 33-38.  For an example concentrationcamp version, cf.
Horn, “Segall und Deutschland,” 25.
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permission to remain in Dresden during the war. This experience, although far

preferable to forced seclusion in Meissen, left Segall in a nebulous in-between space,

excluded from both German patriotism and the solidarity born of subjugation.

Segall’s ambivalence toward his position is indicated by his exaggerated

recollections of having also been interned.  In his memoirs he recorded his “forced

transfer to the city of Meissen, under rigorous police control,” and the consequential

“desperate pecuniary situation.”18  Although Segall and his wife had initially gone to

Meissen it was for days and not months, although they often visited friends detained

there.19  Segall’s recollection of the anxiety caused by the general suspicion toward

foreigners at the time, and the effect it had on his work, likewise insinuated his

confinement:

What caused me the most agitation was the impossibility of working,
motivated by the collective psychosis of the war, that viewed not only
every photographic device, but every pallet and pencil of the foreign
citizen as potential instruments of espionage.  I don’t know if I could
have stood this situation of hopelessness, if one day, finally, we had
not received permission from the authorities to paint a few hours a



20Segall, “Minhas recordações,” 18.
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day.  This way I could at least satisfy part of my anxiety by working
and alleviate to a certain degree my interior tension.20

The romanticization of his place within a solidarity of artist captives, penned decades

later suggests how deeply the artist was marked by his paradoxically infelicitous good

fortune. 

Moreover, wartime sanctions prevented Segall from traveling.  Unable to visit

Lithuania, and with a dearth of news from home due to obstructed mail and

communications, Segall was increasingly isolated from his family and homeland. 

Vilnius and I invokes a sense of nostalgia for the past.  The Vilnius culled from

memory and desire is self-contained and safely removed from his present

circumstances.  Segall himself, however, is poised in the picture as the object of the

German gaze, his back to his past with his own gaze directed out of the picture and

into the unknown, his future.  And as a metaphor for his own efforts to resolve the

broad lacuna between these two identities, Segall depicts the tiny figure of peasant,

bent with the weight of a heavy load, struggling to ascend the diagonal road that

divides the compositional and symbolic spaces.

Although the stylistic transition evident in the two self-portraits reflects the

increasing visibility of expressionism in Dresden, Segall attributed his transformation

to the pictorial demands of his subject matter which, he contended, revealed



21Heller speculates that Segall was likely the first artist to paint pogroms,
preceding the representations of members of Der Sturm and Die Panthetiker by a
decade, Heller, “His Sole Subject,” 55.
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themselves to him during a stay in Vilnius around 1914. Segall had returned home

periodically during his studies in Germany.  Under the influence of Israëls, he was

consumed by the emotive images of poverty, suffering and survival he encountered,

which he sketched assiduously on his visits and reworked into paintings and

engravings in Germany.  Yet, whereas Israëls had depicted the noble virtues of

modest folk existence in rural Holland, Segall’s interpretation of Vilnius was

conditioned by the violent history of Czarist persecution of Jews and the context of

rising political aggression in Europe.  He, therefore, focused virtually exclusively on

themes of struggle and oppression, portraying not only images of beggars, indigents

and grieving widows and orphaned children in Vilnius, but also Russian-Jewish

repression, pictorializing the flight of refugees, the destruction of cities and Russia’s

infamous pogroms.21  

Segall recalls in his memoirs that the emotional intensity of these themes

forced him to abandon the optical, external focus of impressionism in search of more

subjective means, appropriate to the traumatized collective psyche.  He wrote of a

specific night in Vilnius in which,  “overcome by a mad desire to work,” and feeling

“alone and divorced from the world,” he intuitively took up these tendencies:



22Unpublished text from 1914, translated to Portuguese in Mattos, Lasar
Segall: Expressionismo e judaísmo, 22-23.
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It was so quiet that I heard only myself.  I felt that the forms of nature
were of no concern to me, only the forms of my own world, and that it
alone mattered.  I felt the need to create a composition, Pogrom.  I felt
that during the pogrom the houses experienced everything just as the
people themselves did.  I drew a street with crooked houses, a person
the same size as the three-storied house.  I rejected all proportion and
perspective.  Everything seemed superfluous.  My emotion was too
strong and I had to tear myself loose from all rules in order to work
freely. Since that time I had the courage to do without all natural forms
and began with new forms, with my forms, to construct my own
necessity.22

Although the artist’s claims of a spontaneous exercise in expressionism are somewhat

dubious, his recollection is nevertheless significant in that it not only specifically

links his stylistic transition to his investigations of Jewish identity undertaken

simultaneously, but his statement also reinforces the isolation of the artist-as-observer

evoked in Vilnius and I.

Assigning dates to Segall’s artistic development is notoriously difficult,

particularly given his tendency toward personal historical revisionism; in his writings

and on works of art themselves, Segall constantly changed dates and references,

presumably to appear more innovative than may actually have been the case. 

Through exhaustive research, Claudia Valladão de Mattos has established a

convincing chronology of Segall’s German period that establishes his initial forays

into expressionism around 1914, after his first visit to Brazil (in which he exhibited



23Ibid., 1-57.
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no modernist works beyond impressionism) and following a brief, but influential stay

in Paris.23  It was during World War I, however, while suspended from classes at the

Academy, that Segall’s interest in modernism came fully to fruition.  

At the time he was living with a close family friend, the art dealer William

Rubin, who immersed Segall in Expressionist art and theory, acquainting him with

the work of Wassily Kandinsky and the Blaue Reiter (Blue Rider) as well as the

Brücke (Bridge), and introducing him to an intellectual circle that included writer

Felix Steimer, architect Hugo Zehder, critic Paul F. Schmidt and poet Theodore

Däubler.  By 1911 when Segall arrived in Dresden, “expressionism” had become an

established term in the local artistic lexicon.  Until that year, the Brücke, which was

founded in Dresden, had worked and exhibited frequently making the city one of the

most important sites of Expressionist innovation and activity.  Both the Brücke and

their Munich counterpart, the Blaue Reiter, founded by Kandinsky and Franz Marc,

had embraced antinaturalsm as a means to repudiate the restrictive social and artistic

conventions dictated by the Wilhelmine establishment.  Yet at the same time, these

movements searched for an expression of a greater, universal human spirit that would

counter the social and cultural instability left by rapid turn-of-the-century

industrialization.  These “first generation” expressionists articulated with utopian

ardor the potential of art to bring social and ethical change through the expression of



24German expressionism is generally divided into two movements
corresponding to the prewar and postwar periods, with the “first generation”
comprising the individuals and groups associated with the origins of the movement
between 1905 and 1913.  As will be discussed, Segall participated with the “second
generation,” or what is alternately referred to as “Postexpressionism” from 1918 to
about 1925. For a more detailed discussion of the Post-Expressionist second
generation see Stephanie Barron, ed., German Expressionism, 1915-1925: The
Second Generation (Los Angeles: Museum Associates, Los Angeles County Museum
of Art, 1988); Joan Weinstein, The End of Expressionism: Art and the November
Revolution in Germany, 1918-1919 (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press,
1990) and Dennis Crockert, German Post-Expressionism: The Art of the Great
Disorder, 1918-1924 (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1999). 
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more sincere and individual human feeling.24  In search of nonclassical models of

spiritual and aesthetic authenticity, they turned to non-Western and tribal art, and art

of children and the insane.  With garish, dissonant colors and spontaneous, emotive

brushwork, early expressionist artists emulated and reinterpreted these “universal”

paragons through a melange of international modernist techniques including cubism

and futurism. 

In 1917, fearing expressionism’s progressive submission to bourgeois

individualism, Zehder and Rubin formed the Neue Kreis (New Circle), a collective

aimed at resuscitating the movement’s original antimaterialist and utopian spirit. 

Segall’s participation with the group led to his reformulation of the role and function

of art, turning his attentions toward the introspective investigations of metaphysics

rather than the external observation of physical reality.  Having remained virtually

unaware of expressionism until the war, Segall was able to appropriate Kandinsky’s



25Lasar Segall, “O Expressionismo,” in Lasar Segall: Textos, depoimentos e
exposições (São Paulo: Museu Lasar Segall, 1993), 39.

26This statement is from Segall’s response to the Dresden Work Council for
the Arts’ questionnaire, 1919.  Reproduced in Lasar Segall. Katalog.  Mit Beiträgen
von Theodor Däubler und Will Grohmann (Dresden: Wostock [Der Osten] Verlag,
1920); translated in Heller, “His Sole Subject,” 69.
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mystical conception of art in its pure and consolidated form.  Kandinsky’s views on

art were profoundly messianic.  He was inspired by various occult belief systems,

most significantly Theosophy, and by symbolism, and consequently approached art as

a means of spiritual regeneration, asserting the artist’s responsibility to guide society

away from its decadent state and into a more vital, mystical age.  

Segall was deeply inspired by Kandinsky’s utopian vision and cited Über das

Geistige in der Kunst (Concerning the Spiritual in Art; 1911) and Über die

Formfrage (On the Problem of Form, 1912) as crucial sources for his aesthetic.25  In

Concerning the Spiritual in Art, in an explanation of antinaturalism that champions

the transcendental potential of art, Kandinsky elaborates the concepts of  aussere

(outer) and innere (inner), the former related to the visual forms from nature and the

latter the artistic volition internal to the artist.  Segall, in turn, pondered art in

resonant terms, claiming “inner necessity” as the origin of his expression, defined as

“an ethical, nearly religious longing for that which ties together all humans beyond all

accidentals of life, a highest Good that flows from the highest Truth.”26  Elaborating

on this idea he declared:



27Ibid.

28Segall writes, “W. Kandinsky’s literary works . . . are extraordinarily
important.  His words, which have a scientific quality, are in my opinion, stronger
than his paintings.” Segall, “O Expressionismo,” 39.

29Sixton Ringbom, “Art in the ‘Epoch of the Great Spiritual’: Occult Elements
in the Early Theory of Abstract art,” (1966): 407.  On Kandinsky’s aesthetic theories,
see also Peter Selz, German Expressionist Painting (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1974), 223-33.
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Everyone must overcome the external-veristic (the interesting) in favor
of the necessary (the inner-truthful).  Interesting is appearance, what
passes, everything sensual -appealing.  The antithesis is truth,
necessity, eternity, slow revelation.  All technical refinement is
problematic . . . Everyone must be inspired only to comprehend the
essential from within and to express it in a personally necessary
form.27

Segall professed a strictly theoretical interest in Kandinsky, however, and his

painting demonstrate little formal influence of this predecessor.28  Segall embraced

Kandinsky’s theorization of the mysterious process of artistic production that

emanated from feeling rather than rational considerations.  Moreover, Segall

professed that beauty, as traditionally conceived, was not an artistic objective. 

Kandinsky saw beauty as deriving from the deeper essence of formal elements, line,

color, form.  Therefore, beauty existed despite what might appear to be an external

ugliness.29  While Segall internalized Kandinsky’s disregard for traditional notions of

beauty, and the liberated use of form and color, he was staunchly opposed to

abstraction, however, clinging to the human form as the principal means of

interhuman communication. Segall’s increasingly violent figural deformations and
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spatial manipulations indicated his assimilation of the “primitivizing” influences of

the non-Western sources illustrated in the Blue Rider Almanac, Kandinsky and

Marc’s immensely popular edited volume of Expressionist aesthetics and ideas, and

of earlier expressionist painters like those of the Brücke.

In 1919, after the gradual dissolution of the Neue Kreis, Zehder in

collaboration with Segall and then eighteen-year-old art student Conrad Felixmüller,

along with painters Otto Dix and Constantin von Mistchke-Collande, both recently

returned from the front, organized the Dresden Secession Gruppe 1919, one of

numerous expressionist artist collectives inaugurated in response to the November

Revolution.  Like the Berlin Novembergruppe, founded shortly before them, the

founders of Gruppe 1919 sought to reposition prewar expressionist values within the

activist spirit of the day.  They assumed the first generation’s mission of spiritual

renewal with renewed urgency owed to the tragedies of World War I.  Yet, in

solidarity with post-war political movements, Gruppe 1919 transformed Kandinsky’s

spiritual utopianism into expressions of utopian socialism.  Although Segall never

wholly embraced the political agenda of certain members, he nevertheless

participated with Gruppe 1919 until its disintegration in 1922.  And it is during these

experiences in Dresden that Segall cultivated his mature style and the aesthetic

predisposition that he would export fully formulated with him to Brazil.  Indeed it is

this phase that, in many ways, determined his perception and representation of Brazil.
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Self-Portrait  II (fig. 7) painted in 1919 in the initial enthusiasm of the group’s

foundation  captures this phase in Segall’s early career: projecting his persona as the

artistic visionary and, in keeping with this role, engaging in dialogue with first

generation expressionist values.  In the image, Segall depicts himself with

unprecedented formal and emotional intensity.  The picture reworks the abstracted

face from Vilnius and I into a harsh, mask-like expression of human subjectivity.  The

slightly raised shoulders, downward pointed chin and pursed lips convey a state of

psychological agitation, technically matched by the rough, abraded paint applied with

a thick brush or knife.  The subject’s vacant eyes—open spaces that would seem to

represent windows to the soul—create an unsettling ghost-like quality.  Akin to the

culturally ambivalent space evoked in Vilnius and I,  Self-Portrait II locates Segall in

the ambiguous space of the modernist picture; the flat surface of color that surrounds

the figure is deliberately vague, shifting between an evocation of the illusionistic

space of the picture plane and an affirmation of the real space of the picture surface. 

Thus, whereas Segall’s two prior self-portraits negotiated his place (albeit tenuously)

within German culture and society, Self-Portrait II moves away from these external

references to portray the artist in a metaphysical context and to position him in the

less tangible, conceptual “space” of the avant-garde. 

Like all of his painting between 1918 and 1922, Self-Portrait II exhibits

simplified and abstracted compositional forms and the severe angularity of African
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sculpture—painterly approaches popularized by the primitivism of movements such

as the Brücke.  The shallow, concave space of the eyes, the hollow irises set into

asymmetrical sockets, the choppy brush strokes that approximate the faceting of

wood carving, and the deep striations on the forehead and cheekbones combine to

conflate the individual appearance of the subject with the anonymous visage of a

mask.  The image is provocatively ambiguous; whether the motif represents the mask

as having the capacity to reveal man’s inner nature, or the contrary—to conceal

identity—is unresolved, and presumably, unresolvable.  Segall’s debt to primitivism

is equally enigmatic.  The artist employed forms and representational strategies not

only as an established artistic vocabulary of universal human significance, but also as

a means to articulate a statement of alterity, pronounced through the self-conscious

identification with the “primitive” Other.  

By this interpretation, the mask of the “primitive” donned in Self-Portrait II is

closely related to the dualistic identity suggested in Encounter and is key to

understanding Segall’s aesthetic program as well as his artistic and social identity. 

Despite the absence of explicit signifiers of Judaism, I want to propose that this

image is nevertheless representative of Segall’s thematic engagement with Jewish

identity—here enacted via the “primitive.”  Like his assumed Blackness in

Encounter, the masked face in Self-Portrait II indicates an awareness of how the

outside gaze contributes to the acquisition of subjectivity while at the same time
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objectifying and thus alienating the subject.  Blackness and the mask project the

artist’s feelings of alterity and efforts to both mask and exploit this difference. As

such, it exemplifies an expressionistic variation of the humanism Segall sought in his

emulation of a more naturalistic artist like Israëls.  The reexamination of Segall’s

representation of Brazil, often interpreted as the primitivizing product of the foreign

gaze, thus, demands careful examination of the legacy of European primitivism in

Segall’s aesthetic and philosophy.  As we will see, the artist’s subscription to, and

more often, departure from the dominant discourse of the “primitive” reveals Segall’s

self-identification with the Other, often suggested through his use of primitivism in

the representation of Jewish themes.

(De)Constructing the Other: Segall’s “Primitivism”

The temptation to interpret Segall in terms of European primitivism is not

without justification.  In many ways, Segall’s experience of the Other paralleled that

of much of the early twentieth-century European avant-garde.  His emigration to

Brazil appeared very much like the migrations of so many modernists who moved to

the margins of civilization to rectify the spiritual toll of modernization and to

transcend the social constraints of bourgeois society.  Segall first traveled to Brazil in

1913, the same year that Brücke artists Max Pechstein and Emil Nolde toured the

German colonies in the South Seas.  Like most of his generation, he was fascinated



30A photograph in the Arquivo Lasar Segall, São Paulo shows Segall and a
group of friends from the Dresden Academy dressed as “Orientals”in turbans, knee
high boots and brocade robes, atop a life-sized statue of an elephant for the 1920
Dresden carnival.  Moreover, the Dresden Zoological gardens periodically
reconstructed “ethnic villages,” hosting performances by non-Western dancers and
musicians, as noted in Jill Lloyd, German Expressionism: Primitivism and Modernity
(New Haven: Yale Universty Press, 1991), 30.

31An image from the exhibition was reproduced in the catalogue for MOMA’s
“Primitivism in Twentieth-Century Art,” identified only as “Exhibition hall in the
Folkwang Museum, Hagen, before 1921.”  See William Rubin, ed., Primitivism in
Twentieth-Century Art (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1984), 380. Widows,
purchased by the Folkwang Museum, was among the many paintings by Segall
included in the Nazi “Entarte Kunst” (Degenerate Art) exhibition in Munich in 1937
and subsequently destroyed.  My analysis of the work is from black and white
reproductions of the image itself, which clearly show the handling and texture.  I am
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by non-Western art and culture.  Frequent visits to German ethnographic museums

(including the prominent collection located at the nearby Dresden Museum), exotic

carnivals and spectacles and colonial exhibitions informed Segall’s experimentation

with expressionism, revealing to him the vast artistic and cultural possibilities outside

of Western classicism.30  Thus, influenced by many of the same formal sources as

German primitivists, and familiar with the art of this prior generation, it is not

surprising that Segall’s paintings, for all intents and purposes, looked very much like

that of the artists of the Brücke and related Expressionist movements.  

Segall’s social and artistic proximity to the Brücke was confirmed by a

collective exhibition organized by the Folkwang Museum in the early 1920s that

juxtaposed his painting and that of artists such as Nolde with tribal sculpture from the

German colonies (fig. 9).31  A photograph of the exhibition shows Segall’s Witwe



assuming the pallet is in keeping with Segall’s other work of the period, with the deep
shades of violet, steel blue, ochre and occasional reds.  

32Lloyd, German Expressionism, 193.
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(Widow, 1920; fig. 10, now destroyed) hung between Nolde’s Masks Still Life, 3

(1911; fig. 11) and Still Life with Wooden Figures (1911), all surrounded by Uli

figures from New Ireland, most likely from Nolde’s personal collection.  The

paintings complement each other well—all exhibiting an aggressive handling of the

pigment, laid down in rapid, spontaneous gestures, with vivid colors and mannered

distortions of figures and faces that invoke the antinaturalist quality perceived in

tribal art.  Despite the outward coherence of this grouping, however, the visual

affinities that facilitated the collaboration between Segall and Nolde serve to obscure

the deeper philosophical differences that separated the two Expressionist generations. 

Most significant among these were the deeply hegemonic nationalist ideologies that

permeated prewar German expressionist primitivism, which Segall’s work

emphatically refused.

Formal Sources: Die Brücke and Africa

As Jill Lloyd has argued, despite their radical affront to conservative social

and artistic values, the Brücke’s fundamental ideals were nevertheless “marked by the

imperialist consciousness of their times.”32  Not only did propaganda aimed at

fostering German patriotism accompany ethnographic exhibitions of objects and



33Although attitudes toward colonialism varied widely among German
expressionists and within the Brücke itself, Nolde presents a particularly instructive
ideological counterpart to Segall’s spiritual universalism.  In discussing Nolde’s
conservative opposition to German colonialism, Lloyd concludes that it affirmed his
nationalist preoccupations while intimating his beliefs in racial purity.  His position
that tribal societies should be left in their ‘original’ state (Uruzstand) both removed
the “primitive” from the dialectics of historical change, while idealizing the Other as
a ‘natural’ counterimage to the modern industrial world.  Lloyd concludes that “the
impact of colonial rule, as Nolde experienced it could make these very same societies
appear as a grotesque caricature of western modernization.” See Ibid., 106.  On the
ideological intersection of renderings of local peasantry and non-Western peoples and
objects see Lloyd, German Expressionism, 3-20, Gill Perry, “Primitivism,” in
Primitivism, Cubism, Abstraction: The Early Twentieth Century, ed. Charles Harrison
(New Haven: Yale University Press, in association with the Open University, 1993),
3-85 and Mark Antliff and Patricia Leighton, “Primitive,” in Critical Terms for Art
History, ed. Robert S. Nelson and Richard Shiff (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1996).
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peoples displayed as curiosities, but on a much more insidious level any exhibition or

representation of the colonial Other contributed to consolidating a normative

understanding of identity by polarizing a collective sense of “us” and “them.”  Even

such apolitical works as Nolde’s “ethnographic” still lifes, included in the Folkwang

exhibition, were not ideologically neutral. While images like Mask Still Life, 3

(1911), drawn from tribal artifacts in a Berlin museum, challenged traditional notions

of beauty by introducing the “primitive”—and, by popular association, the

grotesque—into the staid realm of the still-life, the effect of the work relied on

familiar tropes of “primitive” difference; these presumed an unsophisticated tribal

mentality and social order, and they indirectly reinforced precisely the associations of

barbarism, superstition, and irrationality used to justify European imperialism.33 



34It must be recognized that expressionism was extremely diverse and
difficult, if not impossible, to succinctly and comprehensively characterize. Lloyd’s
analysis of primitivism, for example, reveals not the simple romanticization of the
pre-modern past and Other, but rather exposes the deep ideological ambivalence that
emerged with attempts to reconcile the inherent contradictions of modernity and
negotiate demands of national identity with internationalist aspirations.  It is in this
regard, as we will see in the next chapter, that Segall’s aesthetic is most akin to the
investigations of the first generation.  Moreover, despite the  nationalistic gestures
harbored within Expressionist primitivism, expressionism met with significant
opposition from some artists, particularly in more remote regions, who were alienated
by the style which they considered fundamentally foreign. Thus, depending on the
particular viewer or artist, expressionism simultaneously invoked the national and
non-national.  For the purposes of this study, however, it is the second generation’s
perception of first generation art that is significant in analyzing their antichauvinist
platform.
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Furthermore, such European imaginings of the non-national, non-Western Other, that

implicitly declared what “we” are not, corresponded with pictorial interpretations of

Volkish ideologies that alternately affirmed what “we” are.  Prewar German artists

sought out (and invented) a local peasantry, uncontaminated by historical change and

practiced in indigenous artistic traditions that counterbalanced the colonial Other

through an equally pristine rendering of the national Self.34

In contrast to Nolde’s studied “ethnographies,” Segall’s work employed only

vaguely Africanizing motifs, absorbed solely for symbolic and expressive effect.  The

image Widow suggest this distinction.  The sharp, geometric treatment of the faces,

disfigured by hatching and with asymmetrical, bulging eyes represents a subjective

abbreviation of characteristics of African masks, but does not reference any single

item. Segall’s engagement with what might be considered non-Western art and



35From Herbert Kühn, “Expressionismus und Sozialismus,” Neue Blätter für
Kunst und Dictung 2:1 (May 1919): 29, translated in Heller, “His Sole Subject,” 72. 
The Dresden Secession Gruppe 1919 was one of the many Expressionist collectives
formed in the wake of the November Revolution, following a broader seccession
from the academy. For more extensive discussion of Gruppe 1919 see Mattos, Lasar
Segall: Expressionismo e judaísmo, 75-103; Peter Chametzky, “Dresden Secession
Gruppe 1919,” in German Expressionism: Documents from the End of the Wilhelmine
Empire to the Rise of National Socialism, ed. Rose Carol Washton Long (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1993), 222-23; Weinstein, End of Expressionism, 107-
60.
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culture did not produce the diametrically constructed assertions of cultural and ethnic

difference associated with early German expressionist primitivism, but, on the

contrary, fostered a broadly humanist affirmation of sameness.

The general internationalist inclination of the second Expressionist generation

supports this reading.  Gruppe 1919’s stated artistic and ideological rationale was to

mobilize art and society against the accelerating nativism that followed the war,

declaring an allegiance to the “brotherhood of an unadulterated humanity” and a

“disdain [for] the insanity of border posts, chauvinism, nationalism.”35  Like many

young artists, deeply affected by the perils of nationalism demonstrated by the war,

they protested against the xenophobia that increasingly inflected German culture by

broadly embracing the cultural relativism of the Blaue Reiter Almanac.  Likewise, in

response to the chauvinistic underpinnings and proprietary tone of

expressionism—transformed in popular German usage into “German expressionism”

during this period—the Secessionists tacitly sanctioned the assimilation of a wide



36Lloyd, German Expressionism, 96-97.
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variety of international tendencies, including (Italian) futurism, (French) cubism,

(Swiss) dada, etc., in so doing asserting an international artistic community that was

politically and socially proscribed.

Segall was not alone his exclusively formal engagements with “primitive” art,

but, on the contrary, was very much the product of a particular artistic place and

moment.  His appreciation for “primitive” art was, by and large, informed by sources

and institutions aimed at a  dehistoricization of tribal art that deliberately removed

non-Western aesthetics from any local political or cultural context.  Segall’s broadest

exposure to tribal art was at the Folkwang Museum, located in Hagen, near Dresden. 

Under the directorship of Karl Ernst Osthaus since 1912, the museum had undertaken

the radical curatorial directive to do just this: to treat non-Western objects not as

ethnographic curiosities but as tantamount to Western art.  He began to mount

exhibitions that combined European and tribal pieces in nonhierarchical installations,

encouraging their evaluation on strictly formalist terms.36  

Segall was very familiar with the Folkwang, having shown there with Nolde

and again independently in 1920.  Suggesting the influence of Osthaus’ philosophy

and the Folkwang’s collection, the masklike faces that distinguish Segall’s imagery of

the period echo images of African “fetishes,” reproduced in a six-volume catalogue of

non-western art published by the Folkwang, of which Segall owned volume four on



37Afrika: Sakralkulte Vorgeschichte der Hieroglyphen, vol. VI, Schriften-
Reine, Kulturun der Erde: Material Zur Kultur und Kunst Geschichte Aller Völker
(Hagen: Folkwang-Verlag GMBH, 1922).

38Jill Lloyd, “Emil Nolde’s ‘Ethnographic’ Still Lifes: Primitivism, Tradition
and Modernity,” in The Myth of Primitivism: Perspectives on Art, ed. Susan Heller
(London: Routledge, 1991), 102; Joseph Masheck, “Raw Art: ‘Primitive’
Authenticity and German Expressionism,” RES 4 (1982): 110-11.
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Africa.37  Also among Segall’s books was Carl Einstein’s immensely popular 1915

Negerplastic (Black Sculpture).  In a gesture similar to Osthaus’s, Einstein too

omitted any specific information about the pieces reproduced in the text, allowing

readers to invent new meanings and uses for these works according to their own

needs and tastes.38  

Segall’s restrained Africanisms function according to Osthaus and Einstein’s

objectives.  Extrinsic to even the limited institutional and political circumstances that

contextualize Nolde’s work, Segall employs primitivizing tendencies as highly

charged signifiers of an imagined primal savagery, defined solely by European

modernism’s discourse of the “primitive” and by European expectations of Africa. 

Whereas Masks Still Life, 3 and Still Life with Wooden Figure challenge classical

notions of the still-life and the traditional tastes that valorize the genre, Segall’s use

of such tendencies to depict oppressed and displaced social subjects, the victims of

pogroms, wars and exploitation, compounds Nolde’s iconoclastic impetus with

connotations of brutality associated with the “savage” to critique the presumed

enlightenment of “civilization.”  



39“Primitivism” here refers to the work of modern European artists, inspired
by non-Western art and people, while art nègre signifies a broad category of African
and other (often misidentified) tribal art.  For a synthetic overview of primitivism, see
Antliff and Leighton, “Primitive,” .  A comprehensive survey of art nègre can be
found in Rubin, ed., Primitivism in Twentieth-Century Art .

40For varying interpretatiions of Picasso’s primitivism, see Brigitte Léal,
Christine Piot, and Marie-Laure Brandac, The Ultimate Picasso (New York: Harry
Abrams, 2000), 118-26; Patricia Leighton, “The White Peril and L’Art nègre:
Picasso, Primitivism and Anti-Colonialism,” The Art Bulletin 72, no. 4 (1990); Rubin,
ed., Primitivism in Twentieth-Century Art  and Elizabeth Cowling, Picasso: Style and
Meaning (London: Phaidon, 2002), 160-94.
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Conceptual Sources: Picasso and the Jewish “Primitive”

Segall’s work was inspired as much by notions of European primitivism as by

art nègre proper.39  And in this regard, the influence of Picasso appears notably

stronger than that of the Brücke.  The mask-like facial stylizations of Segall’s

painting between 1918 and 1920 closely correspond to Picasso’s primitivizing forms

from 1907 and 1908.  Die ewigen Wanderer (Eternal Wanderers, 1919; fig. 12), for

example, displays large, unevenly placed, oval eyes, vertically divided faces,

exaggerated shadows and striated hatchings of the figuration Picasso initiated in 1907

with Les Demoiselles d’ Avignon.40  While such tendencies appeared in Segall’s work

only until early 1920, an ideological resonance with Picasso’s primitivism marked

Segall’s visual constructions of difference long into his career. Conditioned by the

postwar socio-political climate, Segall extended Picasso’s critique of western

tradition and bourgeois culture to contemporary society at large, engaging a politics

of form that addressed human suffering and the fundamental violence of mankind.



41Lasar Segall, “A inquietação contemporânea,” in Lasar Segall: Textos,
depoimentos e exposições (São Paulo: Museu Lasar Segall, 1993), 43.  Picasso’s
impact on Segall is recorded in Paul Ferdinand Schmidt, Lasar Segall: Gemälde und
Graphik, Austellung, 1926, Veröffentlichungen des Kunstarchives, no. 6 (Berlin: Das
Kunstarchiv Verlag, 1926), 5.  Among Segall’s books was a worn copy of  Maurice
Raynal’s 1920 monograph on Picasso, featuring numerous reproductions of works
from this same period.  

42This lesser-known exhibition was organized by Otto Feldman for his
recently opened Neue Galerie in Berlin, and subsequently traveled to Dresden, as
well as Vienna, Zurich and Basel.  The show comprised works borrowed from
Picasso’s friend and dealer Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler’s collection and is believed to
have had a catalogue preface written by Carl Einstein, a close friend and mentor to
Kahnweiler. John Richardson, A Life of Picasso, 2 vols., vol. 2: 1907-1917 (New
York: Random House, 1996), 317-20and n. 62. Curiously little has been written on
the influence of Picasso on Segall, despite the overwhelming formal similarities.
Erhard Frommhold is the exception, asserting that Segall had seen the Richter
exhibition and, “unlike his friends was influenced less by the impressionism of the
Brücke than by Picasso’s Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, even though he paid no
attention to subsequent analytical cubism.”  It is unlikely that Segall saw Les
Demoiselles, and if he did, it was not in Dresden in 1914 as the painting was never
exhibited publicly before 1916.  Cf. Erhard Frommhold, Lasar Segall and Dresden
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Although Segall showed an interest in Picasso as early as 1913, it is unlikely

that he began to incorporate primitivizing motifs before the end of the war.  Segall

was reportedly deeply moved by Picasso images he saw in Paris in 1913 and later

praised Picasso in terms that resonated with his own universal humanist objectives. 

“Of all the modern masters,” Segall declared, Picasso, “is the one who best

comprehends the necessity of an evolution toward a more global expression of

[human] feeling.”41  In early 1914, Segall had the opportunity to closely study

Picasso’s  primitivizing motifs when the exhibition Picasso und Negerplastik

(Picasso and Black Art) opened at the Emil Richter Gallery in Dresden.42  The show



Expressionism (Milan: Galleria del Levante, n.d.), n.p. 

43Although no catalogue or definitive checklist is known for this exhibition,
forty of the works are identified in Kahnweiler’s notebooks.  See  Richardson, A Life
of Picasso, 468, n. 61.
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consisted of some sixty paintings and drawings done between 1907 and 1913 a period

that encompassed Picasso’s “discovery” of tribal art and his evolution from

primitivism to cubism.43  Among them were numerous studies for Les Demoiselles

and Trois Femmes (Three Women, 1908), rapid, often unfinished works that exhibited

some of Picasso’s most audacious interpretations of African decorative styles.    

Compositions such as Segall’s Eternal Wanderers and Kaddisch: Das

Totengebet (Kaddish: Prayer for the Dead, 1918) share many of the visual

characteristics of works exhibited in the Richter Gallery’s Picasso and Black Art. 

Beyond the mutual convention of the mask-like faces, reminiscent of works like

Picasso’s Tête d’homme (Head of a Man, 1907; fig. 13) and the facial studies for Les

Demoiselles (for example, fig. 14) displayed in Dresden, Segall’s work displays the

angular forms and spatial inconsistencies characteristic of Picasso, that Segall would

have known from examples like Torse de Femme (Female Torso, 1907; fig. 15) also

in the Richter exhibition. Eternal Wanders and Kaddish echo Picasso’s primitivism in

the rhythmic repetitions of shapes and forms, the arbitrary colors, the bright colors

mixed with subdued earth tones and the heavy, and loose brush work with heavy

barlike outlines.  Segall’s employment of primitivizing motifs to depict  modern



44Leighton, “White Peril and L’Art nègre,” 629. 

45Ibid.: 610.
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displacement and persecution absorbed more than primitivism’s formal lessons,

however, indicating an awareness of the critical potential of Picasso’s formal

provocations.

Picasso’s engagement with African art, although not overtly political, was not

exclusively aesthetic either.  Indeed, as Patricia Leighton has asserted,  Picasso’s

primitivism resolved one of the fundamental challenges to the avant-garde: “how to

radicalize structure and form, and abandon realism and narrative, without also

abandoning centrally important issues of content and allusions to real-life

concerns.”44  “Real-life concerns” included French colonialism, an issue charge by

public debates and press scandals regarding abuses in France’s African territories.

Leighton argues that Picasso’s efforts to invigorate the moribund aesthetics of

academic art through the valorization of tribal art harbored subtle political critique. 

“Far from only wanting to borrow formal motifs from African forms,” she contends,

“Picasso purposely challenged and mocked Western artistic traditions with his

allusions to black Africa, with its unavoidable associations of white cruelty and

exploitation.”45  Picasso’s art did not explicitly condemned colonialism, but rather his

recourse to “savage” aesthetics undermined normative aesthetic ideals of harmony,

reason and beauty associated with European “civilization” and cultural superiority. 



46Ibid.: 627.
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In light of the barbarism waged by the French colonial authority in the name of

“civilization,” Picasso’s romanticization of the “primitive” called into question the

“liberal, enlightened ideal of ‘man’”: notions compromised by a bankrupt moral order

and decadent western traditions.46

Segall’s dialogue with Picasso’s primitivism explicated these insinuated

attacks on a “complacent” modernity.  Radicalized by the war and its aftermath,

Segall was significantly more candid in his commentary than the earlier avant-garde. 

Eternal Wanderers and Kaddish comprised part of a series of paintings of the victims

of war that also included Widows, Arme Kinder (Abandoned Children, c. 1918) and

Tot (Death, c. 1918), that relied on visual and ideological tropes of “primitive”

savagery to charge the compositions with an underlying tone of brutality and

dehumanization.  Eternal Wanderers depicts a chaotic group of figures, faces

distorted in anguished masks, situated in an inhospitable and irrational environment. 

They amble unsteadily on an uncomfortably foreshortened ground plane, poised

between standing and falling.  Their vacant, sorrowful eyes and contorted mouths

betray a sense of grief and horror, exacerbated by the existential darkness behind

them. The mask that for Picasso was a powerful primal form that struck horror in the

viewer, here represents the subject’s terror: the inhumanity, persecution and

ethnocidal suffering of the victims of modern violence.  Moreover, the visual
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reference to Africa, and the africanizing of Jewish subjects signifies an ethnically

eclectic, universal humanism, while also invoking critical historic actualities,

engaging the experience of slavery, forced migration and diaspora shared Jews and

Blacks.

Segall’s recuperation of the “primitive,” a signifier which had been coopted as

an element of an ultimately nationalist discourse, served to challenge the ideological

underpinnings of prewar expressionism on its own semantic and pictorial terms.  The

allegory of wandering unites the Jew and the African in a shared history of

persecution, displacement and diaspora that defies the oppositional nationalism of

expressionism.  He conflates his Jewish protagonists with the “primitive,” positioned

as spiritual peers in a broader transnational humanity.  In their stateless and subaltern

position, his “eternal wanderers” symbolized to Segall a metaphysical profundity and

a resulting sense of universalism that challenged the materialism and partisan politics

that he believed threatened genuine artistic expression—as well as contemporary

society.  The artist’s writings on Jewish art and expressionism reveal the aesthetic and

philosophical framework that organized the parallel constructions of the Jew with the

“primitive,” enacted in works like Eternal Wanderers.  The theoretical underpinnings

of Segall’s aesthetic were deeply indebted to theorists popular among the

expressionists such as Aloïs Riegl and Wilhelm Worringer, who valorized the eternal



47For more specific discussion of such theoretical elaborations of these
individuals and others, see Lloyd, German Expressionism  especially pp. 51-57 and
Masheck, “Raw Art,” 

48Lasar Segall, untitled manuscript, Arquivo Lasar Segall, São Paulo. 

49Ibid. The connection between the Jewish and  “primitive” artist is
established by Segall’s parallel construction of Asian, African and Byzantine art in
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and universal qualities of tribal and nonclassical art.47  Like them, Segall professed

that these more profoundly human traits resulted from the emotional and spiritual

primacy of the “primitive” mentality and a corresponding aesthetic indifference to

external phenomena.  Unlike his predecessors, Segall added Jewish artists to a more

common inventory of “primitive” artists: Blacks, Asians, Byzantine, Egyptians and

children.  He argued that, like these others, the Jew “still lives in accordance with the

depth of his racial instinct” and is thus motivated by internal, rather than external

observation.48  Possessing this essentially non-Western, prerational relation to the

world, the Jewish artist, Segall reasoned, was particularly predisposed toward

expressionism.  In an unpublished manuscript from the early 1920s he explained:

[T]he Jew, primarily those who did not become European, lives more
from the inside out than from the outside in. This is his strength. He
does not seize the environment and his own life with the casualness of
the visually-oriented person, he lives more intent on the formations of
his own power of imagination and thinking. One should conclude,
therefore, that the Jew develops a lively relationship with expressive
art, with today’s expressionism faster and easier than anybody else.  It
is especially easy for the Jew to develop a real relationship with
contemporary art. It is not a secret that the realistic and impressionistic
art appeals less to him because the Jew has a problematic relationship
with nature and the depiction of nature.49



Lasar Segall, “Sobre Arte,” in Lasar Segall: Textos, depoimentos e exposições (São
Paulo: Museu Lasar Segall, 1993).

50Ibid., 34.

51Segall, “O Expressionismo,” 41.

52“Lazar Segall e o Brasil,” Jornal do Brasil, 13 Jul. 1928.
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Read in relation to Segall’s writings on the nonclassical origins of expressionism, the

Jewish artistic vision approximated that of other artists whom history had protected

from what Segall referred to as “misunderstood naturalism.”50  By this he means the

spiritually enervating influence of Hellenistic representational hegemony.  

His own origins, Segall claimed, owing to their “intermediate geographic

position,” had instilled him with an instinctive artistic force “capable of transcending

the limits imposed by tradition.”51  He later explained that upon arriving in the West,

he had, “ . . . left a country without history for a land with a considerable artistic

past.”  He explained:

From liberty I passed to tradition.  Within the rules and systems that I
learned in Berlin and later Dresden, my native liberty permitted
numerous audacities.  I conquered this dualism—liberty and
tradition—creating my peculiar artistic style . . .”52

Thus, by virtue of birth Segall shared not only an essential “metaphysical conception

of the world” with the ancient, non-Western and Byzantine artist, but likewise

produced art that was characterized not by learned tradition, but, “distinguished by its

instinctiveness.”  Thus, “the aspiration toward form, [rendered] independently of the



53Segall, “Sobre Arte,” 33.

54Segall, “O Expressionismo,” 39.  This particular significance of Segall’s
construction is discussed in Mattos, Lasar Segall: Expressionismo e judaísmo, 108-
12.
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exterior world” that leaves “the spectator ecstatic,” united the Jewish and “primitive”

artist.53  Both responded to a core universalism—signified by the artist’s freedom

from national and classical traditions—and, moreover reiterated universalism through

the formation of transnational and transtemporal artistic culture.

The effort to position contemporary modernist traditions within a broader,

more “authentic,” nonclassical trajectory was not unique to Segall; on the contrary,

his thought reflected a more general current among the German avant-garde. 

Modernist artists before and after the war had begun to combine German folk designs

and decorations with tribal motifs in an effort to fuse these sources into a new,

unmediated expression that would generate an artistic rebirth.  Moreover, aesthetic

theorists and art historians identified the local origins of abstraction in rock carvings

and prehistoric amulets discovered in Germany, in revisionist efforts to repudiate the

idea that Germans had appropriated modern art from Africa or elsewhere in Europe. 

In his writings, Segall was quick to contest such assertions in terms of a more

harmonious internationalism; he pointed out that German expressionism was not an

organic tendency, but rather was the product of an encounter between French and

Russian art.54  Moreover, despite the theoretic parallels of this German negotiation of



55The expressionist reevaluation of the Gothic was stimulated, in large part by
Wilhelm Worringer’s Formprobleme der Gotik (Form Problems of the Gothic,1911),
an elaboration of ideas on Gothic art and architecture proposed earlier in his 1907
Abstraktion und Einfühlung (Abstraction and Empathy).  As Jill Lloyd explains,
Worringer “proposed the Gothic style as a unique synthesis of a southern, empathetic,
realist tradition with a ‘primitive’ urge to abstract.”  (p. 57).  Nevertheless, despite
such suggestions of  nationalism and universalism, the revival of the style during the
rise of German nationalism no doubt dampened Segall’s enthusiasm toward the
Gothic.  Indeed, the year of Segall’s arrival in Berlin, 1906, was the year of the
centennial and the “Jahrhundertausstellung” (Centennial Exhibition) featuring a
survey of German painting that Joseph Mashek speculates could “only have
enhanced” “the modern relevance of Romantic-Gothic tradition” (p. 98-99).  It is this
type of nationalist celebration that conditioned Segall’s attitude toward the style. The
negative influence of Worringer and the Gothic on Segall is discussed at length by
Mattos. While we both agree on Segall’s fundamental opposition to the Gothic, I see
it as a response to deeply hegemonic nationalist currents that underpinned
expressionism before the war, as well as corresponding to the postwar emphasis of
internationalism.  Cf. Mattos, Lasar Segall: Expressionismo e judaísmo, 106-10. For
more on the significance of the Gothic as a national style, see Robin Reisenfeld,
“Cultural Nationalism, Brücke and the German Woodcut: The Formation of a
Collective Identity,” Art History 20, no. 2 (1997): 289-313; Masheck, “Raw Art,” 84-
99 and Lloyd, German Expressionism, 55-66.
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the “primitive” with indigenous modernist impulses, Segall no doubt recognized that

these gestures were anchored in a search for national authenticity. 

 In a gesture that protected the universal integrity of the “primitive,” Segall

boldly and explicitly dismissed the Gothic as a valid form of “primitive” expression.

Central to the invention of a German modernist tradition was the rediscovery of the

Northern medieval art, which came to be regarded by modernists as the

autochthonous roots of contemporary aesthetic sensibilities.55 The style had been

denigrated since the Renaissance as indicative of northern inferiority.  Its celebration
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and appropriation both deflected and accepted such condemnation.  The Gothic

bespoke an alternative national artistic trajectory that transcended the hegemony of

the Italian Renaissance.  Moreover, it embodied the mysticism and spiritual intensity

envisioned as an antidote to the psychological devastation left by war.  

Segall explicitly renounced the Gothic as a source and took special care to

omit it from the broader primitivist pantheon.  Conceding that the Gothic was “strong

and persuasive, having its origins in the same causes” as other prerational art, Segall,

nevertheless, dismisses the movement, concluding that, “despite seeking the same

heights as the preceding ages, [the Gothic] remained far from attaining the same

degree.”56  Elaborating on this critique, he noted:

It lacks the feeling of a strong interior necessity.  Technique
dominated over form, there were many superfluous elements.  It lacks
the grand, concentrated construction.  It lacks tension.  Art is lost here
in secondary things.  The dualism, in the creation of the great ages, is
resolved in unity, here it suppresses concentration.57

In the place of the Gothic, Segall praised the Byzantine, which he admired for

“its strong religious content and its childlike style of expression,” an appraisal

likewise extended to Egyptian, Asian, “primitive” and  “Negro” art.58  Similarly he

reclaimed the woodcut prints from the fans of the Gothic who had elevated Albrecht



59  The crude wood-cut illustrations from Russian broadsheets or lubki were
well- known through reproductions in the Blue Rider Almanac. 
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Dürer as an undervalued national treasure, and reconsidered the medium for its

inherent authenticity.  Yet the woodcut had popular origins in Eastern lubki (Russian

broadsheets) as well, precedents that freed Segall’s own work from any specific debt

to Germanic traditions.59  Segall’s disregard for the Northern Gothic and

corresponding valorization of these Eastern forms functioned to shift the axis of

ethnic and artistic difference from north-south to east-west.  By subverting the debate

between the (Italian) Renaissance and the (German) Gothic, Segall simultaneously

theorized and demonstrated the East’s liberation from such restrictive polemics. 

Moreover, by associating the Russian-Jewish artist with a variety of legitimate,

nonnational “primitives,”  Segall reasserted his own natural propensity toward

universalism and the intrinsic spiritual humanism of Jewish symbols and aesthetics.

Reinscribing the Other: The Ostjude and the Exotic East

As discussed above, Segall declared that he had come to expressionism out of

the sheer necessity of his social and cultural circumstances: from the demands of

Jewish suffering he re-encountered in Vilnius.  And it was, likewise, in response to

such historic specifies that Segall argued the Jewish artist’s natural propensity for

expressionism, thus identifying Jewish symbols as signifying an essential and



60The political dilemmas that plagued second generation expressionism invoke
a third conceptualization of the period, characterized as the “end of expressionism.” 
As Joan Weinstein has explored, artists of the period grappled with an almost
simultaneous sense of idealism and pessimism, engendered by various social,
political and aesthetic forces.  Among these were the rapid institutionalization of
expressionism—by the art market, a bourgeois public and popular culture; an almost
immediate disillusionment among many artists with the limited political potential of
art—as expressionism failed to achieve the anticipated social and political renewal:
and as the proletariat that artists had hoped to radicalize appeared alienated by their
expressionism; and finally by a basic ideological disenchantment among artists and
intellectuals with both communism and capitalism.  See Weinstein, End of
Expressionism .
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universal spiritual humanism.  Nevertheless, expressionism and Judaism were not

easily compatible artistic criteria for the artist; the artistic and political context in

which Segall’s work was produced and received compromised the artist’s personal

intentions by facilitating a myriad of competing interpretations. Like many artists

working within the political radicalism of postwar Germany, Segall was both inspired

and troubled by his cultural climate.60  He enthusiastically embraced the

internationalist tenor of the postwar avant-garde, and, to a degree, his work reflected

the second generation’s utopian socialist agenda, which infused prewar universalism

with an explicitly social conscience.  With the success of the Russian Revolution in

1918 (and the November Revolution soon thereafter) ideological imperatives slowly

subsumed expressionist dreams of spiritual humanism.  Although often conflated with

“universalism,” postwar “internationalism” assumed decidedly political

underpinnings.  While expressionism maintained the broad aim of transcending the



61From the “Regulations” of the Dresden Secession Group 1919, drafted
January 29, 1919, republished in Rose Carol Washton Long, ed., German
Expressionism: Documents from the End of the Wilhelmine Empire to the Rise of
National Socialism (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), 224.

62This assertion is discussed at length in chapter 2.
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military aggression associated with the nation via transnational artistic dialogue and

mutual influences, internationalism was, at the same time, invoked within narrow

reiterations of Soviet rhetoric.  Radicalized modern artists called for art in the service

of an international proletariat whose unity would ultimately render national

sovereignty obsolete.

Gruppe 1919 capitalized on the inherent ambiguity between “universalism”

and “internationalism,” forging an unlikely partnership of political and mystical

idealists, united under the broad banner of “truth, brotherhood and art.”61  Above all,

diversity characterized its members.  Radicals like Hugo Zehder and Conrad

Felixmuller, both staunch supporters of the German Communist Party (KDP) tried

assiduously (and generally unsuccessfully) to enlist their fellow artists in the party,

but worked and exhibited alongside committed spiritual humanists like Segall and

Dix, who saw art as a means to reveal deeper realities beneath material existence and

thus as a refuge from, rather than a tool for, political struggle.  For Segall in

particular, politics in any form was antithetical to art’s ultimately transcendent

objectives.62  His response was to retrench his own neo-Kandinskian curriculum,

pursuing “inner necessity” through the “primitive” vison and identity of the Jew.



63Segall wrote to his then wife, Margarete Quack, “Everything here has
changed for the better.  People in the streets appear invigorated,” translated from
German in Mattos, Lasar Segall: Expressionismo e judaísmo, 199, n. 22.
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Beginning at the end of the war and continuing through his participation with the

Gruppe, Segall produced a broad body of work addressing Jewish experience as a

means of metaphysical disclosure.

Negotiating the Ostjude: Between Universalism and Particularism

By Segall’s estimation, the Eastern Jew stood safely outside both national and

international politics, and thus by definition, invoked the universal.  This impression

was  corroborated by a trip home at the end of the war, after which Segall greatly

expanded his repertoire of Eastern imagery and Jewish themes. In 1918, after the

longest period Segall had ever been separated from his home and family, he obtained

permission to return to Vilnius.  Although he had planned to stay only a few weeks,

he fell ill and ended up staying nearly four months while he convalesced.  At the time

Lithuania was occupied by the German military.  Rather than lamenting the foreign

authority, however, Segall, who was raised in Lithuania under Polish and Russian

rule, commended the order and the apparent improvements the Germans had

imposed.63  Always a quasicolonial subject and an ethnic minority, Segall’s sense of

identity seemed to derive from neither state authority, nor national allegiance, but

rather from the subtractive experience of not identifying.  
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This is not to say Segall avoided any essentialization of his own identity in his

work.  To the contrary, a mix of nostalgia and novelty inflected the visual

impressions of Vilnius Segall rendered during and after his stay.  The artist viewed

his social and cultural origins with renewed curiosity and acumen, the result of his

lengthy expatriation as well as Germany’s growing fascination with the Eastern Jew. 

The German presence in Lithuania and Poland combined with the migration of

thousands of Central European Jewish refugees into Western Europe after the war

had introduced a caricature of the Eastern Jew—based loosely in the rural traditions

of the shtetl—into the German popular imagination, provoking what Steven

Aschheim has labeled a “cult of the Ostjude [Eastern Jew.]”64  As is invariably the

case with the large-scale arrival of foreign migrants, the Central European exodus

provoked bigotry and xenophobia, negative reactions that were countered by a certain

romanticization of the Jew’s tenacious spirit and his inherent difference. Like non-

Western cultures and the native German peasant, the Eastern Jew represented an

unbroken sense of community and an essential cultural integrity that war-ravaged

Europe had regrettably forfeited.65  Perceived as an embodiment of traditional social
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orders and religious practices, they were considered the antithesis of

modernization—timeless and spiritually whole.  

Segall began to reassess his roots with the positive discourse of the Ostjude

deeply entrenched in his consciousness.  In Vilnius, he filled vast notebooks with

rapid sketches of street scenes, detailed with regional architecture and local

types—images he would assiduously rework in Germany in the coming years.  His

saturnine depictions of beggars, widows, cripples and workers, published in Germany

in folio form in 1920 as “Erinnerung an Wilna,” (Memories of Vilnius) conformed

loosely to imaginings of the East, envisioned as a counterimage to the crass

materialism of Western society.66  Yet, at the same time, these representations

departed significantly from general expectations of the Ostjude in that they were

overwhelmingly urban and often contained few specific references to Judaism at all,

save the occasional Star of David arbitrarily marking structures behind figures.

Indeed, these themes resonated more with Felixmuller’s sympathetic rendering of an

oppressed proletariat than with the campestral customs of the Pale of Settlement.  In

other works, particularly a series of woodcuts that included Mandgebet (Lunar

Prayer, c. 1920), Betender Junge (Praying Youth, 1920) and Freiertag (Religious
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Holiday, 1920; fig. 16), however, Segall provided a more fulfilling inventory of 

Jewish authenticity.

Religious Holiday, for example, invokes a generational Jewish lineage

through a pair of male figures, one bearded, both in skull caps, standing before the

grand synagogue of Vilnius, with what would become Segall’s signature half moon

rising above them.  At their feet, Segall has signed his name in Hebrew, reinforcing

the iconic signfiers of difference with an indexical mark of legitimacy, and self-

identifying as the Other.  Even the medium itself invoked a sense of genuineness in

that the somewhat crude woodcut drew formal associations with the lubka,

specifically, and with folk handicraft more generally.  Thus, through the intersection

of form, content and authority, the composition produced an unequivocal credibility

that indulged the postwar desire for roots. 

Segall’s production during his participation with Gruppe 1919 was charged

with the tension of particularism and universalism evident in these two bodies of

work.  He struggled to reconcile his general expressionist inclinations, his

apolitical—or, rather, anti-political—commitment to universalism and

internationalism, with his rarified position as an Eastern Jew.  There is little doubt

that Segall exploited the popular vogue in Jewish culture, exhibiting, if not actually

producing, pictures in accordance with public demand.  His 1920 individual

exhibition at the Folkwang Museum, the highpoint of his early career, featured the
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image Religious Holiday on the catalogue cover and included essays that profiled

Segall alternately as a Jewish mystic—atavistically recuperating a “cosmic, moon-

oriented” aesthetic—and as an eternal wanderer, histrionically heralded as “forced to

enter life under trembling stars, armed as his Russian brothers are with the genius for

tragedy.”67  The public rejoiced in Segall’s exoticness, celebrating his work as the

rare modernist expression of the authentic Ostjude.  Critics praised his work in the

romantic rhetoric of the mystical and mysterious East. “Sounds of the Orient!”

Hamburg art historian and collector Rosa Shapire exclaimed after visiting the

Folkwang exhibition: “The pre-rational soul is allowed to resound among us from its

depths . . .”68  Similarly, Paul Ferdinand Schmidt remarked,  “[N]ot only is Segall

Russian by birth, but his art is perhaps more eastern, darker, more mystically toned

than anyone else’s . . . [because] he feels within himself the melancholy, thousands of

years old, of the Eastern Jew.”69  

This identity, to an extent projected onto Segall, was, nevertheless, a source of

inner conflict for the artist.  While stirring the envy and accolades of his milieu, it
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exacerbated his marginality. Paradoxically, Segall’s greatest inclusion within the

“international” avant-garde, was premised on his absolute exclusion as the Russian-

Jewish Other.  Although Segall accepted this designation, his work and writings on

Jewish art and identity do not reflect mainstream ethnocentric currents so much as

they suggest an ineluctable sense of alterity, and the artist’s efforts to negotiate a

place within both worlds. The original impression of Religious Holiday is indicative

of Segall’s dual identity.  Whereas Segall’s Hebrew initials authenticate the Jewish

icon, it is his Romanized signature, outside the boundary of the image—signed

“Lasar Segall” in pencil in the paper frame—which individualizes the modernist

work of art.  The image represents the fragmented subjectivity that consciously self-

identifies as the object of the dominant gaze—through his “foreign” signature within

the composition—and orients this gaze, capturing and framing the Other with the

insight and clarity of the “German expressionist.” 

In a broadly philosophical sense, Segall championed Jewish exceptionalism,

which he identified as the essential inner necessity that stimulated the Jewish gaze. 

Yet, on a more practical level, he, by and large, viewed the Jewish artist as

assimilated and rejected notions of a specific “Jewish art.”  Segall reasoned that:

It may be clear to everybody that the distinct races possess different
attitudes toward the nature of art. Yes, [yet] even among the races,
separate individuals have a pronounced, specific instinct in all creative
things.  Latinate people create and feel painting differently than
Teutons. And the artistic feeling of a person from the Middle East is
very far removed from the artistic feeling of a European. With the Jew,
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who no longer lives in accordance with the depth of his racial instinct,
the relationship with art is not easy to determine. Today the Jew is for
the most part a Russian, a German, or a Frenchman, after all.  Do
artists like Pissaro, Liebermann, Modigliani, and the one writing these
lines have anything in common at all, anything from which it is
possible to infer common blood? Certainly not.70

In his professional career, Segall lived these words.  First and foremost, he

maintained his catholic expressionist identity, even declining the solidarity of a

Russian-Jewish community of artists. He viewed his Jewishness not as solidifying a

kinship with other Jews, but rather as providing a natural advantage as a modern

artist, and securing his rightful place within the international fraternity of

expressionism.  In 1922 the Polish-Jewish artist, Jankel Adler invited Segall to

exhibit with the Russian-Jewish selection for the Erste Internationale

Kunstausstellung (First International Art Exhibition) to be held in Düsseldorf that

year, writing:

This could be the right moment for us, we Jews, to realize or
long-warming plans to organize a retrospective exhibition of Eastern
Jewish artists . . . Therefore, it would be of extreme importance that
you sir, Mr. Segall, would take the thing up with enthusiasm.71



year, further indication of his trepidation toward a specifically Jewish designation.

72Horn, “Segall und Deutschland,” 33-36.

73Although this was a fairly common attitude, this precise phrase comes from
Martin Buber’s defense of the German occupation of Poland and Lithuania, cited in
Eugene Lunn, Prophet of Community: The Romantic Socialism of Gustav Landauer
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973), 241.
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Far from enthusiastic, Segall opted instead to enter with the Dresden Secessionists,

listing his residence as Dresden, and his nationality as Russian.72 

Segall and the German-Jewish Avant-Garde

Segall’s adamancy in this regard must be examined in relation to the

emergence of a Jewish avant-garde and its attempt to consolidate an ethnically

specific Jewish art.  For many of Germany’s highly secularized and assimilated urban

Jews, the Ostjude symbolized lost cultural roots.  Not only did German-Jewish artists

and intellectuals express a new-found reverence for their distant kin, but they

revitalized efforts inaugurated before the war to resurrect Jewish cultural traditions

and save their “Oriental spirit” from extinction.73  Weimar Germany witnessed a

revival of Yiddish theater and literature, Jewish museums exhibited folk art gathered

on ethnographic expeditions into Central Europe, and dancers and musicians

reinterpreted traditional folk genres and motifs.  Compared to the involvement of

expressionist poets and writers, modern painters were scarcely represented in the



74Arnold Zweig’s 1919 book Das Ostjüdische Antliz (The Eastern Jewish
Countenance), illustrated by Jewish artist Hermann Struck, for example, proliferated
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Michael Brenner, The Renaissance of Jewish Culture in Weimar Germany (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1996), 26-27.
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formation of a Jewish avant-garde, no doubt contributing to the excitement

surrounding Segall’s exhibitions.  

There was nevertheless a significant amount of theorizing by non-artists on

the form and content Jewish art would assume. In terms of content, the visual and

ideological construction of the Ostjude was well-established even before the war. 

The rise of the Zionist movement and Jewish socialism at the turn of the century had

inspired a utopian vision of Jewish society that took the form of a humanitarian

conception of a Jewish Volk and a deeply spiritual conception of socialism. Early

Zionist iconography included religious allegories recounted in the figures of old,

bearded men, highly romanticized depictions of the Holy Land and heroic

illustrations of sacred scripture, in addition to what were considered the most

representative contemporary figures of Eastern Jewish life: rural women, children and

wise men with Torah scrolls.74  

It was widely held that form more than content had the ability to truly solidify

a uniquely Jewish aesthetic, however.  On the most general level, artists were
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impelled to rework traditional folk motifs through contemporary tendencies, in a

stylistic gesture that would combine the Jewish past with the avant-garde (and

political) present.  More specifically, however, intellectuals, envisioned the

integration of art into the broader discourse of secular mysticism that stood at the core

of cultural Zionism.  With the growing cultlike status of the Ostjude, Hassidism

became a central organizing trope.  Practiced in the rural shtetls throughout the

region, the joyous religious celebrations, archaic superstitions and mysticism, as well

as a general predominance of emotion over intellect fell well within the West’s desire

for “primitive” spirituality and became one the preeminent signifier of pure

difference.  Moreover, the enchanting image of the Hassidic world-view was well-

known to those familiar with modern art through the popular works of Russian-

Jewish painter Marc Chagall.  

The relationship of Jewish mysticism to the visual arts was elaborated by

writers and intellectuals, such as theologian and Zionist activist Martin Buber, who

believed Hassidism would  provide a positive national identity rooted in the past. 

Buber saw artistic production as crucial to the Jewish national project.  He had

pursued postdoctoral studies in art history in Vienna, working with both Wickhoff

and Riegl, who deeply influenced him in regard to the artistic and spiritual profundity

of the “primitive.” At the same time, Buber discovered the writings of Jacob Böhme

on medieval Christian mysticism, inspiring his conception of Hassidism as the Jewish



75A fascinating account of the breadth of Buber’s intellectual curiosity, which
ranged from a serious interest in “secular literary and philosophical avant garde
movements and in the new field of sociology” is provided by Olin, Nation without Art
.  In the chapter entitled, “Martin Buber: Jewish Art as Visual Redemption,” Olin
discusses the origins and significance of Buber’s aesthetic project of Jewish secular
mysticism, which originated with his interest in Albrecht Dürer, the writings of Jacob
Böhme and curiosity about non-Western spirituality.  These influences would only
indirectly affect Segall, whose philosophy on Jewish art closely resembled Buber’s. 

76Brenner, Renaissance of Jewish Culture, 33.  After arriving in Brazil, Segall
frequently requested recent volumes of the journal be sent to him in Brazil. In several
letters from Brazil Segall requests new editions. 

77Ibid., 28-29.
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equivalent.75  As the Gothic was to contemporary German artists, Hassidism would be

to Jewish artists: an organic means to bring a local, ethnically specific artistic past to

bear on a specifically national modern aesthetic.

Segall was well versed in contemporary discussions of Jewish aesthetics.  He

was an avid reader of Buber’s journal Der Jude, a major forum for discussions of

Jewish art and artists, generally regarded at the time as the “most important

intellectual forum of modern German Jewry.”76  Moreover, Segall actively

participated in the renaissance of Jewish book illustration, the principle vehicle for

the establishment and dissemination of a Jewish national aesthetic. Growing German-

Jewish bibliophilic interest since early in the century had led to the creation of

numerous Jewish and non-Jewish publishing houses willing to produce small-run

artist publications.  Among them was Buber’s own extremely influential Jüdischer

Verlag (Jewish Press).77  With few historic models for Jewish visual culture, the



78Heller, “His Sole Subject,” 99. For a more expanded discussion of the
Jewish book, see Brenner, Renaissance of Jewish Culture, 165-66.
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tradition book illustration fulfilled the Jewish avant-garde’s program of modernist

reinterpretations of rooted Jewish customs.  Modern artists were enlisted to illustrate

both Yiddish folk tales and contemporary Jewish short stories.  Segall participated to

such a degree that Rheinhold Heller has distinguished him as “one of the major

contributors with [Ludwig] Meidner and [Jakob] Steinhardt to the renaissance of

German-Jewish book art during the Weimar Republic.”78  His 1920 Folkwang

catalogue was published in monograph form by the Dresden Jewish press Wostock. 

This same year, the renowned non-Jewish publishing house, Verlag für jüdische

Kunst und Kulture Fritz Gurlitt (Jewish Art and Culture Press, Fritz Gurlitt),

capitalized on Segall’s growing popularity by republishing expressionist poet

Theodore Däubler’s essay for the catalogue in its Jüdische Bücherei (Jewish Book)

series, with illustrations by Segall, simply entitled Lasar Segall.  And in 1923

Wostock commissioned Segall to illustrate the Yiddish short stories of David

Bergelsohn, published as Maase-Bichl.

Working within the institutional and discursive parameters established by the

German-Jewish renaissance, and associated in the popular imagination with the

venerated Ostjude, it should come as no surprise that Segall’s work was interpreted in



79Translated to Portuguese in Mattos, Lasar Segall: Expressionismo e
judaísmo, 186.

80According to Mattos, Segall was openly critical of Zionism and condemned
the nationalist position promoted by cultural and political groups in Berlin. Ibid., 143.

81The intellectual movement known as Wissenschaft des Judentums (Science
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relation to the Zionist discourse of secular mysticism.  In 1920, German art critic

Rosa Schapire wrote:

In Segall’s work, the melancholic mood of the East finds its utilization
in a strong pictorial discourse.  Jewishness, rooted in Hasidim, tending
towards mysticism, turned toward the mystical quality and the
melancholy of the Russian, who gives in without resistance to his
feelings, gives birth to his art, which —released from all
representation—does not depict but presents.79

Yet Segall’s position within the movement demands careful scrutiny.  He staunchly

opposed the Zionist underpinnings of the German-Jewish avant-garde and rejected

proposals for a Jewish national art as incompatible with his own ideas of

universalism.80  In many ways, his attitude toward Jewish art and the role of the

Jewish artist was closer to that of earlier philosophies that sought to win recognition

for Jewish art through its integration into mainstream culture.81  Indeed, Schapire’s

identification of Hasidism in Segall’s work says more about the German expectations

for Jewish art than about the actual character of the imagery.  Segall’s work displays

an unmistakable absence of characteristic references to Hasidic practices or
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beliefs—to music, dancing, mystical visions, and, most emphatically, to joy. 

Moreover, his overtly Jewish imagery tended to focus on Talmudic schools,

rabbinical study and practices and formal religious liturgy, commemorating the most

erudite, intellectual aspects of Judaism (figs. 17 and 18).  This focus on education and

institutional traditions was logical in light of Segall’s formative experiences in the

context of the vast social, political and ideological reforms that occurred in Vilnius

during his youth and his familial ties to Torah inscription.  Despite the overwhelming

praise of Segall’s “authenticity,” his origins were actually not “rooted in Hassidism,”

but rather in the secular celebrations of Jewish tradition in turn of the century Vilnius

and Haskalah’s rationalist orientation and programmatic destruction of difference. 

Finally, it is instructive to reiterate that Segall retained above all the broadly humanist

engagement with Jewish themes he had adopted from Israëls.  The vast majority of

his work from this period, particularly his large-scale paintings, included no specific

references to Judaism, but rather engage Jewish referents only as signs of universal

human experience.

Segall’s position within the German-Jewish avant-garde did not ameliorate his

alienation, but rather served to reinforce his broader sense of isolation.  His allegiance

to a more panoptic expressionist program prevented his total indulgence in the

romantic folkloricism frequently inspired by the movement. Even as he most closely

approximated the fiber of the emergent Jewish aesthetic, he refused to relinquish the



82 Another critical influence on Segall’s attitudes toward Jewish art and on his
formal development was the Russian-Jewish avant-garde, the ideas of which Segall
encountered in Vilnius in 1918 through Issachar Ryback and Boris Aronson’s journal
Oifgang.  The Russian-Jewish artistic movement, which was part of a flourishing of
Jewish culture after the end of oppression of Jews with the fall of the czar, was
theoretically very similar to that of their German counterparts, seeking to form a
unique Jewish art through the reinterpretation of folk motifs through contemporary
tendencies.  Significantly more painters were represented in the Russian movement,
however, and inspired Segall formally as well as philosophically.  This aspect of
Segall’s development is discussed at length in Mattos, Lasar Segall: Expressionismo
e judaísmo, 117-61.

83Segall met Chagall in 1917 when he was living in Russia.  According to
Mattos, Chagall was the only member of the Russian-Jewish avant-garde that Segall
ever met personally.  Ibid., 140, ff. 38.  Despite their acquaintance, Segall would later
staunchly deny the influence of Chagall on his work.  
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political urgency and serious-mindedness of Gruppe 1919, inadvertently isolating

himself within both movements.  This assertion is supported by Segall’s illustrations

for Maase-Bichl, which, for all intents and purposes, conform to Buber’s aesthetic-

Hassidic agenda and the cult of the Ostjude.82  

Responding to the narrative demands of Bergelsohn’s stories that treated

Jewish tradition as exotic, mystical and deeply animistic, Segall’s imagery represent

the most whimsical interpretations of Judaism of his entire production.  The stories

feature children as protagonists who—emblematic of the innocence and unlogical

predisposition of their “people”—marvel at the wonders and mysteries of the world,

yet are unfazed by talking animals and flying people.  Segall’s illustrations have an

unusually naive quality, particularly in comparison to his more violent expressionism,

and display a demonstrative debt to Chagall.83  The simple and awkward drawings



84Fannina W. Halle, for example, wrote, “Segall is a Jew.  Not of the supra-
national lineage, however, [not] affirmative, Maccabee, intoxicated with God and
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feature peasant types wearing the narrow brimmed caps, long coats and beards from

Segall’s Memories of Vilnius, and also the cosmic symbolism of moons, suns and

stars prominent in much of Segall’s Jewish imagery, as exemplified in Two Figures

with a Cat and Skeletal Figure (c. 1923; fig. 19) and Two Youths Embracing (c. 1923;

fig. 20). Yet, as noted even by his contemporaries, Segall’s illustrations evince a

deeply melancholy tone, in the facial expressions and the psychological alienation of

the figures, that distinguishes his work from that of Chagall.84  Segall’s conceptual

preoccupations departs from Bergelsohn’s; he deftly shifts the author’s narrative

focus on mystical occurrences to his own visual invocation of metaphysical

uncertainty and the larger anxieties of the human condition.

Theodore Däubler and the Triumph of Universalism

For Segall, the idea of a Jewish national art was no less a threat to aesthetic

internationalism than were demands for a German national art.  His own

representation, in spite of its frequent accordance with the ideals of the Jewish avant-

garde, subverted the Zionist aesthetic project from within.  Segall’s subtle departure



85Theodor Däubler, Lasar Segall, ed. Karl Schwarz, vol. 20, Jüdische
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from representational norms challenged nationalist claims to Jewish identity while

addressing the ideological menace Zionism presented to his own spiritual humanist

aesthetic. Despite the seemingly inevitable traps of essentialism, Segall constantly

repositioned the Jew in relation to a universal cosmos. Even what would seem

Segall’s most ethnocentric and exoticizing images of spiritual mysticism and

religious practice conformed not solely to the tropes of the Ostjude, but upon deeper

examination, articulated a culturally relativist prewar universalism. 

Theodore Däubler’s deeply esoteric interpretation of Segall’s imagery in his

1920 Lasar Segall is a case in point.  Däubler’s eccentric prose, which profiled Segall

as exemplary of the Jew’s “feverous connection with the cosmos,” contributed

significantly to the artist’s reputation as an Eastern mystic.85  In the text, the author

describes the Jewish people’s intrepid nocturnal wanderings, led blindly by their

worship of the moon, an ambivalent escort that provides enlightenment and cosmic

insight while also guaranteeing the recurrent suffering of the race.  Däubler identifies

Segall with this legacy, referring to the artist as a “draftsman in the constellation of

the silver star.”  “They are almost unnoticed,” he marvels at such contemporary
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visionaries, “But they are among us!  And one of them also is a Jew from the eastern

north: the Russian Lasar Segall!”86  

Däubler describes Jewish superstition with great admiration, and draws Segall

into this characterization as possessing a prescient gaze revealed in his drawings.  He

describes the dream-like reality provoked by such a naive understanding of existence,

and addresses the Jew’s inability to grasp nature rationally as both a blessing and a

curse.  “Lasar Segall’s drawings capture all of this in hallucinatory forms,” he

explains:

The way the moon wanes, losing its robustness, confidence also
vanishes: indignation emerges. . .  Finally, doubts bring with them
revolt.  The malignant tempests do not hesitate to thunder.  Segall’s
lines, rapid like lightning strikes, are his predictions . . . . In so few
marks, cosmic art.87  

Däubler’s portrait of Segall as a contemporary representative of a timeless,

prescientific and spiritually unfragmented consciousness reflects the general

disenchantment with progress and secular values that gave rise to German interest in

the Ostjude in the first place.  Likewise, according to the poet, Segall’s work had the

potential to reconcile Jewish mysticism and the modern world.  His claim that Segall

represented “our very recent culture,” directly descended “from its insurrection in the
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Middle Ages,” thus, fulfilling Buber’s desires for a Jewish art that spanned both past

and future.88

Yet Däubler, who influenced Segall’s thinking as much as Segall’s imagery

inspired him, was not Jewish and had little interest in plans for a Jewish art.89  Rather,

he embraced the universalizing ideas associated with Judaism, which reached him

through his close relationship with Buber and Jewish socialist Gustav Landauer,

among others.  Before World War I, the three had collaborated to form an

organization of international pacifists, a political position that Däubler maintained

after the war and extended to art and culture.90  He promoted modernism in its most

porous manifestation, as including the entire world of international contemporary art,

and had focused much of his own literary energies on inventing universal origin

myths of mankind.  Thus his writing on Segall must be read not simply as a
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celebration of Jewish essentialism, a position that led to the demise of the

philosophical alliance between Buber and himself, but rather in its broader

implications regarding the mythopoetic integrity of the “primitive.”

In Lasar Segall, Däubler emphasizes the link between Jewish culture and a

greater union of ancient and spiritual peoples.  He begins the text by claiming:

All the people of the ancient world felt a highest wonder for the sun,
moon and stars.  For the inhabitants of the east it was received with
adoration . . . For a long time the Egyptians considered themselves the
sons of the sun—so much so, that they became it.  The children of
Israel dedicated themselves to the moon, the other great celestial body,
and in this they became rebels.  Wandering with the moon, they turned
to Zion.91 

This dualistic construction of the Jewish and Egyptian cosmos corresponds to

Segall’s aesthetic.  Segall’s abbreviated and angular figuration, particularly his early

etchings such as those for Der Sanfte (The Gentle One; fig. 21), were influenced by

ancient Egyptian painting and hieroglyphics, sources that underpinned the

triangulated style of his later expressionist painting.  Moreover, in his writings Segall

identified the Egyptian artist as the archetype for the  non-Hellenistic consciousness

shared by the Jewish artist.  In “On Art,” he praised Egyptian art as:
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A product of the dualistic conscience—man and the world.  Eternal
struggle. . . The true world is behind the visual world and this visual
world is not everything for the Egyptian and only a means to an end. 
He feels infinite; he aspires to the transcendental; his feeling is great
and deep.  Influenced by such a spiritual atmosphere, he creates forms
harmoniously linked among them that possesses an extraordinary
aesthetic force.  He seeks abstraction as the only possibility to express
his idea of vast dimensions, create  stable, completed values, in
contradiction with the ephemeral appearance of the exterior world.  He
considers man, like everything that is visible in the current of
phenomena, liberating it from that which is accidental and, through the
force of construction, creating an eternal value.  His creation is the
result of the dualism between the transcendental and reality, dualism
that finds its synthesis in the world of art.92  

Thus, in Segall’s universal artistic taxonomy, the Egyptian and Jewish artist shared a

vision of the world that originated “from the inside out” rather than “outside in.”  The

art of both peoples registered a “problematic relationship with nature and the

depiction of nature,” a characteristic that would ultimately produce the timeless,

eternal expression that constituted “Art” with a capital A.  Within this solidarity

resides an implied confluence of historical and mythological experience, which tied

the two “races,” and explained their fundamentally cosmic world view.  It is the

visual affirmation of the possession of a latent “primitive” vision and fundamentally

mystical understanding of existence that Segall pursued in his Jewish imagery.

Däubler’s specifically universalist influence on Segall becomes especially

clear in contrast to the poet’s relation to other artists of Segall’s generation.  In many
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ways, Däubler was the apotheosis of the second generation of expressionists.93 

Segall’s 1920 portrait of the poet (fig. 22) reverently captures his imposing physical

appearance and perspicacious spirit.  Portrayed with an armload of his writings,

sporting a full beard, held tilted slightly back with eyes half shut, mystically removed

from the world, Däubler is rendered as an introspective, trenchant sage.  Other young

artists, such as Ludwig Meidner, expressed their admiration for Däubler through

emulation rather than visual representation—Meidner growing a beard like Däubler’s

as an external manifestation of his expressionist consciousness.  For Meidner,

however, his expressionist identity (and emulation of Däubler) was deeply imbricated

with his self-cultivation of Jewish identity which, despite his self-proclaimed atheism,

Meidner projected through the adoption of Orthodox dress, practice and

mannerisms.94  Thus, the beard of the expressionist visionary assumed the double

significance of an assertion Jewish authenticity.  

Meidner’s reinterpretation of the potential of expressionism in light of the

dominant discourse of the Ostjude is exemplified in his Self Portrait with Prayer

Shawl (1918; fig. 23) in which the artist depicts himself as a “Hebrew poet” wrapped

in a talit (prayer shawl) which friends recall he actually wore.95  In the image, the
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subject looks askance with a glowering expression from under the shawl that covers

his head.  With his face lowered and shoulders hunched, he raises his long fingers to

reach upward in a deliberate, disconcerting gesture. Meidner’s self-portrait expresses

none of the restrained sagacity of Segall’s portrait of Däubler.  On the contrary he

depicts himself as a religious prophet in a state of deep mystical possession, As such

lending ethnic credibility to his expressionist capabilities.  Meidner’s self-portrait is

structured on the most exaggerated and identifiable signs of difference as defined by

the dominant discourse of the Ostjude.  

Here it is instructive to return to Segall’s Self-Portrait II (fig. 7 ) as a contrast

to Meidner’s picture; their juxtaposition reveals Segall’s philosophical distance from

the nationalizing ideals of the Jewish avant-garde and the essentializing effect of the

cult of the Ostjude. Executed at approximately the same time, Segall’s image displays

an artistic and psychological intensity akin to Meidner’s, but avoids the

particularizing references to Judaism.  Rather, as discussed above, Segall employs the

Africanizing formal tendencies of avant-garde primitivism.  This artistic gesture

projects neither the romantic desire for the Other captured in Meidner’s exotic self-

invention as an Orthodox Jew, nor the similar sentiment evoked  in Max Pechstein’s

imaginings of himself in the South Pacific.  To the contrary, Segall’s image invokes a

broadly universalist identity intended to subvert such narrow particularities. 
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On a much deeper level, however, Segall’s primitivizing treatment of his own

countenance, like that of his Jewish themes at large, must also be read as alternately

embracing dominant German perceptions of the Ostjude as modern Europe’s Other

and as articulating a conscious and critical engagement with these same attitudes.

That Segall did not become absorbed in folkloric and essentializing images of Jewish

tradition more along the lines of Meidner or even Chagall (despite his work often

being received as such) supports an interpretation of his work as indicating the

awareness and investigation of his own social and ethnic position as the Other. 

Segall’s work portrays a marginality over which he had no control. It depicts not so

much a will to be perceived as the Other, but, more precisely, an inability to escape

such perceptions: as a foreigner and a Jew in Weimar Germany.  To don the

stereotypical trappings of the Ostjude would position the icon within the province of

the Jewish avant-garde.  Assuming the bombastic tropes of the savage, however,

insinuates Segall’s self-awareness as a curiosity—as the object of the German gaze. 

At the same time, the image confirms the paradoxical necessity of his alterity.  It is

this “primitive” identity that assures Segall his place within the expressionist avant-

garde.  In Self-Portrait II, therefore, the author immortalizes himself as the perpetual

insider and outsider, inadvertently demonstrating his essential difference through the

very act of the denial of difference.  
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Conclusion

By 1922 the diversity that distinguished Gruppe 1919 had evolved into bitter

and insurmountable antagonisms.  Hugo Zehder, who had envisioned the members as

“storm-troopers of expressionism,” had quickly become disillusioned with what he

saw as their debilitating political apathy, leaving the group within a year.  The

equally militant Conrad Felixmuller also left, although he continued his efforts to

radicalize his cohorts, giving up only with the dissolution of the group in 1922.  Some

years later, lamenting his failures to conscript Segall and Otto Dix, Felixmuller

inveighed that, “Segall was a Jew and a Pole, a foreigner—for that reason he could

belong to no German party.  Dix [said]—leave me alone with your stupid

politics—I’d rather go to the brothel.”96  Felixmuller’s recriminations perhaps divulge

the substance of Segall’s growing unease in Germany.  If his inability to participate in

partisan politics explained his disregard for the increasingly ideological forms of

German art, Segall appeared to derive little more comfort from the sardonic and

Dadaesque social critiques that currently occupied Dix.  

Segall moved to Berlin in 1922, where he continued his contact with Dix, as

well as Ludwig Meidner and George Grosz, an artist recently discovered by Däubler. 

Although he explored the emotionally circumspect techniques of Neue Sachlichkeit

(New Objectivity) his work never adopted the mocking skepticism of these others
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artists.  Artists like Grosz and Dix combined humor and insult to not only critique

bourgeois society, but to express their disillusionment with expressionism; they

equated the genre’s increasing success and “spiritualization” with an escapism that

they believed had allowed the horrors of war.97  Despite Segall’s affinity for the

formal innovations he acquired during this time, which he continued to employ

throughout the following decade, he remained an idealist and a romantic, doggedly

pursuing first generation ideals of spiritual humanism.  Moreover, as a foreigner, he

was undoubtedly anxious about the increasing government repression against his

overtly critical colleagues, a risk he would never take.

Segall longed to escape these distractions. In his memoirs, he recalled,

After all accounts, there was only fatigue; fatigue from the impressions
of the years of war, in which I lived only from today until tomorrow,
tired of the interior tension of the post-war years, tired of the sterile
and interminable discussions and artistic struggles that had little to do
with art anymore, degenerating, for the most part, to politics of art,
commerce and speculation of art, programs, theories, etc. . . .  I longed
for a change of physical and spiritual climate.  It was then that the idea
to move to Brazil began to dominate my thoughts.98

The change that Segall anticipates involved less of a search for something new, than a

return to something he felt had been lost in post-War Germany.  He imagined a Brazil

that was free from ideologies and that possessed such an underdeveloped artistic

culture that he would not feel the constant pressure for innovation.  In Brazil, he
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speculated,  he would fully immerse himself in the utopian universalist project that he

feared would soon be forgotten in Germany.

As this chapter has shown, Segall’s aesthetic was not organized on the

dominant German discourse of the “primitive.”  Whereas German expressionist

primitivism tended to objectify the non-Western Other in terms of distance from a

European norm, thereby circumscribing collective national identity, Segall’s

representation posited a highly subjective and empathetic identification with the

Other that undermined such normative constructions of identity and that furthermore

challenged the cultural nationalism advanced by German expressionist primitivism.  Nor

did his self-representation fully correspond to stereotypes of the Jewish “primitive.” 

The hegemony of the Haskalah ideologies that colored the cultural environment of

Segall’s youth in Vilnius, combined with his admiration of Josef Israël’s humanist

Jewish symbolism, and Segall’s own adamant dedication to insulating aesthetics from

the menace of politics, particularly nationalist politics, led him to interpret the

relation of Judaism and art in a highly individual manner.  

Returning to the image Encounter (fig. 4), Segall’s self-portrait as a Mulatto

emblematizes an identification with Brazil, in terms of a shared artistic innocence,

and Segall’s universal construction of the “primitive” that united the Black and the

Jew.  Yet, the self-portrait also suggests that belonging remained a tricky business for

Segall, even in Brazil.  He brought with him an aesthetic and a sense of identity
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paradoxically defined by marginality, that appears in his symbolic Blackness in 

Encounter as it had in the mask-like face in Self-Portrait II.  Both images insinuate

the artist’s negotiation of his own self-definition with the equally salient

constructions of him, emanating from the press, his colleagues and popular attitudes

toward Jewish difference.  Thus, while it can be said that Segall’s representation of

Brazil is indeed a form of the primitivism he adopted in Germany, as has often been

asserted, it is not the standard primitivism associated with the European gaze.  Far

from intending any succinct, or even descriptive notion of Brazil, Segall, wary of

European nationalist politics and the consequential materialism that he believed

threatened the very essence of art, continued the utopian, spiritualist mission he had

initiated in his painting more than a decade prior. 

Segall challenged the particularism of the Jewish avant-garde and related

efforts to create a Jewish national art by elaborating the essential universalism and

inherent spirituality of the Jew.  Much like Segall’s renegotiation of primitivism,

however, his reinterpretation of Jewish art and symbols was not exaggeratedly

different than that of the Zionist Jewish avant-garde and the discourse of secular

mysticism.  On the contrary, Segall worked within the parameters of the movements,

subtly upending the discourse from within through imagery that was similar, while

not fully subordinate, to dominant constructions of Judaism and Jewry.  It is, thus,

Segall’s dedication to metaphysics and universal humanism—not exoticism and
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primitivism—that must be considered in order to explain Segall’s representation of

Brazil.  And likewise, it is the artist’s negotiation of his inter-subject identification

with marginality—rather than his objectification of a tropical Other—that facilitate an

understanding of Segall’s often paradoxical constructions of alterity and belonging,

as seen in his art produced in Europe, and, as we will see, in his work in Brazil.



1Correspondence from Lasar Segall to Oscar Segall, February 19,1923. 
Translated in Reinhold Heller, “‘His Sole Subject is Suffering Humanity’: Lasar
Segall in Germany, 1906-1923,” in Still More Distant Journeys: The Artistic
Emigrations of Lasar Segall, ed. Stephanie D’Alessandro (Chicago: The David and
Alfred Smart Museum of Art, The University of Chicago, 1997), 105-06.
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Chapter 2

“Where the Yearning for Art is Stronger”: Segall’s Encounter with São Paulo

Introduction

In 1923, following a significant decline in commissions and with his financial

situation becoming daily more precarious, Segall wrote to his brother Oscar of his

growing distaste for the market’s dominance over art.  “For the artist, what is lacking

most in Europe today is a spiritual atmosphere,” he inveighed:

One is surrounded by money questions . . . One no longer can look
people in the face, their soul becomes a money exchange . . . Is it
possible for a strong art to prosper in a rotten soil?  Hardly, or more
correctly: impossible.  The ideals are disappearing and with them, art. 
After all, it is a fact that in the last few centuries art has played a far
less significant role than politics and machinery.  It is not a passing
phenomenon now as many of the greatest painters, architects and
writers emigrate from Europe and those who lack the opportunity are
filled with the desire to do so.  On the one hand, there is of course the
pursuit of better financial conditions, but on the other hand, what is far
more important, there is the desire for a land where the yearning for art
is stronger than in today’s exhausted Europe.1

Segall’s concern that the forces of capitalism were steadily exhausting society’s

yearning for art, countermining the primacy of human spirituality, was far from

unusual.  As he acknowledged in the passage above, similar anxieties had existed



2Ibid. 
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since the emergence of industrialization in the early nineteenth century.  In response

to the social and existential instability left in the wake of waning traditions and

established loci of authority, artists from the Romanticists to the Pre-Raphaelites,

from the Realists to the Fauves, sought purer sources of human consciousness and

experience outside the metropolis.

Segall’s confession to Oscar echoed this time-worn appeal.  Like his

predecessors, he dreamed of escaping the decadence and artificiality of contemporary

European society.  “I often yearn for a purer air, far from the filth that surrounds me,”

he wrote.  “Sometimes, when my soul is overly burdened, I imagine that I might find

such a corner in which to realize some of my plans in Brazil.”2  Yet Segall’s

expectations differed considerably from earlier generations and contemporary

Primitivists, who, aiming to ameliorate the alienating effects of modernization,

idealized the non-West as Europe’s opposite.  Such adversaries of “civilization”

envisioned a pure Other in a state of nature, uncorrupted by rationalist development

and Christian morality.  Segall, however, did not imagine Brazil as the realm of the

“primitive.”  While he was undeniably taken with the exoticism of the people and

displays he saw when his ship docked in Rio de Janeiro during carnival, he was

equally struck by the uncanny familiarity of São Paulo.  Soon after arriving, he



3Correspondence from Lasar Segall to Will Grohmann, February 10, 1924. 
Translated in Staatliche Kunsthalle Berlin, Lasar Segall, 1891-1957: Malerei,
Zeichnungen, Druckgrafic, Skulptur (Berlin: Staatliche Kunsthalle Berlin, 1990), 60.

4For more on this concept, see Gill Perry, “Primitivism,” in Primitivism,
Cubism, Abstraction: The Early Twentieth Century, ed. Charles Harrison (New
Haven: Yale University Press, in association with the Open University, 1993), 3-85.
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expressed awe at the spectacle of modernization he observed there in a letter to Will

Grohmann:

São Paulo is a European city that grows more every day.  I don’t think
I have ever seen another city in the world with so much construction
as they have here.  They are constantly building new buildings,
opening new roads.  And immigration is very, very great.3

This is not to suggest, however, that Segall did not romanticize Brazil.  On the

contrary, letters and statements prior to his departure reveal a litany of hopes for the

culture and society as fanciful as any artist embarking on the great “going away.”4 

Yet, in contrast to that of the Primitivists, Segall’s fantasy of Brazil was intimately

tied to the profound modernity and cosmopolitanism of his desired retreat.

This chapter explores Segall’s vision of Brazilian culture and society in terms

of the specific artistic criteria that compelled his emigration.  For Segall, the “filth”

that surrounded him in Germany and had proved so unaccommodating to his spiritual

humanist mission, was not the technological advancements and urbanization so often

blamed for the fragmentation of the modern subject.  Rather, Segall was troubled by

purely aesthetic preoccupations.  He resented the constant demand for artistic

innovation, that, in his view, reduced art to fashion, engendering a superficial and



5See Lasar Segall, “Minhas recordações,” in Lasar Segall: Textos,
depoimentos e exposições (São Paulo: Museu Lasar Segall, 1993), 25; Lasar Segall,
“A inquietação contemporânea,” in Lasar Segall: Textos, depoimentos e exposições
(São Paulo: Museu Lasar Segall, 1993), 43.
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fleeting proliferation of “isms.”5  Moreover, as discussed in Chapter 1, Segall sought

to liberate modernism from the extraneous and ultimately ephemeral influences of

economics and politics.  Segall saw Brazil as a refuge from these distractions.  He

expected São Paulo to provide a level of social and intellectual sophistication and

technological development necessary to the modern artist, yet remain safely removed

from the capricious demands and nationalist politics of the European avant-garde.  As

this chapter argues, however, the realities of Brazilian society quickly defiled the

purity of even these comparatively modest imaginings.  Like Gauguin confronted

with the irrefutable influence of French colonialism in Tahiti, the politics of Brazilian

modernism shattered Segall’s halcyon fantasy of the culture’s aesthetic and

ideological neutrality.

Futurismo and Jazz-Age São Paulo

Segall was enthusiastically received by a Paulsita elite in the delirious throws

of the Jazz Age.  The rapid expansion of the urban-industrial economy since the turn

of the century had transformed the city from a sleepy hamlet into a thriving

metropolis, exhibiting a society consumed with the cultivation of an appropriately



6The coffee boom at the end of the nineteenth century, coupled with abolition,
had liberated the investment capital that facilitated industrialization.  An expanded
market for industrial goods during World War I accelerated the already breakneck
speed of both commercial development and urbanization.  São Paulo’s population
soared from less than 65,000 inhabitants at the end of the century to well over a
million in the 1920s, a population that would nearly double again by 1930.  Two
classic texts on the urbanization and industrialization in São Paulo are,Richard M.
Morse, From Community to Metropolis: A Biography of São Paulo, Brazil (New
York: Octagon Books, 1974), especially chapter 18; and Warren Dean, The
Industrialization of São Paulo, 1880-1945 (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1969),
especially chapters 1-3.
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cosmopolitan identity.6  As in Paris, from which Paulsitas took many of their cultural

cues, modern art was a crucial element in a broad cultural nexus that circumvented

the gravity of post-war politics with scandalous and transgressive pasttimes and

aesthetics.  Brazilian modernism participated in a socially and culturally subversive

arena alongside jazz and maxixe (also known as the Brazilian Tang), the fox-trot and

Charleston: scandalous endeavors that affirmed Paulsita modernity by undermining

traditional norms.  Segall quickly assumed a privileged position within this milieu. 

Not only did his presence in the community provide local access to the rarified realm

of avant-garde aesthetics, but his decision to immigrate to São Paulo validated the

elites’ modernist pretensions.

Shortly after Segall’s arrival, Olívia Guedes Penteado, the widow of a wealthy

entrepreneur and the grand dame of the local modernist movement, commissioned the

artist to decorate the “modern art pavilion” of her sprawling downtown mansion. 

Olívia Penteado typified São Paulo’s first-generation urban aristocracy.  The daughter



7On Olívia Guedes Penteado, see Antônio Arrida Dantas, Dona Olivia (São
Paulo: Sociedade Impressora Pannartz, 1975).

8Marcia Camargos, Villa Kyrial: Crônica da Belle Epoque Paulistana (São
Paulo: Editora SENAC, 2001), 37-38.

9The 2002 exhibition “No tempo dos modernistas: Dona Olivia Penteado a
Senhora das Artes,” examined Dona Olívia’s influence on São Paulo’s modernist
movement.  See FAAP Museu de Arte Brasileira, No tempo dos modernistas: Dona
Olivia Penteado a Senhora das Artes (São Paulo: FAAP, 2002).
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of a coffee baron raised on a rural plantation, she developed a preference for the

urbane in adolescence, rejecting the conservative tastes and oligarchic lifestyle of her

landed origins.  Between 1888 and 1905 she lived with her husband in the

cosmopolitan environs of belle époque London and Paris, where she showed a

penchant for fashion and a fascination with the avant-garde.7  With the death of her

husband and the outbreak of World War I, Penteado returned to São Paulo and began

to host a literary “salon” akin to Gertrude Stein’s Parisian fêtes.8  These salons

contributed significantly to consolidate an emergent Paulsita avant-garde, and, by the

time of Segall’s arrival, Penteado was at the center of a boisterous fraternity of

iconoclastic young futuristas that welcomed the renowned European modernist.9

In Paris Penteado had acquired an impressive collection of early twentieth-

century painting and sculpture that included works by Pablo Picasso, Francis Picabia

and Fernand Léger, and was decidedly the most significant compendium of European

modernism in the country at the time. Deeming the Victorian solarium that housed

her religious paintings, portraits and antiquities inappropriate for such contemporary



10The mansion, which had been located on Conselheiro Nebias Street near the
Republica district, was destroyed in 1934 with the widening of Duque de Caixas
Street, now a major thoroughfare.  Olívia Penteado died the same year as the house
was razed, a passing that, according to Segall, concluded an “extremely rich period in
the culture of São Paulo and perhaps all of Brazil.” Segall, “Minhas recordações,” 27.

11Francisco de Assis Chateaubriand, “Na cidade de Pereira Ignácio e de
Francisco Matarazzo,” O Jornal, 7 Jun. 1925, n.p.

12Ibid.

13Ibid. On Francisco de Assis Chateaubriand Bandeira de Melo, see Fernando
Morais, Chatô: O rei do Brasil (São Paulo: Companhia das Letras, 1994).
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aesthetics, she enlisted Segall to convert a large carriage house into her modern art

pavilion. Segall decorated the ceiling and architectural details of the walls and

windows with complex, abstract geometric designs meant to complement, but not

compete with, the paintings and sculpture (figs. 24 and 25)10 

The collection and the space were inaugurated at a bacchanalian celebration

befitting São Paulo’s “cult of modernity” and the commensurate excesses of the jazz

age.11  A young Assis Chateaubriand, reporting for Rio de Janeiro’s Correio de

Manhã, heralded Segall as an paragon of modernism who would lead the “nucleus of

young artists in São Paulo to sweep the rubble of the torched academic citadel with

their great cleansing brooms.”12 An enthusiastic devotee of modernism who would

much later found the Museu de Arte de São Paulo, Chateaubriand portrayed Segall as

a critical transitional figure in the development of Brazilian modernism, marking the

rupture with a “primitive” and “antiquated” past and embodying the spirit of the

future, the skyscraper and the factory.13  Indeed, the party climaxed with a similar



14“Eita” is a cheer, more or less: “yea!” Assis Chateaubriand, “Na cidade de
Pereira Ignácio e de Francisco Matarazzo,” n.p.

15Drawing on Max Weber’s notion of status and Jürgen Habermas’s analysis
of bourgeois society and the public sphere, Camargos argues that Brazilian salons,
“inspired by models consecrated by Parisian society,” responded to the social and
structural shifts that accompanied industrialization and urbanization, creating an
intermediate sphere between the public and the domestic as a means to validate
aristocratic status threatened by increasingly unstable social and political orders. 
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tribute, as the bibulous guests danced around Segall—who was seated on a makeshift

throne beside a roaring fire—banging tambourines, clapping hands and toasting

Segall, according to Châteaubriand, with a repeated “cry of joy from the modernists

of São Paulo—eita!”14 

For Segall, such a reception must have been all that he had hoped for.  Here

was a celebration replete with the excesses of the avant-garde, and free of the gravity

of post-war European politics.  Moreover, Segall was the guest of honor.  Rather than

competing for recognition among a deluge of young artists as he had in Germany, he

was revered and admired by a community of fledgling modernists, eager to assimilate

the artist’s experience.  The social machinations of such events and of their aesthetics

were not, however, as politically neutral as Segall may have liked to imagine.  Even

seemingly innocuous high-society amusements such as Penteado’s party participated

in a nascent class struggle that enlisted modernism as a purposely elitist endeavor. 

Modern art was not conceived as a leveling device nor was it embraced for its

popular appeal.  As Marcia Camargos has asserted, São Paulo’s modernist salons

proliferated  precisely because they sustained a sense of aristocratic status.15  Thus,



Camargos explains, “In a world in transformation, in which individuals sought to
obtain or maintain [elite] positions, such imported and interiorized values . . .  were a
way to guarantee continuity and legitimation emanating from an identification with
power.” Camargos, Villa Kyrial, 37-39.

16Assis Chateaubriand, “Na cidade de Pereira Ignácio e de Francisco
Matarazzo,” n.p. In a second article related to the event, the author elaborated the
intrinsic relation of class to aesthetics.  In a section subheaded, “The Bourgeoisie and
Art,” he blamed the French Revolution for the unfortunate creation of “two
abominable castes: the bourgeoisie and the professional artist,” whom, he charged,
had reduced art to a commodity and produced hackneyed artists whose “only
preoccupation is to satisfy the tastes of the reactionary bourgeoisie.”  In
contradistinction he lauded the “panache of the aristocracy,” which,  “Created new
patterns of art; they valorized petulant attempts, privileged the irreverent fantasies of
the imagination, and never became passe.”  The only shared point of reference
between the classes, according to Chateaubriand, was their material wealth, and even
this provided little common ground.  Lacking the recognized station of the
aristocracy, the “tragedy” of the bourgeoisie was their need to “establish tradition”
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although Segall sought the fertile tranquility of an apolitical artistic sphere, in reality,

he became unwittingly embroiled in a burgeoning culture war in which wealthy

Paulsitas sought to wrest social and cultural hegemony away from the ruling

aristocracy.

In his report on the opening of the modern art pavilion, Chateaubriand

explicitly addressed the class divisions instituted by modernism and the exclusive

culture that surrounded it.  Acknowledging the paradoxical relation of the cultural

elite to the bourgeoisie, Chateaubriand dryly observed,

Dona Olívia Penteado had the good taste not to invite any of the
bourgeoisie; well-to-do men, whose presence there would be
extraneous in various senses, aside from extremely impertinent.  The
modern painters and poets are inspired by the accomplishments of the
contemporary captains of industry.  But it is more agreeable to see him
as an inspirational force—at a distance, rather than up close.16



where none existed. “The bourgeoisie is a man who, in not possessing roots,
concentrates his ideals on creating and establishing them,” he explained. “Like the
aristocrat, the bourgeoisie seeks to absorb himself in art, yet his interest is not the
elite caprice of refined spirit, apt to challenge the prejudices of prescribed tastes, to
stimulate the novelties and audacities of thought that transform him . . . His tendency
is to conform to the status quo; and to be excited by that which is already created,
already established.”  Francisco de Assis Chateaubriand, “Como São Paulo está
cultivando a arte moderna,” in Brasil: Primeiro tempo modernista 1917/29,
documentação, ed. Marta Rossetti Batista, Telê Porto Ancona Lopez, and Yone
Soares de Lima (São Paulo: Instituto de Estudos Brasileiros, USP, 1972), 119-20.

17As Randall Johnson and others have noted, modernist interest in popular
culture was aimed solely at revitalizing elite aesthetic production and was opposed to
any “redistribution of economic or even symbolic goods.”  Johnson argues, rather
than a call for political agency, modernism represented a fear of the possibility of
radical uprising.  Building on a similar claim from Daniel Pècaut, Johnson explains
that, “The fear of revolution was implicit in both the critique of liberalism and the
affirmation of the ignorance of the masses . . . Institutional modernization and
organization were means of impeding a true revolution and profound social
transformation.” Randal Johnson, “The Dynamics of the Brazilian Literary Field,
1930-1945,” Luso-Brazilian Review 31, no. 2 (1994): 8-10.

18Mário de Andrade, El movimento modernista (Rio de Janeiro: Casa do
Estudante do Brasil, 1942), 28-29.
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From its inception, Paulsita modernism was consciously anti-egalitarian.17  In his

1942 account of the movement, poet Mario de Andrade, one of Penteado’s intimate

circle and perhaps Segall’s close friend and greatest admirer, explained:

The modernist movement was clearly aristocratic.  It represented an
aristocracy of the spirit, in its risky character, its extreme adventuristic
spirit, its modernist internationalism,  its ferocious nationalism, its
anti-popular gratuitousness, its preponderant dogmatism.  It was very
natural, then, that the high and low bourgeoisie feared it.18

The affront that Andrade asserted modernism posed to the “high and low

bourgeoisie” challenged the dual adversaries of São Paulo’s urban elite: a privileged
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class who strongly resented the authoritarian, exclusionary politics of the traditional

landed oligarchy and at the same time feared the threat the growing leagues of

“popular masses.”  Modern art thus became one of many cultural affects enlisted in a

broad effort to  introduce a new urban social hierarchy in a cultural and demographic

landscape severely altered by industrialization.

The modernist movement’s anti-oligarchic, anti-popular agenda was officially

unveiled at the Semana de Arte Moderna (Week of Modern Art) held in São Paulo’s

Municipal Theater the year prior to Segall’s arrival, in February of 1922.  The five

day program of lectures, readings, musical recitals and exhibitions of art and

architecture challenged the nation’s cultural establishment with often bombastic

displays of modernist bravado.  Deliberately polemic, the event directed a rhetoric of

emancipation toward the federal capital, the seat of “official” Brazilian culture and

political authority.  The participants declared war on the moribund academic

traditions proliferated by a network of Republican institutions that included the

National Academy of Literature, the National Academy of Fine Arts, the National

Salon and the National Museum of Fine Arts.  They attackied the sentimental,

classicizing themes and naturalistic, salon-style technique that they felt stigmatized

Brazilian culture as parochial and mimetic, while perpetuating a colonial position of

dependency and inferiority.



19Aracy Amaral, Artes plásticas na Semana de 22, 5th ed. (São Paulo: Editora
34, 1998), 25.

20Neide Rezende, A Semana de Arte Moderna (São Paulo: Editora Atica,
1993), 50.
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Echoing the rallying cry, “Espírito de modernidade? Não: espírito de

brasilidade.” (“The spirit of modernity? No: spirit of Brazilianness”),19 the modernists

launched an industrial carnival. Strategically planned to coincide with the pre-Lenten

celebrations, the events—organized as  “festas” (parties)—satisfied the modernist

movement’s two-pronged agenda of nativism and cosmopolitanism by engaging

popular tradition within their thoroughly modern context.  Although the iconoclastic,

carnivalesque tenor of the Week of Modern Art (connoted in the organizers’ accounts

of “extravagant pictures,” “absurd sculptures,” “hallucinatory music” and  “airy and

disarticulated poetry”20) was meant to shock the bourgeoisie and disrupt established

hierarchies, the performances of free verse, atonal music, Symbolist aesthetics and

modernist architecture were also meant to introduce avant-garde tendencies to an

appropriately modern Brazilian public.

The organizers, nevertheless, harbored few illusions that the radical aesthetics

introduced at the Week of Modern Art would be embraced by the masses.  On the

contrary, participants smugly anticipated the ensuing outrage. The opening address,

for instance, delivered by poet José Pereira de Graça Aranha—a reconstructed ex-

member of the national academy—cautioned that for the general public (who he

referred to as retardatários):



21José Pereira Graça Aranha, “A emoção estética na arte moderna,” in Amaral,
Artes plásticas na Semana de 22, 268-70.

22Eero Tarasti, Heitor Villa Lobos: The Life and Works (Jefferson, North
Carolina: McFarland, 1995), 67. For a more detailed account of the reaction to the
Week of Modern Art, see Nicolau Sevcenko, Orfeu extático na metrópole: São
Paulo, sociedade e cultura nos frementes anos 20 (São Paulo: Companhia das Letras,
1992), 273-6.

23Flavio de. Rezende Carvalho, RASM: Revista Anual do Salão de Maio (São
Paulo: 1939).
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The curious and suggestive exhibition that we are gloriously opening
today will be an agglomeration of ‘horrors’ . . . . bewildering
interpretations of nature and life . . . [that] will revolt those who react
influenced by the forces of the past.21

In this regard, visitors did not disappoint.  Furious audiences booed the experimental

poetry and whistled melodies over the atonal piano pieces.  Participants were spared

attacks with rotten eggs and potatoes only by police, who uncovered the

stockpile—which the owners insisted were reserved for the organizers.22  Some years

later, Anita Malfatti recalled poet Mário de Andrade being chased from the main

auditorium by the rancourous jeers of the audience. Undaunted, the stalwart young

modernist finished his reading in the acoustically preferable environs of a stairwell.23

The various organizers and participants received the public’s apprehension

with a degree of vindication in believing that it gave purpose to the self-appointed

edifying mission.  Moreover, the ordinary citizen’s bewilderment before modern art

indirectly affirmed the superiority of the urban aristocracy, verifying clear social

distinction in a class system muddled by the rapid financial success of the “self-made



24Mário de Andrade, “Pintura: Lasar Segall,,” Idea 1924, n.p.
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man.”  Segall was immediately conscripted in the service of ideological struggle to

institute an exclusionary socio-cultural authority.  The artist served as a litmus test for

a cultural elite while confirming São Paulo’s regional aesthetic superiority—over Rio

de Janeiro and the entire continent.  Regarding Segall’s first Brazilian exhibition

since his arrival, for example, Mario de Andrade, with characteristic paulista hubris,

announced that:

São Paulo will enjoy the maiden exhibition of Lasar Segall in the
Americas.  The city of Klaxon [Andrade’s Futurist literary journal,]
the Week of Modern Art and more things that we cannot list now,
deserves this homage.  So Segall will not be understood by the vast
majority?  No matter.  He will nevertheless find here a group of
enthusiasts freely able to love his strong and original art.24

Andrade’s boastings exemplified a specific modernist discourse that asserted an

unparalleled local aesthetic sophistication, while conceding that such cosmopolitan

sensibilities were uncharacteristic of the population at large.  In so doing he

suggested that Segall’s exhibition would elevate a vanguard “group of enthusiasts”

above the otherwise modern, yet decidedly plebeian fray.

For Paulsita artists and intellectuals, Segall’s presence in São Paulo was an

ironic, yet potent symbol of Brazil’s potential to transcend the cultural inferiority that

afflicted the Old Republic.  Presumably, the society’s worldliness and urban

amenities were sufficient to attract Segall and fulfill his professional needs.  More

significantly, however, Segall’s immigration reversed traditional patterns of influence



25The Pensionato Artístico do Estado de São Paulo was awarded in
conjunction with the Pinacoteca (State Museum) for five years of European study. 
Both Olívia Penteado and José de Freitas Valle served on the Financial Committee
that awarded the prizes in the 1920s.  The liberalization of selection criteria are
evident in modernist recipients such as Anita Malfatti, Vitor Brecheret and Túlio
Mugnaini.  See Camargos, Villa Kyrial, 159-72.
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between colony and metropole.  One of the modernists’ principal objections to

academic pedagogy was the National Academy’s continued practice of awarding the

Premio da Viagem ao Exterior (Travel Abroad Prize) to outstanding students each

term to study in France with the last remaining salon-style practitioners and not with

modern painters.  Paulsitas (who issued their own travel prize)25 condemned this

policy as perpetuating the Academy’s anachronistic profile.  It was significant,

therefore, that Segall’s attraction to Brazil was not inspired by the promise of

imagined primitive splendor that had captivated foreign and national artists alike;

rather his presence was the result of the high levels of modernity offered by

metropolitan São Paulo (and most definitively not the capital).  For the modernists,

Segall’s presence, thus, challenged the aesthetic legacy of the Republican gaze and

the enervating tradition of colonial diffidence.

The São Paulo press vaunted the prestige of the famed European modernist in

their midst, who contentedly went about his work as he might in any of the world’s

great capitals.  Typically, the Correio Paulistano acknowledged Segall’s presence

while simultaneously congratulating the artist’s local public:



26“O Expressionista Lazar Segall,” Correio Paulistano, 15 Feb. 1924. The
likelihood that Segall’s name was familiar to even the most worldly Brazilian is slim,
given his relative obscurity even among Germans.  This type of statement says more
about Segall’s contribution to Paulsita social and cultural posturing than it does about
his success as an artist.

27Ibid.
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The news for lovers of modern art, which so many aficionados and
admirers among us are becoming, will be a grand surprise, because,
accustomed to seeing this brilliant artist’s name continually cited in
magazines from Berlin and Paris, they didn’t realize this painter could
be found in this very capital, working diligently in his studio, where he
has accumulated a series of magnificent canvases.26

Yet beyond this familiar self-congratulatory gesture, the author went on to assert that

São Paulo’s appreciation of “all manifestations in the aesthetic field, even the most

outrageous,” signaled an emergent cultural hegemony, leading the city, he declares,

to be “rightfully denominated the ‘artistic capital’ of the country.”27

The idea of a modern artistic capital that rivaled the Republican capital and

official national aesthetics was echoed in numerous accounts of Segall and his loyal

public.  A separate unsigned article in the same paper commended the general

willingness to consider art forms more ambitious and perhaps less familiar than the

reproductions of European masterpieces favored by the oligarchy.  Such behavior

implicitly distinguished “our capital” from the other capital the neighboring state of

Rio de Janeiro.  “Luckily,” the author claimed,

 Our capital is not solely composed of a public only impressed by
galleries full of posters and reproductions [folinhas e chromos].  There
is also a cultured elite that carefully follows the current movements in



28Ibid., n.p.

29 The author noted that, “among the numerous visitors that best appreciate
Segall’s painting one finds the names of Mrs. Olívia Guedes Penteado and Carolina
Silva Telles and Doctors Azevado Marques, Freitas Valle, Goffredo Telles, among
other intellectuals that follow the notable Russian painter.” Ibid., n.p.

30The concept of Futurism had arrived in Brazil in 1919 when poet Oswald de
Andrade, one of the foremost proponents of Paulsita modernism, returned from Paris
with a copy of Filippo Tommaso Marinetti’s “Futurist Manifesto.”  The term gained
in popularity with the publication of Oswald’s review of the poetry of Mário de
Andrade in the Jornal do Comércio 1921.  The review was entitled, “O meu poeta
futurista,” an appellation Mário denied, publishing ten days later his response,
entitled, “Futurista?!”  Nelde Rezende notes that Mário’s rejection stemmed precisely
from the negative connotations of futurismo as frivolous and belligerent. Rezende, A
Semana de Arte Moderna, 27-28. 
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the arts and letters.”28 By early in the century, São Paulo had eclipsed
the nation’s capital in both size and population, and had become the
new financial center of the country.  Self-assured in their economic
strength and cosmopolitan outlook, the local intelligentsia repudiated
Rio’s staid “official” culture as invoking a bygone colonial,
agricultural era.  The reference above suggests that in their capital
resided an old-fashioned Republican elite impressed by such sedate
and outmoded images.  Paulistas, in contrast, possessed more
enlightened sensibilities.  The author, nevertheless, underscores
modernist exclusivity, however, going on to list the “cultured elite” by
name.29  Segall thus served as the catalyst for a social roster that
identified and circumscribed São Paulo’s vanguard: a modern,
enlightened aristocracy that stood as the antithesis of the conservative
Republican oligarchy—socially, politically and artistically.

While Segall may well have been sensitive to the social posturing that colored

Paulsita modernism, the superficial excesses of São Paulo’s roaring twenties provided

ample distractions from Brazil’s emergent culture wars.  The arrival of  “futurismo,”

as modernism was broadly labeled in Brazil,30 corresponded with the rapid expansion

of the market economy, particularly in São Paulo, and the commercialization of



31On the commercialization of leisure and trends of the 1920s, see Susan K.
Besse, Restructuring Patriarchy: The Modernization of Gender Inequality in Brazil,
1914-1940 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996), 21-37; and
Sevcenko, Orfeu extático na metrópole .

32Sevcenko, Orfeu extático na metrópole, 209-11.
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leisure.31  The term signified the opposite of “passadismo” (literally “past-ism”)  and

was associated with any of a number of consumer and social activities involved in the

self-cultivation of a distinctly metropolitan countercultural.  Women, previously

restricted to the domestic sphere, increasingly shopped alone for the latest French

fashions in the chic Mappin department store in downtown São Paulo.  Ornate

cinemas screened foreign and nationally produced films, and the Municipal Theater,

the pride of the Paulsita cultural landscape in the toney Anhangabaú district, hosted

international artists such as Isadora Duncan, the Russian Ballet under the direction of

Sergei Diaghilev, pianist Arthur Rubinstein and experimental French composer

Darius Milhaud.32  A vibrant night life of cabarets and jazz clubs entertained the

city’s affluent youth, who rejoiced in scandalous international dance crazes such as

tango, foxtrot and Charleston.

In November of 1924 Segall was commissioned to decorate the ballroom of

the city’s most exclusive social club, the Automóvel Club, for the social event of the

season, the Baile Futurista (Futurist Ball.)  The organization and the event epitomize

the intersection of art, style and social identity that defined futurismo.  São Paulo

stood at the vanguard of the entire continent’s emergent automobile culture. 

Automobile dealerships peppered Avenida Brasil, a main artery of the city, and speed



33Ibid., 75-77.
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limits and pedestrian safety became hotly debated civic issues.33  Le Mans styles

races, held at one of the first speedways in the Americas became a popular spectator

sport, as did the more genteel pastime of automobilismo, touring the countryside by

car.  Despite the fact that the expense and relative rarity of automobiles restricted the

hobby to only a tiny minority of the wealthiest Paulsitas, automobilismo nevertheless

seemed appropriate to São Paulo’s civic identity.  Likewise, the Club itself

symbolized São Paulo’s social modernity, although it represented a level of privilege

to which few of the city’s resident’s actually had access.  Futurism, in turn, provided

an aesthetic of speed, mobility and progress appropriate to an urban world-view, that

nevertheless offended the less developed sensibilities of the unsophisticated and the

timid. 

Segall’s decoration for the ball invoked the joie de vivre that, for all outward

appearances, characterized affluent Paulsita society.  Moreover, painted in an

abstract, geometric style that resonated with a general international modernness.  The

décor satisfied the futuristas’ hyperbolic sense of contemporaneity and

cosmopolitanism. Although no photos from the event exist, Segall’s sketches for his

murals show colorful, geometric patterns and Kandinskyesque symbols, from which

emerge abstracted figural forms of dancers, musicians and other revelers (fig. 26).

Sporadically throughout the design the artist painted the scrambled letters of the

words “fox trot.”  This simple decorative gesture marked the intersection of modern

art and fashionable society by combining the arbitrary use of language as pictorial
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element from Cubism with the latest dance trend sweeping the globe. The lightness

and superficiality of these forms were a far cry from the severity of the paintings

Segall had recently produced in Germany and which he would show in São Paulo in

March.  This aesthetic departure, although admittedly motivated by the nature of the

commission, paralleled Segall’s desire for a carefree Brazilian elan— for a culture

uninhibited by the war and politics that had conditioned the artist’s earlier sobriety. 

“As it is in a vegetarian kitchen”: The Limits and Possibilities of Paulista

Modernity

Despite the general enthusiasm for modernism, Segall, for his part, was

inspired by his hosts’ unfamiliarity with the genre.  Having become a relatively big

fish in a very small pond, Segall seized on the potential to influence the direction

modernism took in the country.  He lectured frequently at salons and exhibitions and

made statements to the press that explained at length the origins, rationale and

defining attributes of his universal humanist aesthetic, while cautioning against the

threat to art posed by political ideologies.  The views expressed by Segall reflected

not his observations on the culture and society he encountered in Brazil, but

articulated his desire for Brazil.  Segall conceived Brazil and the Brazilian viewer as

a cultural tabula rasa, in terms of art and aesthetics. Even when confronted by

abundant evidence to the contrary, he maintained his preconceived notions of a

necessarily inexperienced spectator and of a Brazilian art as yet uncorrupted by the

detriments of politics.



34Unpublished correspondence from Lasar Segall to Brattskoven, July 8, 1927. 
Arquivo Lasar Segall, São Paulo. To Otto Dix he expressed similar sentiments, “I
have enough tranquility here to collect myself which I missed a lot in recent years.”
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The explanation for Segall’s fantasy of Brazilian ingenuousness is

multifaceted.  On the one hand, Segall viewed these conditions as necessary for his

personal artistic success, and clung to them as reassurance of his own potential and

progress. On the other hand he saw in Brazil’s multi-racial, multi-ethnic society the

physical manifestation of the universal harmony he sought in his art.  Such a vision

that, he believed, eliminated the relevance of ideology to both art and society.  In

order to maintain the integrity of these ideals, Segall was forced to ignore and deny 

the political actualities that underpinned the content and development of Brazilian

modernism: the movement was deeply imbricated with broader efforts toward

national democratic reform, that channeled the increasingly emphatic demands of the

Paulsita elite for political representation. Segall’s effort to negotiate the distance

between his internal desires and the external realities produced a sense of

ambivalence that permeated his representation of Brazil and inflected his attitudes

toward Brazilian society.

The mixed feelings Segall harbored toward São Paulo’s cultural ambience

emerged in the impressions of his new life that he sent back to colleagues in Europe. 

His situation exemplified, to some degree, the paradoxical consequences of getting

precisely what one asks for.  He expressed his gratitude for his isolation in Brazil,

which he described as  “Invaluable for my development and my creativity.”  “I am

planning to stay here for a while,”34 he declared and repeated often that he had come



Unpublished correspondence dated July 11, 1927, Arquivo Lasar Segall, São Paulo. 

35Segall, “A inquietação contemporânea,” n.p.”

36Ibid. .

37Segall stressed both their familiarity with European currents and their
flattery of him, saying,  “One of them just arrived from Paris and brought memories
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to Brazil to escape the proliferation of “isms” that had sidetracked his work in

Europe. Segall had frequently lamented the “excess of new ideas” in Europe,

complaining that, “everyday we witness the appearance of another point of vew,

another aesthetic orientation, that they always say is the only acceptable one.”35 

Confronted by such impossible demands, he developed, “the conviction that only here

[in Brazil] would I be able to work.”36  Brazil, thus, represented an oasis of aesthetic

tranquility, where the public’s limited knowledge of modernism could serve his

concentration well.

At the same time, Segall was flattered by the curiosity and enthusiasm with

which the intelligentsia received him, and praised their familiarity with his work and

career.  Soon after arriving, he wrote to Will Grohmann of frequent visits to his studio

by young artists and intellectuals.  He recalled  “the nicest” visit of recent times,

when he was:

surprised by a group of young people (fourteen of them) all musicians,
writer, painters, and experts in modern art.  They were familiar with
my name through journals, magazines and books and I was
distinguished as one of the most illustrious representatives of Germany
and Russia.  They spend a large part of their time in Paris and Italy and
are well-oriented in what has been happening in Europe’s artistic life
in the last ten years . . . and they take in everything that has appeared
in this period in books and magazines.37



of Chagall.  A little more than a year ago they got together and began to do battle
with the public and the press.  Their leader, Mário de Andrade, is an excellent writer. 
He wrote a very good and intelligent article about me in a journal.”  Letter dated
February 10, 1924, translated to Portuguese in Vera d’Horta Becarri, Lasar Segall e o
modernismo paulista (São Paulo: Editora Brasiliense, 1984), 77.

38 Unpublished correspondence from Lasar Segall to Otto Dix, July 11, 1927 
Arquivo Lasar Segall, São Paulo. Likewise in an unpublished letter to Victor Rubin
dated June 6, 1927 he lamented, “As far as amusement, especially intellectual
diversion is concerned, its really quite barren here.” Arquivo Lasar Segall, São Paulo. 

39Unpublished correspondence from Lasar Segall toVictor Rubin, June 6,
1927.  Arquivo Lasar Segall, São Paulo.
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Segall’s reference to the presence in São Paulo of such “experts in modern

art” was the exception rather than the rule, however.  More often than not he

described the prevailing lack of cultural sophistication, complaining, for example, to

Otto Dix, that, “If you compare the intellectual life [geistigen Leben] with Europe,

life here is not worth talking about.”38  He anxiously awaited the arrival of Europeans,

such as Swiss poet Blaise Cendrars and Russian sculptor Alexis Archipenko (whom

Segall had tried unsuccessfully to persuade to visit) and voiced boredom in the

absence of such personalities.  In dismay, he wrote Victor Rubin that,  “Everything

here, dear Victor, by our European standard, is as it is in a vegetarian kitchen.”39  

Segall’s catalogue essay for his 1924 exhibition read like a primer on overcoming a

learned dependence on naturalism.  In his opening lines, Segall excused the public’s

ignorance with an admission that implicitly defined Brazil as a clean slate onto which

he personally would introduce avant-garde aesthetics.  He explained that, “Owing to

the public exhibition of my Expressionist works, so different than anything that has

been exhibited until today in São Paulo, I think it is good advice to open this



40He repeated this sentiment some lines later, writing,  “In light of the novelty
that my exhibition will present to the majority of the Brazilian public, I think it will
not be arrogant to give them the science, in a few words, of my ideas about art and
about the spectator.” Lasar Segall, “Texto do catalogo da exposição de 1924,” in
Lasar Segall: Textos, depoimentos e exposições (São Paulo: Museu Lasar Segall,
1993), 37.

41In 1917 painter Anita Malfatti—recently arrived from studies in Germany
with Lovis Corinth and in the U.S. with Homer Boss, a student of Robert
Henri—shocked São Paulo with what is widely considered Brazil’s first exhibition of
modern art.  Malfatti’s expressionistic landscapes and distorted, intensely colored
portraits provoked vehement criticism from local traditionalists and self-appointed
defenders of social morality. Journalist and author José Bento Monteiro Lobato
published a scathing attack on Malfatti in O Estado de São Paulo, deriding her
painting as “paranoia” or “deception (mystificação).”  His comments devastated the
young artist, while fueling the fires of a burgeoning modernist movement.  Monteiro
Lobato’s notorious skreed is reproduced in Mário da Silva Brito, A hístoria do
modernismo: Antecedentes da Semana de Arte Moderna (Rio de Janeiro: Civilização
Brasileira, 1978), 52-56.

42Segall, “Texto do catalogo da exposição de 1924,” 37.
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catalogue with a few words of explanation.”40 Granted, modernism had not achieved a

high degree of visibility in São Paulo by 1924.  Segall’s emphasis on the “novelty,”

the exhibition of works “so different from anything exhibited until today” disregarded

the significant inroads made by the Week of Modern Art, Anita Malfatti’s exhibition

of expressionist painting in 1917 and the public controversy these events generated.41

Part of Segall’s arrogance must be attributed to his anticipated audience,

however. “I am imagining this spectator that looks, indignant, at my paintings,” the

text declared.  “I feel that he may be driven to utter these banal phrases, ‘And there

are people that call this art! Oh! It is a vulgarization of art!’”42  Exhibiting not in a

museum or gallery, but rather in a rented store-front in a busy commercial zone,

Segall expected a broader spectrum of society than had attended his exhibitions in



43Segall’s exhibition history included a 1919 exhibition as part of the Dresden
Secessionist Group 1919 at the Emil Richter Gallery, an individual show in 1920 at
the Folkwang Museum in Hagen.  He participated in an exhibition of Russian art in
Hannover in 1921 and in 1922 he exhibited again with Group 1919 at the
International Exhibition of Art in Dusseldorf.  In 1922 he also mounted an individual
show at the Erfurt Gallery, Dresden.

44Unpublished correspondence from Lasar Segall to Victor Rubin, Feb. 10,
1928.  Arquivo Lasar Segall, São Paulo.

45Ibid. Segall’s empathy toward the ordinary viewer and belief in the inherent
accessibility of modernism suggests defiance or obliviousness to the aristocratic
domain of Paulsita modernism. 
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Germany.43  Segall viewed this style of exhibition, which was common in Brazil, as a

positive characteristic.  Writing to Rubin, he contrasted Brazil to Germany where:

Exhibition spaces are found on side streets, upstairs, [with] admission
fees, charging for catalogue, pay for coat-check—the result is that [in
Germany] when an exhibit is not discussed a lot and thoroughly and
does not appear in a lot of newspapers it doesn’t amount to much and
can’t achieve much that is of particular value to the artist.44

By contrast, he praised the egalitarianism of the local system and its potential for

revitalizing art.

Its different here.  Special exhibit spaces don’t  exist. The exhibitor
rents a space on the main street, doors open all day for anyone, no fee,
the catalogue or checklist is free, you don’t have to leave your cane or
umbrella.  This would be good for Europe, especially now when the
interest for art is minimal.45

For the benefit of the man on the street, who Segall provided encouragement to

ignore the beaux arts tradition, which may have been more familiar due to public

monuments and official history painting.  He counseled his hypothetical neophyte not

to treat painting like photography, nor to trust language to interpret the images. “Art

is not a game,” he explained. “A work of art is not the result of a temperament, it is



46Segall, “Texto do catalogo da exposição de 1924,” 37.

47Ibid. 

48In discussions of his own personal development in Brazil, Segall held that
Brazil’s freedom from tradition had liberated him, insinuating that Brazil had no
established artistic paradigms or traditions.  Segall declared, “With my passage from
Germany to Brazil presented a fact parallel to what happened with my passage from
Russia to Germany.  I left a country without history for a land with a considerable
artistic past.  From liberty I passed to tradition. Within the rules and the systems that I
learned in Berlin and later in Dresden, my native liberty permitted numerous
audacities.  I conquered this dualism—liberty and tradition—creating my peculiar
artistic style that persisted until I encountered your country,” suggesting that in Brazil
he passed back from established tradition to the liberty of underdevelopment. “Lazar
Segall e o Brasil,” Jornal do Brasil, 13 Jul. 1928, n.p.
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created through internal necessity or ecstasy.”46 Accordingly, Segall instructed the

viewer:

Move close to the painting without hesitation.  Don’t search for beauty
in the vulgar sense of the word. Command yourself.  Resist the habit
of searching a painting for a reproduction of things with which your
are familiar. Don’t search for words for useless explanations, in this
instance they won’t help. Take comfort simply in the power of the
forms and colors, independent of what they contain, and herein a
connection will be established between you and the picture.47

The elementary tone of Segall’s counsel bespoke his patient optimism regarding the

potential to educate what he saw as an aesthetically uninitiated, but basically willing,

public.  With no cultural life to speak of (by Segall’s accounts, at any rate) and

lacking any formal infrastructure for the exhibition and dissemination of art of any

type, Segall imagined a Brazil without history—or, at least, without a canonized art

history—a non-culture on which to build.48 

In other contexts for a more worldly audience, Segall significantly refined the

terms of his project, elaborating on the specific goals and virtues of Expressionism. 



49Events, which included a formal dinner for the guests, ranged from lectures
on historic, sociological, and psychological topics to musical and dramatic
performances.  Other foreign guests in 1924 included Italian painter Antonio Rocco
and Swiss poet Blaise Cendrars.  See Camargos, Villa Kyrial, 77-83.

50 Coverage in the press saluted both the artist, who, it was reported, had
“addressed with superiority the aesthetic problems of the moment,” and the audience,
who received the lecture was,  “A long duration of applause, cultured in the most
cultivated cities in Europe.”Carlos Maul, “O problema estetica do momento,”
Novissima, March - April 1924, 17.
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In June, 1924, wealthy Paulsita art patron and state senator José de Freitas Valle

invited Segall to speak at the city’s most established salon, held on Sundays in his

lavish Vila Mariana home.  The gathering, referred to as  “Vila Kyrial” after the

mansion in which it was hosted, was regarded as São Paulo’s foremost intellectual

and artistic institution.  The salon included an annual lecture cycle since 1919 that

featured foreign and national poets, musicians, and scholars.49  Although the tastes

and experiences of its genteel membership ran considerably more conservative than

those of the raucous young futuristas gathered around Olívia Penteado, the

participants of Villa Kyrial were intellectually engaged, erudite and self-consciously

cultivated.50  Despite their more enlightened sensibilities, the admonishing tone of

Segall’s talk suggested that he saw in them same the raw potential he saw in Brazil to

rescue and reanimate the pure aesthetic values he believed had been destroyed in

Europe by social and political pressures.

Segall’s intention at Villa Kyrial was not just to warm his audience to the idea

of modernism as he had at his exhibition, but to establish a specific paradigm in the

public consciousness based on his own universalist project.  In his presentation, he



51Lasar Segall, “Sobre Arte,” in Lasar Segall: Textos, depoimentos e
exposições (São Paulo: Museu Lasar Segall, 1993), 31.

52Ibid. 
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couched Expressionism within the broader pursuit of inter-cultural, inter-human

communication, a pursuit which he presented as necessarily incompatible with the

transitory demands of current affairs. “The desire for communion between ‘me’ and

‘you,’” he began, “or more generally between men, man and society, [man] and the

people, [man] and the world— inspires art.”51  As a language, Segall explained,

painting could be universally understood if, and only if, it expressed a metaphysical

conception of the world, which all cultures and all ages shared.  He was careful to

distinguish this “universal” spiritual language of art from naturalism, which might

appear to the untrained eye as culturally neutral yet was ideologically charged by a

history of Western materialism.

Reiterating the founding tenets of first generation expressionism that he had

adopted in Germany, Segall explained that the illusionistic tradition based in

Classical ideals of beauty and one-point perspective, represented a rationalist,

materialist conception of the world, dialectically opposed to the spiritual and the

eternal.  He reasoned that although the artist is the product of his time, the expression

of this particular condition must convey some broader state of existence shared by all

mankind, expressed in the art of the “great ages,” (the “primitive” and non-Western)

but neglected by the over-confident Greeks and their legacy.52  Accordingly, he

declared:



53Ibid. 

54Ibid., 36
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Despite his dependence on the social, economic and cultural
conditions of his age, the artist does not lose himself in them and
possesses an instinctive force that always directs his gaze forward and
creates new necessities and new paths.  The language of the painter is
painting.  Painting is forms and colors, and, like philosophy and
religion, is the exact expression of the spiritual state of humanity.  In
the ages that possessed a profound feeling for the world and for the
inconceivability of being, art is metaphysics and not optics.  In other
ages, when a rationalist concept of the world, a materialist point of
view, predominated, art became optic.53

The “rationalist” and “materialist” points of view resulted from a preoccupation with

physical, but also the “social, economic and cultural conditions” of the age— none of

which, according to Segall, would stand the test of time. He, thus, advised that

technical proficiency not be regarded as a measure of success, but rather insisted such

forms be avoided as they distracted from the true essence of art and subsumed the

metaphysical awe and interior necessity which united humankind—across diverse

cultures and throughout the ages.

Segall’s efforts to impress upon Villa Kyrial the separation of art from life’s

quotidian banalities resonated with his disillusionment with the European avant-garde

and the premature demise of Expressionism.  His eager audience, seduced by Segall’s

knowledge and authority, provided fertile ground for “art resuscitated.”54  He

exhorted the public to act, urging, “We must create a new artistic atmosphere, must

create a colossal communion.” He called for figural abstraction, but not pure



55Ibid. 

56Ibid. 

57Lasar Segall, “O Expressionismo,” in Lasar Segall: Textos, depoimentos e
exposições (São Paulo: Museu Lasar Segall, 1993), 41 The significance of this
internationalist complex to Segall’s artistic identity is discussed in Claudia Valladão
de Mattos, Expressionismo e judaísmo: O período alemão de Lasar Segall (1906-
1923) (São Paulo: Perspectiva, 2000), 110-11. 
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abstraction (which he feared would be “lost to the transcendental.”)55  Art’s

resuscitation depended on its liberation from material concerns, on the creation of

“entirely new values that have nothing to do with the external world” and above all,

on an  “aspiration for the inconceivable.”56  With such lofty, metaphysical goals,

Segall’s program provided willfully little space for ideological reflection or the

cultivation of an exclusively national aesthetic idiom.  To the contrary, his description

of the origins of Expressionism stressed the role of international artistic dialogue

between France, Russia and Germany and enumerated the similarities rather than

differences between such geographically remote, yet aesthetically allied artists as

Rousseau and Matisse, Franz Marc and Paul Klee, and Chagall and Archipenko.57

By late 1927, as Segall prepared for his first national exhibition of work

produced in the country, this broadly universalist paradigm became explicitly

internationalist.  Moreover, with increasing candor, Segall condemned the political

and nationalist abuses of art, mandating art’s requisite “inner necessity.”  “Art . . . is

not a means of propaganda,” he repeatedly insisted. “When it is created it is because



58“A arte moderna e a pintura contemporanea,” Diário da noite, 24 Nov. 1932,
n.p.

59Although the series was published in three parts, on May 29, October 26 and
December 14, 1928, I am citing them as a single text, republished in Lasar Segall,
“Arte e Público,” in Lasar Segall: Textos, depoimentos e exposições (São Paulo:
Museu Lasar Segall, 1993), 45 .

60Ibid., 46.
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it must be created.”58  Segall again anticipated a degree of hostility toward modernism

that would affect impressions of his work, a possibility that seemed particularly likely

given that the show would travel to Rio de Janeiro, considered by Paulsitas to a lack

aesthetic sophistication.  To prepare his perspective viewers, he published a series of

articles entitled, “Arte e público” (Art and Public), entreating the public to accept

modern art as they would modern technology, allowing themselves to get used to it

despite not entirely understanding.59  He described a good viewer and a bad viewer,

neither defined by a familiarity with modernism, but rather by the ability to relinquish

one’s realist expectations in order to appreciate the “organization of forms” and

general “spirit” of the work.60

Toward his goal of freeing the viewer from the bonds of tradition, Segall

distinguished true art from “kitsch.” His elaboration of the distinction between the

two paralleled the dialectical relation of physical to metaphysical, and exterior to

interior.  He explained:

Art is a record of feelings and ideas that responds to interior necessity
and that, through intelligence and soul, is constructed in necessary
forms, which, intimately connected to one another, come to construct
an organism.  And that which has no form, that which is not an
organism, that which does not express some interior necessity and



61Ibid. 

62In 1926 Segall returned to Germany to complete his divorce from his first
wife Margarette Quack, and to mount exhibitions of his Brazilian work at the Galerie
Neumann in Berlin and at the Galerie Fides in Dresden.
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does result from playing, taste, decorative values, academic rules, [or]
aspects of ‘genre’ and anecdote is that which is called ‘kitsch.’61

The use of the term “kitsch,” is significant, in that Segall had recently returned from a

trip to Germany where he was reacquainted with the highly politicized cultural and

artistic climate62.  The significance of the term, which had fully entered into European

artistic discourse by the late 1920s, was in a transitional phase between the more

established disparaging reference to the maudlin escapism of bourgeois realism, and

the more pernicious connotations it would assume as painting became one of many

forms of official propaganda of totalitarian regimes, exploiting the sentimental tastes

of the uneducated masses.  Drawing on both of these significations, Segall’s strategy

for the avoidance of kitsch circumvented realism’s patriotic possibilities both in form

and content.

The formula presented in “Art and Public” rested on two by now familiar

Segallian precepts: firstly, that modernist formal tendencies (figural simplifications

and deformations) represented the “truthful expression of our time” (a precondition

for great art) and secondly, that when art is permeated by a “general contemporary

spirit,” irregardless of the culture that produced it, it will be universally understood

and thus comprises a  timeless and international language (the ultimate goal of art.)63 
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As an example, Segall compared European and Japanese art, “two very different

expressions of art” because the were “penetrated, however, by [a] general

contemporary spirit, a communication eventually emerges between them and touches

both to make the painting part of the modern movement.”64  The artist must seize on

what unites the two and eliminate what differentiates them.  Segall continued, “All

cultural periods have their particular concept of art, and when today we see, analyze,

critique art from past times, we do so according to our own artistic concepts.”65  What

is important, therefore, is to define the true modern essence of art, distinct from that

of the past.  The past in Segall’s analysis, was a specific Hellenic past that anticipated

academic naturalism, not the eternal, universal and potentially present past of the

“primitive.”  The adherence to artificial, classical tendencies would signify an

absence of authenticity, and an inability to communicate beyond ones contemporary

context, at a deeper human level.  Ultimately Segall artfully left the responsibility to

the Brazilian viewer, declaring:

The important thing is that our art affects ‘us,’ that ‘we’ are in contact
with it, so that it is born of us and represents us.  Do we want to be
ashamed of our own I?  Wouldn’t this be a shame and signal our
poverty, if our art had to carry the seal of a past age, a falsified seal? 
The public itself must decide.66
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The Politics of Paulista Modernism

While Segall’s appeal for an eternal and metaphysical aesthetic reflected his

desire for an ideologically impartial Brazil, the artist’s increasingly explicit campaign

for internationalism tacitly belied the existence of such political and artistic

neutrality.  Although the writings of such enthusiastic chroniclers of Paulsita

modernity as Assis Chateaubriand and Mario de Andrade may have yielded an image

of a carefree high-society, drunk on the abundance and adventure of the roaring

twenties, discussions of such cosmopolitan endeavors as futurismo, jazz bands and

fox trots were never far removed from weightier questions of the Brazilian national

character and the political future of the nation.  Although the 1920s were marked by

great prosperity and continued economic growth for São Paulo, by the middle of the

decade markets and individuals began to sense the decline that would culminate with

the global crash of 1929.  Moreover, the decade was one of the most politically

turbulent periods in Brazilian history, as opposition intensified against the liberal

oligarchy’s political monopoly, ultimately yielding the Revolution of 1930.  It is

highly unlikely, therefore, that Segall, even as an immigrant in a foreign society,

could have ignored the increasingly volatile political climate in Brazil, or sincerely

denied the central position of modern art within debates over national culture and

identity.

The possibility of Segall’s insularism is particularly dubious given that just

months after arriving in Brazil the artist found himself in the midst of armed

revolution.  On July 5, 1924 a rebel army under the leadership of retired general
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Isidore Dias Lopes entered São Paulo with the intent of overthrowing the state’s

Republican governor.  Joined by local laborers, the rebels battled federal troops and

loyalists in the streets of the city for nearly a month, finally fleeing into Brazil’s

remote interior in early August.  The uprising left the beleaguered Segall barricaded

in the home of friends, surviving solely on cauliflower.67  With his intentions to start

anew frustrated by these disturbances, Segall was left with ample time to meditate on

the realities of Brazil that defiled his modest fantasy of serenity.

For some time after the rebel evacuation, Segall complained about the

disruptions that hindered his work and concentration, as the city remained occupied

by federal forces for months and local press and culture were subjected to intense

government censorship.68  This strategy to restore order coincided with two of the

principal challenges posed to Republican authority: military resistance and cultural

revolution. The artistic equivalent to the Lopes uprising occured in March of the same

year, just as Segall was settling into São Paulo, in the form of poet Oswald de

Andrade’s “Manifesto da poesia Pau-Brasil” (Brazilwood Poetry Manifesto). 

Published in the widely circulated daily newspaper, Correio da Manhã, Andrade’s

manifesto proposed the creation of a distinctly Brazilian, yet thoroughly modern
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aesthetic.  He called for the production of  “poetry for export,” to repudiate the

tradition of European imitation associated with the liberal oligarchy and the

retrograde tastes of the National Academy of Letters.69  Invoking brazilwood—one of

the nation’s most lucrative national resources—as a central metaphor of cultural

autonomy, Andrade encouraged national introspection, summoning artists to draw on

that which was uniquely and authentically Brazilian. At the same time, he demanded

the cultivation of more modern representational strategies that reflected the urban and

industrialized character of Brazil.

Although Andrade condemned Lopes uprising that July, “Pau Brasil”

nevertheless represented an aestheticization of many of the same protests against the

status quo that mobilized Lopes’ rebel army.70  His literary agenda and poetic

allusions suggested a national elite and official culture out of sync with the realities of

Brazil—both in terms of the popular traditions of the disenfranchised popular classes

and the urban sophistication of the equally disaffected Paulsita bourgeoisie.  In many

ways, both the revolt and the manifesto were symptomatic of the eroding prestige of

the moribund Old Republic.

Unbeknownst to Segall, São Paulo had long been a center of political dissent

and struggles for regional autonomy; Paulsitas boasted an impressive legacy of
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secessionist threats since the early days of the colony.  The independent spirit of the

state was personified in the figure of the bandeirante, the rugged frontiersman who

had tamed the Paulsita interior through hard work, the adept employment of

appropriate traditions and technologies, and by virtue of his extraordinary

environmental adaptation.71 For critics of Republican rule, the local prowess of the

bandeirante stood as a potent contrast to the European culture, technologies and

ideologies adopted uncritically by the liberal regime which, opponents charged, had

failed to achieve any significant degree of social, political or structural

modernization.  Moreover, following their departure from São Paulo, Lopes’ troops,

led by Luís Carlos Prestes, merged with the crafty backwoodsmen in the popular

imagination and embarked on a three year odyssey through the interior, providing a

folk mythology of opposition known as the “Prestes Column.”72

With the growth of São Paulo’s urban economy and the emergence of an

industrial middle-class, Paulsita self-determination became the particular domain of

the capital.  Despite their growing economic power, the urban aristocracy remained

excluded from the political monopoly held by the landed oligarchy.  When the First

Republic was founded in 1888, following the ouster of the Brazilian monarchy, no

political parties were established.  Since then the presidency had been handed back
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and forth among representatives of the cattle and coffee elite according to an informal

agreement, fittingly referred to as “café con leite” (coffee with milk).73  The vast

social and economic transformations since the end of the nineteenth century had not

only greatly enlarged Brazil’s middle sectors, but had created a significantly more

literate society, increasingly aware of and vocally resistant to federal corruption and

their own political impotence.  Following the presidential elections of 1922, various

disaffected segments began to organize into a formal opposition. The year marked not

only the founding of the Brazilian Communist Party (PCB) and the Centro Dom

Vitale, the political organ of a growing Catholic revitalization movement, but also

witnessed the armed uprising of mid-level military officers at Rio de Janeiro’s

Copacabana Fort.74  Although the revolt was quickly put down by federal troops and

many of the participants were immediately executed, its sympathizers and remnants

regrouped under Lopes and begin to plan the São Paulo uprising two years later.

Andrade’s “Pau Brasil” also had its origins in the volatile events of 1922, a

year that cemented the relationship of art and politics within the broader struggle to
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forge a “modern” Brazil.  With its anti-academic emphasis, the Week of Modern Art

resonated with the broader resistence to oligarchic hegemony and challenged

Republican assertions of Brazilian modernization.  The event was conceived as an

alternative to the lavish celebrations planned throughout the year to commemorate

Brazil’s centennial of independence from Portugal in 1822, particularly the

International Exposition of the Centennial of Independence in Rio de Janeiro which

featured exhibits on public administration and commerce, as well as academic art and

neo-colonial architecture.  Although the exhibit was intended to showcase Brazil’s

transition from an agricultural to an industrial society and its increased levels of

civilization, opponents viewed the overwhelming presence of foreign corporations

much as they saw the “official” salon painting: as evidence of the Republic’s

continued dependency on foreign innovation.  Moreover, critics charged that such

“faux modernity” concealed the absence of equivalent levels of political modernity.75 

São Paulo’s Week of Modern Art, of which Oswald de Andrade was one of the

principal organizers, responded with an aggressive, strongly nativist program of

cultural renovation that paralleled calls for political reform.  “Pau Brasil,” two years
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later, maintained this platform, expanding the criticism of aesthetic importation to

include the empowering goal of exporting Brazilian style.

While the political undercurrents of Paulsita modernism may have initially

escaped Segall’s attention, by 1926 the aesthetic field was so totally absorbed with

partisan politics and debates over the formation of a national aesthetic it would have

been difficult, if not impossible to overlook.  The 1926 federal elections were again

mired in fraud, unleashing a tide of bitter political antagonism.  Conflict was

particularly pronounced in the city of São Paulo.  Although in keeping with the café

com leite accord, the president elect, Washington Luís, represented the state of São

Paulo, he supported the exclusive interests of the rural coffee elite—to the neglect of

the urban bourgeoisie.  Citizens from both upper and middle sectors denounced the

ruling Partido Republicano Paulista (PRP, São Paulo Republican Party) and in,

February of 1926, banded  together to form an official opposition party, the Partido

Democrático (PD, Democratic Party).  The introduction of a second party galvanized

the modernist community along partisan lines.  The PD drew wide support from the

artists and intellectuals surrounding Segall, including Mário de Andrade who became

the cultural editor for the official mouthpiece of the party, the Diário Nacional; that

paper later published Segall’s “Art and Politics.”76  Meanwhile, more conservative

participants in the Week of Modern Art, associated with the Republican Correio

Paulistano.  Many of them, including writers, Paulo Menotti del Picchia, Cassiano
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Ricardo and Plínio Salgado, staunchly defended the presidency of Washington Luís

with a bombastic rhetoric of tradition and patriotism.

The animosity between the two sides involved aesthetics as well as ideology. 

In January of 1926, the Republican camp had embarked on a crusade in the Correio

Paulistano to discredit the modernist movement, taking particular aim at Andrade’s

“Pau Brasil.”  As an alternative, they declared their own ultra-nationalist cultural

program, “Verdamarelo” (green-yellow), named after the colors of the Brazilian flag. 

Although Verdamarelo was ignited by the same reformist nativism that had

engendered Pau Brasil, its followers did not share the general enthusiasm for avant-

garde tendencies and criticized the implicit contradictions of looking to European

modernism for strategies of artistic independence.77  The Verdamarelistas provided a

no less contradictory solution, however.  While they borrowed unabashedly from

Andrade’s primitivist program with one hand, they called for a return to Brazil’s

naturalist traditions with the other, proposing to update naturalist representation

according to contemporary demands.78 
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Such efforts to establish an association between patriotism and an ostensibly

objective and politically neutral realism within the collective  unconscious had

already involved Segall.  A 1924 article in the journal Novíssima reinforced the

opposition of modernism and nationalism promoted by the far right—and, in so

doing, quietly introduced the terms of a controversy and the individual adversaries

that would dog Segall throughout his life in Brazil.  Founded in 1924 with the broad

subtitle “Art, Literature, Society, Politics,” Novíssima quickly refined its mission in

keeping with the nationalist tenor of society and changed the subheading to

“Modernism, Nationalism, Ibero-Americanism.”  The staff included Verdamarelo’s

founders Ricardo, Menotti del Picchia and Salgado whose intense patriotism

accommodated the journal’s militantly anti-revolutionary position.  Articles

condemned the Russian Revolution and editorial policy favored the use of the term

“red” as an all-purpose aspersion that was leveled against Oswald de Andrade and

Futurism, among other targets.79  The positive prototype for politics and society was

Italy, a highly charged model given that Plínio Salgado would found the Brazilian

fascist party, modeled on Mussolini’s brown shirts.80
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 Novíssima’s anti-revolutionary stance was echoed in its extremely

conservative artistic tastes.  Despite declaring a liberal editorial policy that promised

objective coverage of a broad spectrum of contemporary events and forms, attitudes

toward modernism were so consistently negative that the journal’s critics

recommended changing the title, Novíssima (very new) to the more appropriate,

“Velhíssima,” or “very old.”81  In March of 1924, around the same time that  Oswald

published the “Pau Brasil Manifesto,” the journal ran an interview with Segall by

Parnassian poet Carlos Maul.  Maul was an outspoken critic of “Futurism” who held

highly dogmatic views on ideals of Brazilian art and culture.82  The head of the

nationalist movement founded in 1917, Maul had also published a largely unnoticed

article, with the revealing title,  “On Titian as a Basis for a National Art.”  The

interview with Segall, which consisted mostly of a lengthy explanation of

Expressionism, was prefaced with a self-congratulatory statement about the journal’s

impartiality, commending the editors for even addressing the theme of modernism.  It

was also accompanied by a laudatory description of Maul’s conservative values and

commitment to the ideals of beauty. In fact, Maul wrote that while the Segall had

“almost convinced us that expressionism represents a logical consequence and natural
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evolution of painting,” he still could not stand silently by and accept the

extravagances of the genre.83

 Although Maul’s article was essentially innocuous, it nevertheless situated

Segall squarely within the political debates over art that polemicized the reception of

Segall’s work in Brazil for decades to come.  In the 1940s, with intensifying Brazilian

xenophobia among right-wing nationalists, Maul resurfaced to lead a vitriolic

campaign against the artist; his attacks would draw on many of the constructions

insinuated in the nativist rhetoric of 1920s and exemplified by Novíssima and

Verdamarelo, namely the dichotomy between the “red”- modernist -foreign amd the 

patriotic - realist - nationalist.  For the time being, however, Segall continued to

distance his art from the politics of modernism.84  He struggled to deflect the

encroaching tide of nationalism with a positive discourse of internationalism and by

establishing his art as an example for universalism—a universalism he saw in and

depicted through impressions of the Brazilian reality.

Conclusion

In November 1928 the Pinacoteca de São Paulo, the state museum. purchased

its first avant-garde painting, Segall’s Bananal (Banana Plantation, 1927; fig. 1), an
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enigmatic portrait of a weathered Black agricultural laborer, engulfed by an

impenetrable curtain of geometricized banana leaves.  Front-page headlines declared 

“a victory for modern art,”85 championing the purchase for establishing São Paulo,

once and for all, as the cultural vanguard of the nation.  Moreover, accounts stressed

the state’s progressive spirit and enlightenment, flaunted in implicit contrast to the

values of the national government.  “This government act,” reported the Correio

Paulistano:

demonstrates an appreciation for elevated and beautiful things of the
spirit, and, at the same time, respect, translated into such an eloquent
homage for modern art.  By granting prestige to the art of our time, the
São Paulo government has made na example that history will protect .
. . This acquisition, therefore, represents a victory of the modern
spirit.86

Other reports agreed that the state museum had transcended the “lack of good

taste” and propensity for “archaic artistic forms” that disgraced the national artistic

institutions.87  And, in so doing, São Paulo exhibited a more sophisticated sensibility,

akin to that of Europeans.  Critics praised the purchase as demonstrating the cultural

parity between Brazil and Europe, and they claimed that the Pinacoteca’s astute

aesthetic judgement and quick action had protected the painting from covetous

European institutions.
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The State of São Paulo did not want one of the most characteristic
works from this phase of the Slavic painter, which our environment
caused him to render, with a theme as nationalist as suggestive, to
leave for Europe where it would remain fatally in some or other
museum or collection.88

This framing re-oriented São Paulo’s cultural rivalry away from the national capital

and across the Atlantic toward the Paulsitas’ self-declared contemporaries. 

Moreover, it suggested a triumph over colonial mimicry and the derivative ethos of

“official” national art.  Distinguished as having “his place already marked within the

avant-garde,”89 Segall had been drawn to São Paulo.  Moreover, the image was the

product of Brazil, a portrait that, journalists could boast,  “our environment caused

him to render.”90  The hierarchy of avant-garde influence was fully inverted, thanks to

the modern spirit of São Paulo and the avant-garde vision of Segall.

It is the simple phrase,  “As nationalist as suggestive,” however, that most

emphatically suggests the gap between Segall’s aesthetic ideals and the social and

political preoccupations of his paulista milieu.  While Segall urged the public toward

the “suggestive” potentials of modernism, toward the metaphysical world beyond

rational experience, for Brazilians modernism was increasingly tied to “nationalist”

dimensions.  Mario de Andrade confirmed this relation with his declaration that,
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“Only by being Brazilian can we universalize ourselves.”91 As this chapter has

shown, not only was modernism a crucial litmus test in the difficult business of

assigning stable and hierarchical class status in a highly fluid industrial society, but

these efforts to define an urban aristocracy deliberately challenged the values and

power of the landed aristocracy.  This confrontation, enacted largely through debates

over art and literature, was profoundly nationalistic.  Repudiating the liberal

oligarchy’s long-standing deference to Europe, the modernists demanded national

introspection.  The Paulsita modernist program was so deeply inculcated with issues

of cultural nationalism and regional sovereignty that modernism and nationalism

became mutually constituting forces: to be modern was to be national and vice versa. 

With or without Segall’s consent, this conflation would prove to be an immutable

condition for the Brazilian reception of both artist and art.
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Chapter 3

 “Peregrinations of People in all Directions of the World”: 
Segall’s Representation of Brazil and the Modern Condition

Introduction

Segall arrived in Brazil in 1924 a true citizen of the world: the embodiment of

the transnationalism he pursued in his art.  He arrived at the Port of Santos with

neither passport nor return ticket.  Having been stripped of his passport during the

war, he carried only Nansen Papers as identification, the documents issued by the

League of Nations to Lithuanians and other formerly Russian subjects who had been

left stranded in Western Europe without nationality or citizenship.  Moreover,

although Segall seemed not to intend to immigrate permanently to Brazil, he

nevertheless purchased no return passage, leaving his future and his social and artistic

identity open to events and circumstances yet unseen and unanticipated.  

Although he brought with him an established philosophical predisposition and

an incomplete aesthetic project, Segall’s art truly flourished in his first decade in

Brazil.  He was profoundly inspired by the people, landscapes and images he

encountered, not only in their compelling difference, but more significantly, in their

relevance to his broader humanist preoccupations.  Segall depicted Brazil, above all,

as the domain of the Other.  Here, in the shared spaces of the Afro-Brazilian

underclass, the newly arrived European immigrant, the itinerant sailor and the
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nameless prostitute, invoked not the particularities of place, but rather the universal

condition of displacement.  In keeping with his early work, Segall interests lay not in

the singularity of the nation, but in the ubiquity of alienation.  Thus, it appeared to

Segall that Brazil possessed the living, breathing manifestations of the spiritual

humanism and universal brotherhoods he had devised and elaborated in his earlier

painting. 

Mãe negra entre casas (Black Mother among Houses, 1930; fig. 27) and Mãe

e filhos entre arranha-céus (Mother and Children among Sky Scrapers, c. 1929; fig.

28) are emblematic of Segall’s particular interpretation of Brazil and of the universal

questions of alterity and displacement that, even after his immigration, continued to

form the basis of his spiritual humanist program.  Each work depicts a specifically

Brazilian scene, although not one identified by the coconut palms and scantily clad

native women that might be expected to entertain the European gaze.  On the

contrary, Segall paints thoroughly modern, urban subjects; in each painting a

maternal figure protectively gathers her children within an architectonic maze of

streets and buildings.  In Black Mother among Houses the colorful, aleatory houses of

the favela consume a plaintive Afro-Brazilian mother.  With a wide-eyed infant on

her back, the pair is besieged on all sides by the encroaching urban environment.  In a

virtual mirror image, Mother and Children among Skyscrapers replaces the Afro-

Brazilian with the European immigrant, and the colorful human favela with the drab
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monochrome of the industrial metropolis.  Also with children in tow, the transplanted

matriarch wanders disoriented through the dense wilderness of skyscrapers that

threaten to asphyxiate its human occupants.  

These images corroborate Segall’s attention to the social and historical

realities of Brazil, which often produced the unexpected juxtapositions of the modern

and the traditional that fascinated the artists far beyond any fantasy of an insulated

tropical paradise.  Yet at the same time the visual conflation of the Black and the

Jewish Other, uprooted by the rapid economic and political transformations of

modern history, reiterated Segall’s universalist proposals through a specifically

Brazilian iconography.  All of this leads to two somewhat contradictory conclusions. 

The first is that Segall’s work is understood to be engaging the social realities he

encountered in Brazil, as opposed to simply being a primitivist fantasy of the Other. 

Paradoxically, Segall continued to pursue his unfinished universalist project in Brazil,

painting and espousing what he expected to find despite the cultural and political

realities that often challenged this mission.  Despite the seeming opposition of these

claims—of Segall’s fidelity to reality versus his obedience to desire—there is a

degree to which both hold true. Indeed, the two phenomenon are not mutually

exclusive.  Thus, it is the examination of the implicit paradox of Segall’s

representation of—and experience in—Brazil that occupies this chapter.
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Several claims elucidate these antinomies that underpinned Segall’s aesthetic

in Brazil.  Segall saw in the country’s racial diversity the physical manifestation of

the universalism and internationalism he struggled to capture in his art.  He imagined

an ethnically and socially inclusive society that transcended the exclusion he

associated with the nation: a culture of displacement that redefined place, united by

both real and mythical histories of diaspora.  Similarly, he treated Brazil like an

artistic tabula rasa.  Believing that their inchoate modernist campaign was as yet

blissfully uncorrupted by ideological incumbrances, Segall seized the opportunity to

educate an enthusiastic, yet uninformed public in his personal views on art.  The self-

consciously cosmopolitan cultural elite celebrated the modernity signaled by Segall’s

presence among them, giving a nod to their own erudition.  At the same time,

however, nationalism and modernism were mutually constituting forces in Brazil,

demanding the selective assimilation of Segall’s ideas.  

This chapter analyzes Segall’s representations of Brazil in relation to the

specific internationalist, humanist agenda he laid out to a Brazilian audience, which

Segall proposed despite, or perhaps due to, the political preoccupations of the paulista

bourgeoisie.  Moreover, it resumes the examination of Segall’s intersubjective

relation with marginality introduced in the prior chapter.  Theoretically, Segall, the

universal citizen, should have felt right at home in the terrestrial universe that he

conceived as Brazil.  Yet his representation of Brazil feeds on a familiar tension
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between inclusion and exclusion. Despite his warm welcome by the paulista

intelligentsia, the strong presence of family in São Paulo and his adoption of

Brazilian citizenship, Segall’s representation of Brazil continues to evoke an

overwhelming sense of alterity shared by artist and subject.  I argue that a sense of

dispossession and alienation were a precondition for Segall’s art, in that, by his

estimation, these states elicited the strong spiritual insight that formed the basis of

‘eternal” expression.  Owing to the historiographic tendency to treat Segall’s

Brazilian work as distinct from his early European production, this crucial continuity

has been ignored, an oversight this chapter aims to amend.  

The Uncanny (Un)Familiarity of Brazil

For Segall the lure of São Paulo lay as much in its familiarity as in its novelty. 

The city’s social and structural modernity, the immigrants, many of them Eastern

Europeans and arriving in mass, and Segall’s large, extended family already in

residence, yielded a sense of comfort for the artist.  Segall’s oldest sister Luba had

been the first of the Segall clan to arrive in Brazil, immigrating in 1906 to honor an

arranged marriage to another Lithuanian-Jewish immigrant, Solomão Klabin. 

Solomão had arrived some years prior via England and had started a successful paper



1Born Moshe Elkhanan Lafer, Maurício F. Klabin was originally from
Posselvia, Lithuania.  He left for England at the age of 25, in 1887, where he took the
name Morris Klabin, adding the initial “F” for Freeman. Brazilian relatives bore both
names, Lafer and Klabin. They were a prominent family in the paulista Jewish
community, and in 1917 began assisting Jewish war refugees through the Comitê em
Benefício Israelitas.  Information of the Lafer, Klabin and Segall families is based on
clippings and unpublished biographical material at the Centro de Documentação e
Memória Klabin, Biblioteca Alfred Hirschberg. Congegação Israelita paulista. São
Paulo; and the  “Segall Family Notebook,” assembled by Jenny Segall after Segall’s
death, in Arquivo Lasar Segall, São Paulo (hereafter ALS). See also Guilherme
Faiguenboim, “The Klabin Empire,” Gerações / Brasil 1, no. 2 (1995).
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company with his brother Maurício F. Klabin.1  By the time of Segall’s arrival their

business interests and industries were expanding exponentially and the Klabins were

rapidly becoming one of the wealthiest families in the country.  Both brothers lived in

custom built  “palaces” in the new, predominantly Jewish neighborhood of Vila

Mariana.  For their first few months in Brazil, Segall and his wife Margarete Quack

stayed in the home of Maurício and his wife Berta. Segall’s brothers Jacob and Oscar,

who had arrived from the United States a decade prior, were also comfortably settled

in São Paulo.  His youngest sister Lisa arrived direct from Vilnius soon after Segall in

1924 with her husband, children and their seventy-three year old, widowed father,

Abel, in tow, completing the Segall family in Brazil.

Segall thus found himself in Brazil speaking his native tongue and surrounded

by the comforts of family and tradition for the first time in almost two decades.  His

non-Jewish, German wife Margarete quickly tired of Brazil and returned to Germany

and the two divorced amicably soon after.  Within a year Segall had married



220,000 people came to see the building located in the Pacembú
neighborhood, which was  decorated with European and Brazilian modern art. 
Daryle Williams, Culture Wars in Brazil: The First Vargas Regime, 1930-1945
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2001), 48. Warchavchik also designed a modernist
residence for Segall and Jenny on Rua Berta, in Vila Mariana in 1932, now the home
of the Museu Segall.
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eighteen-year-old, Brazilian-born Jenny Klabin, his sometime painting student and

the daughter of Maurício Klabin and wife Berta.  The oldest of three sisters, Jenny

was well-educated, widely-traveled and extremely intelligent.  She spoke fluent

German (the lingua franca between her and her husband) and would later translate

great works of French and German literature, including Faust, into Portuguese.  Her

siblings were likewise intellectually inclined and through marriage the three spawned

an eminent genealogy of Jewish-Brazilian artists, activists and intellects.  In 1927

Mina, the middle sister, married Ukranian-Jewish architect Gregori Warchavchik who

is credited with introducing modernist architecture to Brazil through the famed “Casa

Modernista” erected in in Vila Mariana in 1930.2  The third daughter, Luiza, married

physician Ludwig Lorch and together established the B’nai B’rith in Brazil.  Thus, by

the end of the decade Segall was immersed within a diverse community of largely

Eastern European Jewish intellectuals and relatives. 

The artist’s impressions of Brazil from this early period, expressed in his art,

writings, and correspondence, convey both a sense of continuity with his European

origins and a passion for the country’s human and physical landscape.  In 1925 Segall
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and Jenny honeymooned in Rio de Janeiro and later vacationed in the heart of the São

Paulo interior on the family plantation of Carolina da Silva Telles, the daughter of

Segall’s friend and patron, Dona Olívia Penteado.  The couple’s travels provided the

inspiration for the numerous paintings of Afro-Brazilian subjects and tropical

landscapes that would come to be known as his “Brazil Phase.”  Segall drew

assiduously during the trip, composing finished drawings, as well as rapid

annotations and thumbnail sketches with which he filled countless notebooks.

Captivated by the Black workers and children on the Telles plantation, the artist had

many of them pose for him.  The studied, gently worked portraits, such as Velho ex-

escravo (Old Ex-Slave,1925; fig. 29),  Zulmira (1925; fig. 30) and Joven negro com

gravata borboleta (Young Black Man with Bow Tie, n.d.; fig. 31 ) invoke a sense of

mutual respect and empathy between artist and sitter.

Oligario, the “old ex-slave,” had worked for the family since before abolition

and had spent his entire life on the plantation.  Segall depicts his face furrowed with

age looking dispassionately back into the eyes of the artist.  The young boy, elegantly

dressed for the occasion, wears a jacket, collared shirt and bow tie, and a serious, yet

alert expression.  The adolescent Zulmira hunches her shoulder awkwardly, turning

her face slightly away, as if unnerved by the artist’s attention.  Segall, in turn, treats

his subjects with a tender regard, avoiding caricature and carefully recording their

beauty, individuality and contemporaneity.  These early portraits provide hints of the



3Undoubtedly, the most well-known models in Germany were the (African-
American) couple Sam and Milli, performers from the Schumann Circus, who Die
Brücke artists, most notably Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, posed nude as models for
primitivist compositions. See Jill Lloyd, German Expressionism: Primitivism and
Modernity (New Haven: Yale Universty Press, 1991), 47-48.
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empathetic, intersubjective engagement with Blackness that characterizes Segall’s

aesthetic in Brazil.  The artistic predisposition toward universalism established in his

earlier work inflects these images through the artist’s disclosure of the subject’s inner

character, rather than ethnic, cultural, racial and/or phenotypical difference. He

depicts distinct individuals in contemporary clothing and he often identifies them by

name. This regard for the real, modern identity of his sitters contrasts with many of

Segall’s European contemporaries, who stripped their Black models (literally and

figuratively) of all temporal and historical markings to emphasize their imagined

“primitiveness.”3  

The paintings Segall elaborated from these drawings are some of the most

vivid and colorful interpretations of Brazil he would ever produce. In the conversion

from sketches to painting, the artist forfeited an element of the subjects’ individuality. 

He simplified the forms, employing flat fields of color, shading only the faces, and

delineating the figures or key features with heavy outlines.  Mulatto I (1924; fig. 32)

and Perfil de Zulmira (Zulmira in Profile, 1928; fig. 33), for instance, rework

Segall’s sketches of children into dynamic compositions, positioning the young

subjects against busy abstract backgrounds, a technique that he would subsequently



4Stephanie D’Allesandro proposed such a reading of Mulatto I: “An ‘exotic’
child is displayed almost as an ethnographic specimen before a colorful, European-
modernity pattern to convey the excitement, mystery, and allure of Brazilian culture.” 
She compares the image to an 1820 German engraving from  from Prince
Maximilian’s Voyage to Brazil 1815-1817, depicting  “Four Original Portraits of the
Botocudos and a Mummified Head,” Frankfurt 1820.  See, Stephanie D’Alessandro,
“Wandering the Moon: An Introduction to the Artistic Emigrations of Lasar Segall,”
in Still More Distant Journeys: The Artistic Emigrations of Lasar Segall, ed.
Stephanie D’Alessandro (Chicago: The David and Alfred Smart Museum of Art, The
University of Chicago, 1997), 20.  Taken out of context, this comparison may seem
justified, but falls apart in relation to Segall’s larger body of work.
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employ in all his portraiture.  Despite the Afro-Brazilian subjects, the bright tones,

and simplified forms, these images are still far removed from the anthropological

studies of ethnographic “types” and primitivist constructions of the Other which

might be the expectation of the European artist, and to which they have been

compared.4  This is not to say Segall’s interest in Afro-Brazilian subjects did not

effect a perception and/or construction of  “difference.”  Yet what interested Segall

was the modernity of his subjects, their innate sameness despite apparent difference.  

The shock of his new environment notwithstanding, Segall’s interpretation of

Brazil is strikingly familiar.  Segall would later attest to a strong philosophical

coherence between his earlier aesthetic and his  work in Brazil, explaining:

If one were to ask if my work was renewed in Brasil, I would respond
no; if this question presumed that to create a “New,” one must
renounce the “Old of the grand heritage.” And if I was asked if I
employed the same forms of expression from my expressionist phase, I
would respond that these are hence a formula for art to which I had
been enslaved.  The Man-Artist [Homem-Artista] always possesses
down deep the same interest in events, occurrences or human



5Lasar Segall, “Minhas recordações,” in Lasar Segall: Textos, depoimentos e
exposições (São Paulo: Museu Lasar Segall, 1993), 15.
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physiognomies that intimately move him, provoke him and drive him
to creation, be it in his youthful creative years, as well as the
remaining part of his life; from this comes the necessity by which each
advance taken by the artists marks [a] stride of the same rhythm with
one’s maturity.5  

The portrait of Oligario, which he incorporated into Bananal (Banana Plantation,

1927; fig. 1), is a case in point, as it testifies to the broader artistic and philosophical

coherence of Segall’s humanist gaze.  The picture continues Segall’s explorations of

the psychological relation of figures and their environments—urban, rural or

interior—initiated in Germany in the nineteen-teens and then continued in Brazil.  In

all his work Segall positions, defines and delimits his human subjects through often

disquieting relations to objects and architecture.  Here, a plane of geometricized

banana leaves forms an impenetrable curtain that dominates the composition and

subjugates the solitary figure isolated at the lower perimeter of the canvas.  The rich

foliage, painted in a broad spectrum of greens and delineated in variegated shapes,

ascends almost to the top of the canvas, while the pointed arcs of the leaves form a

narrow, irregular horizon, and the growing, weighty mass of vegetation gradually

extinguishes the final vestige of open sky.  Segall’s expression of natural fecundity

and abundance directly contrasts with the weariness with which he depicts the

individual; the red mouth of the man droops lazily with the weight of age and the
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deep, dark lines on his cheeks and forehead record both his endurance and fatigue. 

Moreover, the distorted, weathered face that rises on a long, cylindrical neck is

juxtaposed with its visual echo and conceptual opposite: a large bunch of nascent

fruit emerging from the leaves behind him.  The growing weight of the healthy cluster

of bananas taxes its support, causing the branch to bend slightly at an angle that

mirrors the spent tilt of man’s head.  As if to signal the consumption of the subject by

his labor, the artist insinuates unseen fields in the foreground by reflecting them in

the subject’s tired, emerald eyes, thus making the plantation infinite and the

individual emphatically finite.

Distinct compositional and thematic similarities tie Segall’s Brazilian allegory

of worldly and spiritual anguish to numerous earlier works, particularly through his

construction of subtly threatening environments as a metaphor for social captivity. 

For example, in his Strasse (Street,1922; fig. 34), one of his last major compositions

painted in Germany, identical street-walkers appear immobilized within a

claustrophobic corridor of monochromatic high-rises.  Sharing the drab colors and

inert solidity of the architecture around them, the women become mere attributes of

the urban landscape, virtually indistinguishable from the street that imprisons them. 

Moreover, the asymmetrical distortion of the faces, which confront the viewer in a



6More generally, since the nineteen-teens Segall had experimented with
severe perspectival distortion as an expression of individual and collective trauma,
seen in the walls that collapse in on the fallen couple in After the Pogrom (1912) and
the sharp, rising foreground and corner that positions the old man in Beggars (1914).

7Unpublished correspondence from Lasar Segall to Brattskoven, July 8, 1927,
ALS.

8Ibid.
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look of pitiful and retched seduction, approximates the misery and disaffection of the

field-hand in Banana Plantation.6 

Segall’s portraits had little to do with the ethnocentric imaginings of an

uncontaminated Other prevalent in avant-garde primitivism, but rather embraced

Brazil’s particular “dualism” which the artist found “unbelievably arousing.”7 

Shortly after arriving in Brazil, he wrote to a German acquaintance: 

The most wonderful thing here, apart from the primitiveness of the
surroundings, is to observe the growth [Wachsens] and development
[Enstehen] of the city.  Nowhere else are so many buildings being built
as in São Paulo.  Skyscrapers, whole neighborhoods [hausevertel]
emerge, avenues [aveniden] and among them Mulattos [and] Negroes
move in their phlegmatic rhythms.8

In a social and experiential way, Segall perceived São Paulo as a sort of hybrid

inversion of Europe that merged, imperfectly and spectacularly, with the unique

attributes of Brazil.  The skyscrapers and construction surpassed that of the

metropole.  At the same time Europe’s “exotic” was Brazil’s quotidian.  “The nature

here is wonderful,”  he exclaimed to Otto Dix:



9Unpublished correspondence from Lasar Segall to Otto Dix, July 11, 1927,
ALS.

10Ibid.

11The nativist response to Segall’s work is discussed at length in Chapters 4
and 5.
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I love the Negroes, the Mulattos, their gait, their naturalness.  The red
earth grips me more and more.  On the other hand, there are cities
developing probably like no where else.  Observing the exotic
(Fremdartigen) here is the major pleasure and the most beautiful and
the most stimulating thing.  Tangos and Matchich (sic) sound different
here than in Europe.  Sometimes it seems to me that everything here
moves in that rhythm.9  

Commenting idly on Dix’s report of rising temperatures in Germany, Segall observed

the geographic distance between them, responding that the Southern hemisphere was

headed into winter.  At the same time, however, he confutes this distance, noting the

demographic and cultural proximity impelled by European immigration:  “It seems

like the huge influx of immigrants influenced the sun through cold and intellect.”10  

Segall’s impressions and depictions of Brazil involved the modernity of the

Black and the reality of the immigrant.  These themes distinguished his vision from

both the colonizing gaze of the European and the nativist gaze of the Brazilian

national.11  It was São Paulo’s amalgamation of people, customs, and traditions that

fascinated Segall.  It resonated with his core belief in the transnationalism and its

consequences as the essence of the modern condition, and that universalism was an

apt and necessary aesthetic response.  Although he frequently portrayed rural Afro-
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Brazilian subjects, he also painted urban Afro-Brazilians, which the artist found even

more “arousing.”  Paintings like Morro vermelho (Red Hill, 1926, fig. 35) and

sketches like Negra com paisagem (Black Woman with Landscape, c. 1928; fig. 36)

integrate the distinct attributes that captivated Segall: the structural development, the

tropical nature and the city’s Black residents.  He devoted increasing attention to

images of the weary, frightened and estranged immigrants whose trans-Atlantic

passage had deposited them on Brazilian shores, as in Emigrantes com a lua

(Emigrants with the Moon, 1926; fig. 37), and those cowed by the disorienting urban

geography as in  Mother and Children among Sky Scrapers, (fig. 28).  Yet as the

melancholy tone of Black Woman with Landscape suggests, the immigrant was not

the only victim of the alienating forces of urbanization.  Segall paints the shared

disaffection of the Black and the immigrant, that he extended most emphatically to

himself.  

Family, Tradition and the Outsider Within

Given Segall’s social and familial environment, it is not surprising that Jewish

themes came again to occupy his attention in Brazil.  Soon after arriving, he painted

Judeu rezando I (Jew at Prayer I, 1925; fig. 38), which, compared to his earlier

treatment of similar themes, was an unusually forthright and literal image of Jewish

tradition. Both the heightened verisimilitude of the representation and the level of



12In many ways the image parallels Mulatto I, however, in the isolated figure
study silhouetted against a background decorated with abstract designs.

13For the first couple of years he didn’t have studio space or materials for print
making, which agitated him considerably.  Segall’s strongest work was in the
woodcut and lithography. 
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detail in the accouterments distinguish Jew at Prayer I from Segall’s earlier woodcuts

of Jewish subjects, exemplified by Freiertag (Religious Holiday, 1920; fig. 16),

discussed in Chapter 1.  Jew at Prayer I depicts a bearded man, wearing a Fedora and

adjusting a prayer shawl around his shoulders.12  Likely modeled on a real individual,

the image displays none of Segall’s characteristic figural distortions or

simplifications, instead capturing the mood, posture and facial expression of an

individual deep in prayer through inordinately naturalistic representation. 

The death of the Segall’s father in 1927 intensified the artist’s investigation of

Jewish themes which he explored again through print media.13  Already shaken by the

death of his brother Oscar from cancer a few months prior, his father Abel’s

unexpected stroke in late January and sudden death twelve days later inspired Segall

to create a series of woodcuts and engravings depicting his ailing father and the ritual

that commemorated his passing.  In rough, simplified delineations enhanced by the

wood cut medium, Segall projected his own grief on the anguished subjects: his

unconscious father in Pai Segall (Father Segall, 1927), the artist mourning at his

father’s bedside in Artista em vigília fúnebre (Artist at Funerary Vigil, 1927) and the
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collective bereavement of the family and community in Vigília fúnebre (Funerary

Vigil, 1927).  

In form and content the prints pay homage to the past and to the pictorial and

religious traditions associated with the artist’s father, with whom the son had only

recently been reunited. A complex of meanings derive from the medium, image and

text.  First, as discussed in the prior chapter, the technical qualities of woodcut—the

directness of the carving, as well as a cultural legacy of popular prints—imbue the art

form with a sense of authenticity. Similarly, the deliberately simplified, childlike

forms, the lack of perspective and distorted proportions convey, through their naivete,

a spiritual and emotional immediacy appropriate to the subject.  Moreover, Segall

uses hieratic proportions, characteristic of pre-Renaissance and non-Western visual

cultures, to designate the pictorial importance of the father, and to symbolize his own

reverence toward him.  In Funerary Vigil, for instance, the “body” (shown solely as

the subject’s head) lying in state behind a curtain is significantly larger than the

mourners who surround it, denoting the magnitude of the individual.  And lastly,

Segall identifies the subject and the artist in Hebrew and Yiddish script within the

image.  By writing “Lasar Segall” and “Father Segall” around the portrait in Father

Segall, the artist establishes his presence as author within the memorial and relates

the subject to himself.  
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Reunited with the Jewish community from which he was estranged in

Germany, Segall explored generational continuity through other engravings from the

event and from the period.  Feriado religioso (Religious Holiday, 1927; fig. 39), for

instance, portrays an old Jewish man, most likely Jenny’s grandfather Leon Klabin,

seated in a suhhot, a ceremonial booth used during the autumn celebration of Sukkot. 

In hands are the lulav, (the intertwined branches of palm, myrtle and willow) and

etrog (the citron) that are waved during the festival, and under his arm is a silver box

for holding the etrog.  Similarly, Kaddish (1927; fig. 40) depicts two young boys

reading the prayer for the dead aside the deceased Abel Segall.  While Kaddish

projects a sense of bereavement akin to the woodcut compositions, with sobbing

women doubled forward, covering their faces in torment, and the somber children

dutifully reciting the oration amid candles, the figure in Religious Holiday possesses

a more stoic expression— and suggests the comportment of wisdom and age.  Artistic

exercises such as these that invoked the cyclical nature of life and the sense of

cohesion produced by cultural and religious traditions no doubt had a particular

resonance for Segall given the birth of his first son, Mauricio, earlier that year.  In his

1928 Fim e começo (End and Beginning; fig. 41) Segall reworked studies of his son

with the now iconic image of his father into a composition that portrayed the cycle of

life and death in overt personal symbolism, juxtaposing the deathmask image of his

father with the portrait of his infant son. 



14Unpublished correspondence from Lasar Segall to Victor Rubin, June 6,
1927, ALS.

15From a 1972 interview with Maurício Segall in Vera d’Horta Becarri, Lasar
Segall e o modernismo paulista (São Paulo: Editora Brasiliense, 1984), 191.  See also
Maurício Segall, “O centenário de nascimento de Lasar Segall,” Herencia Judaica
79, no. 99 (1991).
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The novel conditions Segall encountered among São Paulo’s Eastern

European-Jewish population clearly stimulated a new level of experimentation with

Jewish themes.  Whereas in Germany Segall was cast as the exotic Ostjude by his

expressionist cohort (an identity he internalized and negotiated in his work), in Brazil

he was part of a large, diverse and cosmopolitan Jewish culture.  Away from Europe,

Segall asserted a renewed interest in “the Jewish national question,” requesting issues

of the journal Der Jude and contemporary literature on Jewish subjects.14  Although

Segall, for the most part, was not practicing in his religion and did not regularly

attend synagogue, family and tradition came again to animate his life in Brazil.15 

Decades later he would declare, “In Brazil, I remained above all a Jew, for it could be

no other way.”

Segall’s ultimatum,  “for it could be no other way,” is deeply ambiguous.  His

statement invokes both the intransigence of tradition, reaffirmed for the artist in the

context of Brazil, and the inescapable perception of Jewish difference by the

dominant culture.  Despite Segall’s pictorial insinuations of belonging generated

within São Paulo’s Jewish community, his work negotiates an ineluctable sense of



16This is the widely accepted interpretation of this work, which has gone
virtually unchallenged in the literature on Segal.  See for instance Lasar Segall: Un
expresionista brasileño, (San Pablo: Museu Lasar Segall, Takano, 2002), 37 and
Stephanie D’Alessandro, “The Absorption of Spectacular, Unedited Things: Brazil in
the Work of Lasar Segall,” in Still More Distant Journeys: The Artistic Emigrations
of Lasar Segall, ed. Stephanie D’Alessandro (Chicago: The David and Alfred Smart
Museum of Art, The University of Chicago, 1997), 110-11.
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alterity, most notably through appropriations of and identifications with Blackness.

Nowhere is this more evident than in many self-portraits in which he depicts himself

as Black or as a doubled figure, insinuating his enigmatic position within two worlds

or outside of both.  These provocative and ultimately overdetermined investigations

and reinventions of identity assert an image of the insider among outsiders and/or the

outside among insiders: of being the “outsider within.”  

Segall’s self-portraits, which he produced assiduously, present an

introspective, yet extroverted chronicle of his life and identity.  In 1924, soon after

arriving in the country he painted Encontro (Encounter, 1926; fig. 4), the first

incident of his artistic phenotypical transformation.  In a single image, the picture

illustrates Segall’s transition to Brazil, representing a pictorial farewell to his German

wife and European life.16  He conveys the insurmountable difference that drove their

separation through their vacant stares and in the absence of any psychic or emotional

connection despite their final physical adjunction; the couple stands with hands

gently grasped in a final good-bye.  The difference between the two is most expressed



17Segall often used this visual convention in depictions of Afro-Brazilians. 
See, for example Profile of Zulmira.

18See Sander L. Gilman, The Jew’s Body (New York: Routledge, 1991), 98-
100 and Sander L. Gilman, “Black Bodies, White Bodies: Toward an Iconography of
Female Sexuality in Late Nineteenth-Century Art, Medicine and Literature,” in
“Race,” Writing and Difference, ed. Henry Louis Gates (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1986).  Lithuanians also carried the discriminatory stigma of the
“Blacks of Europe.”
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through their physical difference, through Segall’s assumed Blackness and  the

woman’s exaggerated Whiteness.  

The liberties Segall has taken with his appearance are evident in comparison

to both the photo from which he took the image (fig. 42) and other self-portraits such

as Autoretrato III (Self-Portrait III, 1927; fig. 43).  In contrast to the brown-toned

skin, dark pink, broad lips and curly hair made of tiny circular brush strokes,17 Self-

Portrait III shows Segall with his hair swept back and with a narrower, lighter toned

mouth and yellowy-pink skin.  The potential significance of this visual transformation

is manifold.  As Segall’s first wife was not Jewish, Segall may have been exploiting

the commonly held European identification of Jews as Black in order to symbolize

their ethnic and cultural difference, as well as their emotional distance.18  It is equally

probable that his assumed Blackness pictorialized a sense of comfort in Brazil—his

adoption of Blackness as symbolizing his identification with Brazil, which he often

depicted as Black.  Here, considering that any comfort or belonging Segall felt in this

early period in Brazil derived from his family relations and position in the Jewish
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community, his Blackness, and his wife’s absence of Blackness (and absence of

comfort) would again allude to his Jewishness as well as Brazilianness.  Either way,

Blackness signified alterity and a sense of difference emphasized by the contrasts

within the picture.  

The majority of Segall’s self-portraits do not include contrasting or

oppositional secondary figures as in Encounter, but instead often depict double

images of himself.  These reflections, refractions and representations-within-

representations explore the separation between subject and object, between reality

and illusion, and between seeing and the being seen.  Autoretrato doble (Double Self-

Portrait, c. 1926; fig. 44), Autoretrato IV (Self-Portrait IV, 1927; fig. 45) and Auto-

retrato (Self-Portrait, 1930; fig. 46) exemplify such tendencies.  The line drawing of

two faces in Double Self-Portrait appears at first glance to be the artist leaning close

to a self-portrait.  Yet the vertical line behind the two faces confuses the division

between the two.  Rather than separating the two heads in distinct spheres, it creates

an illusion of perspective that projects the two into a shared, albeit ambiguous,

physical space.  As a reflection the image is likewise imperfect, as the faces point at

slightly different angles and the heads are set at different levels.  The second image

appears more like a mask with vacant non-seeing eyes, thus comprising a study in

interiority and exteriority.  The image on the left, being more finished and modeled

slightly with crosshatching draws the viewer’s gaze, while the second face on the
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right appears as an auxiliary form, a sort of after-thought or a mental-image, the

product of the subject’s gaze or consciousness, and not our own.  As in Self-Portrait

II discussed in Chapter 1, the mask functions both to reveal a deliberate image of the

self and to obscure identity.

Self-Portrait IV intensifies the ambiguities between representation and reality

in a perplexing jumble of duplicated and reflected images, vaguely reminiscent of

Velazsquez’s Las Meninas.  Like Las Meninas, Self-Portrait IV depicts the artist at an

easel, facing out into the real space of the viewer. In the foreground of the picture we

see the back of the canvas, which the artist stands before (or, more accurately, behind

in the picture).  He holds his palette and brush in hand, with his head turned

presumably toward a mirror outside the picture plane to the viewer’s right.  The

subject’s eyes glance the opposite way, however, looking down to the left at his

canvas with a sidelong stare, one eyebrow raised inquisitively.  Behind him, we see a

second image of the artist in profile, perhaps meant to be a reflection of the painting. 

Like Las Meninas, none of the information or reflections the artist presents are

entirely “true.”  The second profile makes no clear visual sense in relation to the

main, frontal image of the artist.  Nor, for that matter, would such an image in profile

be a reflection from the mirror that is ostensibly in front of him.  Like Velasquez, the

artist deliberately confuses what is “real,” what is reflected, and what is represented,

thus demonstrating the power of representation.
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At the same time, however, the image invokes the vulnerability of being seen

and suggests the estranging power of being the object of the gaze.  Segall’s self-

portraits elucidate an ambivalence between subjectivity and objectness.  Self-Portrait

IV clearly separates the act of representation—embodied in the main figure—and the

inevitability of being seen as something different—symbolized by the image in

profile. If in the main figure (the artist engaged in the act of representing) Segall

emphasizes the eyes—through allusion to their movement, his idiosyncratic look and

the animated eyebrow—those of his döppelganger (his representation and alter-ego)

are nearly closed in a deferential downward glance.  He is solely seen, not himself

seeing.  

It is significant that Segall so often paints himself with peculiar sidelong

glances and furtive looks.  In Self-Portrait III and IV (figs. 43 and 45) the subject sees

with peripheral vision rather than a focused gaze.  The artist in the painting, like the

artist painting the painting, struggles with the representational conundrum of

determining how one looks without appearing like one is looking.  Segall could have

turned his head and painted a frontal portrait, but he chooses to only rotate the

subject’s eyes, depicting the act of self-representation and posing questions, rather

than their answers.  The portraits ask: how does one see himself as others see him? 

Rather than settle any representational conundrums, and reunify the split subject,
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Segall instead introduces the problem and leaves it deliberately and provocatively

unresolved.

Frequent allusions to Blackness infuse Segall’s meditation on issues of

representation and more existential questions of human alienation with an explicitly

political, historically specific dimension. The mirrored image Self-Portrait IV

projects distinctly African features, particularly evident in contrast to the main figure. 

In 1927, the year he executed the painting, Segall renounced his Russian citizenship

and was naturalized Brazilian.  Thus his assumption of Blackness might symbolize a

declaration of allegiance to Brazil and a positive self-identification with Afro-

Brazilians.  Yet the dual portrait suggests much more than this. On the one hand,

Blackness symbolizes the Otherness that, as Lacan asserts, is an unavoidable facet of

human subjectivity.  On the other hand, Segall’s visual admission of an ambivalent

and multifold identity undermines any comfortable affirmations of national

belonging, invoking instead a fragmented, decentered and “doubled” subjectivity that

afflicts the immigrant and the minority in relation to a dominant culture. 

Both the paired faces and the artist’s symbolic appropriation of Blackness

evoke what has been labeled a “double consciousness,” a condition that Segall’s

larger body of work insinuates is shared by Jews and Blacks.  In his 1903 The Souls

of Black Folks, African-American intellectual W.E.B. Du Bois coined the term

“double consciousness,” evoking the fundamental contradiction of Black experience:



19W.E. B. Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folks (Chicago: A. G. McClurg, 1903).

20Ibid., 5.

21Richard Wright, The Outsider (New York: Harper and Row, 1953), 129.

22Paul Gilroy, The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1993).  In Black Atlantic Gilroy discusses the
shared experiences of Jews and Blacks, and speculates that this common ground
might be a means of ameliorating Jewish-Black relations, pp. 205-121.

23Wright, The Outsider.
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of being in, but not entirely of the West.19  Despite the African-American’s

internalization of a national cultural identity, Du Bois contended, the Black is

nevertheless left with a destabilizing “twoness,” which the author elaborates as “two

souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body

whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder.”20  Similarly, African-

American writer Richard Wright spoke of “double vision” brought on by being both

“inside and outside of our culture at the same time.”21  In such, Wright observes the

fundamentally ambivalent relation of the culture of the African diaspora, what Paul

Gilroy has designated the “Black Atlantic,” to modernity, living within the modern

world, contributing to it and influenced by it, but never fully recognized as part of

this all-encompassing modernity.22  Drawing an analogy with other displaced and

subjugated peoples, Wright predicted the tension created by such “double vision”

would ultimately transform Blacks into “psychological men, like the Jews.”23  



24Sander L. Gilman, Jewish Self-Hatred: Anti-Semitism and the Hidden
Language of the Jews (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1986).
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Indeed, these African-American theorists described a condition that went

beyond the Black experience, one that strongly resonated with Jewish experience and

their shared histories of diaspora—an epistemological analogue revealed in Segall’s

self-portraits.  Both represent deterritorialized societies whose identity draws on

collective memory and whose group cohesion and survival derives from a hope for

return—either real or redemptive—to a point of origin.  Thus both Black and Jewish

subjectivity becomes internally divided by cultural affiliations, demands of

citizenship and national and racial identity.  Perceptions of such political and cultural

“twoness,” in turn is perceived as a threat to any social and cultural hegemony,

concretizing “difference” in the eyes of the dominant culture.  Such doubleness is

inescapable, however.  It is as much the product of suspicion from the outside as of

the double consciousness itself. 

Ironically, demands for the elimination of difference on the part of the self-

identifying domestic society serve to further entrench alterity.  Sander Gilman has

explored the “double-bind” of the assimilated or assimilating Jew.24  On the one hand,

the Jew internalizes a self-image that seeks to conform to normative identity dictates. 

Presumably, playing by these rules will allow the “outsider” access to the power of

what he calls the “reference group.”  On the other hand, as Homi Bhabha has likewise



25Homi Bhabha, “Of Mimicry and Man: The Ambivalence of Colonial
Discourse,” October 28 (1984).

26Gilman, Jewish Self-Hatred, 2-6.

27The image also reads as a critique of Cubism.  Although Segall often
commended the Cubists, his abstraction and his work moved constantly away from
Cubist fragmentation, away from investigations of simultaneity and multiple
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asserted, such mimicry is at best partial.25  In Gilman’s opinion, the ultimate

impossibility of complete assimilation precludes the Jew’s access to power, the logic

of exclusion being: “the more you are like me, the more I know the true value of my

power which you wish to share, and the more I am aware that you are but a shoddy

counterfeit, an outsider.”26  Segall’s self-portraits, which fail to reflect a faithful

counterpart, invoke such slippages. Moreover, they create strong parallels between

his own ambivalent identity and the identity he assigns to Blacks.  Head in a Mirror

(1928; fig. 47), which depicts a Black man holding a mirror supports this

interpretation.  The image echoes Double Self-Portrait (fig. 45) with two figures,

depicted face-to-face with a single vertical line between them.  Again the “reflection”

is absolutely illogical, producing a frontal image in the mirror when it should be in

profile.  Without the help of the title, it is unclear whether the frame holds a mirror or

a picture.  What is more, the reflection seems to look at the subject and not the

reverse, suggesting a sense of self-scrutiny and insinuating the limitations of

perception that exacerbate a reductionist gaze, that only one side can be seen at a

time.27



perspectives on the part of the artist to more conservative, naturalistic forms that
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Segall’s Black self-portraits exaggerate difference while paradoxically

declaring belonging, reflecting the inherent ambivalence of the “outsider within.” 

Even in the act of self-representation as self-preservation, and his artistic assimilation

of “Brazilian” Blackness (itself a duplicitous sign of both alterity and belonging),

Segall’s self-portraits declare the awareness of a persistent and inevitable

objectification in the eyes of the viewer and society.  His inclusions of masks,

portraits within portraits, and fallacious reflections do not reinforce a strategy of

protection, bur rather critically investigate the nature and politics of representation

and the contradictions internal to it.  The meta-representation in Self-Portrait IV (fig.

45), seen in the image within the image, assumes the stigma of Blackness, while in

Self-Portrait III (fig. 43) Segall depicts only the artist, again portrayed as Black, at his

easel putting down the first outlines of the self-portrait.  These reverberations of the

self, through doubling and repetition, constantly shift between sameness and

difference, between self and other and between representation and representing, all

the while constructing allegories of the slippages inherent to assimilation and the

irresolute position of the immigrant and the diasporist to dominant culture and the

nation-state.  



28Their estrangement is elsewhere depicted by a tropical rather than urban
environment, in which the immigrant subjects appear equally disoriented among
towering palm trees, as in Mãe e dois filhos (Mother and Two Children, c. 1929).

29Although his immigrants, like much of Segall’s Jewish imagery, have
nothing specifically Jewish to identify them as such, within the broader context of his
oeuvre they fit the general motifs of his depictions of local types in Vilnius. 
Moreover, the European immigrants Segall would have seen in Brazil would have
been largely Polish and other Eastern-European Jews.  Segall lived in Vila Mariana, a
predominantly Jewish neighborhood in São Paulo.  According to historian Jeffrey
Lesser 45-50% of all Eastern-Europeans arriving in Brazil after 1920 were Jewish. 
Between 1920 and 1930 30,000 Jews arrive on Brazilian shores, making Brazil the
third most important receiving country in Americas after the United States and
Argentina.  See Jeffrey Lesser, Welcoming the Undesireables: Brazil and the Jewish
Question (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995), 14-16.
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The Farsighted Acumen of the Diasporist: Picturing Brazil from Paris

For Segall, the historical reality of diaspora and alterity—rather than the

romantic ideal of national belonging—represented the defining experience of the

modern age.  Allusions to migration and displacement represented the central

organizing motif in a broader dystopian construction of universal alterity.  The

analogous works introduced at the beginning of this chapter, Black Mother among

Houses (fig. 27) and Mother and Children among Sky Scrapers (fig. 28)28 are

exemplary in this regard, casting the Afro-Brazilian and European (Jewish)

immigrant as indistinguishable actors in an existential drama of urbanization and

migration.29  While the matriarchal units (mothers with children) represent continuity

of origins, descent and tradition, a sense of disorientation belies any comfort within

the urban surroundings.  The compositions embody a diasporic tension between past
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and present, between modernity and tradition, and between place and displacement

that feeds the double conscious.  

The theme of diaspora united the spiritual and the social in Segall’s paradigm

of universal humanism.  The term “diaspora” originates in the Bible (Deuteronomy

28:25) and engages the legacies of dispersal, escape, and slavery, as well as the social

organization of memory that mark the Jewish and Black collective conscious.30  This

insinuates, what Nicolas Mirzoeff has referred to as the “end to diaspora,” the

repatriation to a mythic, spiritual or political homeland, be it “Theodore Herzl’s

Zionism or Marcus Garvey’s return to Africa” or the slave’s redemptive return to

Africa through death.31  Yet the scattering of peoples and communities around the

globe that engendered the “arousing” hybridity that so intrigued Segall in Brazil had

specifically political repercussions as well, the consequence of a series of key

phenomena that shaped the modern world, including plantation slavery, colonialism,

capitalism and ethnic and religious persecution.  Segall’s pictures of Brazil

represented a historic reality as well as a spiritual humanist allegory. Indeed, at the

time of his arrival, Black rural migrants from the country’s drought-ridden interior

and European immigrants navigated an industrial terra incognita side by side.  Segall

saw in these feminine archetypes an ethnically and socially inclusive society that
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transcended the exclusion he associated with the nation: a culture of displacement

that redefined place, united by both real and mythic histories of diaspora.

Segall’s elaborations of diaspora are charged with a dialectical tension

between a utopian faith in art and dystopian vision of reality, which, in the artist’s

complex and contradictory logic, were part and parcel of the same aesthetic project. 

Despite the exploitation and violence that effected the diasporic culture of modernity,

Segall envisioned an ultimately auspicious denouement in the creation of a

supranational, multiethnic society that would subsume coercive nationalisms and

their concomitant, consumptive bigotries.  This vision lay at the heart of Segall’s

universal humanist conception of modernism, which he conceived as both an

aesthetic reflection of the mass migrations of the twentieth century and their

sociocultural legacy.  In the final installment of “Art and Public” published in 1928,

Segall praised rationalist progress, proclaiming that, “Thanks to the great technical

innovations, the size of our world has been greatly reduced.”  The shrinking globe, he

continued, portended the gradual disappearance of divisions among people and the

obsolescence of national aesthetic.  “Aren’t there . . . speaking generally, distances

between the countries?” the author rhetorically queried:

Didn’t the great war provoke a peregrination of people in all directions
of the world?  Don’t the dominant problems of today throughout the
entire world interest all of humanity?  Isn’t America almost entirely
penetrated with the European spirit, and Europe and Asia with the
spirit of America? And who will someday be able to say with certainty
where the origins of French, Russian, German, American modern art



32Lasar Segall, “Arte e público III,” Diário Nacional, 14 Dec. 1928.

33Marshall Berman, All that is Solid Melts into Air :The Experience of
Modernity (New York: Simon and Shuster, 1982).
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were?  Everything is melded [fundido], everything is penetrated with
the general spirit of the time.  Are men not beginning, with the
exception of those who are prevented by the weight of tradition, to
understand, little by little, some with full consciousness, others
unconsciously, the same things in ideas of religion, love of humanity,
equality?32 

Segall’s statement integrates migration and displacement within a classic view of the

maelstrom of modernity, evoked in the observation that “all that is solid melts into

air.”33  What unifies man in the global context is no longer tradition, which, to the

contrary, divides, but something much less tangible, a universal humanity that is

shared in a collective “spirit of our time.”  If modernism is by definition the

expression of the modern condition, for Segall it was the spirit of movement and a

means of communication between otherwise separated, equally modern peoples. 

Segall’s conclusion upholds this interpretation, affirming a mutual, international

understanding through art:

Art emerges from the anxiety of communication and comprehension
between man and man, man and society, man and the world . . . .  Art
is one of the most important means of mutual understanding for
humanity.  The American understands modern European art, as the
Japanese understands American art, the European Japanese art, and so
on . . .34
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Segall’s ideal of an aesthetic universalism that transcended the limitations of

linguistic and cultural difference and embodied a critical form of  translation with

modern art occupied something akin to what Homi Bhabha has called a “contingent

‘in between’ space.”  The ambiguity of postcolonial expression derives from the

existence of the  “past-present,” which likewise informed the double consciousness. 

Resonating with Segall’s humanist paradigm, Homi Bhabha describes the hybridity of

postcolonial literature as “an insurgent act of cultural translation”:

Such art does not merely recall the past as social cause or aesthetic
precedent; it renews the past as social cause or aesthetic precedent; it
renews the past, refiguring it as a contingent “in-between” space, that
innovates and interrupts the performance of the present.  The “past-
present” becomes part of the necessity, not the nostalgia, of living.35

Segall’s art and his ideas on art reflect a strategic engagement with the “past-present”

through an aesthetic of diaspora and allusions to a consequential and implicitly

insurgent universalizing alterity.  Together they invoke what Paul Gilroy describes in

reference to Black cultural expression as a “politics of fulfillment.”36  

  Examining the oppositional practices encoded within Black cultural

expression and intellectual production in his 1996 examination of African diasporic

culture, The Black Atlantic, Gilroy observes a “counter-discourse” of modernity that

is not anti-modern, but to the contrary is emphatically modern in demanding that
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“bourgeois civil society live up to the promises of its own rhetoric.”37  Segall’s

portrayals of thoroughly modern subjects excluded from the universal promises of

modernity, likewise reveal the internal contradictions and implicit failures of the

Enlightenment project.38  His protagonists, who dramatize the contact and clash of

disparate worlds that resulted from forced migrations and the vagaries of modern

capitalism demand restitution.39  

Segall’s idealistic directives on modernism conform to Gilroy’s “politics of

transfiguration,” the utopian counterpart to the more explicitly critical politics of

fulfillment. Gilroy discusses the articulation of an imagined future in the songs,

dances and acts of slaves, identifying them as vital forms of subaltern resistence and

solidarity.  These expressions, he asserts, negotiated modernity, comprising a

“counterculture of modernity” that constructed “an imaginary anti-modern past and a
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postmodern yet-to-come.”40  Segall’s politics of transfiguration, influenced by the

messianic utopianism of such backward-looking modernists as Kandinsky and the

Blue Rider (as discussed in Chapter 1), ideate a pluralistic understanding based on the

universal language of art. 

We are all men, children of our times, living closely linked to one
another, dependent upon each other, and as such we must force
ourselves toward mutual understanding; and one of the most direct
roads to take to this end is art.  Art is therefore a universal language.41

In the self-appointed position as a modern visionary, Segall lived these ideas. 

According to Segall, movement was essential to the modern artist.  Indeed, Segall

determined to maintain a sense of alterity, never becoming too complacent in his

social and cultural comforts.  From the age of fifteen, he moved constantly, from

Vilnius to Berlin to Dresden to Munich to São Paulo.  This migration animated his

work, not least through negotiations of the social and cultural ambivalence produced



42Unpublished correspondence from Lasar Segall to Otto Dix, June 11, 1927,
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by displacement.  After only four years in Brazil, Segall began to grow restless. 

Although he wrote to Victor Rubin that he “looked upon life and society here as an

outsider,” his impulse to leave Brazil was, at least in part, motivated by the desire for

even greater difference.42  Some years later he recalled:

In this phase of my artistic activity, as agitated inside as I was outside,
everything appeared too restricted and limited.  I always valued the
necessity of traveling to see new things.  I remember having read, on
one occasion, in some or other work, that the artist of today should
travel to allow his soul to be infiltrated with new worlds, new horizons
and after all of it, upon returning, [the artist] would be able to look at
his work with others’ eyes, discovering within his own works new
faculties for his future creations.43

To look at his work with others’ eyes.  The phrase encapsulates both the double vision

and the conscious objectification of the Other that permeates Segall’s representation. 

At the same time, it declares his own aesthetic objective, his personal politics of

transfiguration. 

In 1928 Segall and his wife Jenny Klabin boarded a steamship for Paris where

they would spend the next three years.  As suggested in Chapter 2, Brazil, it seemed,

had not provided Segall the respite he had envisioned. Despite having finally been

able to settle in and work, he was nevertheless disillusioned.  Brazil had apparently

not provided the respite he had hoped.  In drafting his memoirs he asked, “Why did I



44From unpublished notes for an earlier autobiographical text, no date, ALS.

45Segall wrote to Rubin that he was organizing the exhibition in order to earn
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have to come to Brazil? Does there not exist in the world so much as a single hiding

place where a man could find peace?”44 Segall eventually produced enough paintings

to mount a substantial exhibition, which opened in São Paulo in 1927 and in Rio de

Janeiro in 1928.  Although the exhibition was well received by the press, it did not

generated the income Segall had hoped for.45  With increasing frequency, Segall

wrote to friends and acquaintances of his growing boredom with São Paulo.  He was

fascinated with the culture and nature that surrounded him, yet he longed for the

social familiarity and “spiritual enjoyments” of Europe. With revolution in Brazil

appearing imminent, Segall fixed his gaze on Paris.  There, comfortably removed

from the political realities of Brazil he would immerse himself in Brazilian themes,

exploiting the benefits of distance and nostalgia for a paradoxical, yet not unusual,

clarity of vision.

In Paris, Segall continued to work with the themes he had introduced in

Brazil.  He brought with him dozens of sketch books full of drawings of local places

and people, that he reworked into paintings and engravings.  The combination of



46Segall described his life in Paris as “very secluded” adding, “no one knows
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relative isolation in France (he had few friends and only limited command of French)

and exposure to an abundance of avant-garde art resulted in his intense proliferation

of work.46  Particularly in terms of his print work, this period witnessed the

production of some of the most versatile and innovative work of his entire career.

Segall’s departure from Brazil allowed him to isolate the spiritual significance of his

subject matter from the specific political here and now that threatened to corrupt the

ecumenical aims of his humanist vision.  

With his distance from Brazil and within the neutralizing cosmopolitanism of

Paris, Segall unpacked the visual material that he claimed to have “spiritually

collected” in Brazil.  In Paris he expressed a paradoxical closeness to Brazil, which

ostensibly he saw anew with the eyes of an outsider.  His distance was tempered with

a sense of intimacy, however, revealing Segall as ever more the outsider within.  In

1929, he wrote to Mário de Andrade of his nostalgia for Brazil:

If you, my dear Mário, were not yourself Brazilian, I would write to
you of the paramount place Brazil holds in my heart, and how
connected I feel to all of the marvelous atmosphere of this country. 
Sometimes I even admire myself for being so enamored, but I think,
well, this is perfectly natural.  How many times has it happened in life
that I see a totally unknown woman, belonging to a strange race,
[vinda de perizes longingrios] and people pointing at her, to have the
sensation of having grown up along side of her . . . I am continuing my
series of engravings and woodcuts on Brazil, and I have the
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impression of gathering my source of inspiration in the land of my
birth.47

Segall’s confession is suggestive of both his individual sense of identity and his

interpretation of Brazilian themes in Paris.  He expresses his connection with Brazil

through his identification with the woman of a “strange race,” who draws attention as

the Other.  Ostensibly, her difference is physical and echoes the visual difference of

the Afro-Brazilian, with whom Segall declared he has “grown up along side,”

indicating a solidarity of alterity.  Similarly, Segall claimed his images of Brazil drew

inspiration from the land of his birth, denoting a sense of belonging in both Brazil and

to a broader culture that encompassed both his Lithuanian, Jewish origins and Afro-

Brazil. 

Between Roots and Routes: Segall’s Iconography of Diaspora

It should not be overlooked that, as denoted in the passage above, Segall’s

identification with Brazil and with alterity were made explicitly through women. 

Female symbols personified the counterculture of modernity constructed through

Segall’s imagery.  Associated with nature, domesticity and tradition, yet also the

progenitors of future generations, women occupied the intersection of a “pre-modern

past and a post-modern future” that defined Gilroy’s politics of transfiguration, and



48In 1923 a U.S. nurse contracted by the Brazilian government to survey
prostitutes in an antisyphilis campaign reported the Mangue as, “The worst section of
the city, with poorly constructed and dilapidated, dimly-lit structures, poorly
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by extension Segall’s dystopian-utopian dialectic.  At the same time they signaled an

incomplete, if not totally bankrupt, modernity project.  As discussed in Chapter 1,

since World War I, widows, prostitutes and itinerant mothers were well established

icons in the expressionist vocabulary, representing the victims of progress—the

silent-suffering casualties of war, capitalist greed and geographic and spiritual

displacement.  

Segall had focused much of his artistic energies in Germany on precisely such

anti-heroines (see figs.10, 12 and 13) a cast of protagonists he rediscovered in Brazil

and expanded in Paris.  Aside from images of immigrant and Black mothers, he made

numerous prints of prostitutes in Rio de Janeiro’s notorious red-light district, the

Mangue (swamp).  Also known as “a zona” (the zone) the Mangue comprised

approximately fourteen square blocks of squallid brothels on the site of a land-filled

swamp on the outskirts of the city.  Unlike the more bohemian bordellos in downtown

Lapa, a favorite destination of modernist poets and artists, which featured more

sophisticated prostitutes, the Mangue was populated by poor prostitutes who served a

lower class clientele from the nearby harbor or adjacent “Little Africa.”  The streets

of the ex-swamp reverted to rivers of mud in the rain and the Mangue was

condemned by city officials as a haven for crime and disease.48 



ventilated, almost in ruin . . . And 600 women of the worst caste, the majority of them
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Duas mulheres do Mangue (Two Women of the Mangue, 1929; fig. 50) and

Mulheres do Mangue com fonógrafo (Women of the Mangue with a Phonograph,

1929; fig. 51) invoke the degradation of the Mangue prostitutes.  The figures are

deliberately desexualized by their own indifference to their nudity and by their

flawed, unsightly bodies, which the artist renders slumped awkwardly and heavily

with age and fatigue.49  This effect is heightened by the frequently confrontational

position of the subjects within the picture plane, pushed uncomfortably close to the

viewer as in Mulheres do Mangue com fonógrafo.  If the tiny, idle phonograph by the

woman’s side identifies the prostitutes by association as objects of male leisure, the

abject tone of surrender that infuses the scene transforms the female body from site of

pleasure to one of suffering.  In Casa do Mangue (Mangue House, 1929; fig. 50)

which depicts a series of women standing in doorways, advertising their bodies as if
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in a display window.  To emphasize their oppression, he pairs the women in the

doorways with tiny upper windows, in which the women appear to be jailed behind

Persian blinds.

The Mangue images continue Segall’s investigations of the fragmentation of

human subjectivity.  He depicts the women with disengaged stares and a distinctly

melancholy sense of ennui.  The lack of interaction between figures expresses a sense

of alienation which is both the consequence of and a necessary precondition to sell

the body as an object.  Segall explained the works as one of many expressions of a

broader human condition, that transcended the specifics of place and time:

The theme for “Mangue” [of] universal human destinies, was not new
for me when I was it for the first time in Rio de Janeiro.  These are
themes that, as a man, had always provoked me internally and as an
artist animated my creation.  How many times in my life had I already
painted them!  I called them before “As erradias.”  In Rio, however, I
got near them with more mature human feeling and understanding, and
above all with a mature artistic gaze.50

The Mangue is a world of strangers, inhabited only by the Other, as evoked by  Casal

do Mangue com persiana I (Mangue Couple with Persian Blind I, 1929; fig. 51).  The

rough woodcut print depicts the prototypical encounter between strangers in an image

that obscures both identities.  The male client on the right bares a masklike

countenance while the prostitute on the left is concealed behind Persian blinds.  Their



51Caulfield explains that because an international prostitution ring specializing
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negotiation occurs without evident communication, nor tangible signs of enjoyment. 

The scene is one of utter dispossession and estrangement.

The appeal of the Mangue for Segall may have involved more than just the

zone’s disclosure of human misery and of modern capitalism and its discontents, for

the Mangue was also evocative of the diasporic macrocosm that united Afro-

Brazilians and Jewish immigrants.  Unlike the Lapa that featured exotic, light skinned

Mulattas and foreign francesas, the Mangue employed pretas (darker skin Afro-

Brazilian women) and newly arrived foreigners, or polacas.  Although, “polacas”

literally translates as “Poles” the popular usage of the term signified any Eastern-

European Jew.51  Not only are the prostitutes themselves therefore geographically and

culturally displaced, but by profession they mark the place where home is not, the

realm of strangers.

The Mangue’s proximity to the harbor made it a primary destination for

sailors, another favorite theme for Segall.  Segall created numerous paintings and

engravings of the itinerant sailor taking comfort in the company of the kindred
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Others.  Quite often he depicted Black sailors, a figure that was doubly marginalized,

or at least a redoubled symbol of displacement. Dois marinheiros acompanhados

(Two Accompanied Sailors, 1929; fig. 52) for example, portrays a pair of sailors, with

dates on their arms, strolling on Rio de Janeiro’s boardwalk.  Behind them a receding,

ordered row of palm trees intersects with a series of high power lines, producing a

visual analogy of the type of incongruous juxtapositions that fascinated Segall about

Brazil, here denoting progress in the tropics through Black men metaphorically

among skyscrapers.  At sea in the distance is an ocean liner, a symbol of modern

transit: Brazil’s connection with Europe and Segall’s connection with Brazil.  The

image reads like an inventory of alterity: the figure’s blackness, his phenotypical

difference, and his similarly marginal company, indicating his social alienation, and

the ubiquitous ship, the instrument of his wandering. 

The Black sailor was a single element of a more extensive maritime

iconography of ships, seamen and immigrants that diversified Segall’s universe of

displacement and dispossession.  For Segall oceans, vessels and their pilots,

navigators and human cargo were key references to the transnational migrations at the

core of his universal humanism, to the necessary and generative wanderlust of the

modern artist,  and to the ineluctable Otherness of the emigrant.  Upon his first

encounter with the ocean on a trip to Amsterdam in 1912, Segall marveled at the

spectacle of multinationalism:
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I visited ports.  For the first time in my life I saw the sea and I saw
ships.  I saw how men of all nationalities boarded these ships and
continued for distant and unknown lands, compelled by the destiny of
the ‘stuff of the other’ [algo de outro].  I was also attracted to these
remote lands, my destiny also impelled me toward them.52

Segall’s sailors embody the “stuff of the other.”  The figure of the sailor personifies

the idea of circulation that underpins the modern (and double) consciousness; he lives

his life on the seas, himself a vessel of travel and knowledge.  The stoic, daydreaming

sailors in Two Sailors with a Globe (1927; fig. 53) project this identity.  Both possess

the distant stares characteristic of Segallian melancholy, yet they seem patient,

resigned to their “destiny.”  Awaiting orders or directions, one sailor reclines with his

head in his hand, the other sits with his knees to his chest.  They stare in different

directions, toward different unknown destinations, their eternal wanderings suggested

by the globe behind them and by what is presumably a map in the central figure’s

hand.  They intertwined figures form a brotherhood of rootlessness.  They represent a

life and an identity based in  “routes” rather “roots,” to borrow Paul Gilroy’s apt

distinction, characteristic of the diasporic condition.53 

Fulfilling what he perceived as his own migratory predestination, soon after

his stay in Amsterdam in 1913, Segall traveled to Brazil on a voyage that would

provide the essential visual vocabulary for his diasporic universe. “I was en route for
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four weeks,” he explained, “between the sky and the ocean, surrounded by humanity,

by ‘emigrants,’ human beings [repassados] with longing and nostalgia, with hope and

disappointment.”54  His numerous explorations of immigrants and immigrant ships

invoke this experience.  Emigrantes (Emigrants, 1929; fig. 54), for example, depicts a

sense of social and spiritual dispossession, and the intense apprehension of an

unknown destination through a motif that echoes the earlier Mother and Children

among Sky Scrapers (fig. 28).  The picture conveys both the subjects’ metaphysical

desolation and the general anxiety of modernity, through the relative scale of the

huddled, wearied travelers, seemingly consumed by the mechanics of the enormous,

inhuman ship. 

The repeated inclusion of Black sailors manning the decks of the immigrant

ship provide what are perhaps Segall’s most potent metaphors for modern

rootlesseness and wandering.  In Marinheiro e emigrantes no convés (Sailors and

Emigrants on the Deck, c. 1929; fig. 55) and Marinheiro e emigrantes (Sailors and

Emigrants, c. 1929; fig. 56) the prominently positioned Black sailor guides the

bearded, capped and shrouded passengers toward Brazilian shores.  Despite his

position as navigator, he two expresses the inert bearing and distant gaze of his cargo,

caught between worlds in constant migration. In the symbolic context of flight and

exile, the Black sailor invokes an association between the slave ship and the
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immigrant ship that engages both the origins of modernity and its consequences. 

Ships and sailors represents not only the physical motion across spaces, the fan-like

dispersal of Europeans (and Africans)  into the new world, but also signify ties and

communications between the old country and the new, as these ships criss-cross the

oceans moving across and back, transporting peoples, traditions and ideas between

nations and across borders.  They are a link between the old and the new, between

families and communities separated by exile.55  And for refugees, as for slaves, ships

also represented the hope for return—either real or redemptive—a notion that

facilitates a double consciousness and itself greatly complicates traditional limiting

concepts of nationalism

Segall ultimately abstracts his representations of ships into the simple peaked

form of the vessel’s bow, rising like a Gothic arch above the sea.  The bow points like

an arrow to the future, toward the unknown.  His employment of this reduced,

schematic form in a variety of situations reinforces the metaphoric connotations of

the ship as the universal brotherhood of man produced by the shared experience of

diaspora.  Therefore, the boat in his 1939 magnum opus Navio de emigrantes

(Emigrant Ship; fig. 57), crowded with a dense multitude of humanity, mirrors the

form of the slave ship  in his illustration for Jorge de Lima’s Poemas negras (Negro

Poems, 1947; fig. 58).  Both images evoke the turmoil and anguish of displacement. 
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They depict a new community of the disinherited, united by the holds of the trans-

Atlantic vessel.  They are between worlds, literally between their past and their

future.

  Paul Gilroy has discussed the central organizing symbol of the ship in

African-American literature as representing the “micro-systems of linguistic and

political hybridity” that characterize the diasporic experience.56  It is worth noting, in

this regard, that Segall reiterates the archlike form of the immigrant ship in Favela

(1930; fig. 59), his interpretation of the impoverished squatter settlements that

punctuated Brazil’s rapidly expanding metropolises.  Favelas and favela culture

epitomized the hybridity that Segall had found “unbelievably arousing,” of what 

Néstor García Canclini has referred to as Latin America’s “multitemporal

heterogeneity.”57  Populated almost exclusively with Afro-Brazilians from the
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Northeast seeking work in the industrializing south, the favelas represented enclaves

of seemingly pre-modern, non-European tradition flourishing within the immanently

contemporary Brazilian metropolis.  Resonating with Canclini, Segall perceived a

complex world where the modern had not fully arrived, yet the pre-modern showed

no sign of abating, thus creating the unexpected juxtaposition of the familiar (the

modern and the immigrant) and the unfamiliar (the exotic and the Black).

Favela depicts the crowded, disordered and impoverished rural landscape of

the favela rising between the posh, modern apartment buildings of Rio’s elite

beachside neighborhoods of Ipanema and Copacabana.  Virtually void of any human

presence and rendered with ruler straight lines, the high-rise dwellings represent the

controlled rationality, of modernity and the estranging effect of dictating normative

social and cultural identities.  Yet in Brazil, according to Segall, modernity includes

its Other—a dualism symbolized by the cacophony of robust humanity which the

artist encloses within the silent frame of progress. Within the space are various

familiar personages from Segall’s diasporic iconography: the daydreaming,

directionless men, reclining on the grass like wayward sailors, and the ubiquitous

Black mothers, allegorical Brazilian Madonnas and genealogical markers of the past,

holding the future generation on their knees. Segall renders the favela within the

iconic and symbolic peak, here outlining the rising hill, rather than the boat’s forward

pointing bow.  Like both his slave ship and his immigrant ship, the arched area is
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crowded with humanity, estranged by the pictorial delimitations, yet thriving within

them.  In the case of the favela, however, their social and cultural dispossession and

their duality are signaled not by their isolation on the sea, but rather by their

insulation within dominant, urban culture.  

This repeated motif reaffirms Segall’s invocation of the immutable alterity

shared by the Jew and the Black, as well their intrinsic condition of the double

consciousness, as the outsider within.  Segall constructs a subtle reference to the

ambivalent position of the immigrant and Black to the nation and of the nation toward

them, or, to adapt one of Paul Gilroy’s remarkable phrases, of the often problematic

relationship of slave ship, immigrant ship and citizenship.  Segall described the

philosophical motivation for his work in broad terms of exile and alterity that apply to

all diasporic cultures, recalling the story of an imaginary ship:

It sailed the seas without direction, a ship crammed full of men
belonging to a certain race.  Nobody wanted them. They were exiled
from the world. . .Long before the ship’s start on its phantasmagorical
voyage to the forbidden ports of this world, this state of spirit had
already existed; it is powerfully reflected in the work to which I am
dedicated.58

Segall’s construction of a universalizing alterity perceived in, and projected on,

Brazil’s social landscape voiced a critique of the nation.  His expression repudiated

the ethnic and national absolutism associated with the nation-state that facilitated the
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genocides, expulsions and racial hatred that defined Segall’s visual counterculture of

modernity.  

Although strongly influenced by the messianic spirit of expressionist

universalism in prewar Germany, Segall’s humanism differed significantly from that

of his precursors, most notably in its skepticism toward the promises of modernity. 

Early German expressionist aesthetics, particularly that of Wassily Kandinsky, were

philosophically grounded in Western, Christian philosophy and an implicitly

assimilationist, albeit benevolent, notion of sameness.  Thus the relativizing impulse

of Kandinskian universalism ultimately denied difference by subsuming it into a

broader liberal humanism.  Indeed the secular discourse of egalitarianism advanced

by the Enlightenment and at the core of modernity, shares this assimilationist and

ultimately racist universalist concept, as political theorist  Etienne Balibar has argued:

This leads us to direct our attention towards a historical fact that is
even more difficult to admit and yet crucial, taking into consideration
the French national form of racist traditions. There is, no doubt, a
specifically French brand of the doctrines of Aryanism, anthropometry
and biological geneticism, but the true “French ideology” is not to be
found in these: it lies rather in the idea that the culture of the “land of
the Rights of Man has been entrusted with a universal mission to
educate the human race. There corresponds to this mission a practice
of assimilating dominated populations and a consequent need to
differentiate and rank individuals or groups in terms of their greater or
lesser aptitude for-or resistance to-assimilation. It was this
simultaneously subtle and crushing form of exclusion/inclusion which
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was deployed in the process of colonization and the strictly French (or
“democratic”) variant of the “White man’s burden.”59

Segall’s pictorial entrenchment of difference, through allusions to the shared

marginality of the Jew and the Black pursued an alternative expression of humanism

that acknowledged alterity within a broader universalism.  Rather than the utopian

fulfillment of the universal promises of the Enlightenment, his particular brand of

modernism voiced a dystopian mirror image that revealed the tensions and

contradictions internal to modernity.

The central organizing motif of diaspora provided Segall with a means to

challenge the absolutism of national and racial identity, and assert alterity within

belonging.  Segall was above all a humanist, a position he expressed, declaring:  “I

adore the simplicity of the humble and the humiliated.  I search for souls that don’t

like to speak though their own mouths, the deep truth of their aspirations and of their

intimate suffering.”60  He defined the responsibility of the artist in similar terms:

More clearly than ever I have become conscious that the artist is only
a human being the same as the others, belonging to the same universe,
experiencing the same suffering, happiness and pain, subjected to the
same necessities and the immutable experiences of all human
existence, possessing as the only difference the privileged power to
give expression to his world, and with it [express] the world of all
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humanity, conforming to his interior vision and measured by his
creative potential.61

His construction of universalizing alterity transcended the particularism of Jewish and

Afro-Brazilian identities. Although the growing plight of Jewish refugees by the mid-

1930s provided the inspiration for his painting Ship of Emigrants, he was emphatic

about the broader implications of the work.  Asked to talk about the painting in

relation to the increasingly frequent occurrence of ships full of Jewish refugees

fleeing Europe being turned away at foreign ports, Segall insisted that humanism,

never politics, motivated his work, declaring:  “What I see in my art is the universals,

the human ‘tout court.’  In making a painting like Immigrant Ship I thought of a

human destiny in general not in a specifically Jewish destiny.”62 

Like Paul Gilroy, cultural theorist Jonathon Boyarin and theologian Daniel

Boyarin have advanced the Jewish experience of diaspora as a unifying historical and

cultural theme that “disrupts the very categories of identity.”63  This “flexible and

nonhermetic” identity paradigm results from efforts to create a form of Jewish

community free of myths of autochthony, that avoids allegorizing the Jew into a
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generic, univocal discourse of difference.64  Likewise Paul Gilroy challenges both

ethnic absolutism and anti-essentialism through attention to the mythic and historic

notion of the diasporic “Black Atlantic.”65  These revisionist notions of globalized

and deterretorialized identities resonate with Segall’s construction of a universalizing

alterity.  For Segall, the Jew and the Black, the prostitute, the sailor, the indigent and

the itinerant comprised a universe of dispossession and alienation, what Jean-

François Lyotard referred to as lower-case “jews”: a category that included the Jew

(with a capital J), “the outsiders, the nonconformists,” the persecuted.66  These

marginalized peoples, positioned in the ambivalent in-between space of flight, exile

and migration, represented the spiritual essence of humanity. 

World War II dealt a crushing blow to Segall’s universal humanist project. 

The universalism he projected on his Jewish subjects was subsumed by the

particularism of oppression.  Beginning about the time of Ship of Emigrants Segall’s

imagery began to lose its allegoric, poetic character.  He painted lurid scenes of war
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and concentration camps, of corpses and emaciated prisoners.  He abandoned all

color, painting only in dark browns, ochres and greys.  Even with the end of the war

color never returned to his pallet.  Nor would he ever return to the universalist

relativism of his early years in Brazil, forsaking Afro-Brazilian and Jewish themes for

rural images of local caboclo folk and, above all, tranquil, grazing cows.

Conclusion

Segall saw in Brazil’s multi-racial, multi-ethnic society the physical

manifestation of the universal humanism he sought in his art, a vision that, by his

estimation, obviated the relevance of political ideology to both art and society. 

Moreover, Segall identified with Afro-Brazil as a social subject and as an artist. 

Segall entrusted Brazil with his own potential to recuperate his indigenous artistic

liberation which had been, he believed, sacrificed to the hegemony of Western

tradition.  Segall claimed that the absence of Hellenistic and Renaissance influences

in Eastern art and culture had instilled him with an instinctive artistic force “capable

of transcending the limits imposed by tradition.”67  Later he would inversely compare

his move to Brazil with his arrival in Germany:

My passage from Germany to Brazil presented a fact parallel to what
happened with my passage from Russian to Germany.  I left a country
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without history for a land with a considerable artistic past.  From
liberty I passed to tradition.  Within the rules and systems that I
learned in Berlin and later Dresden, my native liberty permitted
numerous audacities.  I conquered this dualism—liberty and
tradition—creating my peculiar artistic style that persisted until I
encountered [Brazil].68

That Segall declares he mediated tradition and liberty until his arrival in Brazil

implies an atavistic recuperation of the natural instincts that had been subjugated by

Occidental intellectualism.  Moreover, conditions common to both Brazil and Russia

facilitated this regression. He returned to a land without tradition where he ostensibly

belonged.  

Thus Segall’s self-portrait as a Mulatto in Encounter emblematizes an

identification with Brazil, in terms of a shared artistic innocence, and Segall’s

universal construction of alterity that united the Black and the Jew.  Yet, the self-

portrait also suggests that belonging remained a tricky business for Segall, even in

Brazil.  He brought with him an aesthetic and a sense of identity paradoxically

defined by marginality.  Both images insinuate the artist’s negotiation of his own self-

definition with the equally salient constructions of him. Despite Segall’s diligent

pursuit of a universal brotherhood, his imagery conveys a paradoxical loneliness,

unmistakable in works like Encounter.  What Segall’s work best illustrates is the

paradox of the diasporist.  While he sought a home—a sense of belonging— through
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his wanderings and his art, his universe was ever populated by those who occupy the

spaces where home is not: the prostitute, the sailor, and the migrant.  What is more,

Segall became transfixed not by stability, but by motion.  His work and identity are

defined by the migrations that became an end rather than a means.  Encounter shows

a truly modern identity, in a world where there is no home—where the master

narratives of slavery and conflict vanquish the enlightened ideals of fraternity and

equality.  It is in his invocation of this particular, unenviable universalism that Segall

evokes his counterculture of modernity.
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Chapter 4

“Only by Being Brazilian Can We Universalize Ourselves”:
Blackness, Brasilidade and Brazilian Modernist Painting

Introduction

Segall’s first exhibition of work produced in Brazil opened to great fanfare on

December 19, 1927.  Mounted in a small downtown gallery near the bustling Praça da

República, the event was inaugurated by the state’s highest official—São Paulo’s

president Julio Prestes1—and attended by over 1,500 people in the first week alone.2 

A contented public marveled at the visual transformations since Segall’s show some

three years prior;3  the pictures, according to the press, demonstrated an aesthetic

rebirth, which the Brazilian public proudly attributed to Segall’s cultural and physical

surroundings.  Critics cheered the riddance of the sparse linearity and emotive brush
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strokes that characterized Segall’s earlier work, as well as  the disconcerting

deformations with which he depicted “foreign” and “distant” themes of hardship and

misery.4  In their place, Segall’s 1927 oeuvre featured brightly colored canvases,

replete with lush, full forms and sturdy, stable figures.

Resonating with the nativism of the 1920s, analyses of Segall’s formal and

thematic shifts attributed them to the artist’s “Brazilianization.”  Geraldo Ferraz, for

instance, heralded the new work as “Lasar Brazilian style.”5  Assessing what the press

consistently deemed the artist’s “evolution” in Brazil, he explained:

In his first exhibition . . . Segall presented us with a quantity of his
regular sad paintings.  The colors and themes revealed dark
inspirations, the correct prism of permanent tragedy, over which
passed painful aspects of nearly real humanity.  Now Lasar Segall has
lived a few years in Brazil.  He has mounted another exhibition,
removed decomposition of all calibers . . . he has identified in part
with the country where he lives.  The result: the exhibition.  In the
forty some compositions exhibited we have a Brazilianized Lasar:
Lasar Brazilian style.6

Typical of reviews at the time, the author perceived Segall’s artistic naturalization not

solely in terms of what the artist has left behind, the “dark inspirations,” “tragedy,”
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and “suffering,” but also in relation to the “authentically” Brazilian images that had

supplanted them, which the author went on to specify as “the banana plantation and

the black man.”7  These ethnic and climatic tropes of Brazilian difference represented

the central organizing motifs of the modernist construction of brasilidade, a discourse

that strongly influenced contemporary readings of Segall’s representation of Brazil.

To an extent, these observations were accurate.  Many of Segall’s paintings

between 1924 and 1927 reflect his fascination with Afro-Brazilian culture and the

tropical landscape he encountered in Brazil.  Yet as discussed in Chapter 3, his

treatment of these themes rarely, if ever, represented a complete departure from his

earlier aesthetic inquiries.  To the contrary, he continued a universalist project based

in a semiotics of alterity that he had initiated in Germany, reworked in Brazil

according to the local reality.  The numerous images of immigrants and Jewish

culture that completed Segall’s universe of spiritual dispossession, although exhibited

in the gallery along side Afro-Brazilian themes, were virtually ignored by the critics

and the press.  Characteristic of interpretations of Segall’s Brazilianization, Rio de

Janeiro’s O Jornal identified brasilidade in his work, reporting:

Segall’s works, now almost ten years since he discovered Vera-Cruz
and its beauties, are by the painter-countryman of Gorky, naturalized
Brazilian and herein everything that emerges from his paintbrush
[was] also naturalized.  The clearest and most legitimate documents of
brasilidade justify this affirmation: Mulatta with Child, Brazilian
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Village, Red Roadway, Red Hill and the great composition Banana
Plantation . . .8

The images cited, Mulata com criança (Mulatta with Child, 1924, fig. 58), Morro

vermelho (Red Hill, 1926, fig. 35) and Bananal (Banana Plantation, 1927, fig. 1) are

three of the most iconic images of Blackness in Segall’s entire repertoire, while

Aldeia brasileira (Brazilian Village; n.d) and assumably Red Roadway (location

unknown) depict Brazil’s rural heartland.  Thus, despite the extraordinary diversity of

Segall’s “Brazil Phase” imagery,9 in the eyes of aesthetically and ideologically

progressive Brazilians, the “clearest and most legitimate documents of brasilidade”

were images of Afro-Brazil and the tropical landscape.

This chapter examines the Brazilian reception of Segall’s work in the 1920s in

relation to emergent modernist paradigms of brasilidade in order to reveal the vast

divide that exists between artistic production and reception. Despite Segall’s

adamantly anti-nationalist stance, his work was received in an historic moment when

modernism and nationalism were virtually inextricable ideals.  Brazil’s modernist



10Stated in a June 1925 correspondence from Mário de Andrade to Manuel
Bandeira, reproduced in Manuel Bandeira, ed., Cartas de Mário de Andrade a
Manuel Bandeira (Rio de Janeiro: Organização Simões Editôra, 1958), 83.
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movement, gathering force in São Paulo at precisely the time of Segall’s arrival,

canonized a discourse of Brazilian authenticity based in symbols denigrated or

ignored in “official” Republican constructions of the nation, namely Blackness,

tropicalism and hybridity.  This chapter explores how Brazilian modernists, working

in close contact with the Parisian avant-garde, cultivated an essentializing image of

Brazilian difference through complex, and often paradoxical, negotiations of

European representations of and attitudes toward the non-Western Other.  Both

visually and thematically, Segall’s work resonated with these revisionist

constructions of national identity.  As this chapter reveals, however, the broader

philosophical dimensions of the two aesthetics deviated significantly.  Not only did

Segall labor against such ethnic and racial essentialism, which he saw as obstacles to

any catholic expression of spiritual humanism, but, as argued in Chapter 3, the

politics of nationalism were, in Segall’s opinion, absolutely antithetical to

universalism.  Brazilian modernism, in contrast, treated the national as intrinsically

universal, an axiom formulated in poet Mário de Andrade’s declaration that, “Only by

being Brazilian can we universalize ourselves.”10

The chapter is divided in three sections, the first two of which analyze the

ideological and aesthetic construction of Blackness in Brazilian modernism.  The first
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section looks at the artistic and political conditions in Brazil that provoked the

modernist rebellion, specifically the Francophile orientation of the academy and,

more broadly, of Republican policies at large; and artistic imaginings of the noble

savage, elevated as the official iconography of Republican nationalism.  The second

section examines the sources and significance of the modernist celebration of Afro-

Brazil, which aimed to challenge oligarchic Eurocentrism and academic artificiality. 

It discusses the aesthetic dialogue between São Paulo and Paris, and the effect

Parisian negrophilia (the fascination with Blacks and African-American culture) and

the avant-garde cult of the “primitive” had on Brazilian self-representation.  Despite

the novel enthusiasm Brazilian modernists demonstrated for Brazil’s African heritage

and popular culture under the influence of the European avant-garde, I propose that

Brazilian modernism did not represent an uncritical embrace of stereotypes of

Blackness and tropes of the Other that underpinned surrealism and contemporaneous

intellectual and artistic movements.  To the contrary, artists and writers struggled to

reconcile these attitudes with the contemporary realities of Brazil, efforts that resulted

not in expressions of “primitive” purity, but in a counternarrative (albeit likewise

essentializing) of colonial hybridity.

The third and final section focuses on the modernist aesthetic of hybridity and

artistic engagements with the contradictions of post-colonial identity, set against the

backdrop established in the first two sections.  I argue that it was the comparably



11The details of the event are discussed in Chapter 2.
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porous notions of brasilidade advanced by the avant-garde that provided a space for

Segall in Brazilian society and within the modernist project.  Not only did his

imagery seem to conform to modernist ideals of racial mixing and cultural harmony,

but Segall himself was heralded as embodying such “fusion” and for possessing an

ability to express the universal through the local beyond even that of national artists. 

Yet here again, I want to propose that the myopia of the nationalist gaze occluded the

near antipodal position of Segall relative to the Brazilian avant-garde, in that

modernism’s utopian vision of national unity was diametrically opposed to Segall’s

dystopian universe of spiritual and geographic displacement. 

To Brazilianize the Brazilian: Contesting Republican Neo-Colonialism

Modernist nationalist representational paradigms of the 1920s shared two

common origins: one, based in an oppositional discourse that functioned to negate

oligarchic traditions, and by extension, Republican hegemony; and the second,

generated by a self-reflexive engagement with European representations of Brazil and

a generalized non-Western Other.  Although these two forces were deeply

interconnected and ultimately mutually reinforcing, the initial “institutional” catalyst

for modernism, the Week of Modern Art,11 called solely for a break with the

Eurocentric traditions of the Old Republic and advocated no single path toward a



12Burns attributes this phrase to Menotti del Picchia, E. Bradford Burns, A
History of Brazil (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993), 237.

13Cited in David T. Haberly, Three Sad Races: Racial Identity and National
Consciousness in Brazilian Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1983), 128.

14From lecture entitled “A pintura e a escultura moderna do Brasil,” quoted in
Burns, A History of Brazil, 327-28.
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more “authentically” Brazilian expression.  The credo of the deliberately un-

doctrinaire program championed the “Brazilianization of Brazil.”12  Speakers

entreated the public to overcome the collective sense of inferiority wrought by the

legacy of colonialism: to stop aspiring to European classicism and appreciate the

autochthonous expressions that represented the soul of Brazil.  Accordingly, poet

Manuel Bandeira declared the event’s objectives as “[t]o Brazilianize the Brazilian;

to make an anti-patriotic nation patriotic.”13  Similarly, in an opening night

pronouncement, poet Ronald de Carvalho urged Brazilians toward nativist

introspection by exhorting his audience to “[f]orget the marble of the Acropolis and

the towers of the Gothic cathedrals.  We are the sons of the hills and the forests,” he

declared. “Stop thinking of Europe.  Think of America.”14 

While such declarations responded to a global tide of nationalism unleashed

by World War I, they likewise articulated a growing dissatisfaction with the Old

Republic. The Week of Modern Art’s explicitly anti-European, anti-establishment

rhetoric echoed increasingly audible skepticism toward the liberal state’s uncritical
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embrace of European developmental and cultural models.  Opposition to Republican

policies and ideologies had been mounting since early in the century, with opponents

deriding the government’s failure to achieve any comprehensive structural or political

modernization, or national conciliation.  In São Paulo, which had industrialized faster

than the rest of the country, an ascendant bourgeoisie had achieved substantial

economic power, yet remained excluded from the political process by the landed

oligarchy’s monopoly on power.  The cultural revolution launched by the Week of

Modern Art, therefore, provided the paulista elite a level of agency absent in the

political sphere.  Making “an anti-patriotic country patriotic” involved the rejection

of “official” constructions of the nation, articulated in terms that dovetailed with anti-

Republican political allegations.  Modernism condemned academic images of a

Europeanized Brazil—and the national mythologies of tragic Indian heroes that

implicitly reinforced this vision—as artificial, escapist and exclusionary.  Thus, an

evaluation of the significance of modernism’s counterhegemonic representations of

brasilidade—and the distance from Segall’s virtually identical

iconography—demands examination of the ideological underpinnings of the

movement and its imagery.



15Jeffrey Needell, A Tropical “Belle Epoque”: Elite Culture and Society in
Turn-of-the-Century Rio de Janeiro (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987).
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Toward a Tropical Belle Epoque 

The regime known as the Old Republic (1889-1930) displaced the

independent Kingdom of Brazil with a bloodless coup in 1889, the year following the

abolition of slavery.  The liberal state quickly set about “modernizing” Brazil,

embracing European ideas and technologies as strategic panacea for vanquishing

underdevelopment.  Social and economic reformers ascribed to new schools of

thoughts emanating from France and England, such as social Darwinism, positivism,

and materialism.  The new flag, which bore the Comtean credo of “order and

progress,” championed the Republican belief in progress based in science and

technology.  While the state took steps to develop the physical infrastructure of the

nation and strengthen the domestic economy—introducing modern technologies,

expanding telegraph and railroad systems and promoting export agriculture—social

reformers endeavored to “improve” the nation’s social and demographic fabric

through immigration, assimilation and education.  

In short, the Republic endeavored to recreate Brazil in the image of Europe, as

Jeffrey Needell has observed, as a “tropical belle èpoque.”15  In the aftermath of

abolition, with a White elite increasingly anxious regarding the absorption of some

1.5 million freed African and African-descended slaves, the government solicited



16Luís Norton, A corte de Portugal no Brasil (São Paulo: Editora Nacional,
1979), 14.
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foreign immigration in an effort to “Europeanize” the local population and broader

genetic pool.  At the same time, massive urban renewal projects, indebted to

Haussman’s Paris, redesigned the capital of Rio de Janeiro, widening downtown

streets into broad avenues with generous parks and plazas and razing blocks of

modest colonial buildings, replacing them with stately neoclassical edifices.  Art and

literature were central to the state’s civilizing mission and, appropriately, an

impressive, French eclectic-style National School of Fine Arts building was the

crowning glory of the main civic zone, Avenida Central.  The work produced within

these walls bolstered the administration’s Eurocentrism; academic mandates

maintained sentimental romantic and naturalist currents, characteristic of nineteenth-

century French salon painting well into the twentieth-century, and promoted Biblical

and mythological themes that avoided the social and historical realities of Brazil

while establishing Western, classical origins.

The unconcealed Francophilia that permeated the academy and determined the

tastes of the Republican oligarchy had deep roots in the historic origins of the

institution.  The school was inaugurated in 1816 by Dom João IV, who had moved

the entire Bragança court, staff, military and judiciary system (some 15,000

individuals in all) to Rio in 1808 when Napoleon invaded Portugal.16  Deeming the



17Stated in royal decree, August 12, 1816. Decree reproduced in Jean Maria
Bittencourt, A missão artististica francesa de 1816 (Petrópolis: Museu de Armas
Ferreira da Cunha, 1967). 

18 Jeffrey Needell attributes the prestige of French tastes among the
Portuguese (representative of many Francophile European monarchies) to enduring
associations with the court of Louis XIV as the “premier courtly establishment on the
Continent.” Characteristic of its colonial condition, the Portuguese in Brazil simply
appropriated these established symbols of prestige, hoping also to adopt the
legitimacy associated with them.  See Needell, Tropical “Belle Epoque”, 145-47.

19The Brazilian Academy, originally the Academia Imperial de Belas Artes,
was established before the Portuguese academy in Lisbon (founded in 1836) a fact
that generated significant anti-Mission resentment among Portugese nationals.  See
Afonso de Escragnolle Taunay, A missão artística de 1816 (Rio de Janeiro:
Ministério da Educação e Cultura, 1956, 1956), 22-29. On the ideological
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barbarous environs inadequate for the seat of empire, João set about cultivating

“civilization” in the tropics, vowing to “make Brazil the richest and most opulent of

all known Kingdoms.”17  Rather than reestablishing Portuguese traditions, however,

he set a precedent that would long mark Brazilian culture and identity—the emulation

of French aesthetics, regarded at the time as the epitome of courtly elegance and

aesthetic accomplishment.18

In a gesture ripe with irony, a group of Bonapartist refugees—artists, painters

and engravers—were hired to found a beaux-arts academy and to cultivate a national

culture.  The Missão Artística Francesa (French Artistic Mission) arrived in 1816

and, under the leadership of Napoleon’s former Secretary of Fine Arts and Louvre

director Joachim LeBreton, founded the Brazilian Imperial Academy, an institution

modeled exactly on the French Imperial Academy established under Louis XIV.19 



foundations and historic inception of the academy, see José Durand Durand, Arte,
privilégio e distinção: artes plásticas, arquitectura e classe dirigente no Brasil, 1855-
1985 (São Paulo: Perspectiva, 1989), ch. 1-2.

20The department of history painting was directed by Jean-Baptiste Debret
(1768-1848) a former student and younger cousin of Jacques-Louis David who
worked in David’s workshop. On Debret’s neoclassicism, see Rodrigo Naves,
“Debret, o neoclassicismo e a escravidão,” in A forma dificil (São Paulo: Editora
Atica, 1996), 41-60.
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The school disseminated a secular, albeit politically enervated form of neoclassicism

to displace the dominant baroque traditions associated with colonialism—dishonored

traditions the Modernists would resurrect in their search for Brazilian authenticity.20 

Although within four decades native-born Brazilians had assumed the directorship

and many of the top teaching posts, their mandatory French training and student

travel awards to study with Parisian salon painters helped to perpetuate the narrow,

conservative academic standards that provoked modernist recriminations of

parochialism and imitation.

To urban, cosmopolitan paulistas, the anachronistic styles perpetuated by the

academy represented a bygone agricultural era and the waning relevance of the

landed elite, who, according to critics, maintained a colonial mentality that

stigmatized Brazil as artistically and ideologically dependent on Europe.  Despite

their attack on aesthetic Francophilia, however, one of the principal targets of

modernist disdain was the symbol of the Indian, long celebrated in official art and

literature as an icon of Brazilian cultural autonomy and indigenous nobility.



21(Paulo) Menotti del Picchia, “Matemos Peré!,” Jornal do Comércio, 11 Jan.
1921.
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“We Must Kill Peré!”: Sacrificing the Academic Icons

In 1921 Paulo Menotti del Picchia commanded, “We must kill Peré!”

invoking the Indian hero of Jose de Alencar’s extraordinarily popular 1857 novel, O

Guarani (The Guarani Indian)—the work that had ignited an Indianist vogue in

Brazilian art and literature.21  Despite the liberal state’s modernizing agenda, Indianist

themes in art had accelerated rather than abating with the founding of the Republic. 

In the eyes of the modernists, the persistence of such outmoded tropes of Brazilian

nationalism into the twentieth century revealed the true nature of Republican art and

society, that was neither original nor innovative, but despite rhetoric to the contrary:

traditional and mimetic. The Indian, particularly as represented in academic art, had

little relevance to the contemporary realities of the modernists.  Such works did not

engage the Brazilian actuality so much as distract from it, illustrating an imagined 

Brazilian past that occluded the violent history of colonialism and slavery.  Moreover,

they did so through a distinctly European vocabulary, depicting a noble savage that

owed more to French romanticism than to any familiarity with native culture.  It was

this particular construction of the Indian, rather than the figure itself or even any

substantive presence of such themes in the academic repertoire by the 1920s, against

which the modernists mobilized.  



22Durand, Arte, privilégio e distinção, 24-26.

23The relation between the two images is discussed more fully in Cecelia
Helena de Salles Oliveira Oliveira and Claudia Valladão de Mattos, O Brado do
Iparanga (São Paulo: Museu Paulista da USP, 1999), 84.
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Although representations of Indigenous peoples and culture enjoyed a legacy

as endurant as the academy itself, the Indianist genre emerged during the reign of

Dom Pedro II (1940-1889) as part of a concerted effort to foster a sense of national

unity and legitimize the Brazilian monarchy abroad.22  It was during this period that

the academy came to full maturation, and Pedro, an ardent nativist who had inherited

a kingdom on the verge of total fragmentation, employed art and literature as a vital

political tool.  In 1872 he commissioned a pair of works that demonstrate the

appropriation of Indian cultural references as a hybrid code that asserted both national

sovereignty—distinct from Europe—and monarchic authority—akin to Europe.  The

first, an official portrait, Dom Pedro II na abertura da Assembléia Geral (Dom Pedro

Opening the General Assembly,1872; fig. 61) executed by court painter Pedro

Americo de Figueiredo e Melo, depicts Pedro as a tropical Sun King.  Assuming a

pose reminiscent of Louis XIV in Hyacinthe Rigaud’s 1701 portrait, Pedro displays

all the conventional accouterments of European nobility—the bejeweled crown, a

velvet mantel and ceremonial staff—yet modified with local motifs; his cloak is lined

with a trim of local foliage, tobacco, cocoa and coffee.23  Moreover, around his neck



24On the political iconography of Indianism, as well as Pedro’s vestments, see
Lilia Moritz Schwarcz, As barbas do imperador: Dom Pedro II, um monarca nos
trópicas (São Paulo: Companhia das Letras, 1998), 139-50. Américo studied with
Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris from 1859 to
1864.  Ingres’ portraits of Napoleon likewise resonate in this image.

25Ibid., 147. 
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he wears a murça, a collar of feathers worn by Indian caçiques, that symbolically

locates the king within an invented lineage of indigenous nobility.24  

As if to reinforce this gesture, the second work, a sculpture by Manuel Chaves

Pinheiro with the unambiguous title Indio figura alegórica do Império Brasileiro

(Indian Symbolizing the Brazilian Empire,1872; fig. 64), depicts an Indian cacique in

a virtually identical pose.  Both figures stare directly ahead, shoulders back and chin

tilted slightly upward, resting their weight on the back foot and clutching the same

Imperial staff.  The images present two visual manifestations of a single state, one

allegorical, one political.  Whereas Dom Pedro’s exposed legs symbolize the king’s

body as the social body of the nation, the Indian’s “natural nudity” represents an

uncorrupted, virgin Brazil, “the pure and noble symbol of our origins.”25  The pair

serve to collapse the dichotomy of metropole and periphery, depicting an emperor

that is both European and American: part Sun King, part Indian King, part science,

part nature, part progress, part tradition. 

A complementary function of Indianist art and literature was to establish a

uniquely Brazilian  “foundational fiction” that paralleled the classical mythologies



26This term originates in Doris Sommer’s study of the deeply imbricated
relation of romance and patriotism in nineteenth-century Latin American literature
that asserts the inextricability of politics and fiction in early nation-state formation,
Doris Sommer, Foundational Fictions: The National Romances of Latin America
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991).
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rooting Western civilization.26  An outpouring of often state-sponsored poetry and

fiction in the nineteenth century aestheticized Brazil’s racial and cultural origins in

mawkish epics of ill-fated encounters between the Indian and the Portuguese.  These

tales, generally focused on the unfortunate trajectories of female Indian protagonists,

became popular subjects for academic painters who exploited the opportunity to

express Brazil’s singular beauty through classicizing, European-looking nudes. 

Victor Meirelle’s decadently erotic Moema (1866; fig. 65) epitomized this tendency. 

The most esteemed academic painting of the century, the image was drawn from

Santa Rita Durão’s poem “Caramuru” (1781), and depicts the title character Moema,

the Indian concubine of a ship-wrecked Portuguese sailor who drowned in her

hysterical effort to swim to her lover’s departing ship.  The image suggests the

unmistakable influence of Romanticism in form and content.  The life-like corpse

reclines like a studio model, knee slightly lifted and one hand resting gently on her

stomach.  Her hair, which swirls in sunburst beneath her head, echoes the rugged,

sublime landscape behind her in contour and tone.  Meirelles based the pose and

composition on Alexandre Cabanal’s sexually-charged Birth of Venus (1865) which

had taken the grand prize at the Paris Salon the year before.  Thus, Moema, looking
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more Mediterranean than Guaraní, becomes an American Venus—a tragic seductress

and goddess of love befitting a yet-untamed Brazil.

Among the most popular nineteenth-century stories, for both artists and the

public, was Jose de Alencar’s Iracema, published in 1865.  Like Moema, the lengthy

prose poem recounts a fatal attraction between an Indian maiden and the Portuguese

soldier she seduces.  Although the her suitor, Martim, ultimately abandons Iracema,

leading to her untimely death, their love nevertheless produces a mixed-race son who

is neither Portuguese nor Indian, but wholly Brazilian.  José Maria de Medeiros’s

1881 rendition (fig. 66), one of countless pictorial interpretations of the poem, depicts

only the female protagonist, bereaved and isolated at the moment she realizes Martim

has gone.  Martim’s absence and presence is symbolized by the ocean, which both

separates Brazil from Europe and connects the two disparate cultures.  Nude and

without shame, Medeiros’ Iracema personifies preconquest Brazil, analogous to the

untamed coastline and virgin forest.  Yet her primary role is as the progenitor of the

mestiço nation.  The depiction of an imagined Indigenous past—embodied in the

figure of the doomed, yet fertile enchantress—insinuates an idealized Brazilian

future.



27This is suggested by Sommer’s discussion of the ideological underpinnings
of “O guaraní” and “Iracema” Ibid., 138-71.

28Writing in relation to nineteenth-century literature, literary scholar Roberto
Schwarz has deemed such curious and paradoxical appropriations of Enlightenment
doctrine as “misplaced ideas.” See, Roberto Schwarcz, “Misplaced Ideas: Literature
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Culture, ed. John Gledson (London: Verso, 1992).  Mary Louise Pratt has also
broached the subject in relation to creole literary reinventions of America.  She
charges that, “Politically and ideologically, the liberal creole project involved
founding an independent, decolonized American society and culture, while retaining
European values and white supremacy . . . [T]he creoles were obliged to grapple with
the blatant neocolonialist greed of the Europeans they so admired, and with the
claims for equality of the subordinated indigenous, mestizo, and African majorities,
many of whom had fought in the wars of independence.” Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial
eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation (New York: Routledge, 1992), 175.
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Indianist painting and literature functioned to consolidate a Brazilian origin

myth based solely in the encounter of the Portuguese and the Indian.27  In so doing,

such representations reinforced a nationalist ideology that occluded not only the

intense violence of the conquest, but also the significant contradictions produced by

colonialism that persisted despite independence—not the least of which was

plantation slavery.28  With the exception of portraiture, images of Afro-Brazilians

were virtually non-existent in the nineteenth-century academic oeuvre, despite the

overwhelming presence of peoples of African origins in Brazilian society, and in

spite of European Romanticism’s fascination with Blackness.  As a national symbol,

the Indian, often depicted as dead and phenotypically European, was both socially

uncontroversial and aesthetically reputable.  Afro-Brazilian symbols, to the contrary,

was politically charged, and, moreover, incompatible with norms of academic beauty.
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Thus, the modernist call to exterminate Peré did not sanction an annihilation of all

indigenous icons or references, but rather repudiated “official” mythologies of

mestiçagem propagated by the cultural establishment as a means to avoid the nation’s

turbulent social and political actualities.  Moreover, it called attention to the

artificiality, escapism and Eurocentrism of the “official” academic canon.

A Negra: New National (Anti)Heroes

As suggested above, the ideological significance of the nation’s imagined

origins became particularly acute with the Indianist revival following the founding of

the Republic in 1888.  Turn-of-the-century artists reworked popular allegories

through updated techniques, seen, for example, in Rodolfo Bernardelli’s Rodin-

inspired bas relief of the heart-broken Moema, laying face-down in the lapping tide

(Moema, 1895; fig. 65) and Antônio Diego da Silva Parreiras’ impressionistic

Iracema executed in 1909 (fig. 66).  The resurrection of the genre articulated not only

nationalist enthusiasm for the new regime, but likewise bespoke elite anxieties in the

aftermath of abolition.  Not the least of these preoccupations involved the “race

problem,” a concern that voiced the perceived social and genetic consequences of

integrating the large, non-White population into the national tapestry.  Although few

educated Brazilians accepted verbatim the simplistic theories of biological inferiority

promoted in Europe, local intellectual currents nevertheless reflected the influence of
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French and English scientific-racist theories of biological and climatic degeneration. 

The Brazilian solution to an intellectual conundrum—which threatened to seed their

own annihilation if consented to, but was nevertheless too widely accepted and

seemingly self-evident to be dismissed—was to invert rather than reject the logic of

social Darwinism.  Thus the Republican government initiated a consolidated program

to solicit European immigration with the intent of “whitening” and thus, genetically

improving the Brazilian “race.”29

Art and science were mutually constituting forces in early twentieth-century

eugenics, aimed at ameliorating the African influence in Brazilian society.  The

pseudo-scientific methods employed toward “race improvement” were little removed

from the artistic creations that depicted their results.  Indeed, as Doris Summer has

argued in relation to Republican fiction, “For the writer/statesman, there could be no

clear epistemological distinction between science and art, narrative and fact, and

consequently ideal projections and real projects.”30  The elite fantasy of national
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evolution through genetic transformation not only relied on aesthetic judgement to

evaluate “progress” and to gauge degeneration, but likewise employed the visual arts

to conventionalize these signs and pictorialize their conjectured social

consequences.31  In Brazil, elite social and artistic ideals converged in an oligarchic

fantasy of a Hellenized culture, reflecting the belief in the superior beauty of

European stock, and both the moral virtue and physical fortitude, and the unparalleled

artistic achievement of the ancient Greeks.  The liberal oligarchy’s importation and
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imitation of European art as a means to culturally enlighten the Brazilian masses

paralleled the biological improvement sought through racial mixing.32  The “official”

Brazilian painting of the period, encouraged in the academy and disseminated

through national salons and international exhibitions, subtly reinforced the promises

of branqueamento (whitening)  through a general preference for classical themes and

European ethnic types.  

It was precisely this ultimately self-effacing cultural disposition that provoked

the modernist rebellion.  Opposition to the blind absorption of anachronistic

European conventions and denial of authentically Brazilian popular and indigenous

influences revolutionized the younger generation of paulista artists and intellectuals. 

Although José de Almeida Junior, one of the few salon-style painters that the

modernists held in high esteem, had scandalized the 1895 salon by exhibiting his

sensual caboclo (Indian and European mixed-race) woodsman, shirtless and with

dirty feet (fig. 67), few academic painters followed in his footsteps.  Much more

prevalent were images such as Lucílio de Albuquerque’s Primeiras Frutas (First

Fruits, n.d.; fig. 68) that reinforced the promises of whitening through classicizing

allegories of national regeneration.  The image depicts a White nude, located in a

temperate landscape, holding a healthy, robust child reaching for an apple dangling

from a heavy branch.  The image supplants the tragic Indian maiden that represented



33The dearth of academic representations of Afro-Brazilian themes is apparent
in their absence from the numerous recent publications that attempt to survey
Brazilian representations of Blackness, including Carlos Eugênio Marcondes de
Moura Moura, A Travessia da Calunga Grande: Três séculos de imagens sobre o
negro no Brasil (1637-1899) (São Paulo: EdUSP, 2000); Negro de corpo e alma, 14
vols., vol. 12, Mostra do redescobrimento (São Paulo: Fundação Bienal de São Paulo
: Associação Brasil 500 Anos Artes Visuais, 2000) and Emanoel Araujo, A mão afro-
brasileira: significado da contribuição artística e histórica (São Paulo: Tenenge,
1998).  Although there is a rich tradition of costumbrista paintings of rural genre
themes that feature Blacks and slaves, “elite” production is limited to portraiture,
generally self-commissioned by members of the Black elite.  In my own research in
Brazilian museums, I uncovered only two or three lesser known works, by Almeida
Junior and Antonio Ferrigno.  I thank Prof. Walter Zannini for confirming this with
curators and registrars at the Museu Nacional de Belas Artes, Rio de Janeiro, the
Museu de Arte São Paulo and the Pinacoteca do Estado, São Paulo.
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Brazil’s past, with the idealized, White progenitor—fecund and natural—that

embodied Brazil’s future.  

The theme of regeneration was not restricted to images of Whiteness,

however.  Modesto Brocos y Gomez  Redenção de Caan (Redemption of Ham,1895;

fig. 69), one of the sole pre-modernist representations of Blackness, epitomizes

academic-style art at the service of Republican ideologies.33  The image, in which a

rural, mixed-race family—a grandmother, parents and a child—comfortably enjoy

their tropical environment, allegorizes the whitening ideal.  The Black grandmother,

presumably an ex-slave as suggested by her frail, diminished frame (particularly

evident in comparison to her healthy offspring) and her large, weathered hands and

features, raises her hands to praise God for her White grandchild: the product of her

Mulatta daughter and caboclo son-in-law.  At the same time, the paternal couple gaze



34“Le nègre passant au blanc, à la troisième génération, par l’effet du
croisement des races.”  This prediction comprised the central thesis of  João Batista
Lacerda’s, Brazil’s representative to the Congress and director of the National
Museum in Rio de Janeiro, article presented at the event, “Sur les mestis au Brésil.” 
See Lilia Moritz Schwarcz, “Nem preto nem branco, muito pelo contrário: cor e raça
na intimidade,” in História da vida privada no Brasil, ed. Lilia Moritz Schwarcz,
História da vida privada no Brasil (São Paulo: Companhia das letras, 1998), 176-78.

35 In her examination of Orientalist painter Jean Gérôme, Linda Nochlin
elaborates on Roland Barthes’ concept of the l’effet de réel (reality effect) arguing
that the artist’s insistence on pseudoscientific accuracy functions as a strategy of
concealment that obscures colonizing ideologies of racial and cultural superior within
naturalist objectivity.  See Linda Nochlin, “The Imaginary Orient,” in The Politics of
Vision: Essays on Nineteenth-Century Art (New York: Harper and Row, 1989) and
Roland Barthes, “The Reality Effect,” in French Literary Theory Today: A Reader,
ed. Tzvetan Todorov (Cambridge, Mass.: Cambridge University Press, 1982).
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with satisfaction at their alabaster-complected child, as does all Brazil, at the

evidence of genetic “evolution.”  The work was painted just seven years after

abolition and was exhibited in the Brazilian pavilion of the First International

Congress on Race in Paris in 1911 with the unambiguous legend, “The Negro passes

to white in three generations through the effect of the mixing of the races.”34

Liberal servility to the Positivist theories of eugenics is stylistically echoed in

the presumed objectivity of scientific naturalism, a tendency likewise imported from

France.  In Brocos’s painting the evidently studied reproduction of regional clothing,

the weathered mud blocks and worm-eaten wooden portal of the rustic domicile, the

laundry hung inside, protected from the incessant humidity, and the carefully

observed ethnic types and pantropical vegetation all testify to the accuracy of the

image, imbuing the intrinsically ideological construction with a sense of veracity.35 
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Redemption of Ham thus engages two incontrovertible sources of Western truth:

science and religion.  The title of the work refers to the Old Testament passage

widely cited as justification for plantation slavery, in which God punishes Ham, the

Black son of Noah, for exposing his father’s sin as Noah lay unconscious, naked and

drunk.  Ham’s curse is that he and all of Caanan (Ham’s African decedents) would be

eternal slaves to their non-Black brethren.  Brocos’s painting illustrates Brazil’s

metaphoric redemption, liberated from slavery and ostensibly freed from the Biblical

curse of Blackness. 

In 1923 paulista modernist Tarsila do Amaral unveiled a radically

counterhegemonic archetype of ethno-national identity with her A Negra (The

Negress; fig. 70), a monumental icon of Blackness that aggressively repudiated

Republican fantasies of a Hellenized Brazil.  While the image’s primitivizing anti-

aesthetic defied the classical norms of art and beauty established by the academy, the

Mulatta fertility figure flew in the face of Republican whitening ideals and

aggrandized Brazil’s mixed-race origins.  The statuesque figure, delineated with few

lines and painted in broad, flat fields of color, sits on the ground on enormous trunk-

like legs, with a single pendulous breast over crossed arms.  A tiny, oblong head

marked by a broad pair of off-set lips, crowns the enormous torso.  The imposing

figure—which is nearly life-sized and crowds the limits of the picture

plane—exploited oligarchic racial anxieties by parodying and, indeed, celebrating



36According to Dain Borges, a campaign to end Black wet-nursing
corresponded with the arrival of French medical ideas in the late nineteenth-century
because it was believed that slave wet nurses transmitted syphilis and other
‘hereditary’ diseases. See Borges, “Puffy,” 240. In this regard, Amaral’s
reintroduction of the theme would have entered into the broader modernist challenge
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degeneration.  In an effort to shock the bourgeoisie, however, The Negress did not

remediate, but rather exploited the revulsion provoked by any distance from somatic

and physical norms.  That is, while The Negress is depicted as voluptuous and sexual,

she is also mutilated and monstrous.  Her tiny bald, and oblong head, her unaligned

eyes and crooked mouth, and her single breast compound her Blackness as radical

signifiers of difference.  

In form and content the Negress protested works like Redemption of Ham. 

Painted in Paris and informed by surrealist interests in psychoanalysis and non-

European belief systems such as spiritism and mysticism, the image undermined the

certitude of Positivism by probing alternative epistemological sources.  Amaral

claimed to have recovered the image from her subconscious—the form triggered by

dreams and childhood memories of slave women on the family plantation, whom she

recalled as having “drooping lips and enormous breasts, because . . . [they] tied stones

to their breasts to make them longer and they could throw them behind to nurse a

child on their back.”  Beyond engaging the collective unconscious, however,

Amaral’s African fertility figure engaged the historical memory of slavery, a chapter

of Brazilian history deliberately excluded from Republican narratives.36  The Negress



to Liberal reliance on foreign knowledge.

37“Vida artística: exposição de pintura,” Folha da manha, 26 Dec. 1927.

38The search for the “real” Brazil was part of a much broader intellectual
movement driven by Brazilians’ lack of knowledge about their own country and
desire to shake off the legacy of imported models.  “Brasil real” was differentiated
from “Brasil legal,” the latter signifying the Brazil envisioned through Republican
law and policy.  As Randall Johnson explains in relation to ideological objections to
the Republican constitution of 1891, this nation was “structured according to the
principles of democratic liberalism, a political philosophy and system imported from
Europe and therefore unauthentic, artificial and alienated from Brazilian reality.  The
liberal state had failed to create a national unity, to provide the impetus for
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introduced a new national matriarch that supplanted Iracema and vanquished the

myth of Indian-Portuguese mestiçagem with a politically charged, albeit no less

imagined, ideal of mulatez (Mulatto-ness).

So Intimately National that it is Exotic Abroad: (Re)Appropriating the
“Primitive”

It was in relation to representations of Blackness, the cornerstone of Brazilian

modernist nationalist iconography, that observers perceived Segall’s

“Brazilianization.”  Reviews of his 1927 exhibition consistently cited Bananal

(Banana Plantation, 1926; fig. 1), Segall’s portrait of a weathered, old Black man

engulfed in banana leaves, as conclusive evidence of his artistic nationalization. 

Segall’s empathetic treatment of the subject, referred to in one account as “our

‘cliche,’” rendered “with exaggerated fidelity,”37 suggested the artist’s deep

identification with the “real” Brazil.38  Thus, poet and journalist Manuel Bandeira



modernization, and to achieve a conciliation of social classes.  Anther formula, better
adapted to Brazilian reality, was needed.” See Randal Johnson, “The Dynamics of the
Brazilian Literary Field, 1930-1945,” Luso-Brazilian Review 31, no. 2 (1994): 8-9.

39Manoel Bandeira, “A exposição de Lasar Segall,” A Provincia, 19 Aug.
1928.
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praised Segall’s extraordinarily apt interpretation of what he labeled “our types,”

specified as “blacks and mulattos,” which, according to the author, Segall depicted

with a particularly nationalist sensibilities, “as if,” Bandeira marveled, Segall “were

infected by the moral element of our people.”39

Despite the visual similarities, however, the Brazilian treatment of nationalist

themes had ideological and aesthetic origins vastly disparate from Segall’s own.  As

discussed in Chapter 1, Segall’s Brazil Phase aesthetic was rooted in German sources

that combined pre-War investigations of the “primitive”—along the lines of Die

Brücke and Der Blaue Reiter—with the post-War social conscience of the Dresden

Secessionists and Neue Sachlichkeit.  Moreover, as argued in Chapter 3, Segall’s

deliberately anti-essentializing racialized symbols challenged the exclusivity of the

nation by constructing a humanist brotherhood of spiritual and geographic

dispossession. The vast majority of Brazilian modernists, to the contrary, worked and

studied in Paris after the war; Brazilian modernism endeavored to resolve the

seemingly contradictory influences of surrealist primitivism with the conservative,

neo-traditionalist tendencies that paralleled post-war French reconstruction. The

Brazilian aesthetic that took form in this climate was not only steeped in patriotic



40These journals were Gazette du Brésil and Brazil-Journal.
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ideals and a search for an authentically Brazilian means of expression, but was

likewise influenced by Parisian negrophilia and the French fascination with the non-

Western Other. The result appeared in a reductionist paradigm of Brazilian national

identity that was diametrically opposed to Segall’s assertions of a universalizing

alterity. 

“More Brazilian Everyday”: Paris and the Patriotic Idiom 

By 1923 Brazilian artists and intellectuals working in Paris formed a tenable

colony,  boasting two Brazilian newspapers and including many of the organizers and

participants of the Week of Modern Art.40  Centered around the Brazilian ambassador

Luís Souza Dantas, who provided official support to the burgeoning modernist

movement, the group counted among its numbers poets Oswald de Andrade and

Sergio Milliet, painters Vicente do Rêgo Monteiro, Emiliano Di Cavalcanti, Anita

Malfatti, Antonio Gomide and Tarsila do Amaral, sculptor Victor Brecheret,

composer Heitor Villa Lobos, pianist Souza Lima, and filmmaker Aberto Cavalcante. 

It was, thus, in the French capital and not the far reaches of Brazil that inspired the

nativist agenda of the Week of Modern Art.  The nationalist celebration that propelled

Brazilian modernism originated in the cafes and night clubs of Montparnasse,

specifically in the Librairie Chadenat—a bookstore specializing in Latin America that



41Paulo Prado, “Brecheret,” Revista do Brasil, Feb. 1924, 181.
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was the nucleus of the Brazilian ex-patriot social and cultural nexus.  With the benefit

of geographic and cultural distance, through the forces of nostalgia and desire, this

self-selecting cohort assumed a mission of national determination.  From Paris they

sent autochthonous art and literature across the Atlantic to the yet un-rediscovered

country.  In the process they consolidated a distinctly Brazilian modernist aesthetics,

necessarily pre-sanctioned by the legitimizing European gaze.  

Those involved were unfazed by the contradictions of cultivating Brazilian

modernism abroad.  Given the continued hegemony of Salon traditions in Brazil,

exile—at least temporary—was viewed as an evolutionary necessity.  Writing from

Paris in 1924, Paulo Prado reiterated the stock complaint that Brazil’s cultural lag

relative to Europe locked them in a inescapable position of inferiority, one that the

young, modern residents of São Paulo were increasingly unwilling to accept.  “For

motives that merit broader study,” he explained:

Brazil, in all questions referring to art and literature, always appears to
be behind by fifteen or twenty years.  When new formulas, already
spent and run their course, wane, or are relegated to the museums and
libraries of old Europe, they then appear in our intellectual centers,
[already] antiquated and out of style.41

According to Prado, national painting was particularly vulnerable.  He lamented that

the national salons, which still privileged history painting, had only just begun to

“discover the Impressionism of Monet, Bonnard and Vuillard,” embarrassing



42Ibid.

43Prado writes,  “A young and animated culture [povo] is flourishing on the
other side of Atlantic,” adding, “They are the best and most intelligent indication of
what modern Brazil will become.” Ibid., 182.  
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vanguard sensibilities by deeming them “ the most current expressions of beauty,

when for [Europeans] these are already past, officially consecrated in the old world’s

most conservative museums.”42  

Despite the “modern renaissance” initiated by the Week of Modern Art

(bankrolled virtually single-handedly by Prado himself), Prado suggests that any real

aesthetic maturation relies on experience gained from a progressive artistic

community, one still lacking in Brazil that for the time being must be acquired in

Paris.  Prado epitomized the hubris of the paulista intelligentsia who lauded São

Paulo as the undisputed beacon of Brazilian modernization.  The city’s youth, a

generation emboldened with a independent spirit that transcended the colonial

condition, represented the potential to liberate Brazilian art from folkloric and

picturesque traditions, to position Brazil on par with the modern cultures of Europe.43 

Prado explained:

There are right now in Paris [numerous] Brazilian artists and writers,
of the highest merit, employed in the patriotic campaign of the
rehabilitation of a nation, generally known only as the picturesque
land of the Sugar Loaf and of coffee.  They continue to exist in this
shadow where these future leaders of an incomparable city prepare
themselves; they are suddenly emerging . . . in a wave of popularity, or
through the slow work of the perseverant and enlightened who know
no impatience.  What support do they get from their distant and



44Ibid.
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indifferent country?  In matters of art and literature, will they always
live in this colonial period in which the adventurous foreigner
dominates and exploits us, as the conquistador seduced the primitive
Indian chiefs with worthless trinkets?44

Prado justifies the modernist diaspora as a consequence of national apathy.  He

condemns the superficial values of a cultural elite who, seduced by the “worthless

trinkets”of the colonizers, under-value their own national treasures. For the most part,

progressive nationalists like Prado managed to ignore the overwhelming irony

presented by this particular path to colonial emancipation.  By their logic, working

shoulder to shoulder with the European avant-garde—rather than waiting decades for

stale innovations to finally reach Brazil—established a position of parity for the

Brazilian modernists, despite the implicit inequality of the relationship.  

Brazil’s artistic self-determination was closely tied to French paradigms

which affected the core of the movement’s precepts.  The Brazilian modernist

“campaign of the rehabilitation of a nation,” gathering strength in Montparnasse,

closely echoed that of their Parisian hosts.  Following the war French politicians and

intellectuals dedicated themselves to healing a war-ravaged nation and repressing a

traumatized collective psyche. Art strongly reflected this rappel à l’orde (call to

order) and in the 1920s, ex-fauves and cubists alike abandoned the intense formal

experimentation and arbitrary colorism that had come to define modernism before the



45Romy Golan has argued that despite the French victory, World War I left the
country severely weakened, psychologically as well as physically.  She explains that
artists and politicians joined forces to assuage the nation, rhetorically and
symbolically via a reactionary retreat into the rural countryside, the soil and man. See
Romy Golan, Modernity and Nostalgia: Art and Politics in France between the Wars
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995).
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war, adopting solid, naturalistic forms meant to embody an authentically French

artistic tradition.45  The pastoral landscapes and sturdy, hard-working peasants

depicted through these popular and accessible pictorial means repudiated the

internationalism of turn-of-the-century modernism, while recuperating an imagined

pre-war cultural vitality.  Brazilian painters, studying with French modernists,

assimilated these dominant, retrograde styles, stripping them of their specifically

French connotations and re-employing them as open signifers of national virility,

human strength and cultural tradition. 

For the French, these reactionary tendencies represented an abrupt departure

from a more than half-century-old modernist trajectory that culminated with World

War I.  For most Brazilians, however, the 1920s marked the first substantive

encounter with avant-garde modernism.  Thus, the conservative tone of inter-war art

wielded a disproportionate influence on both the character and content of early

Brazilian modernism.  The work of the handful of young Brazilians artists who

participated in the modernist movement demonstrates the unmistakable influence of

the French cubists-turned-naturalists, particularly Pablo Picasso, Albert Gleizes and



46Ibid., 17-21.

47Kenneth Silver discusses Picasso’s neoclassicism in terms of the Spanish
artist’s efforts to exorcize his foreign-ness by assuming the most “explicit trappings
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Fernand Léger.  Tarsila do Amaral, Vicente do Rego Monteiro and Emiliano Di

Cavalcanti and, to a lesser, extent Anita Malfatti and sculptor Victor Brecheret

assimilated the solid, volumetric figuration and symmetrical, ordered compositions

that endowed Brazilian themes and imagery with overtones of nationalism and

modernity.  

Emiliano Di Cavalcanti, for instance, who had dabbled in Symbolist

illustration reminiscent of Aubrey Beardsley in the 1910s, was profoundly influenced

by Pablo Picasso’s post-World War I classicism and the related neo-naturalistic

figuration of Henri Matisse.  In the mid-1920s,  Cavalcanti, whose Symbolist work

had rarely addressed national themes, began to concentrate on robust, statuesque,

mixed-race women, often partially nude, barefoot and integrated within equally

fecund landscapes, compositions that distinctly echoed contemporary French

approaches to the female figure as symbol of national regeneration.46  The thick,

monumental nude reclining in an impassive, stony inertia in Cavalcanti’s Nu e barco

(Untitled, Nude and Boat,1929; fig. 71) demonstrate an unmistakable debt to

Picasso’s rustic fertility goddesses, for instance, Mother and Child (1921; fig. 72) as

well as recalling his languid images of local French folk exemplified by Sleeping

Peasants (1919; fig. 73).47  Although Cavalcanti’s Afro-Brazilian nude represents an



of French Classicism”— emulating Jean-Auguste-Dominique-Ingres, Kenneth E.
Silver, Esprit de Corps: The Art of the Parisian Avant Garde in the First World War,
1914-1925 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1989), 139-45. In a
characteristically paradoxical construction of the self-as-other, Calvacanti also draws
on the tradition of Ingres in the form of the Odalisque, the ultimate symbol of French
male desire for the explicitly non-French Other, which the Brazilian transposes with
the figure Mulatta in a highly ambivalent expression of postcolonial alterity.  
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ethnographic marker of Brazilian authenticity, his assertion of brasilidade, and, by

extension, of Brazilian modernity, is bolstered by the stylistic references to roots and

strength charged by contemporary French imagery and the underlying discourse of

patriotism.

A similar transformation marked the work of painter Vicente do Rego

Monteiro.  In 1923 Monteiro illustrated a French volume of indigenous Brazilian folk

tales, Legendes, croyances et talismans des indiens de l’Amazone (Legends, Beliefs

and Talismans of the Amazon Indians), with woodcuts and watercolors strongly

influenced by Japanese prints (fig. 74).  By the mid 1920s, however, his style had

changed significantly.  Although he continued to explore native Brazilian themes and

to quote indigenous iconography, the frail delicacy of Monteiro’s earlier Asian-

inspired illustrations was displaced by a stable, geometric composition inspired by

Picasso’s synthetic Cubism and, most notably, by Fernand Léger’s Purist “machine

aesthetic.”  Works like O tirador de arco (The Archer, 1925; fig. 75) assimilates

Léger’s machine-like human figures, yet rather than celebrating the mechanized

character of the modern world, the image champions local technology and the



48Although closer examination of Rêgo Monteiro exceeds the scope of this
dissertation, he is a fascinating artist who warrants much further study. His work
treats ancient civilizations as more modern than contemporary, depicting Amazonian
warriors as cyborgs battling machine-like beasts. In Paris he developed an astute
awareness of Brazil’s postcolonial identity which he expressed by laying claim to the
cornerstones of Western aesthetics at the time: abstraction and Christian iconography. 
He also developed a type of “pan-primitivist” aesthetic that linked Brazil, artistically
and culturally, to the great ancient civilizations of Egypt and Mesopotamia.  For more
on the artist, see Walter Zanini, Vicente do Rego Monteiro: Artista e Poeta, 1899-
1970 (São Paulo: Empresa das Artes, 1997).
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efficacy of indigenous tradition.48  In a perfectly symmetrical composition, with

weighty, stone-like forms, Monteiro depicts an Indian lying on his back holding a

bow in his feet.  The figure lays poised, ready to release an arrow which he pulls to

his chest with great force and precision. The geometric designs of the picture

accentuate the technological prowess of the device, challenging simple interpretations

of the “primitive.” Moreover, Monteiro’s strategic use of the rationalist, abstract

idiom exemplified Brazilian efforts to re-nationalize tendencies associated with

French patriotism.  Although Monteiro acknowledged his debt to Léger, he likewise

identified the origins of his style in the designs found on indigenous pottery from the

Brazilian island of Marojoara.  In so doing, the artist reappropriated abstraction from

the Europeans, laying national claim to tendencies that Brazilians artists were

assumed to have “borrowed” from France.

Not only was the style that came to evoke Brazilian nationalism acquired in

Paris, but “local” artistic themes and indigenous icons of collective identity were also



49Numerous drawings made from objects in these collections and the Museu
Nacional da Quinta da Boa Vista are reproduced Ibid., 82-83.

50Pratt, Imperial eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation, 1-11.
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recovered abroad.  European interest in non-Western art and culture prompted many

Brazilians to reconsider their country’s African heritage and reevaluate the

significance of their Amerindian origins.  “Exotic” spectacles like the Russian Ballet

and exhibitions of imagiers and tribal art animated Brazilian introspection; artists

embarked on a journey of cultural self-exploration far from home, advanced through

memory and nostalgia, as in the case of Amaral, and more scholarly investigations in

French libraries and ethnographic collections, in the case of Monteiro.  Like many

artists of his generation, Monteiro was a frequent visitor to the Trocadeiro Museum

and other anthropological collections in Paris, institutions that situated Brazil within a

broader pan-“primitive” culture.49  His eclectic assimilation and intermixing of

Assyrian, Egyptian and Marojoaran styles reflects this liberal attitude toward

modernist brasilidade, as well as an “autoethnographic” approach toward self-

representation, to borrow a term coined by Mary Louise Pratt.  Pratt’s term denotes

the tendency of colonial subjects to engage the colonizer’s images of them as primary

sources of self-representation.50  

In an effort to be both “read” and “readable,” that is, of interest and legible to

an international audience, artists and writers explored foreign representations of the

Other, in this case of the Brazilian—depicted in art and literature, as well as



51Ibid., 4.
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anthropology, ethnology, travel accounts and discovery texts—as a means to define a

unique self.51  Monteiro’s The Archer is an instructive example in that it reworks a

nineteenth-century drawing by French artist Jean Baptiste Debret, a leading figure in

the French Mission and the official painter of the Brazilian court. O tirador de arco

(The Archer; c. 1826; fig. 76) was published in Debret’s extensive travel account,

Voyage Pittoresque au Brésil, (Picturesque Voyage to Brazil, Paris, c. 1826).

Monteiro’s quotation of the French traveler-explorer’s image, reworked in the plural

language of Marojoaran art and Purism, reveals the discursive and aesthetic

complexities that arose from the Brazilian’s two-pronged agenda of cultural

nationalism and avant-garde internationalism. 

In 1923 painter Tarsila do Amaral expressed the combined effect of being a

minority in a foreign society, coupled with French curiosity about Brazil and “exotic”

peoples in general on her artistic identity.  “I feel more Brazilian every day,” she

exclaimed in a letter to her parents:

I want to be the painter of my land. How happy I am that I spent my
entire childhood on the fazenda.  The memory of this time are
becoming ever more precious for me.  In my art, I want to be that
country girl [caipirinha] of São Bernardo . . . Don’t think that these
Brazilian tendencies in art are disliked here.  On the contrary.  What
they want here is that everyone bring contributions from their own



52From correspondence dated April 19, 1923.  Cited in Aracy Amaral, Tarsila:
Sua obra e seu tempo (São Paulo: Tenenge, 1986), 84.
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country.  This explains the success of the Russian Ballet, Japanese
prints and Black music.  Paris is sick of Parisian art.52

Paris may have been sick of Parisian art, but Paris still knew what it liked. And

foreign artists responded in kind.  Brazilian-themed works like that of Amaral

conformed to French expectations of the Other and reflected the internalization of

various stereotypes of the “primitive” established in modernist art and literature. 

Brazilian artists embraced the privileged identity as Europe’s Other, a posture so

deeply ingrained that even Mário de Andrade, an impassioned nationalist who refused

to leave Brazil, praised Amaral’s painting with the ironic claim that her aesthetic was

“so intimately national that abroad it produces the flavor of exoticism.”  That labeled

extraordinary by the European avant-garde was  played off as ordinary by the

Brazilians.  Accordingly, Amaral’s Negress, which she recalled with satisfaction

“caused quite a stir in Paris,” reiterated European ambivalence toward the Other,

engaging a sense of loathing and desire through her dual deformity and sexuality. 

Drawing on a long-established binary formula that divided West and non-West,

Amaral’s icon of brasilidade is a timeless nude, fecund and in a state of nature, with a

tiny head that emphasizes instinct over intellect, nature over culture.  Similarly,

works like Cavalcanti’s Nude and Boat interpret Brazil through colonialist tropes of
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seduction, compliance, and command.  Like an Orientalist odalisque, the robust,

recumbent Black nude rests in intoxicated state of lethargy, a taunting metaphor that

declared, we are what you can only desire.  

“I am a primitive”: Becoming Europe’s Other 

The most conspicuous evidence of the auto-essentializing discourse of

brasilidade is the prominence of Blackness. Paris in the 1920s was fascinated with

Africa and Black culture.  After more than half a century of ethnographic exhibitions,

World’s Fairs and art négre that created a near obsession with Africa,  Parisians came

face to face with “real” Blacks (although not African) after World War I when many

US GIs opted to stay in Europe rather than returning home to Jim Crow segregation

and bleak social and economic possibilities.  Jazz culture boomed in Paris, bringing

to fame modern dancer Josephine Baker and making her La Revue nègre the hottest

ticket in town.  Petrine Archer-Straw has discussed the nature of this particular

variety of exoticism in terms of a continued European tendency to ascribe African

qualities to other cultures, explaining:

Viewed from the distance of Europe’s avant-garde circles, the genuine
African artefact and black culture merged; admiration for blacks was
bound up with general ignorance about racial distinctions, geography
and a common desire for vitality and potency.  Increased contact with



53Petrine Archer-Straw, Negrophilia: Avant Garde Paris and Black Culture in
the 1920s (New York: Thames and Houston, 2000), 107.

54Oswald de Andrade, “O esforço intelectual do Brasil contemporâneo,” in
Brasil: Primeiro tempo modernista 1917/29, documentação, ed. Marta Rossetti
Batista, Telê Porto Ancona Lopez, and Yone Soares de Lima (São Paulo: Instituto de
Estudos Brasileiros, USP, 1972), 210. Andrade’s lecture enjoyed wide and immediate
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‘real’ African-Americans meant an intrusion on these dreams, as the
imagined ‘beatings of the jungle tam’ were replaced by ‘le hot jazz.’53

Brazil and Brazilians were swept into this general racial and geographic

indeterminacy that tied them to Africa and the “primitive.”  Such perceptual latitude

was facilitated by Brazil’s African heritage, an aspect increasingly stressed in both

French and Brazilian modernism.  In 1923 Oswald de Andrade announced at the

Sorbonne in a lecture entitled, “L’Effort Intellectuel du Brésil Contemporain” (The

Intellectual Force of Contemporary Brazil) that in Brazil, “Black is a realist

element.”54  Elaborating on the fundamental modernity of Brazil’s “primitivism,” he

added, “Nothing is more modern than the Indian chant and the African drum.”55

The legitimizing French gaze undergirded Andrade’s confidence in Brazil’s

non-European roots, and linked the modernist’s ethnic self-discovery to their gradual

liberation from the Eurocentric ideals of Brazil’s national elite.  Particularly in

relation to contemporary artistic production, Parisians were sympathetic to the

ambivalent position in which Latin Americans found themselves; while the European



56Cogniat’s subject in the 1929 article was Cuban artist Eduardo Abela. Cited
in Marta Rossetti Batista, “Os artistas brasileiros na escola de Paris, anos 20” (Ph.D.
diss., Universidade de São Paulo, 1987), 137-38.
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vanguard admired what they perceived as Latin America’s ethnological proximity to

the “primitive” and the non-Western artist’s inherent propensity toward imagination,

they also lamented the cultural anxiety this condition provoked.  French critic

Raymond Cogniat, for example, writing on Cuban artist Eduardo Abela, lauded the

Parisian ambience for allowing Latin Americans to discover their “primitive” origins. 

Insinuating a relationship between Black art and South American art, he observed:

The turn toward original inspirations, the taste divulged among us for
Negro sculpture and for primitive arts in general, has facilitated the
appearance of South American artists.  These [artists] have in effect
the great advantage of finding their sensibilities very close [to these
sources] and even to their own unconscious memories, their formulas
are very new for us and profoundly original.56 

Likewise, regarding self-taught Uruguayan lawyer-turned-artist Pedro Figari, whose

child-like images of Afro-Uruguayan festivals and dances were extraordinarily

popular in Paris, Cogniat disparaged the Eurocentric values that for so long had led

Latin Americans to try to conceal their deeper aesthetic heterodoxy:

What seems to our eyes the value of this artist is also the cause of the
opposition that he encounters together with his compatriots from the
beginning.  No one is a prophet in his country, even more the case
when one wants to maintain this trace of memory that he wants to
forget at all costs.  These young people [povo novo] so rich in
possibilities and originality, are embarrassed at not appearing
sufficiently European.  They fear appearing like colonials, like blacks;



57Cited Ibid. The implicit urging for the artist to acknowledge his “savage”
ancestry, to harbor no shame at appearing “like colonials” or “blacks” demonstrate
the ambivalent position of the contemporary “non-Western”artist in bohemian French
circles.  Rather than attempting to discredit such ultimately pejorative stereotypes, the
artist is praised for recognizing his or her national relation to them.  
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they want to deny their ancestry to not have the appearance of
descending from savages.57

Paris endowed the Brazilians with a pride in their innate “savagery.” Although for the

overwhelmingly White, European-descended, and consummately bourgeois Brazilian

artists to claim such “savage” origins was a flight of fancy akin to the invention of the

“primitive” itself, there was, nevertheless, a sense that these imagined markers of

cultural difference could be retrieved atavistically through painting and sculpture.

Brazilian artists and writers in Paris circulated in a large bohemian circle

fascinated equally with art négre and Brazilian culture.  The lynch pin of the group

was Swiss poet Blaise Cendrars.  Although not an “official” surrealist, Cendrars was

deeply influenced by surrealist ideas and was engrossed in similar explorations of

folklore, ethnography and non-Western traditions.  Cendrars had been introduced to

Brazilian culture through experimental composer Darius Milhaud, who had served as

an assistant to the French cultural ambassador to Brazil, Paul Claudel, during the war. 

In his three years in Rio de Janeiro, Milhaud, who arrived in Brazil with an interest in

jazz, had begun to explore the non-Western origins of popular Brazilian music.  He

developed a working friendship with Brazilian composer Heitor Villa Lobos, who



58The group met in Amaral’s studio on Rue Hégésippe Moreau, a space,
Amaral like to remind people, that had allegedly once belonged to Cezanne.  Amaral
recalled her Paris milieu and activities in detail in Tarsila Amaral, “Recordações se
Paris,” Habitat 1952.
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maintained similar interests in African rhythms, acquired, however, through the

music of Stravinsky.  Shortly after returning to Paris in 1920, Milhaud and surrealist

playwright Jean Cocteau produced the “cine-symphonic” ballet the Boeuf sur le toit

(The Bull on the Roof) based on a popular Brazilian tango by Zé Boidêro, igniting a

passion for all things Brazilian.

Through Villa Lobos and Paulo Prado, who was a close friend of Cendrars,

Milliet, Amaral, Andrade, Brecheret, Cavalcanti and others were integrated into an

active avant-garde community that included Cocteau and Milhaud, as well as painters

Fernand Lèger and Andre Lhote (with whom Amaral studied,) sculptor Constantin

Brancusi, poet-dramatists Valéry Larbaud, Jules Romains and Jean Giradoux,

composer Erik Satie, Guillaume Apollinaire’s widow Jacqueline Kolb and the dealer

Amboise Vollard.58  The interaction within this group was mutually influential: the

Brazilians nourished the Parisian appetite for the exotic while absorbing surrealist

and Freudian-inspired beliefs that reinforced their Primitivist self-interpretation. 

Amaral and Andrade, for instance, hosted popular Brazilian fetes at Amaral’s studio,

serving native fare like feijoada—the national dish of meat and black beans—and



59“Aristocratic salons” similar to Amaral’s luncheons were popular in Brazil
in the late teens and early twenties.  Mário de Andrade would later describe the
events as “cults of tradition,” where modern thinkers met for intellectual discussion
and “Luso-Brazilian food.”  This simultaneous consolidation and display of
authenticity, taking place concurrently on both sides of the Atlantic, is itself
emblematic of the construction of brasilidade which throve on foreign legitimation as
much as domestic legitimacy.  On salons, see Mário de Andrade, El movimento
modernista (Rio de Janeiro: Casa do Estudante do Brasil, 1942), 188-89.

60The Creation of the World was first performed Oct. 25, 1923 at the Théâtre
des Champs-Elysée.  On the influence of jazz see Archer-Straw, Negrophilia, 111-14
and Laura Rosenstock, “Leger and the Creation of the World,” in “Primitivism” in
Twentieth-Century Art: Affinity of the Tribal and the Modern, ed. William Rubin
(New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1984).
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pinga—a brandy-like alcohol made from distilled cane sugar, offering Brazilian

cigars, and playing sambas and modinhas—to the delight of their French cohort.59  

In 1923 members of this close-knit company collaborated on the Ballets

Suédois’ production of La Création du Monde (The Creation of the World), a work

which projected a composite non-European alterity based in African and

contemporary Black sources that greatly appealed to the Brazilians.60  The production

was written by Blaise Cendrars, with music by Milhaud, set design and costumes by

Fernand Léger and choreography by Jean Börlin.  Cendrars’ scenario elaborated a

Dada-esque creation myth in which three enormous deities bring forth the universe. 

The vignettes, which involved the germination of insects, animals, and human beings

from an amorphous primordial shape, were inspired by African stories Cendrars had

compiled in his immensely popular L’Anthologie nègre (1920), and transformed

through the liberties of avant-garde primitivism.  Despite the pseudo-African theme,



61On Milhuad’s Brazilian sources, see Alexandre Eulalio, A aventura
brasileira de Blaise Cendrars (São Paulo: Edições Quiron Limitada, 1978), 78-81. 
On the relation of the score to jazz see Rosenstock, “Leger and the Creation of the
World,” 482.

62Rosenstock, “Leger and the Creation of the World,” 482.

63This is mention in a correspondence from Sergio Milliet, cited in Batista,
“Os artistas brasileiros na escola de Paris, anos 20”, 156.
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both Cendrars and Milhaud came to the project with an interest in Brazil, as well as in

African-American culture.  Indeed, Milhaud was more interested in the syncretic

legacies of African music than Africa per se, a preoccupation which drew him to

tango, samba and maxixxe, as well as American jazz and blues.61  Léger’s designs for

costumes and sets similarly merged modern and African references.  His single foray

into primitivism, Léger’s decor smoothed and simplified the crude, emotive formal

characteristic of African sculpture (which he copied from Carl Eisenstein’s

encyclopedic Negerplastick) in order to match Milhaud’s aspirations for jazz to

“convey a purely classical feeling.”62

Inspired by the success of the Creation of the World, the Brazilians among the

group envisioned the presentation of Brazil through a similar spectacle of exoticism. 

Negotiations began for Ballets Suédois to perform a Brazilian-inspired work, the

Morro da Favela (Shantytown Hill), written by Paulo Prado, with music by Villa

Lobos and set and costume design by Cavalcanti.63  Although the work was never

realized, the aesthetic and philosophical resonance of the Creation of the World, and



64This in noted in Fatima Bercht, “Tarsila do Amaral,” in Latin American
Artists in the Twentieth-Century, ed. Waldo Rassmussen (New York: Museum of
Modern Art, 1993), 53.  The Léger drawing is reproduced in Bengt Häger, Ballets
Suedois (The Swedish Ballet) (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1990), 68.

65Amaral had apparently visited Brancusi in 1923, because in a July 5 letter
she mentions the strong impression his hermit-like existence made on her; see
Amaral, Tarsila: Sua obra e seu tempo, 94 n.32.  The influence of Brancusi is
discussed in Carlos A. Zilio, A querela do Brasil: A questão da indentidade na arte
brasileira; a obra de Tarsila, Di Cavacanti e Portinari (Rio de Janeiro: Funarte,
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of the broader surrealist-primitivist context, indelibly marked the Brazilian modernist

aesthetic.  Amaral’s Negress is a case in point.  Not only does the image echo an

almost identical single-breasted, cross-legged form in one of Léger’s characters from

Creation of the World,64 but Amaral’s archetype echoes the theme of rebirth at the

heart of Cendrars’ origin myth. While the surrealist interest in non-Western cultures

exemplified by Creation of the World reflected a broader desire for spiritual and

societal rebirth following the devastation of the war, Brazilian modernism’s

appropriation of Afro-Brazil aimed at inciting a distinct renascence, motivated not by

the trauma of war, but, rather, by the failures of the Old Republic.  

In this context, Amaral’s mythic and imposing fertility figure becomes a

radical sign of national renewal.  The theme of rebirth is represented not only in the

single breast, but also in the ovoid head.  Both the shape of the head and the off-set

lips echo Brancusi’s sculpture White Negress (1923) which Amaral had likely seen in

his studio, and which was charged with surrealist associations of the egg with the

primordial cycles of life.65  The Negress epitomized the Brazilian modernist program



1982), 49 and Bercht, “Tarsila do Amaral,” 53.

66From a letter to Tristão de Athayde, cited in Renata R. Mautner Wasserman,
“Pregüiça and Power: Mário de Andrade’s Macunaíma,” Luso-Brazilian Review 221,
no. 1 (1984): 104.  Andrade elsewhere declared the modernists “[a]borigines of a
perfect future.”  Cited in Mari Carmen Ramírez and Héctor Olea, Inverted Utopias:
Avant-Garde Art in Latin America (New Haven: Yale University Press, in association
with the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, 2004), 3.
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that appropriated primitivism not as an expression of reality, but as a symbol of

confrontation and change.  Poet Mário de Andrade asserted precisely this ethos, when

he reasoned that as a “cultivated” (culto) individual, he could not lay claim to the

“primitive” as a subject, but rather employed it as a language.  “I am a primitive,” he

declared, “because I belong to a beginning phase.”66  

Homogenizing Heterogeneity: Brazilian Modernism and the Post-Colonial

Aesthetic

References to the “primitive” provided the Brazilian vanguard with a defined

iconographic and symbolic arsenal with which to attack the oligarchic establishment. 

At the same time, these allusions denied the existence of Brazil’s academic artistic

legacy by decreeing the dawning of a new artistic age.  Blackness comprised a central

organizing metaphor of modernist brasilidade, signaling anti-Republican disdain,

defiant aesthetic realism and a thoroughly modern national consciousness.  While the

connotations and constructions of Blackness that appeared in Brazilian painting

resonated with their Primitivist inspiration, they did not result from facile mimicry of



67This was one of the primary criticisms leveled at the group from competing
nationalist movements such as Regionalism and Verdeamarelo.
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European modernism, as critics often contended.67  To the contrary, Brazilian artists

struggled to reconcile the stereotypes of the non-Western Other that underpinned

surrealism with their own sense of Brazilian modernity.  This negotiation resulted not

in assertions of cultural purity á la European primitivism, that polarized civilization

and its Other, but rather, produced an aesthetic of hybridity that collapsed such

distinctions.  

While it was through representations of Blackness that viewers may have

perceived—or misperceived—Segall’s Brazilianization, his work most distinctly

resembled Brazilian modernism in his attention to the fundamental modernity of the

Other.  As discussed in Chapter 3, Segall’s representations of Black subjects asserted

an empathetic sense of sameness, rather than an objectifying difference.  His

depictions of Brazil were in this way much closer to the Brazilian avant-garde’s 

recognition of cultural, temporal and racial heterogeneity than to European

constructions of Blackness, despite the significant epistemological disparity between

Segall’s aesthetic and that of Brazilian modernism.  Moreover, it was the modernist

discourse of hybridity and the popularization of comparatively fluid notions of the

Brazilian national character that created a space for Segall within the nativist artist

project and facilitated his “Brazilianization.”  
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Segall’s experience in Brazil in the 1920s transpired in an uncanny parallel

with Brazilian modernism, occupying two critical historic moments: 1924, when

Segall and the expatriate avant-garde arrived in Brazil, and 1928, the year of Segall’s

first exhibition of “Brazil phase” that coincided with a watershed of avant-garde

activity that signaled the consolidation of a modernist aesthetic.  Given these visual

and chronological correspondences, it is not surprising that Segall’s work was

perceived as analogous to modernism’s reconstruction of the nation.  Ironically,

however, it was precisely such limiting notions of place and power that Segall strove

to deconstruct by picturing an ancillary universe of displacement and dispossession.

The Rediscovery of Brazil: Exploring the Brazilian Vernacular

In 1924, at precisely the time Segall was discovering Brazil, the Brazilian

modernists embarked upon their own “rediscovery” of their native origins. 

Radicalized by their Parisian sojourn, Andrade, Amaral, Prado and his wife

Marianette returned to Brazil to tour the rural interior, under the watchful guidance of

their guest of honor, Cendrars.  Andrade acknowledged the influence Paris wrought

on the modernist national consciousness, declaring without hesitation,  “If there is

one thing I brought back from my trip to Europe between the wars, it was Brazil

itself.  [Our] native primitivism was our foremost discovery . . . that Blaise Cendrars



68Oswald de Andrade, Ponta de lança (São Paulo: Globo, 1991), 111.

69This is not unlike the ethos of Creation of the World and, as Carrie Noland
has discussed, was a special fascination for Blaise Cendrars.  Noland ties Cendrars’
captivation with Brazil to earlier explorations of “simultaneous contrast,” noting that
for the poet Brazil represented not solely the savage, but a mixture of the ultra-
modern with the “primitive.” Carrie Noland, “The Metaphysics of Coffee: Blaise
Cendrars, Modernist Standardization and Brazil,” Modernism/Modernity 7, no. 3
(2000).  For the Brazilians, however, undeniably inspired by Cendrars’ enthusiasm,
this exotic idiosyncracy is elaborated as the basis of the national aesthetic.
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animated in us.”68 Yet, despite the indisputable influence of French primitivism, the

modernist expression that took form in Brazil between 1924 and 1928 did not strictly

conform to European paradigms.  The cultural landscape they encountered on their

travels did not support the absolute purity of Brazilian difference, but instead

revealed the complexities of Brazilian identity.  Although for the surrealists, the

“primitive” represented an antidote to civilization and skepticism toward “progress”

bred by the war, for the Brazilians modernization had purely positive connotations. 

Brazil had remained unscathed by the conflict, and, in fact, had benefitted

economically by the interruptions in European manufacturing, greatly expanding

industrialization to meet war-time demand.  This economic shift, in turn, created an

urban bourgeoisie and the cosmopolitan sensibilities that gave rise to the modernist

movement.  Brazilian modernism, thus, proudly boasted signs of the industrial,

integrating them with the “primitive” and the popular, in a hybrid aesthetic

emblematic of the idiosyncratic character of Brazilian modernity.69



70Eulalio, A aventura brasileira de Blaise Cendrars and Aracy Amaral, Blaise
Cendrars no Brasil e os modernistas (São Paulo: Martins, 1970) provide thorough
accounts of the group and their travels.  
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The returnees from Paris disembarked at the Port of Santos on February 6,

1924, less than two months after Segall’s arrival at the same port of entry.  After a

brief stay in São Paulo, Cendrars, Andrade and Amaral were joined by Andrade’s

son, Nonê, Mário de Andrade, Dona Olívia Guedes Penteado, local art collector

Geofredo da Silva Telles and novelest René Thollier for a two-month excursion

through rural and historic Brazil in search of “national art.”70  The spirited group,

traveling in two open-air touring automobiles, stopped first at the Prado family’s

lavish fazenda in the agricultural interior of São Paulo, then idled through a series of

tiny, rural villages.  These included São João do Rei, where they observed the town’s

traditional Easter processionals, and Congonhas do Campo, the site of one of the

country’s most impressive baroque cathedrals, located in the colonial gold mining

region of Minas Gerais.  

In Congonhos and in the state capital of Ouro Prêto the modernists

rediscovered the Brazilian baroque, in particular the sculpture of eighteenth-century

artist Antônio Francisco Lisboa, known as Aleijadinho (“the little cripple”).  For the

modernists, the lively and dramatic baroque forms represented an “autonomous”

corrective to the staid, imported neoclassicism imposed by the French Mission and



71Mário de Andrade, “O Aleijadinho e sua posição nacional,” in Aleijadinho e
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upheld by the Academy.71  Aleijadinho, whose graceful and emotive figures

represented the apex of the Brazilian baroque, would become a key figure in the

modernist revisionist art history, for his embodiment of the true exuberance of the

national aesthetic spirit.72  The modernists identified not only with Aleijadinho’s

crude deformations, which they saw as the native predecessor to their own non-

naturalistic impulses, but also with the neglect the artist had suffered in official art

historical accounts.73  Moreover, Aleijadinho was Mulatto, and, thus, as Mário de

Andrade later wrote, a true representative of the “Brazilian race.”74  His work, long

dismissed as “primitive” by the academic establishment, expressed the popular

sensibilities the modernists struggled to absorb. 

For the modernists, Aleijadinho’s art constituted a uniquely Brazilian formal

vernacular, a “Brazilianized” form drawn from broad European sources: precisely the
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type of nativist expression they themselves pursued. Andrade described Aleijadinho

as “Brazilianizing the Lusitanian thing, giving it grace, delicacy and dengue.”75  He

continued, celebrating the sculptor’s eclectic, “Mestizo” vision, writing:

He traveled the world.  He reinvented the world.  Alejadinho
remembered everything!  He evokes the Italian primitives, sketches
the Renaissance, submersed in the Gothic, almost French at times,
very Germanic almost always, Spanish in mystical realism . . . He is
mestizo, more than a national.  He is only Brazilian because, my God!
It happened in Brazil . . . And in this, most importantly, is that he
Americanly [sic] prophesied Brazil.76  

Andrade’s description of the colonial mestizo, freely assimilating according to his

will, indifferent to rules or orthodoxy, paralleled the contemporary literary trend

toward writing in “spoken” Portuguese.  Modernist poets advocated writing in

“Brazilian,” accentuating what would be considered grammatical mistakes in an anti-

colonial gesture directed toward both Portugal and the Academy.  In 1924, shortly

before Amaral’s return to Brazil, Mário de Andrade encouraged her to follow his

example and  “forget Paris and return to the rain forests of Brazil.”77  He explained,  

I for my part am Brazilianizing myself entirely in the language that I
write.  There are enormous Portuguese errors in an article about



78Oswald de Andrade, “Brazilwood Manifesto,” in Art in Latin America: The
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80Andrade, “Brazilwood Manifesto,” 310.
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Manuel Bandeira that will come out in the next issue of Revista do
Brasil.  They are right in Brazilian, my current language.78

Similarly, the program of cultural reform outlined in Oswald de Andrade’s

“Manifesto da poesia Pau-Brasil”(Manifesto of Brazilwood Poetry),79 published

shortly before the group’s departure, called for the rejection of Portuguese

“archaisms” and “erudition” and an embrace of “the millionaire contribution of all

mistakes. How we speak.  How we are.”80  “Native authenticity to redress the balance

of academic influence,” the poet demanded, “Reaction against the indigestibility of

knowledge.  The best of our lyric tradition.  The best of what we are today.”81

Brazilian modernism expressed a precocious self-awareness of the post-

colonial condition and the intrinsic hybridity of a “mestizo” Euro-American culture. 

Rather than imagining some pure and noble origins, as had their Republican

predecessors, the modernists celebrated impurity as the essence of modern Brazil. 

Oswald de Andrade’s “Manifesto da poesia Pau-Brasil” is filled with seemingly

incongruous juxtapositions; “Wagner yields to the samba school of Botafogo,” the
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manifesto cites and, “Black women in the Jockey Club.”82 Towards the end of the

document, the author elaborates on the cultural significance of these compatible

contrasts:

We have a dual heritage—the jungle and the school.  Our credulous
mestizo race, then geometry, algebra and chemistry after the baby’s
bottle and herbal tea. “Go to sleep my baby or the bogeyman will get
you,” [dorme nenê que o bicho vem pegá] mixed with equations.83

Andrade collapses the hierarchical relation between the Positivist logic of scientific

progress and indigenous superstition and irrationalism.  Challenging the liberal notion

that reason would subsume pre-modern beliefs, modernism championed their

coexistence as the defining characteristic of brasilidade.  The organic synthesis of

seemingly contradictory cultural, ethnic and temporal qualities emerged as a principal

motif of modernist artistic nationalism.

This balance of the rational and the “primitive,” the technological and the

indigenous, and the local and the cosmopolitan likewise marked modernist painting

of the time, particularly that of Tarsila do Amaral, who worked closely with Andrade. 

Throughout the trip Amaral sketched assiduously, producing innumerous drawings

that later illustrated both Cendrars’ Feuilles de route (1924) and Andrade’s volume of

Pau Brasil poetry.  Amaral later reworked her abbreviated, childlike notations into

large scale paintings, which she showed in Paris in 1926.  Works like E.F.C.B.
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(Estrada de Ferro Central do Brasil) (Central Railway of Brazil, 1924; fig. 77)

construct a composite of Brazil’s structural heterogeneity that visually echoes

Andrade’s Pau Brasil.  Through simple geometric shapes and broad outlines, the

flattened image inventories the urban landscape, depicting overlapping layers of

natural and man-made forms, both modern and traditional: a train bridge, electrical

poles, signal signs and roads, a simple church and rows of colored houses,

interspersed with palm trees and foliage.  No single element dominates any other, but

rather they coincide to form a diversified totality.

Amaral’s Pau Brasil style exuded a naive rationalism.  The perfectly ordered

forms and compositions appeared simultaneously measured and intuitive.  Even more

picturesque landscapes like Morro da Favela (1924; fig. 78) maintain a strict

compositional order that affirms the influence of Léger and Andre Lhote on the artist. 

Likewise the saturated colors of all Amaral’s painting of the period—the deep

yellows, pinks, blues and tans—recall the pastel hues characteristic of Purism. 

According to Amaral, however, the origins of these work were less in her studies in

Europe, than in Brazilian popular art and material culture that she encountered upon

her return to Brazil. She later described her own Brazilianization after her long

residency abroad, recalling:

Only just arrived from Europe, I felt bedazzled before the popular
decorations of the houses of the inhabitants of São João do Rei,
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Tiradentes, Mariana, Congonhas do Campo, Sabará, Ouro Preto and
the other villages of Minas Gerais, all full of popular poetry.84

Her lack of descriptive detail and rejection of one-point perspective were the visual

equivalent to writing in spoken Portuguese—errors and all.  Her nativist re-education

involved an un-learning of academic dogma and liberation from the restraints of

“good taste.”  She explained:

I found in Minas the colors that I loved as a child.  I was taught later
that they were ugly and common.  I obeyed the monotonous routine of
refined tastes. . . But later I retaliated against this oppression, passing
it on to my canvases: pure, pure blue, pink violations, live yellow,
singing green, all in more or less strong gradations . . . Clean painting,
above all, with no fear of conventional canons.  Freedom and sincerity,
a certain style adapted to the modern age.85

In form and content, works like Morro da Favela contributed to the consolidation of

a new national aesthetic based in assertions of a uniquely Brazilian hybrid identity. 

The image echoes E.F.C.B., again composed in ascending planes of images and

figures, yet here void of any overt references to technological modernity.  In the

foreground cacti, succulents and a large fowl dot a dirt hillside.  Above this is a row

of Black figures—a man, woman and children—walking on a dirt path toward a band

of brightly colored houses that crowns the hillside, punctuated by slender palm trees.

Despite the seemingly bucolic theme, the visual parallel with Amaral’s cityscapes and

the rigidly ordered composition insinuates the dual identities of modern Brazil. 
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The favela represented perhaps the most cogent example of a hybrid social

and cultural space, bringing together the urban and the rural, the modern and the

traditional, and, via modernism, the popular and the erudite. Morro da Favela

depicted not Brazil’s interior, but rather, portrayed the enclaves of rural customs and

popular tradition nestled within the country’s modern metropolises. Following

abolition and the rise of industrialization, waves of primarily Afro-Brazilian migrants

flocked to São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro in search of work.  Squatter settlements

quickly appeared on public lands, most famously on the towering, coastal hillsides of

Rio de Janerio.  Morro da Favela (Favela Hill), officially known as Providência, was

Rio’s first favela, founded in the late 1890s.86  By the 1920s, when Amaral, Cendrars

and the modernists sojourned to Rio for carnival, Morro da Favela was a densely

populated, culturally rich community.  Faveleiros (favela residents) brought with

them, from the north of Brazil and the southern interior, the syncretic Afro-

Portuguese traditions that for the modernists represented “real” Brazil, a cultural

legacy imperiled by the massive social and demographic transformations affecting the

country.  The favelas thus served as a cultural refuge that protected and sustained

native Brazilian practices and translated them into the contemporary context. 
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More importantly, the favela was a transgressive space where the modernists

could, at least symbolically, challenge repressive bourgeois social and cultural norms. 

The favelas, like their Afro-Brazilian residents, were a source of embarrassment and

concern to the liberal oligarchy, who viewed them as a breeding ground for crime,

poverty, disease and sexual promiscuity.  Ironically, however, the proliferation of

favelas was the direct result of the Republican urban-renewal projects, discussed

above, that had converted central Rio into a “tropical Paris.”  The rebuilding of the

downtown had demolished thousands of working class tenements, forcing residents

onto outlying public lands.87  The state’s “civilizing” mission to sanitize the capital

through education, public health and architectural reform included legal sanctions

against “pre-modern” practices, such as African-derivative religions and carnival

celebrations, which continued to flourish in the favelas.

These marginalized popular traditions thus comprised potent symbols in the

modernists’ artistic campaign against the Old Republic and the ruling elite.  The

monumentalization of the favela in Amaral’s Morro da Favela and Cavalcanti’s

Favela (c. 1925; fig. 78) countered academic allusions to Brazil’s Europeanizing

leisure class typified by Georgina de Albuquerque’s Canto do Rio (Song of Rio, c.

1920; fig. 80).  Albuquerque’s work, painted in an impressionistic style reminiscent
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of Renoir, with short, soft brush strokes dabbled with specks of white to emphasize

the play of light and shadow, depicts a pair of fashionably dressed women chatting in

a sidewalk café on the elegant promenade that encircled  Rio de Janeiro’s Rodrigo de

Freitas Lagoon.  Only the distinctive Brazilian coastline, with the landmark rock

outcropping known as the Pão de Açucar (Sugar Loaf) rising on the far left,

differentiates the women from their Parisian counterparts: a cosmopolitan ambiguity

corroborated by the characteristically French formal treatment of the subject.  

Modernism, in contrast, claimed a new realism through the naive handling of

real Brazilian themes excluded in such picturesque accounts.  Cavalcanti’s Favela

depicts not the shimmering ocean that links Brazil to Europe, but looks away from the

coast, at the muddy hills of the favelas.  The limited pallette, usually only a rusty

sienna and steely blue, suggests the image is painted with the earth itself.  In the

foreground a small group of figures, depicted with a child-like lack of detail, skip

down the hill with a parallel carelessness.  Surrounding them the artists renders the

aleatory architecture of hand-built structures, painted in the same dark and light

schema as the figures to define the entire composition—people, buildings and

earth—as a single organic totality. 
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Mário de Andrade praised Cavalcanti’s inherent nativism, extolling the artist

who had “conquered a unique position within our contemporary painting, within our

Brazilian painting.”88  He explained:

Without intending to be nationalistic, he is the most precise painter of
national themes.  He doesn’t confuse Brazil with its landscape and
instead of giving us Pão de Açucar [Sugar Loaf] he gives us sambas;
instead of coconut palms: mulatto women, blacks and carnival.89

The modernist’s “primitive,” abstracted treatment of the organic, vernacular

architecture of the favelas and its mixed-race occupants contrasted with the

aesthetically demode and socially elitist interpretation of Brazilian society,

exemplified by Canto do Rio.  As Andrade comments, modernist brasilidade

transcended benign academic references to a European culture relocated in an

unfamiliar, tropical landscape, indulging instead the popular classes and traditions of

Brazil: “mulatto women, blacks and carnival.”  The culture of the favelas existed

completely outside the purview and control of the ruling class.  And modern artists

like Cavalcanti seized on these sources of elite trepidation, exploiting elite anxieties

by glorifying the precise aspects that gave the oligarchy pause.

Pictures like Cavalcanti’s Samba (1924; fig. 81) and Feiticeiro (1929; fig. 82),

of an Afro-Brazilian sorcerer/healer/priest and Mulatta femme fatales, engage the

fear-fascination dialectic the Brazilian elite—including modern artists—harbored
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toward the popular classes.  Both images are bathed in an air of intoxication, evincing

the mysterious, hypnotic powers of popular myth and ritual. Feiticeiro depicts an

Afro-Brazilian ritual, a spiritual divination or a religious healing.  The image shows

four figures in various poses, each raising their hands in a rhythmic, beating motion.

In the upper right the feiticeiro is identified by his tall silk hat, both an African

retention and a contemporary reference to social power.  His dark skin, compared to

the other four figures, marks his proximity to his African past and the origins of Afro-

Brazilian tradition.  Each of the figures, seated on what appears to be a mat or blanket

on the ground, stares out of the scene with a vacant gaze in various stages of psychic

concentration or spiritual possession.  Enigmatic and exotic, the image turns the

Primitivist gaze inward, exposing the dark mysteries of Brazil for Brazilians as well

as Europeans. Similarly, Samba romanticizes the indolence and promiscuity of favela

culture, the Mulatta in particular.  The image shares the intoxicated lethargy that

characterizes all Cavalcanti’s favela imagery; a boy seems to drowse in the

foreground of the image, ostensibly accustomed to the nudity of the bare-breasted

dancers behind him, seduced by the sensual rhythms and motions.  The work

reiterates various primitivist tropes of Black culture, from the fear of black magic, the

unbridled sexuality of the non-White female and non-productive idle of the popular

classes.  
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Characteristic of Brazilian modernism at large, Calvancti’s work indicates the

internalization of stereotypes of the Other assimilated from the European discourse of

the “primitive,” projected outward as positive affirmations of nationalism that

subverted Republican and academic authority.  Yet Cavalcanti’s construction of

brasilidade essentialized not purity, but hybridity. His imagery never reduced

Blackness to a simple tonal signifier, but, to the contrary, extolled Brazilian unity

through allusions to racial diversity, schematized in a range of human hues as in

Feiticeiro.  For Cavalcanti, it was the symbol of the Mulatto woman that best

reconciled Brazil’s racial and class disparities, and, thus, comprised the consummate

national metaphor.  He explained:

To me the mulatta symbolizes Brazil.  She is not black nor white. 
Neither rich nor poor.  She loves dance, loves music and loves soccer,
like all our people.  The mulatta is the epitome of femininity [o
feminina] and Brazil is one of the most feminine countries in the
world.

Cavalcanti’s Cinco moças de Guaratinguetá (Five Girls from Guaratinguetá,1930;

fig. 83) epitomizes the modernist counternarrative of Mulatto nationalism.  The

picture shows five voguish young women within a cluster of high-rise buildings,

juxtaposed to form a collage of brightly colored fashions and disparate skin-tones. 

Although their Blackness identifies them as Europe’s Other, their stylish

contemporaneity positions them as Europe’s equal.  The image renounces Positivist

predictions of  social and physical degeneration from racial mixing, and, to the
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contrary, conflates racial heterogeneity with both Brazilian beauty and modernity. 

The mixed-race protagonists challenge the racial and class hierarchies implicit in

academic depictions of Brazilian modernity such as Canto do Rio, while asserting a

radical construction of unity within diversity that took aim at the Republic’s failure to

conciliate the nation.  

Blackness comprised a key signifier of a new Brazilian identity within the

revisionist discourse of brasilidade.  Despite Segall’s unequivocal antipathy for

nationalism and his dogged pursuance of themes of displacement and alienation, his

treatment of local subjects, particularly Afro-Brazilian culture and people, through

the simplified forms of avant-garde modernism conformed so closely to emergent

nativist paradigms that they were perceived as indicating the foreign artist’s

“Brazilianization.”  Segall’s aesthetic assimilation paralleled the national

intelligentsia’s own “Brazilianization,” enacted through the rediscovery of “real”

Brazil. Yet the relationship between Segall’s representation of Brazil and that forged

by Brazilian modernism went beyond shared tropes of tropicalism and Blackness. 

What most intimately linked the two was their analogous interpretations of the

cultural, temporal and structural heterogeneity that distinguished Brazilian modernity.

In its rejection of traditional constructions of the Other defined by pure difference,

Segall’s imagery mirrored that of Amaral and Cavalcanti.  Indeed, what fascinated
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Segall was the fundamental impurity of modern Brazil, for him, exemplary of the

modern condition at large. 

Despite the thematic parallels, the meaning and significance of Segall’s

construction of Brazil was far removed from Brazilian modernism.  In the

revolutionary fervor that anticipated the overthrow of the First Republic in 1930,

Brazilian painting and literature projected a utopian vision of national inclusion that

challenged the privilege and patrimony by which the oligarchy maintained power. 

The mixed-race Mulatto was a key symbol in counterhegemonic constructions of the

national character, addressing Republican socio-economic neglect while redressing

the cultural legacy of  Eurocentrism.  Segall’s Brazil, by contrast, portrayed a

dystopian universe of alienation and exclusion.  As discussed in Chapter 3, his multi-

racial subjects delineated a social and symbolic space inhabited by the disaffected.  In

so doing, Segall’s representation problematized modernist idealism and disrupted

rather than reinforced the  consolidation of brasilidade advanced by works such as

Amaral’s and Cavalcanti’s.

Considered relative to Cavalcanti’s Five Girls from Guaratinguetá, Pensão

Nenette (Pension Nenette, 1926; fig. 84), one of Segall’s numerous studies of urban

prostitutes, exposes the contrasts between the two aesthetics.  At first glance, the

images are remarkably similar.  Segall’s picture also depicts a cluster of

contemporary women, wearing bobbed haircuts and makeup, confined within the
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claustrophobic architecture of the city.  Three women lean from the windows of a

small pension, and two others in the forefront of the picture stand arm-in-arm on an

adjacent sidewalk. Yet Segall’s canvas projects a feeling of isolation absent in

Cavalcanti’s bustling street. Lining the right side of the image is an empty, narrow

street, lined with high-rise buildings that extend infinitely into the distance.  The

vacant, urban zone parallels the women’s emptiness.  This framing device not only

ties their social and economic exploitation to structural modernity, but highlights the

existential alienation of modernity—their deep aloneness despite their numbers and

physical contact.  

Whereas Cavalcanti’s Five Girls from Guaratinguetá combined female beauty

and racial harmony as a metaphor for a modernizing national unity, the emotionless

prostitutes depicted in Segall’s Pension Nenette bespeak an alternate vision of the

progress of capitalism and express unity not as the product of racial miscegenation,

but rather, solely as a consequence of the subjects’ shared marginality.  Cavalcanti’s

chic young women are either indifferent to or unaware of the gaze, allowing the

presumably male viewer the pleasure of viewing the colorful, abundant and available

national wonders.  Segall recasts this availability in the decontextualized space of the

brothel.  Lacking the furtive and coquettish charms of Cavalcanti’s city girls, Segall’s

prostitutes are depicted as fully aware of their subjectivity.  They appear cognizant of

their public and look back at the viewer with a impregnable glance.  Stripped of the
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veil of exoticism and of the potential for romance, Segall’s composition presents

Brazilian modernity as the soulless world of commerce, and deconstructs the desire

for the Other which structured Cavalcanti’s feminized image of the nation. 

Segall and the Ambivalence of Brazil’s Post-colonial Condition

Segall’s Rio de Janeiro exhibition, which opened in January of 1928,

inaugurated a year of unprecedented iconoclasm in Brazil’s modernist activity.  Ever

more comfortable in their role as provocateurs, the Brazilian vanguard advanced an

increasingly irreverent agenda that employed parody and humor to engage the

contradictions of post-colonial identity.  On January 11, 1928, Tarsila do Amaral

presented her husband Oswald de Andrade with a painting of a fantastical male nude,

with one enormous foot and a tiny head, seated beside a cactus, under a flower-like

yellow sun (fig. 85).90  The birthday gift, which Andrade dubbed Abaporu, or “man

who eats” in the indigenous language Tupi Guarani, inspired Antropofagia

(Anthropophagy), the most notorious literary and artistic movement of the 1920s. 

The Anthropophagite program, which posed the celebrated query, “Tupi or not

Tupi?” (converting Shakespeare’s existential quandary into a musing over national

character) was formalized in May of the same year in Andrade’s Manifesto
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Antropófago (Anthropophagite Manifesto) published in the first edition of the Revista

de Antropofagia (Journal of Anthropophagy).91  

Andrade’s manifesto outlined a deliberately polemical program of aesthetic

decolonization, enacted through symbolic cannibalism and the metaphor of

devouring.  With self-conscious irony, the doctrine embraced the time-worn

European stereotypes of the New World savage as a means toward their own

subversion.  Calling for the  “Absorption of the sacred enemy,” Oswald’s plan

sanctioned artistic appropriation, while liberating the resulting aesthetics from the

debilitating trap of mimicry that, in modernist eyes, stigmatized academic painting as
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inferior and anachronistic.  Through the recognition of cultural synthesis and the

trope of “ingestion,” poised as the core of (post)colonial epistemology and self-

determination, Anthropophagy gave the native artist the upper hand and inverted the

hierarchy of artistic influence between metropolis and colony.  Moreover, the

Anthropophagites asserted a dialogic rather than passive relationship with the

European avant-garde that not only claimed propriety to the exalted “primitive” but

located the origins of various European intellectual and political projects in a

mythical indigenous “Golden Age.”92  “We already had Communism,” the Manifesto

declares, “We already had surrealist language.  The Golden Age.  Catiti Catiti/Imara

Notiá/Notiá Imara/Ipejú.”93  Thus Oswald’s plan for aesthetic nationalization

collapsed the binary construction of Europe and its Other: center/periphery,

civilization/barbarism, primitive/modern, creating an intermediary position for the

post-colonial subject.

Modernism’s repudiation of the ideals of cultural and racial purity, elaborated

through celebrations of post-colonial heterogeneity, established a conception of

national identity porous enough as to provide space for “foreign” contributions, such

as those of Segall.  Perhaps nowhere is this space more emphatically proclaimed than
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in Mário de Andrade’s absurdist allegory of Brazilian cultural eclecticism, 

Macunaíma: o herói sem nenhum caráter (Macunaima: The Hero with no Character

Whatsoever) published in June of the same year.  In Andrade’s tale of the hero

Macunaíma’s voyage through Brazil’s diverse regions in search  for a magical

amulet, the author defines brasilidade as paradoxically and characteristically

undefinable.  Like the Anthropophagites, with whom Andrade collaborated, he

embraces stereotypes in order to dismantle them.  He challenges cultural hierarchies

and, although recognizing racial difference, refuses to attribute value to difference. 

Moreover, Andrade writes in a wide variety of “spoken” Brazilian dialects and

languages, a strategy which inverts the native/ alien dichotomy, and acknowledges

the impurity of Brazil.  

Andrade’s novella recounts, in a rambling, non-linear narrative, the circuitous

voyage of the protagonist Macunaíma through the diverse regions, cultures and

customs of the country.  The story is a celebration of Brazilian identity and cultural

eclecticism, that not only includes the conventional figures and locations established

within the traditional literary melting pot—that of the Black, the Caboclo, the Indian

and the Portuguese from the rural interior, exotic coasts and Amazonian jungles—but

also acknowledges the European immigrant and Brazil’s urban, industrial

environments.  Yet Andrade resists the temptation to judge these attributes in terms of

relative authenticity.  Rather he presents a non-hierarchical patchwork of collective
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identity and national understanding.94  Thus, the anti-hero Macunaíma embodies

racial diversity and equality; he is the Black son of an Indian mother, who becomes

White while bathing in a magic fountain.  Yet when his two brothers also bathe the

races are re-distinguished: while one fades to copper-colored, he depletes the magic

in the bath, the leaving the final brother Black.  Macunaíma’s nemesis Venceslau

Pietro Pietra completes the national demographic.  He is a capitalist-industrialist and

intrepid explorer from São Paulo, of evident Italian extraction.  Although much of the

plot transpires in rural areas, it is in the city that the distinct forms of self-knowledge

and self-determination—folklore, magic, faith, reason and technology—all coexist.

While these mythopoetics musings on brasilidade had little direct relation to

Segall’s work, they nevertheless reflect the intellectual and ideological context of

Segall’s perceived “Brazilianization.”  Not only did such porous, fluid conceptions of

the national character facilitate Segall’s entrée (albeit unwitting) into the nativist

project, but the complicated, often paradoxical machinations of colonial identity

formation intone Brazilian efforts to position Segall relative to the movement. 

Characteristic of the constant flux of Brazil’s inchoate modern culture, submitted to

constant invention and reinvention, Segall’s assimilation represented a symbiotic

process: his Brazilianization—catalyzed by the power of his surroundings—in turn

contributing to the “Brazilianization of Brazil,” through the artist’s example.  Writing
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in Recife’s A Provincia, for instance, Manuel Bandeira observed the “profound

influence” local conditions “exercised on the spirit and the technique of the artists.”95 

Bandeira, a close friend of Mário de Andrade who also contributed to the Journal of

Anthropophagy, described Segall’s favorable “evolution,” an observation that

repudiated the tragic degeneration that supposedly afflicted the tropics.  He noted,

“The Brazilian environment determined in him an evolution that, it can be said, since

has matured and completed him in the form of great confidence [segurança] and

equilibrium.”96

Mário de Andrade attributed a paradoxical role to Segall in the development

of Brazilian art when he proclaimed, “I would not be exaggerating much to affirm

that it is thanks to Lasar Segall that many among us . . . discovered our own

ingenuousness.”97  Andrade reasoned that, prior to Segall’s arrival, Brazilian

modernism was excessively analytical, due to Brazilians’ inherent “Latinness” and a

consequential propensity toward Latin European tendencies, particularly cubism. 

Despite the influence of non-Western and tribal aesthetics on the development of

cubism, he contended, the spontaneity of these sources was lost in the transition. 
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“Cubism is viscerally analytical,” Andrade explained, “and, although [the cubists]

wanted to reflect the traditions of the Egyptians and African art, they did not

understand them beyond a concrete finality, a final reality [and were] totally ignorant

of the process of creation and expressive synthesis.”98  Thus, according to Andrade,

Segall supplemented Brazil’s erudite inclinations with the “intensely passionate depth

and human emotionality” of his Slavic personality and expressionist aesthetic

formation.99  In contradistinction to European expectations of the relation of Latin

America to the West, by Andrade’s telling, it was the European who had resurrected

instinct in Brazil’s overly-intellectualized artists, and, by example, had reawakened

their dormant “primitive” nature.  Liberated from cubist dogma, but versed in its

lessons, they were now free to create an authentically Brazilian expression.

Andrade extended to Segall the notions of ethnic fusion and cultural

metamorphosis characteristic of the Brazilian national character and allegorized in the

adventures of Macunaíma. His analysis of Segall invokes a complimentary, mutually

influential relationship with Brazil.  He explained Segall’s “evolution” in terms of the

artist’s absorption of “joy,” writing,

[T]he contact with the solar land of Brasil, with our joy, provoked in
Segall a new period of evolution that is characterized by the dynamic
joy of his colors. In its immense generality, the artistic work of
Germans and of Slavs is essentially tragic.  And when it is happy . . . 
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this joy, for us, is very heavy and lacks, above all, that serenity, that
pleasure of life, that finds its best expression in the Italian Republics
of the Renaissance.  Lasar Segall evolved stupendously in recent
times.  In his most tragic work, such as Eternal Wanderers, one of the
culminating points before his coming to Brazil, this tragicness was
provoked principally by the formal deformation of the bodies in the
sense of misery, of hunger, of sickness and by the slightly facile
shades of coloration.  Now in his recent works made in Brazil, these
tendencies evolved and this somber color disappeared. In works such
as Banana Plantation, like Man and Woman, like Negro there is a
complete pallette of new, bright, comfortable colors that he
employs.100  

Andrade’s statement represents the standard interpretation of Segall’s

Brazilianization: a lightening of the pallette, stabilization of forms and treatment of

Afro-Brazilian themes.  In such, Segall’s aesthetic Brazilianization, as it was most

commonly construed, comprised a move away from the “foreign”—his expressionist

interpretations of Germanic pathos—toward the national—identified in the stable

Return to Order forms of French modernism, reiterated in their Brazilian

manifestation. 

Yet the creator of the motley anti-hero Macunaíma—who once invoked his

own hybrid identity, declaring, “I am a Tupi strumming a lute”101—could not
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comfortably maintain the strict opposition of “foreign” to “national.”  Nor could he

deny the often somber tone of Segall’s “Brazil Phase” work, that would seem to

contradict his Brazilianization.  Thus, Andrade refined his reading of Segall’s

transformation, clarifying that, “Lasar Segall has not changed.  Rather, what he is is

being completed.”102  Brazil’s influence on Segall mirrored Segall’s influence on

Brazil, each contributing to the greater whole, each completing the other.  Similarly,

Andrade acknowledged the persistent suffering that occupied Segall’s gaze, adding:
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Without ever abandoning the expressive essence which now subtly
emerges in the meagerness of the human condition on the earth, he
puts pain alongside joy.  Not as a contrast, but rather, as a fusion.103  

In the decolonizing, nativist spirit of Anthropophagy and Macunaima,

Andrade’s analysis of Segall’s transformation in Brazil privileged the (post)colonial

environment over the artistic culture of the metropole.  Not only did the complexity

of Brazilian nationalism facilitate the absorption of the foreigner, but, what is more, it

made him stronger—it completed Segall. Segall’s Brazilianization is a function of the

authenticity of this vision, and, Andrade asserts, makes Segall a better artist than he

was in Europe.  Andrade argues:

Only now has he become a legitimate primitive, that not even the
greatest European artists of today are, [not] a [George] Grosz, a
[Pablo] Picasso, nor an [Igor] Stravinsky.  And therefore his is
comparable to Giotto, to Signorelli and the quattrocento Italians.104

The symbiotic cycle of influence was, thus, completed.  Brazil produced in Segall the

authenticity of a true primitive, of a Giotto or a Signorelli, and Segall’s work, in turn,

inspired Brazilians to discover their own ingenuousness.  This artistic rebirth was the

flashpoint for a Brazilian renaissance and the development of a unique national

aesthetic. 
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38.
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Segall’s “evolution” under the influence of the Brazilian sun revealed a

kindred “primitivism” that tied him to his Brazilian milieu.  The modernists

approached Brazilian art and culture as a tabula rasa—as undefined and subject to

self-conscious and self-reflexive national imaginings, that did not so much reject as

parody romantic constructions of a mythical, pre-modern past.  Their self-

identification as the “primitive” was forward-looking and reconstructive, as suggested

in Andrade’s statement that, “Our primitivism represents a new phase—constitutive”

one that, he asserted, would, nevertheless draw “methodically” on the “lessons of the

past.”105  Tarsila do Amaral reiterated this interpretation, when, upon being asked if

her work represented a return to past forms, she responded, “Never.  It is a new

classicism.  We are the primitives of a great century that has nothing to do with the

classicisms [sic] of the past.”106  

Allusions to the “primitive” closed the divide between the national and the

universal, thus accommodating the dual aims of the paulista modernist movement. 

Cultural authenticity was a prerequisite for international credibility.  Segall’s

transformation to the “primitive,” therefore, corresponded with a surrender of the

more explicit social commentary in his earlier work.  Andrade’s reading of Segall’s
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acquisition of the “dionysian” suggests that by transcending the political temporality,

the artist engaged a deeper, human essence, and, in so doing, addressed the Brazilian

reality in its function as an aspect of the universal.  This two-pronged formula for a

national art, that bridged the local and the cosmopolitan and that counted Segall

among its exponents, contested competing Regionalist aesthetic programs that

advocated the exclusive use of native themes and forms. Regionalism gained force in

the Northeast, emerging in opposition to the growing hegemony of paulista and

carioca modernism.  

The concentration of Brazilian modernist activity in the southern litoral had

the effect of alienating intellectuals in other metropolitan centers of the nation.  This

was particularly true in the Northeast, the location of the colonial capital and the main

sugar producing region, the economic significance of which was gradually being

displaced by coffee in the south.  Nevertheless, the region was regarded by Southern

modernists as well as local intellectuals as the site of autochthonous national culture

and considered the soul of Brazil.  In 1926 Columbia-educated anthropologist

Gilberto Freyre issued his “Regionalist Manifesto” outlining an alternative program

of literary and artistic nationalism, that condemned paulista aesthetics as “false

modernism.”  Frerye’s movement aimed to mobilize artists against the corruptive

effect of European influence.  A truly national aesthetic, he asserted, demanded

isolationist introspection.  Thus Freyre proposed an aesthetics linked to the specific



107Gilberto Freyre, Manifesto regionalista (Rio de Janeiro: FUNDAJ, 1996). 
The manifesto’s program of naturalism, primitivism and romanticism was supported
by Freyre’s journal Região e Tradição.  In 1925 Freyre published an article outlining
the implications of the movement for the visual arts, “Algumas notas sôbre a pintura
no Nordeste do Brasil” in Região e Tradição, that showed the influence of French
Regionalism, particularly in the recommendation of landscape as a national genre. 
Few artists were associated with the movement, the exception being Rêgo Monteiro,
although his art did not conform to the program’s platforms.

108Mário de Andrade, “Regionalismo,” Diário Nacional, 14 Feb. 1928.

109Ibid.
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sociology of the Northeast, inspired by local visual culture and folklore, which would

produce an absolutely unique export-quality art that rivaled that of Europe.107 

In 1928 Mário de Andrade published a critique of Regionalism, in which he

daringly endorsed Segall as a model for genuinely national expression.108  In the

article he decries regionalism as an “anti-nationalist plague,” a tendency he contends

is as detrimental to Brazilian authenticity as is the uncritical mimicry of foreign

influences. Andrade objected to the facile politicization he perceived in Regionalist

aesthetics, that threaten to reduced art to propaganda.  Moreover, he identified

Freyre’s aesthetic reform with regionalist politics, and the traditions which had

impeded, according to modernist critics—over-represented among the paulista

bourgeoisie—any significant progress toward national unity and equal representation. 

Thus, Andrade condemns the myopia of both tendencies, declaring that, “In art as in

politics, Regionalism never signified nationalism in the singular moral concept of the

word, that is: national reality.”109 He inveighed against the rural genre scenes that
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characterized Regionalist art and literature as “poverty without humanity.”110  Finally,

he rejected Freyre’s claim that Regionalism could produce an art of interest outside

Brazil, arguing that such myopic introspection would preclude an international

legitimacy, and only continue to stigmatize Brazilian art through “caipirismo”

[provincialism] and “saudosismo” [nostalgia.]111  

Andrade identifies Segall as an artist who transcends the politics of

Regionalism without sacrificing local particularities.  He notes the temptation and

consequential ubiquity of “regionalism” in modern painting that occurs, he dismays,

“even in very good artists such as Cavalcanti.”112  Segall, however, managed to

balance the national with the extra-national.  “In his Brazilian works Lazar Segall

takes from the regional elements a much larger concept,” Andrade praised, adding,

“He diffuses the documentary, humanizes it.”113  Andrade goes on to clarify this

assertion by explaining true “artistic nationalism” as an involuntary response to the

local:

The most legitimate manifestation of artistic nationalism occurs when
nationalism is itself unconscious.  Because in reality any nationalism
imposed as an aesthetic norm is necessarily odious for the true artist
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who is a free individual.  There is no great genius who is aesthetically
nationalist.114

The statement recalls Andrade’s mandate for nativism in the service of universals:

“Only by being Brazilian can we universalize ourselves.”115  Paradoxically—or

characteristic of the ambivalence of postcolonial identity—it was Segall who best

exemplifies this requisite “Brazilianization” and reflexive universalization.  

Conclusion

Brazilian modernist nationalism, thus, represented an “unconscious,”

autochthonous gaze falling on Brazil’s complicated and on-going history of contact,

exchange and transculturation.  Its necessarily hybrid expression was antithetical to

the ethnic essentialism and telluric nationalism suggested by Regionalist aesthetics

and invoked by the pure and noble Indian that had occupied the nineteenth-century

imagination.  The modernist celebration of cultural impurity, of ethnic and structural

heterogeneity, constituted the distinguishing feature of “real” Brazil and opened the

movement and the nation to Segall, who, in turn, reinforced both the modernist

aesthetic project and the cosmopolitan pretenses of the paulista bourgeoisie.  Yet, as

the next chapter shows, neither the positive discourse of Blackness, nor Segall’s

entrance into the national were unconditional or complete projects.  To the contrary, a
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closer examination of Brazilian responses to Segall’s work reveals an ambivalent

nationalist discourse underpinned by often contradictory racialist ideologies and

latent xenophobia.



1Manoel Bandeira, “A exposição de Lasar Segall,” A Provincia, 19 Aug.
1928.
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Chapter 5

Becoming Brazilian, Remaining Sad:
The Ambiguities and Exceptions of National Belonging

Introduction

What most closely linked Segall’s work to Brazilian modernism was not the

arbitrary formal or thematic coincidences discussed in the prior chapter and stressed

in the Brazilian reception of his work.  Beneath the exuberant tropical landscapes and

racialized human panoramas that ostensibly marked Segall’s aesthetic transformation

in Brazil, was a more evocative embodiment of the deeper essence of the Brazilian

reality, perceived not in Segall’s colorful iconography but rather despite it.  The

single most repeated Brazilian observation regarding Segall’s 1928 exhibition was

that Segall had incisively captured a deep sorrow that permeated Brazil.  For

example, Manuel Bandeira ascertained that in spite of the artist’s enlivened pallet,

Segall’s “inspired thought is always sad and all his canvases are bathed in an

atmosphere of compelling melancholy.”1  Guilherme de Almeida expanded on this

common reflection, ascribing it national relevance:

Segall has managed to become Brazilian, remaining sad.  He has
managed to reject the prejudices with which certain second-hand
erudition, falsely labeled modernism, . . . poisons our ingenuousness:
due to the strong light and violent colors, our environment is joyful. 



2Guilherme de Almeida, “Lasar Segall: A exposição em São Paulo, um novo
realismo,” O Jornal, 11 July 1928.

3Ibid.
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Lies.  We are sad, as all the motifs of our folklore are sad, as our
ethnic foundation is sad, as elements of our semi-barbarous scenery
are sad.2  

Almeida contends that in representing the true “sadness” of the tropics, Segall

captures the reality of Brazil.  Emancipated through modernist techniques, the artist

manages to transcend the artificial, learned constructions of a “joyful” Brazil.  In so

doing, he approximates pure Brazilian “ingenuousness.”  Implicit in Almeida’s

description is Segall’s ability to see beyond the bright sunshine and colorful traditions

that entertain the European gaze and dominate the academic repertoire; he achieves a

degree of authenticity unattainable even to Brazilians, poisoned by imitative

pedagogy and false means.  Nevertheless, Segall’s empathetic acumen did not relieve

his ambivalent position in Brazil, poised tenuously between alterity and belonging. 

Almeida contends that Segall becomes Brazilian, yet he remains sad.  He does not

become sad.  He is naturally inclined toward the perception and expression of

Brazil’s sorrow.  Indeed, critics attributed his melancholy to an ethnic predisposition,

calling Segall, “fundamentally Slavic in his pathos.”3  His belonging is thus a

function of his alterity.  

The relation of melancholy to the national character, although not new, was

nevertheless reworked in the modernist discourse to represent a key aspect of the
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Brazilian reality, an attribute that had been banished to obscurity by academic

artificiality and liberal optimism.  The paradox of the tropics—that just beneath the

fictive paradise lay a bittersweet, factual history and complex people—was a motif

that the modernist’s believed captured Brazilian authenticity.  And foreigners were

oblivious to this underlying quality of the national character, making its enunciation

by Brazilians that much more singular and urgent.  In his review, Almeida concedes

that German critic Paul Schmidt had first called attention to Segall’s melancholy. 

The author nevertheless reproofs the limitations of the European critic who attributed

this tone solely to Segall’s maudlin Eastern European temperament.  Almeida

explained that Schmidt “was right” in his perception of melancholy in Segall’s Brazil

phase, but, argues that Schmidt,

Was wrong when he imagined that the “meridional leisure” was made
sad by Segall.  And because [Schmidt] doesn’t know us, he can not
recognize the sincerity (almost photographic) of this melancholy. 
Segall’s Brazilian painting is sad like our modinha is sad, like the
rhythm of our samba, like the ritual of our ancient customs, like the
macambuzio roots of our carnival.  And this is the point that we
Brazilians should emphasize with a certain pride and pleasure in the
important work by this great Russian artist.4  

These passages reveal certain key concepts in both modernist formulae of national

identity and Segall’s equivocal relation to this construction. Sadness is exemplified

by precisely the mixed race origins and “meridional” climate that the modernists
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sought to rescue from liberal disdain: Brazil’s “ethnic foundations” and “semi-

barbarous scenery.”  As this chapter argues, however, the conception of these

traditions and characteristics as “sad” undermines the racial and cultural expiation

that modernism professed, and reveals the ideological instability of new national

symbols.  Furthermore, Almeida clearly identifies Segall as a Russian, apparently not

incompatible with “becoming Brazilian.”  Yet this is precisely where Segall’s identity

splits, or rather doubles.  The loosely used designates of “Slav,” “Jew,” and

“Russian” engage two mutually exclusive characterizations.  As a symbol and a type,

the modernists identified with the Russian-Jewish artist, defined by both German

constructions of the mystical Ostjude [Eastern Jew] and their own admiration for the

Russian “primitives” in Paris.  As a social subject, however, the immigrant,

particularly the Jew, stood as perhaps the epitome of foreignness in Brazil, and

personified the threat to national culture posed by immigration that had provoked

such nativism in the first place.

This chapter has two primary focuses, examining first the history and meaning

of the discourse of “melancholy” in order to analyze local responses to Segall’s

representations of Brazil, and second, exploring the xenophobic underpinnings of

Brazilian modernism that excluded Segall’s entrance into the nation—despite

overwhelming perceptions of his work as invoking the essence of brasilidade.  I

propose that Segall’s representation of Blackness disrupted rather than reinforced the
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consolidation of a new Brazilian nationalism advanced through modern art and

literature.  His imagery did not resurrect defunct and inanimate memories of racial

“sadness,” but rather revealed the perpetuation of such pejorative associations within

the modernist project.  I examine how modernism’s use of parody as a resistant

strategy simultaneously critiqued and reified deeply hegemonic attitudes toward

Afro-Brazil, the currency of which were underscored by the familiarity of Segall’s

Brazilian melancholy.  Moreover, despite the inclusive discourse of nationalism and

mulatez, that had ostensibly provided a space for Segall, the origins of modernism

and the modernist construction of Blackness were fundamentally exclusive and

xenophobic.  I contend that the Mulatto, the romantic symbol of unity within

diversity, was a contradictory signifier, representing both inclusion, via

miscegenation, and at the same time exclusion, contrasting the immigrant and the

threat he waged to Brazilian authenticity.  Segall’s Judaism and representations of

Jews in Brazil, straddled the division between foreign and national. As a Jew he was

an empathetic Other (and a kindred Black) but he could never entirely be Brazilian,

the Jew epitomizing foreign difference.  This chapter examines the efforts of

Brazilian critics to resolve this central antinomy of alterity and belonging as it was

presented by Segall and his representation of Brazil.  



5David T. Haberly, Three Sad Races: Racial Identity and National
Consciousness in Brazilian Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1983).  Haberly examines the trajectory of the metaphor of sadness throughout
national literature which he observes appears as early as  the sixteenth-century
exploration accounts of Pedro Alvares Cabral, sustained in the epic Indianist poetry
of Antônio Gonçalves Dias and in the independence era resurrection of the genre by
José de Alencar, and finally inadvertently perpetuated by the abolitionist poems of
Antônio de Castro Alves and themes of slavery in the historic fiction of Joaquim
Machado de Assis, among others.  Haberly argues that anxiety over race and the
presence of the Afro-Brazilian in society, was a major preoccupation for these
intellectuals negotiating a collective identity for the adolescent nation and in large
part explains the endurance of the motif of melancholy.
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Joy is the Proof: The Poetics of Melancholy and the Politics of Dionysianism 

As a national motif, tristeza (sadness) had great currency by the time of

Segall’s exhibition.  An ample body of Brazilian literature, modernist and otherwise,

informed interpretations of Segallian melancholy and linked them to the national

character.  In its most common usage, Brazil’s sadness invoked both a deep sense of

nostalgia wrought by social and geographic displacement—shared by the Portuguese

colonizer, the Indian and the African slave— and a certain malaise believed to be the 

psycho-social consequence of racial mixing.5  For turn of the century intellectuals,

deeply influenced by the pessimistic predictions of scientific racism and climatic

determinism, it denoted Brazil’s tragic past—the violence and suffering of the

encounter—and a likewise fated future.  Pioneering historian Capistrano de Abreu

writing at the end of the nineteenth-century, invoked this interpretation when he

identified the sadness of the  Jaburú bird as a metaphor for Brazilian



6João Cruz Costa, A History of Ideas in Brazil: The Development of
Philosophy in Brazil and the Evolution of National History, trans. Suzette Macedo
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1964), 386 n. 281.  Excerpted from a 1911
letter to João Lúcio de Azevedo.  The appearance of the Jaburú no doubt also
influenced his attention to the symbol in that it has a white body, with Black head and
red stripe—the hues of the “three races.”

7Olavo Bilac, Poesias (Rio de Janeiro: Alves, 1964), 263, quoted in Haberly,
Three Sad Races, 1.

8As discussed in Chapter 2, Modernism emerged in opposition to the
artificiality and facile imitation represented by the literary Parnassianism promoted in
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underdevelopment, explaining, “He has thick, stout legs, robust wings and spends his

days with one leg crossed over the other; sad, so sad, with a meek and vile sadness.”6 

Despite the bird’s physiological metier and potential motility it, like the nation,

suffered from a fatal lassitude: inert and unproductive.  

Above all, the poetics of Brazilian melancholy functioned relative to race; and

this association strongly influenced readings of Segall’s work. As discussed in

Chapter 4, eighteenth and nineteenth-century Romantic artists and poets aestheticized

Brazil’s tragic racial origins in mawkish epics of ill-fated encounters between the

Indian and the Portuguese.  Later writers, particularly Symbolist poet turned

nationalist orator, Olavo Bilac, broadened this association to include the Black,

praising Brazilian music as the “flower of three sad races.”7  This adage proved

immensely popular, as did the bittersweet formula for national culture that it

suggested, and persisted within the modernist consciousness—despite the

generation’s expressed loathing of Bilac and the escapist formalism he represented.8 



the Academia Brasileira de Letras, the national academy of literature.  Bilac became
the poster child of Parnassian sentimentality, and was even more reviled in his
attempts to localize wholly foreign tendencies through patriotic themes.  As Mário da
Silva Brito recalled, “Parnasians imitated Parnasianism, and they even cared less for
their primitive ideals, feeling, perhaps, the failings of them.  Bilac tried to couch his
bronzed verses in nationalist motives.” Mário da Silva Brito, A hístoria do
modernismo: Antecedentes da Semana de Arte Moderna (Rio de Janeiro: Civilização
Brasileira, 1978), 15-16.  

9Bilac, Poesias, 191, quoted in Haberly, Three Sad Races, 2.
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Indeed, when modernist poet Guilherme de Almeida likened Segall’s melancholy to

Brazil’s ethnically unique musical traditions, it echoed Bilac’s metaphor for the

nation.  Moreover, Almeida himself had recently published his own lyric version of

Brazil’s bloodlines, that instilled Bilac’s gentle flower with a level of anguish.  In a

poem published in 1925 he likened Brazil to, “a cross in whose shadow / three races

crossed and mixed / three different bloods dripped from three crucified victims.”9  It

is this painful history that modernism refused to bury within sentimental verse, and

which Segall’s imagery seemed to reveal.

Despite the rhetorical emphasis on three races, Blackness predominated in

both readings of sadness in Segall’s work and in the conceptualization of Brazilian

melancholy in general.  Abreu’s description of the robust, yet indolent bird and the

“meek and vile sadness” it embodied conjured up an unmistakable image of the slave,

the hapless agent of Brazil’s parasitic economy.  By the end of the 1900s, three

centuries of slavery had established an unassailable belief among many Brazilians



10George Reid Andrews notes the ideologia da vadiagem  (ideology of
idleness) among the Brazilian planter class and its influence in broader interpretations
of race and society.  The product of centuries of slavery the “ideology” held that
workers would not work unless forced.  Andrews observes that three centuries of
slavery established “firm and unshakeable belief in the innate laziness and
irresponsibility of the Black and racially mixed Brazilian masses.”  He asserts that
even those opposed to institution of slavery tended to accept this ideology. See,
George Reid Andrews, Blacks and Whites in São Paulo Brazil, 1888-1988 (Madison:
University of Wisconsin Press, 1991), 47-48.  

11Sander Gilman has discussed the historical significance of the diagnosis of
lunacy among “coloreds” and other psychopathologies specific to Blacks, including 
“Drapetomaia,” a disease causing slaves to run away, “Dysaesthesia Aethiopis” or
what  overseers called “rascality.”  Gilman argues that Blacks’ rejection of slavery
was made to conform to medical models of insanity, ultimately tying the physiology
of Blacks to an innate predisposition toward mental illness. See, Sander L. Gilman,
Difference and Pathology: Stereotypes of Sexuality, Race and Madness (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1985), 138-40. 
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that the Black was intrinsically lazy and irresponsible.10  Although refusals to work

generally constituted a protest against the institution of slavery itself, the diagnosis of

lassitude as a mental disorder and moral deficiency was supported by various

scientific endeavors that endorsed racial inferiority, including phrenology,

anthropology and psychiatry. As Sander Gilman has shown, medical literature of the

time identified various psycho-pathologies among slaves, characterized as peculiar to

the race, all of which were related to indolence and other potentially subversive

behaviors.11  Thus Blackness became scientifically tied to madness and depression, a

condition historically labeled as “melancholia.”  This medical melancholia validated

the psycho-social sadness symptomatic of anxieties regarding race and national

identity.  Moreover, this condition, well established in Western art and thought, was



12Ibid., 136-48.  One of the primary psychological maladies, long-established
in both art and science was “melancholia,” the depressive, withdrawn state generally
indicative of insanity, and historically identified with Blackness.  Theorized in
Medieval medicine and represented artistically throughout the Renaissance,
melancholia was attributed to an excess of black bile, causing grief, despair and
insanity.  Moreover, as Franz Fanon has explored, the image of a black Satan and the
conception of black as the color of evil, related to the Biblical curse of Ham,
entrenched the mutual associations of Blackness, wildness and madness within the
Western consciousness.  See Franz Fannon, Black Skin, White Masks (New York:
Grove Books, 1967).  This association was indirectly renewed with the
Enlightenment philosophies of Rousseau and the egalitarian idealization of the Noble
Savage.  Roussean reverence for the Wild Man as the essence of all humanity
strongly influenced Brazilian Republican iconography, dominated by the heroic and
pure, albeit tragic Indian as the symbol of Brazilian independence.  The virtually
antithetical “Ignoble Savage,” the African, long vilified as a justification for
plantation slavery, appears likewise to have influenced Republican discourse, if only
in its avoidance. Gilman discusses the diseases attributed to Blacks related to the
institution of slavery.  For a more general introduction to visual representations of
melancholia see Sander L. Gilman, Disease and Representation: Images of Illness
from Madness to AIDS (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1988).
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linked to Blackness through a long trajectory of visual culture beginning before the

middle ages and that likewise conditioned the identification of sadness in Segall’s

Afro-Brazilian themes.12 

Despite the movement’s opposition to the artistic and political status quo,

modernism did little to alleviate a deeply entrenched racialist discourse that

associated melancholic degeneration with Blackness. While the modernists proposed

to rescue the maligned symbols of Afro-Brazilian culture from academic obscurity,

latent pessimism regarding Brazil’s racial composition was nevertheless obscured

within modernist aplomb.  A partial explanation for this is that modernism did not



13On the association of “mongolism” with racial degeneracy see Mark
Jackson, “Changing Depictions of Disease: Race, Representation and the History of
‘Mongolism’,” in Race, Science and Medicine, 1700-1960, ed. Bernard Harris (New
York: Routledge, 1999).  Further articulating their opposition to oligarchic taste and
aesthetic, the modernists resurrected cultural heroes disregarded by the academy,
included the “doubly- degenerate” Mulatto artists Aleijandinho, a crippled Baroque
sculptor, and Mulatto writer Machado de Assis who suffered from epilepsy.

14Such markers of degeneration were represented visually in medical journals
and criminology literature, and in medical exhibitions intended to educate the public.
See, Lilia Moritz Schwarcz, The Spectacle of the Races: Scientists, Institiutions and
the Race Question in Brazil, 1870-1930, trans. Leland Guyer (New York: Hill and
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enact the wholesale rejection of Republican racialist ideologies nor prior

constructions of brasilidade, but rather internalized hegemonic racial stereotypes and

cultural associations, projecting them outward as positive assertions of national

identity.  Thus rather than a denial of tropes such as melancholy and barbarism, one

sees in modernism the celebration of these themes. 

Tarsila do Amaral’s The Negress (1924; fig. 70), the iconoclastic

personification of modernist, revisionist nationalism represented a celebration of not

only Blackness, but also of its corresponding degeneracy.  Indeed the distorted face,

with its heavy lidded, empty stare and eyes slightly askew displays the features

common to Down Syndrome (known at the time by the racializing term

“Mongolism”) which was precisely the kind of condition that was believed to register

biological degeneration.13  Moreover, the pointed, unnaturally small head recalled the

pathology of encephalitis, known widely through the display of circus “freaks”

afflicted with the condition.14  Thus, the significance of Amaral’s matriarchal icon of



Wang, 1999).

15Sander Gilman’s fascinating study of how nineteenth-century criminologists
ascribed criminal, sexual deviance to “primitive” physiognomies, including imagined
genital pathologies, provides an excellent discussion of this theme.  See, Sander L.
Gilman, “Black Bodies, White Bodies: Toward an Iconography of Female Sexuality
in Late Nineteenth-Century Art, Medicine and Literature,” in “Race,” Writing and
Difference, ed. Henry Louis Gates (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986) on
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physiognomy, see Michael W. Kwakkelstein, “Leonardo da Vinci’s Grotesque Heads
and the Breaking of the Physiognomic Mold,” Journal of the Warburg and Courtland
Institutes 51 (1991).
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the nation to the contemporary viewer was charged by dual traditions in modern

visual culture: defined by an artistic tradition of melancholia dating back to Da

Vinci’s grotesques while resonating with Lombrosian criminology that linked

physiognomy to social deviance, often employing photography as “proof.”15

Much of the ideological ambivalence that underpinned modernist

constructions of race can be attributed to the use of parody as a seditious strategy. 

While humor and irony provide the repressed subject with powerful critical tools to

destabilize the authoritative voice, these modes are inevitably a slippery slope in that

they reify precisely the notions they aim to undermine due to their necessary

reproduction.  The hero of Mário de Andrade’s 1926 allegory of Brazilian identity,

Macunaíma, for instance, inverted the arguments and symbols of the Positivist

generation, mocking the self-deceptive idealism of the Republican elite by parodying



16Dain Borges writes, “Macunaima expresses the frustration of young
intellectuals of the 1920s, who wanted progress oriented by national realities, not the
shallow sloganeering of the sanitarista patriotism.”  See, Dain Borges, “‘Puffy, Ugly,
Slothful and Inert’: Degeneration in Brazilian Social Thought, 1880-1940,” Journal
of Latin American Studies 25, no. 2 (1983): 24.

17Anthropophagia is discussed more fully in Chapters 2 and 4.
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degeneration.16  The protagonist, defined in the novelette’s subtitle as a “Hero with no

Character Whatsoever,” parodies the “sadness” of racial mixing by assuming a litany

of socially-undesirable qualities; aside from being a coward, a trickster and

unrepentantly randy, Macunaíma’s oft-repeated battle-cry, “I feel so lazy!” is that of

lassitude—one of the principle symptoms of melancholia.  At the same time,

however, the mirthful revelry of the protagonist, through cultural and geographical

miscellanea and modernist patrimony, subsumes sadness in his demonstration of

untroubled merriment, despite these same conditions.

The Anthropophagists’ mounted a similar challenge to Brazil’s history of

melancholy through the embrace and parody of stereotypes of barbarism and

insurgent claims of “joy.”  In an absurdist tone appropriate to the group’s mission, the

Anthropophagist Manifesto, outlined a program of aesthetic decolonization, enacted

through the personage of the cannibal and the metaphor of devouring.17  The

Manifesto reinscribed the colonial discovery text from an Indio-centric gaze, a

position facilitated by a fantastical reversal of history in which the cannibal ate the

Catholic missionary.  Thus the cannibal—acknowledged in the text as a European



18Leslie Bary, “The Tropical Modernist as Literary Cannibal: Cultural Identity
in Oswald de Andrade,” Chasqui 20, no. 2 (1991): 13-15.

19Leslie Bary, “Oswald de Andrade’s “Cannibalist Manifesto”,” Latin
American Literary Review 19, no. 38 (1991).

20Bary, “Tropical Modernist,” 16.
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invention—becomes a critical symbol.  It both recognized the intrinsically

heterogeneous nature of (post)colonial identity, while demonstrating the

machinations of colonial cultural logic (the “absorption of the sacred enemy”)

through the assimilation of European constructions of the New World savage.18 

Anthropophagy reclaimed an imagined “Golden Age” of native innocence and

Dionysian sexual liberation, in which missionary sadness was subsumed by an

instinctive and spontaneous, childlike joy.  “Before the Portuguese discovered

Brazil,” the Manifesto proclaimed, “Brazil had discovered happiness.”  And, in a

tautological refrain that rendered logic and melancholy obsolete, they repeatedly

announced, “Joy is the proof!”19  The extroverted Dionysian spirit that undertook

both a critique of modernity and anti-colonial resistence demonstrated the vanguard

ideologies of the paulista movement at the time.  As Leslie Bary has observed,

The heterogeneity of a post-colonial society, traditionally
characterized as chaotic and derivative, is re-inscribed in Oswald’s
manifestos as carnivalesque and Dionysian.  The contradictions
inherent in such a society, often taken as indications of backwardness
or underdevelopment, are reinterpreted in both manifestos as a sign of
modernity.20



21Amaral and Andrade were influenced both by French Surrealist interest in
the Cannibal, such as Picabia’s “Manifeste Cannibale” published in 1920 and the
avant-garde review “Cannibale” of the same year, as well as psychoanalysis and
ethnography, particularly as they intersect in Freud’s Totem and Taboo (1913) to
which Andrade makes repeated reference, as noted in ibid. Although Amaral’s
representation invokes the Surrealist deformations of Joan Miró and Picasso, as
discussed at length in the prior chapter, she likewise credits her memories from
childhood and her own dreams as inspiration.
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Tarsila do Amaral’s Anthropophagia (Anthropophagy,1929; fig. 86) emblematizes

these notions in the figures of primaeval Adam and Eve.  Two monumental and

monstrous nudes rest idly within a forest of fantastical trees and cacti, beneath a

brilliant orange sun.  The visual equation of the couple’s peculiar interlaced limbs

with the biomorphic landscape link the figures and flora within a shared organic

universe.  Moreover their great, heavy feet that rest weightily on the earth and the

single pendular breast of the female contrast the minuscule heads, representing the

split between nature and culture, and instinct and logic.  

Deeply influenced by Surrealism, Amaral’s primitivizing vision relies as

heavily on dreams and the unconscious as it does ethnography and history, and thus

lacks any overt representation of racial difference.21  Nevertheless, an ethnocentric

Othering is implicit in the adoption of standard definitions of the “primitive” based

on the binary oppositions referred to above, and explicit in the Manifesto’s historic

revisionism.  In the text, the author blames the imposed Portuguese-Catholic order for

Brazil’s problems.  In focusing on “nurture” rather than “nature,” the



22David K. Jackson, “Three Glad Races: Primitivism and Ethnicity in
Brazilian Modernist Literature,” Modernism / Modernity 1, no. 2 (1994): 104.
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Anthropophagists liberated Brazil’s non-White population from the dire predictions

of determinism. The triumph of happiness would be the provenance of a non-

Western, mixed-race culture (albeit a fantastical one) free of repressive Western

morality and inappropriate ideologies and technologies.  As David K. Jackson has

observed, the picture invokes an implicit relation of constructions of “race” and

happiness:

Like the subsumed cannibal banquet, the painting is a celebratory
ritual of voracious and predatory expansiveness; the scene orates an
epic fable of erotic, exotic and unconscious geographies.  Being and
acting instinctually, the black and the Indian look out of the painting at
the Western observer, not with the longing of saudade . . . but with
what the observer imagines to be unalienated joy, ritual fulfillment and
unrepressed appetite.  Amaral’s iconography enhances antropofagia’s
portrait of the primitive as a young, glad, racially mixed Brazilian.22 

Amaral’s figures, therefore, portray the fantastical, happy future predicted by this

peculiarly tropical brand of social utopianism, that, despite no clear visual relation to

race in the picture, nevertheless undermined liberal mythologies that lamented

Brazil’s “three sad races,” while, paradoxically reinforcing the dominant discourse on

race through associations of instinct, savagery and sexuality.

Nowhere is the modernist tendency to internalize the dominant

racialist/nationalist discourse more evident than in Cavalcanti’s construction of the

Mulatta.  Like his colleagues, Cavalcanti’s imagery inverted potentially pejorative



23Carlos A. Zilio, A querela do Brasil: A questão da indentidade na arte
brasileira; a obra de Tarsila, Di Cavacanti e Portinari (Rio de Janeiro: Funarte,
1982), 85-88.
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associations with Blackness, projecting them outward as positive assertions of

cultural nationalism.  Images like Mulatas (Mulatto Women, c. 1927; fig. 87) and

Mulheres com frutas (Women with Fruit, 1930; fig. 88) are saturated with a sense of

erotic intoxication and torpid dreaminess reminiscent of Matisse’s orientalist and

North African themes, which strongly influenced the artist.23  Yet, the languidness

that Cavalcanti romanticizes is precisely that which traditionally signaled

melancholy: the lassitude and  idleness associated with Blackness, Brazil’s

meridional climate and underdevelopment.  

In Women with Fruit, for instance, two women recline in a field of flowers.

Their easy pause suggests the unhurried pace of life in the idyllic environs—the

effortless existence within tropical abundance.  They don’t admire the spectacular

ocean view that identifies their paradise, nor do they sleep, but are lost in a distant

waking dream.  The body of the central figure echoes the contours of the landscape,

again equating the Mulatta woman with the earth, the fruit and flowers as the sensual

and available products of the Brazilian climate, an association made absolutely

unambiguous in sketches of the Black female body as the landscape (fig. 89).  While

the association of “primitive” woman with instinct, sexuality, nature and pleasure is

hardly a modernist invention, Cavalcanti nationalizes these signifiers by integrating



24Although the race is not immediately identifiable, this image depicts one of
Cavalcanti’s favorite models, who he often portrays in paintings with the simple title,
“Mulatta.”  It is also very similar to an earlier image of a distinctly Afro-Brazilian
woman in an urban setting gazing out of the picture, while a man behind her dreams
of a nude female body, Devaneio (Daydream, 1927).
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the form within the carioca landscape and depicting a mixed-race subject.24 

Cavalcanti’s paintings of a collective Brazilian Self  make little substantive inroads

toward the amelioration, complication or even particularization of stereotypes of 

“primitive” Otherness.  Rather his objectification of the Mulatta, which conflates race

and gender, adopts verbatim a well-established ideological construction to, once

again, deem what before was viewed pejoratively, as a positive national attribute.

Segall’s interpretation of Brazil was unaffected by the investigations of new

national mythologies that informed the imagery of artists like Amaral and Cavalcanti. 

Nevertheless, his works looked enough like Brazilian modernism to invite its

discussion in relation to these same revisionist aesthetic paradigms. While the dreamy

and languid sensuality that intoned Cavalcanti’s national themes could hardly be

confused with the cool evocations of social urgency and existential crises in Segall’s

subjects, the air of melancholy in both was, nevertheless, perceived as uniquely

Brazilian, as was the artists’ shared pallet of vibrant, saturated colors and references

to Afro-Brazilian culture.  Like Cavalcanti’s Women with Fruit, Segall’s Morro

vermelho (Red Hill, 1926; fig. 35) for example, locates a mixed-race, female

protagonist in a tropical environment easily identified as Brazil through the hilly
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coastal terrain and rich vegetation.  Both subjects are depicted in brilliant tones,

linking woman, landscape, and the fertile, yet melancholy atmosphere within a

tripartite formula of cultural specificity.  Yet Segall’s portrayal of a dispassionate

urban mother, seated rigidly upright and cradling a silent child, has little in common

with the inviting Mulatta odalisque of Cavalcanti’s male fantasy.  Nor does Segall’s

modern, Black Madonna partake of the joyful, pagan emancipation envisioned in

Amaral’s Anthropopfagia.  She is not the mythical eve of a utopian Brazilian “Golden

Age,” but rather the contemporary, secular incarnation of religious suffering. 

Furthermore, Segall’s Mulatta subjects are not lost in dreams, but rather disoriented

in alienating political systems and unfamiliar geographies in which history has

abandoned them. As exemplified by his Jovens negras num lugarejo (Two Young

Black Women in a Village, 1929, fig. 90) rather than meshing with the lushness of

their environment, Segall’s figures are often isolated in empty streets—here potently

located at a crossroads.  The women glance forlornly in opposite directions and in no

direction.  Their vacant stare is not the upward gaze of a quasi-religious ecstasy, as

Cavalcanti’s women often display, but a vague indication of social and spiritual

affection that provides no clear resolution for the viewer.

Segall’s 1927/1928 exhibition opened in the midst of Brazilian modernism’s

dionysian revelry.  And despite the overwhelming perception of melancholy,

modernist critics managed to draw him into the paradigm of the carnavalesque.  After



25Mário de Andrade, “Lasar Segall,” Diario Nacional, 23 Dec. 1927.
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evaluating his exhibition, Mário de Andrade concluded that,  “With the Brazil phase

Lasar Segall shares in the dionysianism of our age.”25  Andrade sees what he expects

and wants to see; his observation approaches Segall’s work in the specific language

of Brazilian modernism.  Although familiar in terms of iconography, the tone and

meaning of Segall’s imagery was enigmatic and, in such, provocative.  It did not

present the public with time-worn, familiar fantasies of place and nation—be they

oriented as positive or negative.  The empty stares of disoriented subjects in Segall’s

pictures questioned rather than defined notions of belonging and alterity. And

discussions of Segall’s work reflected a struggle to position and understand his

representation in relation to both social realities and cultural-political ideals. 

Moreover, in virtually the same breath that he observed “dionysianism” and the

abandonment of “distant themes of hardship” in Segall’s Brazilian work, he also

identified melancholy.  Indeed it was precisely the indeterminate, polysemous nature

of Segall’s representation that compelled and enabled Brazilians to include his work

in the modernist program, albeit without any clear resolution.  

Both associations remain linked to notions of “race.”  Elsewhere, Andrade

would explicate “dionysianism” in terms of Segall’s evolution in Brazil:



26Ibid. A “cantiga” is a type of folk song.

27Henrique Pongetti, “Pulgas e leões,” A Manhã, 5 Jul. 1928.
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Lasar Segall has become dionysian, that is, he began singing the
metaphysical cantiga through individuals (portraits) and collective
beings (mulatto women, artists, children, pregnant women, etc.).26

 Not only was suffering seen as a function of Blackness in Segall’s work, as noted in

several citations above, but dionysianism resides in the “collective beings,” the

principal representative being the Mulatta.  The conflicts Brazilian writers

encountered in appraisals of Segall’s Brazilianization and in their efforts to position

his work relative to modernist nationalist discourse reflects a deeper ambivalence

internal to the articulation of Blackness in general, and specific to constructions of the

Mulatta. 

Segall’s image defied normative dictates of classical beauty and was, thus,

heralded by modernist-inclined critics for its veracity.  The forthright and

unsentimental portrayals of suffering and alienation—of both melancholy and

melancholia—resonated among Brazilians as a familiar human geography,

challenging academic escapism and earning Segall the dubious accolade of “sadly

sincere.”27  The persistent perception of sadness in Segall’s work, although often

responding to the artist’s attention to physical suffering, remained explicitly tied to

Blackness.  The reality of a Black Brazil was the reality of a sad Brazil.  While

Segall’s work seemed to confirm a post-Republican poetics of joy in racial mixing,



28In 1917, Roquette-Pinto wrote,  “The Negro, who had always been thrown
up to us as humiliating proof of ethnic inferiority, disproved these theories on
European soil.”  See, Thomas E. Skidmore, Black Into White: Race and Nationality in
Brazilian Thought (Durham: Duke University Press, 1993), 188. 
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his departure from the paulista cultural-political agenda and his divergence, albeit

subtle, from Brazilian representational paradigms exposed the ideological instability

of national symbols, particularly the icon of the Black.

“Portrait of Brazil”: Segall’s Resonant Melancholy

The  ideological force of modernism in the late 1920s reflected a general

intellectual shift away from the racial pessimism of the nineteenth century, toward

broader, social solutions to the “national problem.”  For many Brazilians, the positive

example set by African-American G.I.s fighting in Europe in WWI had relieved much

of the anxiety toward Brazil’s racial composition, particularly in relation to how

Brazil was viewed from the outside.28  Moreover, caps on foreign immigration

imposed during the war, as well as an increasingly anti-immigrant sentiment in São

Paulo had led industrialists to reconsider Afro-Brazilian labor, altering the tone of

nationalist discourse as well as the urban demographic.  Explorations of national

identity and of the obstacles toward national “self-sufficiency” turned away from

issues of genetics and race and refocused on broader environmental obstacles toward

progress, such as public health, education and sanitation.  



29Paulo Prado, Retrato do Brasil: Ensaio sobre a tristeza brasileira (São
Paulo: Duprat-Mayença, 1928).  This was a theory Prado had already proposed in
Paulistica: historia de São Paulo (1925) which asserted the benefits of the region’s
isolation from colonial authority.  Prado argues that the savagery of slave and gold-
hunting bandeirismo at the end of the eighteenth century was preferable to Imperial
control that would have eroded paulista independence.  With national independence
in 1822, Prado laments, the state was integrated into the federation, making paulistas
“the saddest of the inhabitants of a sad country.” Paulo Prado, Paulistica-Historia de
São Paulo (São Paulo: Companhia Graphico-Editora Monteiro Lobato, 1925), 226.
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Anthropofagia’s focus on the iniquities of colonialism rather than the legacy

of race was just one example of how modernist expression reflected these broader

social and discursive changes.  Published the same year was a widely-read essay by

Paulo Prado, Oswald de Andrade’s close friend, patron and collaborator, Retrato do

Brasil: Ensaio sôbre a tristeza brasileira (Portrait of Brazil: An Essay on Brazilian

Sadness).  Portrait of Brazil reiterates in plain language Andrade’s versed account of

Brazilian origins, explaining the nation’s retarded development not in terms of the

racial inferiority of the Black and the Indian, but as a social consequence of the greed

of the Portuguese colonizers.29  And anticipating Prado and Andrade’s efforts, the

popular journalist and writer Monteiro Lobato, another member of the city’s close-

knit intelligentsia, had challenged the deterministic force majeure with his serially

published Jéca Tatú stories.  These misadventures of a backwoods every-man

allegorized the potential for national recovery through education and physical

improvement, replacing biological and climatic inevitabilities with the adaptive

abilities of the interior’s local folk. 
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In all of this production there is a deliberate dearticulation of Blackness that

resonated with this  new brand of “sanitarista” patriotism.  I want to clarify here my

use of the term “dearticulation,” to distinguish it from any truly radical

transformation within the racialist ideologies that reinforced dominant understandings

and representations of Blackness. I use the term to emphasize a kind of residual

image left by the erasure of a representation, and also to engage a kind of re-

articulation that occurred alongside and, indeed, within efforts to remove any

negative image of race from the national portrait. On the one hand, the erasure of the

Afro-Brazilian as an articulated subject did not necessarily eradicate race, but rather

discretely subsumed an unspoken sense of Blackness within its stereotypical

associations – associations which were often quite indiscretely articulated. 

Moreover, these tacit understandings of racial meaning, even in the absence of an

explicit articulation, often revealed the hegemony of dominant racialist beliefs

inherited from earlier discourse of the nation.  Thus the ideological underpinnings of 

positive articulations of Blackness were often deeply ambiguous, as suggested in the

discussion of Amaral’s The Negress above.  

On the other hand, despite articulating the removal of race from discussions

of the “national problem,” the Afro-Brazilian and various tropes of Blackness were

ultimately rearticulated within the same discussion.  So integral was the concept of

race to the discourse of brasilidade, that even attempts to forgo the issue implicitly



30Moreover, in a reiteration of modernist cosmopolitan nativism, Prado
denounced a “colonial slumber” which isolated Brazil from the outside world, while
identifying the “vice of imitation” and the incessant absorption of foreign values as
the most debilitating cultural practice.  “In this country which has practically
everything, we import everything: from Paris fashions—ideas and clothes—to broom
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engaged its existence, insinuating it as a persistent aspect of the “national problem.” 

This not withstanding, the meaning of race was highly unstable, and demanded

constant ideological reinforcement to make associations with Blackness— be they

articulated or dearticulated—seem lived or natural.  Modernist painting was just one

of many signifying practices that contributed to elite understandings of race in the

larger struggle to define brasilidade.  The highly contentious nature of these struggles

to assign stable meaning to racialized signs of the nation is illuminated by counter-

hegemonic capacity of Segall’s representation of Brazil.  

The uncanny correspondence between Prado’s account of the Brazilian

character and Segall’s aesthetic could not have gone unnoticed.  In an opening line

that invokes the wistful tone of Segall’s painting, the author laments, “In a radiant

land live a sad people.”  Although Prado does not deny sadness as per

Anthropophagist strategies, he nevertheless charges the Jesuit founding fathers and

European conquistadors as the perpetrators of Brazilian melancholy.  He explains that

the plenitude of gold and of informal sexual encounters with native and African

women produced a colonial culture of laziness, indulgence and immorality—of

sadness—that impeded Brazil’s advancement.30  Despite his attempt to exonerate the



handles and toothpicks.” See, Prado, Retrato do Brasil: Ensaio sobre a tristeza
brasileira, 174, 92.

31Quoted in Borges, “Puffy,” 252.
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negative African and Indian influences in Brazilian society, Prado internalizes

dominant racial stereotypes within his progressive social revisionism; his

condemnation of the sexual excesses of the Portuguese (called “atavistic”)  ultimately

indicts the “primitive” sexuality of the non-Western female.  The root of Brazilian

melancholia, in Prado’s estimation, resides in the mythic “seductiveness of the Black

woman [negra] and the Mulatta,” configured  metaphorically as a “post-coital

depression” of the colonial encounter.31  Prado’s text, thus, reiterates the role of the

Mulatta as the mother of the bastard race, an association that informs modernist

painting in national icons like Tarsila do Amaral’s The Negress.  Like an allegory of

Prado’s sadness, the image personifies the dialectic of desire and revulsion that

represents the psycho-social underpinnings of Portuguese-African miscegenation.

Unashamed of her nudity, with her prominent breast exposed, the figure is projected

as both maternal and sexual—exotic in her absolute difference and by the same token,

disturbing, provoking an oedipal-like longing for cultural sameness.  

The dualities of the Mulatta are reduced to the oft-repeated motif of the single,

exposed breast.  As Fatima Brecht and others have asserted, the representational

prominence of the Black breast engages an historical memory of Afro-Brazilian wet-



32Fatima Bercht, “Tarsila do Amaral,” in Latin American Artists in the
Twentieth-Century, ed. Waldo Rassmussen (New York: Museum of Modern Art,
1993), 53; see also Alexandre Eulalio, A aventura brasileira de Blaise Cendrars (São
Paulo: Edições Quiron Limitada, 1978), 91.

33According to Borges, a campaign to end Black wet-nursing corresponded
with the arrival of French medical ideas in the late nineteenth-century because it was
believed that slave wet nurses transmitted syphilis and other “hereditary” diseases.
See, Borges, “Puffy,” 240. In this regard, Amaral’s reintroduction of the theme would
have entered into the broader modernist challenge to Liberal reliance on foreign
knowledge.  In addition,  Albuquerque’s  image invokes the belief in the comparable
benevolence of the Brazilian institution of slavery and, by extension, more
compassionate race relations relative to the US. This notion would gain great
popularity in the 1930s with the publication of Gilberto Freyre’s Master and Slaves
(1933).
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nursing, a common practice of domestic slaves in Brazil since the colonial period.32 

The image of the Black surrogate-mother was already established in the art historical

record in works like Lucílio de Albuquerque’s 1912, Mãe preta (Black Mother; fig.

91) which depicts the slave nanny as the mother of both races.  In Albuquerque’s

version, the subject gazes lovingly at her own Black child while nourishing from her

body her White charge.33  The picture attaches status to race by positioning the

viewer above the subject, adopting the master’s gaze of domination with compassion. 

The subject sits barefoot and cross-legged on the floor, according a “primitive” state

of nature, while her biological offspring, likewise, rests naked and contentedly on the

ground.  Amaral’s African-derivative fertility figure, also emblazoned with a single

breast, is the modernist heir to Albuquerque’s Black Mother.  As an icon of the

nation, The Negress reflects the defiant tone of modernism; the image is provocative,
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monumental and confrontational, whereas Albuqueurque’s private moment represents

the gentle domestication of Brazil’s racial polemics. Despite modernism’s bold

ennobling of the ignoble savage, however, Amaral’s engenders little more than a

symbolic relation with Blackness.  As Albuquerque’s image elides socio-political

realities through a sugar-coated nostalgia for  plantation life, so The Negress abstracts

a violent history of colonialism, slavery, exploitation and racial inequality through the

reductionist mythologies of avant-garde Primitivism.

The dualism of the Black female in modernist visual constructions of

brasilidade was that of mother and whore—the oedipal dilemma of the maternal bond

compromised by sexual desire, here racialized to invoke the sadness of the nation. 

The trope of the naked, Black breast also adorned representations of Black

prostitutes, as seen in Cavalcanti’s image Mulatas (Mulatto Women,1927; fig. 87). 

With an unashamed glance, the woman in the image entices her customer by

seductively parceling her body.  While the urban realities of Brazil may have imbued

such scenes with a tone of brutal honesty that appealed to modernist disdain for

artificiality, the image resonates more directly with the unbridled sensuality attributed

to Brazilian women in Cavalcanti’s larger production, and the “dionysian” liberation

of modernism in general.  Modernism does not return subjectivity to the Black

woman. The real history of Black female sexuality, that of rape and sexual

exploitation that denied Black women control over their own bodies and ironically,
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gave rise to the mythic Mulatta seductress, remains obscured. Yet in explaining the

sadness of Brazil, the Black mother is ultimately identified as the progenitor of a

bastard race.

Segall’s imagery corresponded to neither of these constructions, but was

nevertheless recognizable because of them.  His numerous portraits of Black mothers

with children were consistent with new foundational fictions of Brazil’s non-White

origins.  Moreover, as suggested by critics, his near-obsessive attention to the theme

signaled his Brazilianization.  Yet Segall’s images exposed the profound ambiguities

within the discourse of race.  Although sadness remained clearly tied to Blackness in

modernist discourse, the melancholy tone of Segall’s maternal groupings called into

question the delusive optimism that underpinned modernism’s racialized

iconography.  

For many Brazilians this distinction was the product of the foreign gaze, as in

Victor Néstor’s assessment of Segall’s Mulata com criança (Mulatta with Child,

1924; fig. 60).  The image parallels the artist’s Red Hill in many ways, again

depicting the contemporary Black woman cradling an infant, surrounded by artistic

abbreviations of the vegetation and crowded architecture of the favela.  She and her

surroundings again share the rusty tones of the local soil.  Like many of Segall’s

maternal subjects, the figure is somewhat androgynous; her body is broad with a

compact muscularity, with wide shoulders painted frontally, while her equally



34Victor Néstor, “A exposição Lasar Segall,” O Globo, 30 Jul. 1928.

35Nancy Leys Stepan, “Eugenics in Brazil, 1917-1940,” in The Wellborn
Science: Eugenics in Germany, France, Brazil, and Russia, ed. Mark B. Adams (New
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powerful, coarse facial features are depicted in profile.  Perhaps it was this masculine

aspect, compounding the artist’s racialist defiance of conventional notions of beauty,

that provoked the critic’s consternation.  The author inveighed, 

Mulatta with Child is of an Africanism repugnant to our taste, because
we do not see the subject with such rawness, in our vision we do not
give it the exclusively savage aspect with which Mr. Lasar Segall sees
it.  But it is understood that there is complete sincerity in this work,
and that in Europe it came to be [regarded] as an excellent number,
being in the eyes of people there in agreement within this particularity
with that of the artist.34

The language of Victor’s evaluation, that integrates “savagery” and “rawness” with a

“repugnant” “Africanism” strikes at the heart of the ideological instability of visual

constructions of Blackness.  As a national symbol, the Mulatto was valorized for a

certain distance from any “Africanisms,” perceived as both pre-Brazilian and

uncivilized.  

Blackness, Modernity and the Myth of Racial Democracy

In the anti-determinist language of modernism, miscegenation signaled both

unity and progress.  Internal to this logic, however, was the nineteenth-century

whitening thesis, which had not been discredited, but to the contrary had gained

ground in the 1910s and the 1920s as an official ideology.35  Indeed, in a highly



York: Oxford University Press, 1990), 129.

36Prado, Retrato do Brasil: Ensaio sobre a tristeza brasileira, 158-60,
translation, Skidmore, Black Into White, 204.  

37Cited in George Reid Andrews, “Brazilian Racial Democracy, 1900-1990:
An American Counterpoint,” Journal of Contemporary History 31, no. 3 (1996): 488.
Emphasis in the original.
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paradoxical conclusion to his anti-racist rewriting of the national spirit, Prado praised

the progress of Brazil’s “Aryanization,” confirming it as “a fact of everyday

observation.”  He declares, “In the continuous mixture of our life since the colonial

era the Negro is slowly disappearing, being transformed into the deceptive

appearance of a pure Aryan.”36  The 1920 census confirmed this transformation, in

the words of conservative Francisco José Oliveira Viana, having demonstrated a

“tendency toward the progressive Aryanization of our own regional groups.  That is

to say, the coefficient of the white race is becoming more and more elevated in our

population.”37  The symbols of the Mulatto in modernist discourse was intrinsically

contradictory, signifying both Brazilian Blackness and its simultaneous erasure.

Confident in the advancement of whitening, Brazilian elites turned their

attention away from race to social questions, furthering dearticulating Blackness in

public discourse.  Whereas the sadness of Brazil had been seen as the inescapable

curse of race, melancholia came to be seen as a benign social malady, remedied

through environmental improvements.  Though extremely controversial, Lobato’s

anecdotes of the illiterate, superstitious masses that inhabited the Brazilian interior



38Monteiro Lobato’s earlier, more pessimistic attitude was voiced in his novel
Urupês, José Bento Monteiro Lobato, Urupês (São Paulo: Editora Brasiliense, 1983). 
The Jéca Tatú stories are collected in José Bento Monteiro Lobato, Ideias de Jéca
Tatú (São Paulo: Brasiliense, 1959). For discussion of Monteiro Lobato in relation to
public policy, see Stepan, “Eugenics in Brazil,” 130; Skidmore, Black Into White,
183-4; Borges, “Puffy,” 250-1.

39José Bento Monteiro Lobato, Mr. Slang e o Brasil e problema vital (São
Paulo: Editora Brasiliense, 1946), translation from Skidmore, Black Into White, 183.
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popularized notions of hygiene and education as the salvation of Brazil, while

deflecting racial explanations of Brazil’s social pathologies.38  Lobato’s confidence in

social regeneration was declared in the statement that,  “Jéca wasn’t born that way, he

became so” (“O Jéca não é assim: está assim”), and most clearly explicated in the

story, “The Resurrection of Jéca Tatú,” in which, having being cured by a doctor,

Jéca is able to work and, thus, grows prosperous and happy.39  Tarsila do Amaral’s

sanitized and bucolic rural landscapes from her “Brazilwood” phase pictorialize

Lobato’s optimism. Paintings such A feira II (The Market II, 1924; fig. 92), Vendedor

de frutas (Fruit Vendor, 1925) and Pescador (Fisherman; 1925) depict a

meticulously ordered environment of hardworking folk, richly rewarded for their

labors with naturally abundant (yet rationally organized and displayed) produce.  As

in the world of Jéca Tatú, Amaral creates a scenario in which biological composition

does not preclude the improvement of the race.  As Nancy Leys Stepans has observed

in relation to social policy:

In a very fundamental sense, eugenics was about race and racial
improvement, not class.  The eugenics movement was “about” race



40Stepan, “Eugenics in Brazil,” 126.
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because it focused its attention on diseases that were seen as
specifically prevalent among the poor, and therefore mainly black or
racially mixed population.  This population was perceived as being
ignorant, diseased, and full of vice, with high rates of drunkenness,
immorality, mortality, and morbidity.  If publicly the word raça (race)
in the eugenic literature was invariably used in the singular to refer to
“the Brazilian people,” privately it meant the “black race.”40  

Amaral’s rearticulation of Blackness in the de-racialized sphere of social regeneration

illustrates the persistence of the concept of race, even in the absence of its

articulation.  Far from removed from the Brazilian consciousness, race was merely

obscured by the inclusive language of sanitarista policy. 

Segall’s rural motifs often closely echoed Amaral’s.  Nevertheless, the patent

differences that distinguished the two aesthetics expose the romanticism of

modernism.  Segall’s Guardião preto (Black Shepherd, c. 1926;  fig. 93)  for instance,

shares Amaral’s Brazilwood-style allusions to Brazil’s export-quality natural

abundance.  Segall portrays with methodical repetition the round backs of sheep,

viewed through rows of tall, straight palms under clear skies.  A group of docile

mules lift their heads from their contented grazing to smile at the viewer.  This

pastoral splendor is shattered, however, by the central human figure.  The Black

shepherd, that Bandeira remarked aptly captured  “the misery of our rural and

suburban population,” is physically contorted, with an inflated chest and overly large

head supported on weakened bent legs and with bare feet.  His bent body contrasts
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with the erect, verticality of the trees.  He leans on a cane, with cap in hand,

imploring the viewer’s compassion and exculpation.  Segall contrasts the crippled

shepherd’s physical frailty to the strength of the healthy landscape, demarcating the

subject’s pathology from the harmony of nature. 

In different ways, both artists address the unresolved “problem” of the nation. 

While Tarsila’s ordered paradise envisions the heroic salvation of Jéca Tatú, Segall’s

work struck a familiar cord, depicting the unreconstructed Jéca of Lobato’s Urûpes,

described as “puffy, slothful, ignorant and inert.”  Moreover, the diseased male body,

is far from the healthy, available female bodies projected in Cavalcanti’s aesthetic. 

Despite this, in the 1920s paintings such as Black Shepherd generally did not strike

the Brazilian public as obsolete, but to the contrary voiced a sense of moral

indignation.  Segall’s forthright and unsentimental depictions of the Brazilian

countryside impressed critics as achieving a realism tantamount to modernism, one

that by definition transcended the national and engaged the broader human condition. 

In an article entitled “Fleas and Lions” (a reference to the pests that plague even the

royal beasts) Henrique Pongetti describes Segall’s aesthetic as anchored in a dialectic

of agency and destiny, declaring that,  “In all his characters fatality manifests itself,

even when they want to flee from their grousing and scream optimism in the face of a

vile life.”41  The subtext of insurgency that intones Pongetti’s reading suggests that
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rather then representing a surrender to the inevitablitiy of race and climate, Segall’s

work corresponded to modernist efforts toward national restructuring. 

Representations of the Black, as an artistic symbol and a social subject,

illuminate the vast signifying divide between Segall’s work and the Brazilian

discourse of modernism.  Central to paulista modernism was the artistic recognition

of the Afro-Brazilian portrayed as an active participant in a modern Brazil. The

situation of  the European-identified exotic or “primitive” signifier, within the realm

of the “civilized,” evoked precisely the type of unexpected, heterogeneous image that

destabilized (while indirectly reinforcing) European attitudes toward Brazil.  In his

Brazilwood Manifesto, for example, Oswald de Andrade expresses the unlimited

possibilities in Brazil’s future through the personage of the Black urban worker

changing the direction of the streetcar at the end of the line.  “A black man turns the

handle of the rotating platform you’re standing on,” Andrade writes, “The slightest

hitch will send you off in the opposite direction to your destiny.”42  Brazil’s future is

unknown, Andrade’s metaphor proclaims, but technology and Brazil’s “collective

soul,” embodied in the Black man, would be its dual determinates.  Segall’s repertoire

of urban Afro-Brazilian subjects at least superficially corroborated this motif.  By the

same token, however, the enigmatic quality of his image allowed room for multiple
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interpretations, and invited associations with urban realities and race relations that did

not necessarily support modernist optimism.

Modernist art and thought of the 1920s anticipated a popular construction of

Brazil as a “racial democracy,” a concept that would be formalized in 1933 in

Gilberto Freyre’s ground-breaking analysis of Brazilian civilization, Casa-grande y

senzala (Masters and Slaves).43  Freyre was a Columbia-educated social theorist

whose studies with cultural anthropologist Franz Boas had prompted him to

reevaluate Brazilian society considering environmental rather than biological factors. 

The stark contrasts between Brazil’s comparatively benign race relations and the

disturbing images of racial violence and Jim Crow segregation Freyre had

encountered in the United States led him to declare Brazil “one of the most

harmonious unions of . . .one culture with another than the land of this hemisphere

have ever known.”44  Moreover, Freyre, echoing Andrade, rejected claims of racial
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inferiority by declaring the exceptional adaptation of the Brazilian Mulatto to the

nation and to the modern age:

[I]n the sense of corresponding more closely to the Brazilian milieu
and of easier and possibly deeper adaptation to its interests, its tastes,
its needs, the half-breed, the mulatto, or, to put it more delicately, the
dark-complexioned person, would seem to show more capacity for
leadership than the white or near white.45

It was a credit to this leadership that, Freyre observed, “Brazil is becoming more and

more a racial democracy, characterized by an almost unique combination of diversity

and unity.”

Outside the modernist microcosm, distinct anxieties regarding Brazil’s racial

composition belied such positive depictions of Brazilian modernity.  Although worlds

apart from U.S.-style racism, Afro-Brazilians nevertheless continued to experience

discrimination in education, employment and daily life in general.46  Moreover, the

mixed-race, lighter skinned Mulatto had far greater opportunities than darker-skinned

Blacks.47  Such attitudes and prejudices were particularly evident in the popular press. 

Capitalizing, like Andrade’s Black conductor, on the unexpected juxtaposition of

Blackness and urban technologies, a comic, entitled O bonde democrático (The

Democratic Streetcar, 1930; fig. 94) depicts a smartly dressed Afro-Brazilian couple
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enjoying the novelty of the electric streetcar.  The relaxing pair provokes the

amusement and consternation of their fellow White passengers who are clearly more

familiar with the technology and more confident in their station.  A distinctly simian

quality in the couple’s appearance accentuates their affected status by pictorially

declaring them at a lower stage of human evolution. In its attempt to parody the

egalitarian promises of modernity, the comic inadvertently reveals the more troubling

“pre-modern” attitudes of ostensibly “civilized” Brazilian society.  In its lampooning

of the rural associations with Blackness (and slightly more malevolent invocation of

the “primitive”) that embarrasses and disappoints the truly modern Brazilians, the

picture effectively condemns the latter as more socially regressive than their target. 

Segall’s representations of Brazil problematized both modernist neo-

romanticism and the racial skepticism of the popular imagination.  His Encontro

(Encounter, 1924; fig. 4) portraying an urban, interracial couple poses an enigmatic

commentary on race and brasilidade that represents both a correlative and a corrective

to the message of the Democratic Streetcar.  The painting depicts a contemporary

Mulatto man in a conservative suit and tie, grasping the hand of his White partner, a

neatly coiffed woman in a stylish blue dress.  The two stand in a small urban park, an

enclave of tropical nature suffocated within anonymous highrise buildings.  They

gaze past each other with a detached and deeply melancholy stare: an expression of

psychological separation that betrays their physical union.  Segall’s couple is not
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enjoying the ebullience of modernity’s wild ride, but rather stands stoic and inert,

abandoned in a cold, silent and deserted city.  They exude the deep melancholy of

human relations.  Although they possess an urban elegance antithetical to the

streetcar passengers’s lampooned airs, they nevertheless share their isolation.  Segall

transfers the social alienation of the ridiculed bumpkins to the more metaphysical

crisis of the modern subject, using race as a means to exaggerate both social tension

and the inevitability of existential solitude.  

Although Brazilian critics rarely, if ever, specifically addressed Encounter in

their discussion of Segall’s exhibition, the image undoubtedly influenced their

perception of the artist’s Brazilianization, given that the Mulatto man in the picture is

Segall’s own self-portrait.  Indeed the male figure reproduces a photograph Segall

had taken in Germany in which he wears the same suit and hat.  Although the facial

features are reproduced relatively faithfully, as discussed in chapter 1, Segall has

darkened his skin, broadened his lips, and assumed a head of tight curls of hair and

bushy black eyebrows.  Moreover, the artist manipulates the intent, wide-eyed stare

of the photograph into an expression of morose disaffection, turning the corners of

the mouth down and wrinkling the brow.  In the self-portraits’s assumption of both

Blackness and sadness, key component of brasilidade in modernist nationalist

discourse, Segall’s self-transformation seems to allegorize his cultural assimilation

and his entrance into the national psychology.  
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Critics clearly envisioned Segall’s Brazilianization in these terms, of an

empathetic racial identification, as in Manuel Bandeira’s statement that,

In substance what characterizes [Segall’s Brazil] phase is the quality
of sorrow.  They say that Segall’s art has become more joyful.  He did
not become more joyful.  What happened is that his sorrow, . . . 
transplanted into a milieu less worked over by misery, less tense, lost a
little bitterness . . . He paints our types, as if he has been infected by
the moral character of our people, above all of the blacks and mulattos,
his favorite theme here.  The gentleness, tranquil dignity, the
submission without protest with which our Negroes accept their lives,
this is perhaps not strange . . . to the serenity with which [Segall]
currently expresses his human fraternity and his metaphysical
unease.48  

Bandeira isolates Brazilian sadness within the psycho-social disaffection of Brazilian

Blacks, something he perceives Segall as predisposed to recognize.  His “infection”

with the “character . . . of Blacks and mulattos,” enabled Segall to penetrate their

seeming gaiety in order to reach the deeper sadness of Blackness—and, by extension,

of the nation.  Moreover, Segall’s frequent reworking of the concept in his Brazil

phase painting reinforced observations of his transformation.  In the 1920s he

produced numerous self-portraits with darkened skin and Black reflections.  Another

work exhibited in 1928, Self-Portrait No. 2 (c. 1928; fig. 95) represented the artist at

the easel, scrutinizing the viewer, as his Black alter-ego in profile to his side.  The

alter image is both a shadow projecting from the subject, and a separate entity
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altogether, exemplifying a repeated formula for duality - Black/White, frontal/profile. 

Although the motivation remains hazy, this particular image, which was ubiquitous in

the Brazilian press and had become a virtual icon of the exhibition, was destroyed in

the gallery by an outraged Brazilian viewer.49

Considering the intense objections to modern art in general, it would be

presumptuous to conclude that the attack on this image was provoked by the specific

characteristics of this self-portrayal.  It is safe to say, however, that Brazilian

spectators found little agreement regarding Segall’s representation of Brazil, and that

at least one detractor complained that it, “offended his patriotism.”50  Despite Segall’s

“ingenuousness,” his perceived accuracy in capturing the essence of Brazil often

seemed only to heighten his status as a foreigner.  His art was overwhelmingly

praised for its accuracy, but in that it did not reinforce the modernists’s nationalist or

racialist ideologies, his artistic perspicacity was frequently attributed less to his

acculturation than to his alterity: an ethnic predisposition toward both melancholy

and the “primitive” harbored in his own “Eastern” origins. 

Segall was viewed not as a Brazilian but rather was considered the same as

Brazil.  He was a kindred spirit—an erstwhile “primitive.”  This again engages the

notion of brasilidade that modernists are consolidating, as Black, primitive, Other.  At
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the same time Segall’s inclusion reflects a porous and inclusive notion of national

identity.  There are several reasons for this, the porous notion of nationalism

expressed by the modernist fetischization of hybridity, the admiration for the Russian

as a true primitive, and implicit associations between the Jew and the Black, posed

explicitly in Segall’s work.  Yet at the same time modernism was intrinsically

xenophobic and this is where Segall is most shunned.

The radicalism implicit in Segall’s representation problematized his relation

to modernism.  As Randall Johnston has discussed, in its explicit illiberalism,

modernism was also fundamentally anti-democratic, “consonant with nationalist

currents of authoritarian thought generally including its emphasis on the need for

dominance of enlightened elites.”51  Modernism conformed to a political and judicial

ideology that pursued  “institutional modernization through nationalist

authoritarianism.”  An enlightened elite took it upon themselves to reorganize culture

and society and lead by example.  Johnson accurately notes that the modernist

fascination with popular culture and autochthonous traditions served solely as an

inspiration for aesthetic renewal within elite artistic and literary production and in no

way implied “a redistribution of economic or even symbolic goods.”  Modernism

objectified its subject, distancing Afro-Brazilian traditions through a complicated
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ethno-centric Othering proclaimed as Brazil’s owns collective tradition.  But their

emphasis of the folkloric and the pastoral, and corresponding disregard for social

realities emphasized the wide gap between subject and object.  

What emerges in Brazilian modernism, therefore, is a fantasy of national

regeneration as romantic and as contradictory as that of their predecessors.  Although

the imagery is more egalitarian, and at least symbolically inclusive, it avoids the

political realities of Brazil, preferring to rectify and sanitize them in the imaginary

world of the canvas.  Indeed it is the allusions to real sociological misery in Segall’s

pictures rather than a more mythical racial melancholy (and joy) that sets him apart

from Brazilian modernist painting, while exposing a persistent degree of old-

fashioned romanticism within modernist assertions of contemporary factuality. 

Although these ideological and aesthetic distinctions are extremely nuanced, their

presence is undeniable; they are evident in the disruption Segall’s depiction of Brazil

wreaks on modernist constructions of brasilidade,  most patently expressed in critics’s

inability to determine whether his work is Brazilian or not.  

A Slav with Caboclo Accents: Segall’s “Brazilianization” Revisited

Reflecting on Segall’s 1927/1928 exhibition, friend and critic Geraldo Ferraz

again refered to Segall’s “Brazilianization,” commending,

He is not insensitive [ingrato] to the land that has given him his
sumptuous motifs and colors.  He exhibits paintings made under the
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Brazilian sun.  And one hears in his cries a Slav with caboclo
accents.52

Ferraz’s reference to the “cries of a Slav with caboclo accents” encapsulates Segall’s

ambivalent role in the development of avant-garde nationalism in Brazil, as well as

the fundamental paradoxes of Brazil’s racialized modernist identity.  While

association with the “caboclo,” the archetypical symbol of Brazil’s mixed-race

authenticity, positions Segall’s assimilation within nationalist paradigms that identify

ethnic and cultural hybridity as the essential character of brasilidade (or by Mario de

Andrade’s estimation: the absence of essential character), the equally prominent

reference to Segall’s “Slavic” retention precludes entrance into this composite

nationalism, qualifying his assimilation as, at best, partial.  Ferraz tempers Segall’s

Brazilianization with careful disclaimers: “He has identified in part with the country

where he lives.”  Segall is a Slav who speaks like the caboclo, not the mixed-race

Brazilian himself.  While he possesses the sympathetic gaze of an insider, he

maintains the fundamental alterity of the outsider. To modify Homi Bhabha’s adage

of the ambivalence of the post-colonial identity: to be Brazilianized is to be

emphatically not Brazilian.53 
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Nevertheless, the paintings Segall produced in Brazil were quickly deemed

national patrimony.  In 1928, front-page headlines in São Paulo’s leading newspapers

saluted the State Museum of São Paulo for its acquisition of Segall’s Bananal

(Banana Plantation; 1927; fig. 1), heralding the purchase as a “victory for modern

art.”54  The principal motivation for the acquisition, as reported in the Diário da

Noite, was to protect the Brazilian work from covetous European collectors:

The State of São Paulo did not want one of the most characteristic
works from this phase of the Slavic painter, which our environment
caused him to render, with a theme as national as suggestive, to leave
for Europe where it would have remained fatally in some or other
museum or collection.55 

The statement is wrought with contradictions characteristic of Brazil’s colonial

condition in general, and more specifically, generated by the adoption of European

avant-garde modernism as a means to assert national artistic independence; despite

the national theme and inspiration of Banana Plantation, what ultimately valorizes
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the work is the artist’s foreign-ness and the legitimizing effect of  European desire. 

Segall’s representations of Brazil participated in an ambivalent, emergent discourse

of nationalism, functioning as dual objects, producing paired significations.  Brazilian

interpretations of Segall’s work split—or, rather, doubled—along the vague, ever-

shifting divide between national—indicative of the modern spirit of Brazil—and

foreign—testifying to the ineluctable force of Brazilian inspiration, while affirming

the merits of the national modernist movement.  Contemporary assessments of Segall

and his Brazilian aesthetic reflect efforts to “Brazilianize” the artist, while preserving

his exalted status as a representative of the European avant-garde.  This assiduous

arbitration, which resulted in Segall’s enduring and fundamentally irresolute status in

Brazil as the “outsider within,” hinged on the singular contradiction of Jewish

identity.  While his status as a Russian-Jew identified his honorary citizenship, as an

erstwhile “primitive” (an identity that, likewise, absorbed the curse of melancholy), it

simultaneously, and paradoxically, cemented the artist’s intractable

alterity—harbored in his alleged unassimilability.

Becoming a Legitimate Primitive: Reading Segall’s Ethnicity 

Returning to the connection Guilherme de Almeida observed between the

somber tone of Segall’s painting and the inherent sadness of Brazil’s native cultural

expressions, it is instructive to note that Almeida positioned the two as analogous,
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rather than related literally or figuratively in any visual or otherwise representational

way.  As discussed above, Almeida declared that:

Segall’s Brazilian painting is sad like our modinha is sad, like the
rhythm of our samba, like the ritual of our ancient customs, like the
macambuzio roots of our carnival.  And this is the point that we
Brazilians should emphasize with a certain pride and pleasure in the
important work by this great Russian artist.56

Unlike Amaral or Cavalcanti, Segall never invoked this type of celebratory cultural

nationalism in his pictures.  His work had none of the folkloric allusions to carnival

or samba that inspired appraisals of brasilidade in the opinions of artists or from

influential critics from Assis Chateaubriand to Mário de Andrade.  Yet Almeida

invokes these traditions in his interpretation of Segall’s painting, stressing that his

painting was like these things.  Almeida thus reiterates Bandeira’s suggestion that

Segall did not objectify his Brazilian subjects so much as he was “infected” by their

spirit.  

Brazilian critics stressed the singularity of Segall’s artistic vision in racial

terms.  This is the case in Henrique Pongetti’s duplicitous assertion of Segall’s “racial

fatalism,” a label which referred to either the artist’s sympathetic portrayal of Afro-

Brazil or his “Slavic” skepticism—or, more likely, the perceived interrelation

between the two.  Although the Brazilian press managed fairly consistently to

describe ethnic attributes in Segall’s art, actually identifying the artist’s origins
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proved more challenging.  Segall was alternately referred to as “Eastern” [oriental],

as a “Russian,” a “Muscovite,” as (somewhat inscrutably) a Slav, poetically, as a 

“child of Israel,” more prudently, “of an abstract race,”57 but, curiously, never

explicitly as Jewish.  Drawing heavily on earlier German texts about Segall, his work

was frequently likened to the expression of Tolstoy, Gorky and most often

Dostoevsky, and one critic went so far as to envision Segall’s flight from the “Tower

of Ivan Veliko” and his abandonment of the cathedrals and “cupolas of the

Kremlin”—despite the fact that Segall had never stepped foot in Moscow, nor, for

that matter, traveled anywhere east of his native Vilnius.58  To the contrary, Segall

had looked ever-West, to Germany, to Paris and then Brazil.  
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The vague and fanciful language employed in the Brazilian press to describe

Segall’s heritage reflects a general inexperience with the culture and geography of

Eastern Europe as well as a certain cultural unfamiliarity with Jews.59  Despite the

popularity of ethno-national interpretations of Segall’s aesthetic, Brazilian

explanations often reiterated European racial stereotypes, particularly the mythic

persona of the Ostjude or Eastern Jew.  As discussed in depth in Chapter 1, in their

search for alternatives to the failures of modernity, Germans celebrated the mystical,

primitive Ostjude as a model of religious authenticity and emotional directness.

Likewise, Brazilian critics attributed the emotional intensity and tragic overtones of

Segall’s work to a vague conflation of “Eastern” characteristics.  For instance, São

Paulo’s Folha da manhã described his work as:

Pure art.  Without refinement. With rapid gestures he analyzes and
extracts out of extremely ordinary conceptions of life, the precise apex
of emotion from the absolute generality, which his mystical Eastern
inclination . . . animates in marvelous reproductions.  He has, like all
his Russian compatriots, this natural intuition toward tragedy, innate to
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their fatigued nationalities and which is characteristic of their
millenary suffering.60

Beyond the verbatim adoption of the idea of Segall’s  “mystical Eastern inclination”

(a cardinal orientation with no geographic reference and little cultural meaning in the

Southern hemisphere) is the more cryptic reference to “millenary suffering,”

producing overtones of religious persecution and messianic salvation that suggested

Jewish origins as much as the explicitly stated Russian nationalism.  The description

of Segall’s aesthetic, “Pure art.  Without refinement,” with “rapid gestures,” in turn,

reiterates the emotional intensity and directness of the “primitive,” an association that

linked Brazil and the “mystical east.”  Whether Brazilians acknowledged it or not, the

ethnic construction they appropriated harbored stereotypes and tropes of the Jew that

contributed to both Segall’s symbolic inclusion and his contradictory social

exclusion.  

Brazilians in Paris were well-acquainted with the Russian avant-garde and the

activity of the Ecóle de Paris, the largely Central European, Jewish artist community

situated in Montparnasse.  Their perceptions, however, were typically muddled in

cultural stereotypes and ethnic generalities that undoubtedly couched Brazilian

opinion of Segall.61  Brazilian intellectuals in Paris envied the status of the Russian-
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Jewish avant-garde, which appeared to have succeeded at a pursuit very much like

their own: at establishing a distinct ethnic aesthetic within broader internationalist

paradigms.  Positive comparisons were frequently employed by Brazilians abroad to

indicate their collective advancement, as when Tarsila do Amaral boasted in a letter

to her family that, “They are now talking about our country like they spoke about

Russia fifteen years ago.”62  Similarly, regarding plans being discussed by Paulo

Prado and Heitor Villa Lobos to mount a Brazilian theatrical production modeled on

the Russian Ballet, modernist poet and art critic Sergio Milliet wrote to Oswald de

Andrade that, “We can . . . rejoice in our success now like the Russians . . . of the

past.”63  

Brazilians aspired to an exalted identity among the French akin to that of the

Eastern-Jew: as an exotic, albeit modern, Other.  Moreover, Brazilian modernists

expressed, through their work and words, a certain fraternity with the “primitive”
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“All the paintings from my first exhibition in 1920, in Recife, Rio and São Paulo
were made under the influence of Russian Ballets I had seen in Paris in 1913 in the
Theater of Champs Elysees.”  Moreover, works like his 1924 portrait of Rabbi (The
Rabbi) indicate an interest in Paris’ Jewish culture, while his simplified, schematized
pen and ink illustrations of animals, figures and monuments suggest a strong
influence of Jewish book illustration.  These drawings, typified by the series,
Quelques Visages de Paris also draw on the decorative traditions of both Marajoaran
pottery, thus stressing the cultural cross-pollination of interwar modernism, as well as
the heterogeneous experience of modernity. The quote above was originally cited in
an unpublished manuscript by Géo-Charles entitled, “Conferénce,” from a conference
held at the Galerie de la Baume, Paris, February, 28 1963 in preparation for a book,
which was never written, on Rêgo Monteiro.  Translation in Walter Zanini, Vicente
do Rego Monteiro: Artista e Poeta, 1899-1970 (São Paulo: Empresa das Artes, 1997),
63-65. On Quelques Visages de Paris, see pp.149-155.
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authenticity associated with Russian neo-primitivism and often emulated the Russian

aesthetics that seemed to fulfill their shared mission.  Thus, the Eastern-Jew entered

into a composite identity that privileged non-European authenticity and directness,

and bridged the gap between popular and avant-garde.  Vicente Rêgo Monteiro’s

Orientalist-inspired, neo-Indianist paintings of the 1920s embody this pan-“primitive”

conflation of what might broadly be called a shared “peripheralism.”  While he

readily admitted the influence of the African-inspired Russian Ballet—in itself a

complicated intermingling of disparate imaginings and ethnographies—on all his

paintings, many of which involved Indian themes based loosely on Amazonian

legends, his imagery bears an even stronger formal relation to Jewish book

illustration, likewise popular in Parisian avant-garde circles.64  Likewise, a type of

specifically feminine artistic naivete came to be associated as particularly Russian. 
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When a French woman artist painted in a naive style, she was frequently regarded in

reviews as “painting in Russian.”65  Tarsila do Amaral emulated the styles of Russian

women artists, particularly Sônia Lewitzka and Olga Sacharoff, yet transfigured the

origins and significance of these tendencies, declaring herself to be, “painting in

Brazilian.”66 

Segall’s inclusion in the avant-garde project to forge a Brazilian national

aesthetic and redefine the national character was justified by his status as a type of

honorary “primitive.”  He possessed an innocent gaze, free of ideological bias and

academic artifice—the  requisite mind-set for the Brazilians’ future-oriented,

reconstructive Primitivism.  Although naturally predisposed to such “Dionysianism,”

according to observers, this condition intensified with his experience in Brazil. 

Mário de Andrade described the transformation, noting that in Segall’s Brazilian

work,

The vainglorious preponderance of the critical spirit has disappeared;
he continues in an expressiveness, coincidentally more tragic. 
Remaining the same psychological being, he becomes complete,
looking more closely at reality.  Only now has he become a legitimate
primitive . . .67

Andrade’s statement implies that in his European work, Segall’s latent ingenuousness

had been corrupted by political concerns and extra-artistic preoccupations.  Upon



68Sander L. Gilman, The Jew’s Body (New York: Routledge, 1991), 99.

69José Pereira de Graça Aranha, one of the key architects of the Brazilian
modernist movement, outlined such a relation between imagination and melancholy
in relation to the Brazilian character in his 1920 essay “Estética de vida” (The
Aesthetic of Life).  The author identifies imagination as the central collective trait of
the Brazilian people, “that magical state in which reality faces and is transformed into
image . . . The distant roots of this imaginative faculty are in the souls of the different
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arriving in Brazil and relinquishing these distractions, he becomes a “legitimate

primitive”—like the Brazilians—with a direct connection to reality.  Andrade sees

Segall’s Brazil Phase as a more accurate, presumably objective reproduction—bright

and colorful—of an inherent sadness. His emphasis on continuity, that Segall remains

the same “psychological being,” only becoming “more tragic,” confirms their relation

as kindred spirits while reiterating the intrinsic melancholy shared by these two

“primitives.”  

Indeed, nineteenth-century racial-science classified the Jew as Black, owing

to his racial “impurity” and the group’s putative African origins.68  Thus, the Jew’s

perceived relation to the “primitive” engaged not only a romantic belief in his

mystical, instinctive and emotional authenticity, but also a shared racial inclination

toward melancholia and degeneracy.  While such explicit ties between race and

pathology ran contrary to the aesthetic and intellectual currents that influenced

paulista modernist thought of the 1920s, the artistic interest in the irrational, that

underpinned Primitivism, reinforced a positive association between madness and

creativity, the heir to these earlier tendencies.69  Segall possesses these characteristics



races and in the prodigy of tropical nature.  Each race brought its peculiar
melancholy.  Each man carried in his heart the dread of different gods, the anguish of
memories of a past forever lost, and each was filled with an infinite anxiety in the
foreign land.”  Exacerbating the metaphysical disorientation of these immigrants, was
a sense of geographic and cultural dislocation (“the insuperable lack of correlation
between the physical environment and man”) and an emotional longing of the
“transplanted” individual who “languishes in lonely nostalgia.”  Here again is an
implicit connection between racial mixing and sadness, a sadness that comprises
“primitive” polytheistic beliefs, existential disquietude and a sense of nostalgia
verging on a psychopathological disorder.  Yet this melancholia is credited with
fomenting the intense imagination that distinguishes Brazilian culture.  Translation
from, Cruz Costa, History of Ideas, 253.
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through mutually influential forces: through his calling as a modern artist and by

virtue of his “race.”  He is, thus, more intimately linked to his Black subjects than are

the Brazilian modernists, who were committed to the advocation of racial joy as an

antidote to national sadness (albeit defined it in terms of degeneracy).  According to

his contemporaries, Segall achieved an accuracy that Brazilian modernism could not. 

While the latter embellished Afro-Brazilian difference as a symbol of a revisionist

collective identity, Segall embodied this difference—in multiple manifestations.  

The presumed veracity of Segall’s gaze reveals the ambivalence of nationalist

discourse, underscoring the persistence of racialized tropes of sadness—ascribed to

the Jew as well as the Afro-Brazilian—despite claims of joy aimed at defying

Brazilian inferiority.  Moreover, Segall’s intense sincerity was treated as a paradigm

for national expression.  An article in the Diario da Noite of the same year entrusted

Segall to initiate the Brazilian renaissance, justifying his qualifications in terms of his

appropriate ethnic characteristics:
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Lazar Segall plays the role of missionary for the formation of a new
Brazilian painting.  He came to us bringing spiritual malaise, the
interior torment of the Slav, that he unites with the stoicism of the
children of Israel.  All the revolutionary tragedy that stripped away the
fictitious academic beauty lives through this artist’s works, providing a
new orientation where all individual tendencies originate in the search
for a truly essential reality.70

This statement evinces Segall’s irresolute position relative to paulista modernism; he

is at once becoming Brazilian and a model for the Brazilians to become Brazilian

themselves.  Moreover, his function as a prototype of authenticity and as an artistic

“missionary” proscribes his non-Brazilianness, in that the “missionary,” by definition

comes from outside, bringing foreign knowledge and customs to the unlearned. 

Reactions to his art proved equally ambivalent.  Critics saw continuity in the same

work that marked a rupture, and noted similarities within the themes distinguished by

absolute difference.  

Characteristic of Brazilian sentiment, Guilherme de Almeida noted a shared

tragic condition in the “uninterrupted” development from Pogrom, Segall’s rendering

of Jewish genocide, to Banana Plantation, the melancholy portrait that personified

Prado’s sadness, concluding that, “All [Segall’s] work is homogeneous, united,

whole.”71  Likewise, in discussion of the artistic “evolution” that marked Segall’s

work in Brazil, Andrade noted only a superficial modification of the sense of fatalism
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expressed in Segall’s most explicitly Jewish portrait of suffering, Eternal Wanderers

and in the bench mark of Brazilian modernist nationalism, Banana Plantation. He

explained,

Lasar Segall has evolved stupendously in recent times.  In his very
tragic work before coming to Brazil, of which Eternal Wanderers is a
point of culmination, this tragedy was principally invoked by the
artistic deformation of bodies . . .and by slightly facile shades of
coloration.  Now in his recent works done in Brazil, these tendencies
have evolved and these shades disappeared.  Works such as Banana
Plantations and Man and Woman and Black Man employ a whole new
pallette of bright and comforting colors.  Without ever abandoning his
expressive essence, which now subtly insinuates the meagerness of the
human condition on the Earth, he puts joy along pain.  Not as a
contrast but a fusion.72  

Andrade’s conception of Segall’s “evolution” is characteristically contradictory.  He

concludes that Segall never abandoned his “expressive essence,” but, in a gesture

more adaptive than progressive, simply altered his palette according to environmental

demands.  The Jew simply becomes the Black in a symbolic universe of suffering that

tied Segall to Brazil.

That Brazilians noted the conflation of the Black and the Jew was, of course,

to be expected.  Yet in the Brazilian press these comparisons were based exclusively

on work produced prior to Segall’s arrival in Brazil.  Pictures with much more

explicit references to Jewish culture and tradition painted after1924 and included in



73Segall repainted this image at some point in the1940s, significantly altering
the pose and appearance of the figure.  He changing the subject from a working class
Eastern European, identifyable by the narrow-brimmed cap worn by many of Segall’s
Lithuanian figures, to a somewhat more exotic old man with very, long white beard 
The discussion here and reproduction included is from a photo of how the painting
originally appeared, working from a black and white photo of the painting.  
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his 1928 exhibition were systematically neglected.  Despite the obvious similarities

that works like Judeu sentado (Seated Jew, 1925; fig. 96)73 and Retrato do Senhor

Leon Klabin II (Portrait of Leon Klabin II, 1927; fig. 97) share with portraits like

Banana Plantation and Red Hill, in the frontal pose of the subjects, the anguished,

confrontational expressions and postures and the ubiquitous vacant gaze, the former

works were almost never addressed.  Seated Jew, for instance, mirrors the

composition of Red Hill with the central, seated figure looking slightly downward

toward the viewer with a glance that looks through, not at—an introspective and

extrospective gaze. Like the Black Madonna, the worshiping Jew is confined within

an ordered, schematized environment, the columns of the temple replacing the

towering palms of the favela.  Both engage religious tradition, the former in

quotations of Christian iconography, the latter through depictions of Jewish ritual. 

Banana Plantation and the Portrait of Leon Klabin universalize the inevitability of

aging, and by extension investigate life, death and various existential unknowns,

personified in the time-wearied, contemplative expressions of the Afro-Brazilian ex-

slave and the Jewish octogenarian.  Nevertheless, rather than acknowledging Segall’s

continued interest in Jewish themes, critics invariably cited the triangulated figuration
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from the nineteen-teens that elaborated less specifically Jewish and more generally

humanizing themes, such as “eternal wanders.”  

Such comparisons addressed these early works in terms of their formal

dissimilarity, employing them as evidence to argue Segall’s evolution in Brazil.  In

the eyes of the Brazilian critic, the Jew and the Black did not so much co-exist, but

the Afro-Brazilian came to replace the European Jew.  Despite the modernist

celebration of Brazilian racial heterogeneity and the broad admiration for the

primitivism of the Russian-Jew, the reality of both the immigrant and the Jewish

population in paulista society of the 1920s was much more inauspicious.  Indeed,

xenophobia directed at these populations motivated the modernist search for Brazilian

authenticity, a paradox that lay at the core of Brazilian ambivalence toward Segall

and his work. 

A Sad Jumble without Vigor or Character: Heterogeneity, Assimilation and

Xenophobia

As mentioned earlier, industrialization in Brazil was largely an immigrant

project. Seduced by a fantasy of cheap, experienced and complacent labor, the

presence of which would offset the country’s overly-African gene pool, the state, in

consort with industry, encouraged European migration.  Attitudes toward immigrants

were often less than congenial, however.  In the 1920s a series of economic crises had
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made foreign residents the target of increasingly hostile nativist protests.  Immigrants

were the scapegoats of both a disillusioned middle class, who, resentful that their

social position had not advanced to the degree promised by pro-immigration

advocates, saw foreign labor as competition, and likewise of an urban elite threatened

by the economic success of newly-arrived entrepreneurs. As conditions failed to

improve for native-born workers, politicians exploited the vote-getting potential of

xenophobic rhetoric.  

A 1920 São Paulo presidential campaign, for instance, warned, “Assimilate or

be assimilated!”  The candidate seized on prevailing social and financial anxieties,

declaring that,  

Brazilians are in danger of reverting . . .  from land owners to colonos
[wage agricultural laborers] working for foreigners, who will take
over!  The nationalist reaction will, therefore, necessarily be a cultural
reaction through national supremacy.74

The terms of the sloganeering suggest the general importance of culture to nativist

politics, and indicates the specific nature of such expression.  Despite the

assimilationist imperative, the statement above does not invite the newcomer’s

entrance into dominant culture, but, to the contrary, calls for a campaign to establish

“national supremacy.”  
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Modernism—which represented the foremost “cultural reaction through

national supremacy”—was deceptively xenophobic and exclusionary.  The modernist

project to “Brazilianize the Brazilian” went hand in hand with the anti-immigrant

rallying cry, “Brazil for Brazilians.”  Artists and writers set about the daunting task of

circumscribing a national cultural identity that was by definition impervious to the

foreign influences that threatened this very sense of nationalism.  In his 1920

declaration renouncing his position within the academy (considered by many the

inception point of the modernist movement), José Perreira de Graça Aranha invoked

the heterogeneity of influences that contribute to Brazilian culture and its

consequentially unwieldy polysemy:

All our culture came to us from the European founders.  But
civilization here found itself in a melting pot that produced a
“civilization” which is not exclusively European, having undergone
the transformation of the environment and the effects of the mixed
races that populated it.  This civilization is still in mere outline, with
no definite character.  It is a point of departure for the creation of true
nationality.75
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Even by the most consenting and tolerant interpretation of the movement’s

nationalizing objectives, demands for assimilation were futile without a consensus as

to what the Brazilian culture was that immigrants were supposedly expected to adopt.

Modernism aimed to transform a “mere outline” of the national character into “true

nationality,” positioned in contradistinction to false or foreign difference. 

The avant-garde’s renewed interest in popular culture and rural traditions, as

well as attempts to standardize a written vernacular were means to distinguish

“authentic” Brazilian culture, which was troublingly diverse, from the foreign

customs and pidgin Portuguese of recent immigrants. In spite of their antipathy for

the oligarchy, modernistas allied with passadistas in a curious solidarity aimed at

elevating Brazilian identity above the immigrant fray.  The modernist search for

authenticity began, ironically, in the salons of the paulista aristocracy, who took up

the task of inscribing national culture, hosting recitals of Brazilian folk music,

readings of national prose and poetry and serving regional cuisine.  Mário de Andrade

later recalled this collaboration, remarking somewhat derisively, “The traditional

aristocracy gave us their full support, making even more evident this initial

orientation of their fate—they were also already fated for destruction, for they no

longer had any legitimating justification.”  Yet the poet identified their shared foe: the

wealthy immigrant who strove to expropriate national identity. “As for the monied

aristos [new rich],” he scorned, 
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[T]hey hated us from the beginning and always viewed us with
suspicion.  No fat cat [ricaço] ever opened the doors to his sitting room
to us, no foreign millionaire sheltered us.  The Italian, Germans, the
Jews were more jealous guardians of the common national feeling than
the Prados, the Penteados, the Amarals.76

Paulo Prado reiterated such bias in his introduction to Oswald de Andrade’s

Brazilwood Poetry, deriding the  “gregarious mass” of “newcomers, the recently

arrived, the cosmopolitans, [and] the rapidly wealthy.”77  At the same time however,

he celebrated the “delicious cocktail” of foreign influences that underpinned Brazil

society and formed the source material for Andrade’s poetry.  Prado acknowledges

not only the “three sad races” involved in the original conquest of Brazil, “Brazilians,

whites, reds, and blacks,” but, somewhat more enigmatically, the participants in the

twentieth-century conquest of São Paulo, the “Italian bandeirantes [and] Syrian

conquistadors.”78  Prado treats the historic conquest of Brazil as—although perhaps

misfortunate—the, nevertheless,  necessary origins of the “Brazilians,” invoked as the

synthetic product of racial contact and miscegenation (“whites, reds, and blacks”). 

The contemporary expansion and exploitation of the country, however, is enacted by
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foreigners, by Italians and Syrians, posing as Brazilians (“bandeirantes” and

“conquistadors”) but distinguished by the author as markedly outside the nation.79  

The tension between pluralism and foreignness reflected the apprehension

among many elite Brazilians toward a cultural identity perceived as increasingly

attenuated by national disintegration.  While the modernist project sought to create

unity from diversity, the culmination of such operations remained unfulfilled, thus

tempering even the most audacious nationalist imaginings with familiar doubt.  Such

skepticism disrupted the integrity of Graça Aranha’s “melting pot,” which he

hesitantly qualified as, “still in mere outline, with no definite character,” and

similarly affected Mário de Andrade’s hybrid hero Macunaíma, labeled with the

double-edged qualifier, “The hero with no character whatsoever.”  While Andrade

introduced a multiplicity of races, climates and customs in Macunaíma, he also

blurred distinctions and leveled differences, creating what has been referred to as an

“estranging integration.”80  

Without depreciating Brazilian heterogeneity, Andrade strove to consolidate

Brazilian culture, to fuse regional differences into a shared sense of sameness.  His

own narrative style supports this claim, incorporating native vocabulary from
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indigenous languages and Africanisms found in regional dialects, and the local

vernacular spoken in São Paulo.  Andrade claimed that he was not inventing a dialect,

but merely adopting the authentic Brazilian language as it existed everywhere except

the academy.  And he assumed as his personal mission modernism’s broader

nationalist and emancipatory program: to systematize and officialize Brazilian

Portuguese as a formal language distinct from that of the Portuguese of the colonizer. 

Without such codification, Andrade complained, the “ersatz language,” the

“Amerindian-Afro-Luso-Latin-American-Anglo-Franco, etc. entity” lacked any

holistic unity, “revealing itself” as a “sad jumble, mollusk-like, without vigor or

character.”81  Although Andrade’s statement again demonstrates the stubborn staying

power of ideological associations between racial mixing and degeneracy, it

exemplifies modernism’s central plan to invigorate the “sad jumble” that was the

nation through the systematically delimitation of authentically “Brazilian” culture.

The mixed-raced Mulatto, epitomized by Andrade’s title character

Macunaíma, represented the allegorical and visual personification of the modernist

agenda not only in his embodiment of racial fusion, but also in his stark contrast to

the immigrant.  The Mulatto was the figural equivalent of the spoken vernacular,

fusing many influences into one, “hybrid”—and thus symbolizing cultural autonomy

and national integration.  The product of Brazil’s unique history, in which, according
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to modernist thought, all Brazilians had “one foot in the senzala (slave quarters)” and

had symbolically or literally been fed at the Afro-Brazilian breast, the Mulatto

represented the syncretic origins of Brazil, that did not include the recent immigrant. 

Indeed, the introduction of the Mulatto as a national symbol corresponded with a

reevaluation of Afro-Brazilian labor following a number of anarchist strikes

organized by Italian immigrant workers that debilitated the country in 1912.82 

Already tenuously structured on the promise of whitening, the Mulatto gradually

became a symbol of national exclusion, that omitted the immigrant—ironically the

agent of whitening.

As discussed in the last chapter, it was Segall’s representations of Afro-

Brazilian subjects that led critics to position his work in relation to the modernist,

nationalist project.  Representations of Jewish traditions, which matched in quantity

and quality his “Brazil Phase” production, were rarely, if ever, addressed in the

Portuguese-language, Brazilian press.  Included in the exhibition were several oil

paintings of men at prayer, including Seated Jew, 1925 (fig. 96), Judeu rezando (Jew

at Prayer, 1925; fig. 38) Cabeça de um Judeu polaco (Head of a Polish Jew), which

is most likely the portrait of A. Scheched (1927; fig. 98) and the image of his wife’s

grandfather Leon Klabin discussed above (1927; fig. 97).  All of the images depict

recognizably Jewish subjects, bearded men wearing prayer shawls, with heads
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covered often involved in meditative worship.  According to dominant xenophobic

attitudes, this “immigrant” imagery did not function to diversify Segall’s construction

of Brazil, which, combined with the Afro-Brazilian would presumably elicit the

nation’s essential heterogeneity, but were rather seen as glimpses of the alien

enclaves that disrupted the national panorama.  

Among Brazil’s “foreign” minorities, Jews and Judaism struck those who self-

identified as “dominant” culture, as the ultimate symbols of non-Brazilian difference. 

Thus Segall’s Jewish and immigrant imagery was largely ignored in the mainstream

press, while his supporters tiptoed around the artist’s own ethnicity, avoiding at all

costs the potentially damaging identification which Jewishness that likewise

compromised his nationalist gaze.  Despite the reality of Jewish assimilation in

Brazil, the fact that Jews were not Catholic, that Yiddish and Hebrew were often

retained for religious education and ritual, and that orthodox sects wore traditional

hair and dress, facilitated a stereotype of the Jew as the ultimate non-national. 

Moreover, like all recent immigrants, Jewish populations, particularly those newly

arrived, were concentrated in certain neighborhoods that were often accused unjustly

of fomenting “disorder and crime.”83  In 1929, in a series of articles that explored

“our diverse foreign neighborhoods,” Guilherme de Almeida described his experience
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in São Paulo’s predominantly Jewish, working class Bom Retiro neighborhood.84  As

historian Jeffrey Lesser has noted, Almeida’s reference to the neighborhood as “the

Ghetto” in the title and text of the article was completely inappropriate to the thriving

middle-class community and reflected Brazilian eagerness to adopt European

stereotypes of Jews.85  Almeida described his venture into the city’s minority

subculture with observations that indicate the latent xenophobia within even perhaps

well-intentioned curiosity.  Dramatically recalling the startling encounter with a Bom

Retiro resident, he exclaimed, “I found myself face to face with the first face [I saw]

in the São Paulo ghetto.  Face? Beard: beard and nose.  The first Jew.”86  The author

objectifies the neighborhood, not even as a cultural type, but reduces it into the what

has been called the stereotypical “representation of the Jew as excess.”87  

Almeida was Segall’s close friend and one of his major advocates, publishing

frequently on the artist’s contribution to Brazilian culture.  The thinly-veiled

invective that punctuated his Bom Retiro article sheds light on the author’s effort to

situate Segall’s Jewish imagery within a Brazilian context, while avoiding the
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specific “foreign” environment of their inspiration.  Averting any association with

São Paulo’s maligned “ghettos,” Almeida settles for the unusual, albeit vague

admission that Jew at Prayer was “executed under the Brazilian sun.”88  The

statement is notable in its engagement with the tropicalist particularism of Brazilian

modernism, advanced in the rhetorical “Brazilianization” of Segall, and extends it to

all his imagery, even that which otherwise would be considered “foreign.”  This brief

and tentative nationalization of a Jewish work is the exception rather than the rule,

however.  Other discussions of Segall attempt to resolve Segall’s negative social

status as a foreign Jew, with the enthusiasm his modernist following held for

him—not only as an established European avant-garde artist, but one clearly able to

appreciate what was uniquely Brazilian and modern.  Indeed, it was the admiration of 

Brazilian critics that inspired them to mitigate his Jewishness by broadening his

identity to the more personally palatable and publically acceptable denomination of

Russian or Slav, although these too invited a host of dubious associations.  

Although, as discussed above, the popular notion of Segall as a Russian

originated in predominantly positive German stereotypes of the Ostjude, the fact that

most Jewish immigrants in Brazil came from post-Russian Revolution Eastern

Europe provided fodder for opportunistic Brazilian intellectuals and politicians to

affirm prejudices of Jews as Communists and economic exploiters, thus, reinforcing
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negative stereotypes.89  Such attitudes no doubt underpinned fallacious  references to

Segall as a “Muscovite” as well.  The identification of Segall as a Slav was equally

duplicitous, for while the designation exonerated the artist of Judaism, it maintained

explicit connotations of unassimilability.  This identity was reinforced by Plínio

Salgado’s best-selling novel O estrangeiro (The Stranger) published in 1926, which

recounted the tragic decline of the young Ivã, a Russian, Muscovite, Slav, who,

owing to his insurmountable ethnic and cultural difference is unable to adapt to the

Brazilian environment and, increasingly alienated from society, ultimately commits

suicide.90  Written in fragmented, abbreviated prose meant to evoke the

“simultaneity” and “dynamism” of contemporary existence, The Stranger (literally,

“the foreigner”) is a cautionary tale of modern Brazil that champions rural, village

life and folk traditions as the soul of Brazil in confrontation with the universalizing

forces of urban cosmopolitanism.  

The story, which comprises a pastiche of immigrant experiences in Brazil and

native responses, does not protest immigration, which the author concedes is

necessary to progress, but rather demands the absorption of the foreigner.  Salgado

provides a positive and productive example of assimilation in the character of the

Italian immigrant Mondolfi.  In possession of a Latin temperament akin to the



91Lesser, Welcoming the Undesireables, 18.

92Almeida, “Lasar Segall: A exposição em São Paulo,” 30. Restrictive quotas
in the United States, Argentina and Canada coupled with disruptions that
accompanied the establishment of the new state of Poland prompted emigration,
leading to a ten-fold increase in Eastern European immigration to Brazil, with
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Brazilians,’ Mondolfi easily adopts Brazilian customs and behavior intermarrying

with a native Brazlian, Indian woman.  Ivã, in contrast, is unable to free himself from

the “cadaver of his past.”  An urban intellectual, obsessed with the memory of a

“distant land,” the Muscovite cannot appreciate the rural beauty and simple village

lifestyle of Brazil driving him into social isolation and finally suicide.  Yet his fate is

not solely the result of this particular culture clash, but, to the contrary, is the

consequence of his ethnic consciousness.  It is Ivã’s innate predisposition toward

tragedy and the inevitable solitude of the “man who would become a foreigner in any

country” that lead to his estrangement and anguished escape through death.

Brazilian imaginings of Segall’s ethnicity meant different things to different

people. Frequent references to his “Slavic pathos” alternately differentiated Segall as

an unabsorbable foreigner, invoked the artist’s sensitivity to Brazilian melancholy

(reiterated in Salgado’s The Stranger with the declaration that “the land is sad”)91 and

de-Jewified him to remove the social stigma of Jewish identity. Perhaps most

indicative of efforts to ameliorate Segall’s identity was the fact that he was never

called a Pole.  In that the majority of Jews arriving in Brazil in the 1920s were Polish,

the term was often used interchangeably with “Jewish.”92  Not surprisingly, Head of a



ninety-three thousand entered.  Conditions were rarely ideal for these migrants, as
Jeffrey Lesser has asserted: “The frequently destitute Eastern European immigrants to
Brazil rarely enjoyed the support of their often powerless governments. As late as
1927, a contract between the Polish government and Brazil’s secretary of agriculture
for the transportation of two thousand Polish families was based on a notion that the
mixing of Eastern Europeans with other immigrants would ‘go a long way to obviate
any labor trouble that might otherwise occur.’ Whatever positive attributes the
Eastern Europeans might have presented to Brazilian elites in terms of ‘dividing and
conquering,’ the Lithuanian government complained that the condition of its twenty
thousand immigrants was ‘so pitiable . . . that [we] might be forced to repatriate
them.” See, Lesser, Welcoming the Undesireables, 19.

93Manoel Bandeira, “A exposição de Lasar Segall,” A Provincia, 19 Aug.
1928.
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Polish Jew went virtually unacknowledged by the press.  Exacerbating ambivalence

toward Segall was the fact that by 1926 he had adopted Brazilian citizenship and

married into a prominent Brazilian family.  Yet it was a Jewish Brazilian family.  His

wife Jenny, like all of her siblings, was born in Brazil.  Her parents, who were

Lithuanian Jews, had married in Brazil some thirty years prior. Speaking of both

Segall’s artistic transformation and his declared political allegiance, Guilherme de

Almeida expressed a sense of gratitude, assigning Segall an honorary rebirth in the

country,  “Certain of a conquest that can only make us feel proud and noble: Segall

. . . was born and raised here; he was naturalized Brazilian.”  Yet despite these

accolades, the press also reaffirmed Segall’s non-Brazilian status, reporting that he

had married into a “foreign family” who were described as merely “residing in São

Paulo.”93  



94Although it is unclear if engravings were exhibited in the gallery, this image
and another portrait of a Jewish individual at prayer, Feriado religioso (Religious
Holiday, 1927) were reproduced in the catalogue.  

95Thomas Skidmore translates “ufanismo,” (which has no literal translation) as
“naive, romanticized patriotism.”  The term originated with Afonso Celso’s 1901
Porque me ufano do meu país (Why I am Proud of My Country), a  “paen of
patriotism” that within a decade had become mandatory reading for Brazilian school
children.  See Skidmore, Black Into White, 100.
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Segall’s Jewish imagery in Brazil emerged from his familial and social

environment, as much as from memory and nostalgia. Yet, in light of dominant

attitudes, images like, Portrait of  Leon Klabin II and Segall’s father, Pai Segall

(Father Segall, 1927; fig. 99)94 most certainly emphasized foreignness of this family

and not the Brazilianness of the Jewish community.  His Brazilianization and his role

in the consolidation of Brazilian modernism was gauged relative to his ability to

resolve the heterogenous elements of the Brazilian spirit and reality, most notably in

the synthesis of joy and sadness unique to the national character.  Yet it was difficult

for the modernists to maintain this doctrine of relative skepticism.  Despite their self-

declared mission to reveal the reality obscured by traditional paragons of  national

identity, this conviction was undermined by a persistent sense of ufanismo (patriotic

pride)95, and their oppositive construction of national joy.  Although Segall’s own

innocent gaze allowed him access to the real sorrow within Brazil’s joy, his

propensity for tragedy was nevertheless attributed to his Eastern origins, and

ultimately served to distinguish him from his Brazilian subject.  That is, despite the
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rhetoric of heterogeneity and synthesis as the crux of brasilidade, Segall’s

representation led critics to re-polarize artistic and psychological attributes as either

foreign or national.  

This phenomenon is exemplified by Segall’s portrait of Mário de Andrade

(1927, fig. 100) one of the most widely reproduced images from the exhibition.  The

painting was one of several portraits of Segall’s close social circle of paulista

intellectuals that included images of poet Guilherme de Almeida (fig. 101), his wife

socialite Baby de Almeida (fig. 102), sculptor Victor Brecheret, and attorney Gofredo

da Silva Tellas, the son in law of Dona Olivia Penteado.  The portraits share a basic

formula, framing the sitters with an abstract geometric pattern that the artist works

into their clothing in a pleasing unity of form and function.  In all the works, Segall

animates his subjects with expressive, rather idiosyncratic facial gestures.  Baby de

Almeida, seated in a large easy chair covered with a geometric-patterned throw, looks

away from the viewer, raising her eyebrows above heavy-lidded eyes and pursing her

lips in a look of ennui and skepticism.  Guilherme de Almeida, pen in hand,

presumably mid-composition, furrows his brow in deep concentration. And Mário de

Andrade, sharply dressed in a narrow tartan necktie, turns slightly askance.  Squinting

somewhat, the corners of his mouth rise ever so slightly into a sly smile, as if

recognizing something seen or contemplated.  



96Interpretations of the portrait continue to hinge on the foreign and the
national, engaging the ambivalence between them.  In his 2003 Nacional estrangeiro,
Sergio Miceli interpreted the image in terms of the two friends mutual and reciprocal
desire, reflecting Mario’s adulation of the avant-garde represented by Segall, and
Segall’s envy of Mario’s (referred to as “the Mulatto”) roots.  Miceli elaborates, 
“The super-reproduced portrait by Segall, [an] icon practically converted into a trade
mark of the young Mario as the prototype of the modernist writer, represented the
mark of [Segall’s] native homology, painted, in the guise of retribution, as if [Mario]
too was the retainer of the exemplary characteristics of the modern artist that Mario
perceived in Segall.  It all seems as if Segall wanted to transform the presence of the
Mulatto into an equivalent or symmetrical double, remaking the itinerary of the
modern artist in its reverse, from the surface to the marrow of innovation, in
crescendoing syntony with the demands of the avant-garde or rather, from the
Brazilian roots of [Mario’s] experience to the cosmopolitan and universalizing
expressive quality so valued by Segall.”  See, Sergio Miceli, Nacional estrangeiro:
História social e cultural do modenismo artístico em São Paulo (São Paulo:
Companhia das Letras, 2003), 165.

97Henrique Pongetti, “Pulgas e leões,” A Manhã, 5 Jul. 1928.
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Despite the decidedly  Brazilian subject matter, these portraits were perceived

by many critics as indicative of Segall’s foreign sensibilities.96  Discussing the

portraits, Henrique Pongetti asserted that Segall’s “racial fatalism is dispersed among

all the figures” creating what Pongetti deemed a “psychological unity” characteristic

of the artist’s “Slavic soul,” as well as the mysterious art of Gorky and Dostoevsky.

Andrade’s portrait best exemplified this. “I mentioned before psychological unity,”

Pongetti explained,

I want to finish this.  At the same time the portrait of Mário de
Andrade vigorously reflects his Brazilian soul in his lively
countenance—the tone of fatality remains, without degrading the
psychological traits of the portrait.97
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Segall’s “racial fatalism” accounts for the melancholy of the image, although this sadness

is evidently not entirely incongruous with the “psychological traits” of the sitter, which, he

declares, remain uncompromised.  Yet Andrade’s Brazilian soul is “lively” and expressed

“vigorously,” challenging tropes of Brazilian lassitude, and Macunaíma’s own preguiça. 

This dichotomy is made even more clear in Victor Néstor’s review in which he

praises the portraits for their visual fidelity to the sitter, which he regrets as, “something

condemnable in the eyes of the new aesthetic.”  Nevertheless, he contend that they are

more representative of the artist than of his subject.  After praising Head of a Polish Jew

for its technical values, he admires, “its capacity to translate a profound soul, speaking for

the author.”  Although it is unclear exactly which work this title refers to, it could well be

the portrait of A. Scheched (fig. 98) which is stylistically comparable to these other

images, with the sitter’s lively eyes and slightly furrowed brow imbuing the image with

life and individuality. Victor contending that, not just the Jewish image, nor Segall’s self-

portraits, but all of the portraits “speak for the author” writes:

All of these portraits express the same general tone.  They don’t even hint
at a smile; on the contrary the have something very grave that in those of
the painter [self-portraits] would be fine by him, but in those of our poets
represents a secret deformation.  I don’t mean to say that they don’t also
possess a personal gravity, but with another air that is ours and that I don’t
see here.  What I see there is something somber, that intones the canvas
more than comes from individual physiognomy.  What happens is that they
were made in a style and don’t contradict but harmonize with [this style]. 
It is the Russian sobriety that makes us mainly recall that of Dostoevsky
and which the European critics have told us about this artist.  But its not



98Victor Néstor, “A exposição Lasar Segall,” O Globo, 30 Jul. 1928.

99From Paulicéia desvairada (1922), quoted in Jorge Schwartz, Vanguarda e
cosmpolitismo na década de 20: Oliverio Girondo e Oswald de Andrade (São Paulo:
Perspectiva, 1983), 64.
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only in these portraits that we feel this atmosphere.  It is in everything that
the artist exhibits.  A sobriety that achieves the tragic.98

Again, the implication is that Segall’s brush voids his subjects of an intrinsic happiness,

allowing them not even a “hint” of a smile, and imbues them with his own Russian

melancholy.

This claim is not entirely supported by the image which does in fact possess just

this: a hint of smile.  What is missing is not so much an insinuation of happiness, but an

invocation of brasilidade as defined by Brazilian modernism—through tropicalism,

hybridity, signs of local culture, or stereotypes of Blackness.  In contrast, Arnaldo

Barbosa’s caricature of Andrade reworks Segall’s portrait of Andrade with the humor of

the movement and the extroverted symbols of Dionysian self-Othering (fig. 103).  The

cartoon depicts the poet as the archetypical modern primitive, wearing the glasses that

confirm his erudition and the over-sized earrings, ring through his nose and necklace of

teeth that symbolize his cannibal soul.  Andrade himself had assumed this self-parodying

embodiment of the “Tupi playing a lute,” as he had referred to himself, by playfully

mugging for cameras with a crown of moss, in a grass skirt and wielding an arrow on a

trip up the Amazon in 1927 (fig. 104).99 



100Mário de Andrade, Querida Henriqueta: cartas de Mário de Andrade a
Henriqueta Lisboa (Rio de Janeiro: J. Olympio Editora, 1990), 57.

101Vera d’Horta Becarri, Lasar Segall e o modernismo paulista (São Paulo:
Editora Brasiliense, 1984), 76-77.

102Letter dated July 7, 1942, reproduced in Annateresa Fabris, ed., Portinari,
amico mio: Cartas de Mário de Andrade a Candido Portinari (Campinas: Mercado
de Letras, 1995), 101-05.
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Andrade would much later confess a strong dislike for Segall’s representation of

him, precisely because of its psychological candor.  He complained that the image

revealed  “the perverse side of me, the perverted, the evil and the vilely sensual [feiamente

sensual].  The parts of the Devil.”100  It is not insignificant that in little more than a decade

his personal relationship with Segall, of which he once boasted to Anita Malfatii,  “A

magnificent Russian painter is here, a friend of Chagall and Kandinsky.  We are already

fast friends,”101  would also deteriorate irreconcilably, a consequence, in the Brazilian’s

opinion, of their ethnic incompatibility.  In a 1942 correspondence he explained his

frustrations with Segall, writing,

I can be a very good comrade to him, but he does not hold any hope of
friendship for me . . . I am unable to like the ‘man’ Lasar Segall, although I
recognize that some of his defects possibly derive more from his race than
from him individually.  Beyond any doubt, race is not what bothers me, but
that he has acquired many of his unpleasant ways of being from the
injustices and persecution that they have suffered for two thousand years.102

Andrade here confirms the transformation of Segall from a “magnificent Russian painter”

to the unknowable Jewish artist.  In keeping with more progressive social and intellectual

currents, he is loathe to attribute his discomfort with Segall to “race,” and instead faults
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the Jew’s collective memory of “injustices and persecutions.”  Despite Segall’s ability to

perceive the reality of Brazil, he cannot avoid imbuing his representation of it with his

own sense of ethnic suffering.  

Conclusion

Andrade’s renunciation of Segall reveals deep ambiguities regarding race and

nation that pervaded Brazilian society in general, and modernist thought in particular. 

Andrade’s reading of Segall’s aesthetic temperament is accurate: Segall’s work, indeed,

expressed the Jewish experience of racial suffering, ethnocidal violence, terror, and exile. 

Yet the melancholy that saturated Segall’s representation of Brazil extended to Jews and

Blacks, and, for that matter, to Brazilian society, which hosted both oppressor and

oppressed.  Andrade, however, perceives this not as indicative of the two artists’ (or two

cultures’) shared origins—not as an expression of their mutual and inescapable condition

of alterity—but, to their contrary, as a marker of Segall’s foreigness that the Brazilian

could never entirely apprehend.  Yet, the assiduous discussion of “sadness,” held up to

affirm the accuracy of Segall’s vision of Brazil, belies Andrade’s incomprehension. 

Despite modernist attempts to expiate the imagined racial origins of Brazilian

underdevelopment with a resistant counternarrative of “joy,” examples of indigenous

happiness invoked all-too-familiar images of degeneration, exploitation, indolence and

indifference.  Thus, the recognition of melancholy in Segall’s representation of Brazil
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struck a familiar chord in his local viewers that revealed unresolved anxieties regarding

the racial demographic and the nature and possibility of Brazilian progress.  

The difficulty demonstrated by critics attempting to position Segall relative to

brasilidade relates intimately to the profound ambiguities within modernist racialist

discourse and conflicting interpretations of modernity within the Brazilian context.  While

modernism promised to rescue the Afro-Brazilian from an indefensible status of artistic

and political disregard, the resurrection of Blackness as a pictorial theme did little to

ameliorate rhetorical tropes—nor actual social and physical conditions—of inferiority. 

Republican racialist ideologies were so profoundly hegemonic that the modernist

engagement with these notions failed to dispel these oligarchic mythologies, and, to the

contrary, inverted them in efforts to recast negative characteristics as positive.  Not only

did Segall’s constructions of Blackness expose the perseverance of latent associations of

race and melancholy just below the surface of revisionist, environmental explanations of

the national character, but critics struggled to determine whether the sadness of his vision

was the product of his innate alterity or his intrinsic sameness.  Although Segall’s own

racial (dis)advantage, as the kindred Jewish “primitive” was credited with facilitating his

empathetic response to Brazilian melancholy, this most emphatic of all differences

precluded his entrance into the nation, leaving him stranded in liminal space of the

immigrant—as the outsider within.



1“A ‘Folha da Noite’ conversa com Lazar Segall,” 1933, 5 Jan. 1933.
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Conclusion

Having failed to achieve the financial stability in Paris that he had hoped for,

Segall returned with his family to Brazil in 1933.  Upon his arrival he expressed great

dismay at the profound changes that marked the Brazilian political landscape,

remarking, “Brazil changed very much in such a short time.  Revolutions and more

revolutions.  I don't like Brazil like this.”1  In the years since his departure, the

nationalist movement ignited in1922—that had found its most forceful expression in

the Week of Modern Art—had culminated in the Revolution of 1930: the armed

uprising that overthrew the liberal Republic and brought populist president Gétulio

Vargas to power.  Many of Segall’s close friends, including Mário de Andrade, had

been or would soon be integrated within the cultural bureaucracy of Vargas’s massive

corporatist state.  Moreover, enthusiasm for the new regime coupled with the

philosophical, as well as social effects of the great depression and the rise of

international communism, deeply marked Brazilian art and literature.  For artists like

Tarsila do Amaral and Vicente do Rêgo Monteiro, as well as for an emergent

generation of immigrant sons, “race” was subsumed within broader questions of class

and labor often depicted through the “international” language of socialist realism.  

Seeing the last vestiges of his dream of a revelatory spiritual humanism drawn



2Ibid.

3Ibid.
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from the Brazilian reality fall through his fingers, Segall made a final effort to

propagate “art for art’s sake” and to create an apolitical public, invulnerable to the

encroaching tide of ideology.  In 1933 he created the Sociedade Pro-Arte Moderna

(The Society for Modern Art, SPAM), a social club dedicated to the promotion of

avant-garde art, music and literature and aimed at “incentivizing the discovery of

authentic [Brazilian] values.”2  In 1933 the artist again voiced his anti-political,

universalist position in relation to the creation of SPAM:

Proletariat art does not exist.  The artist was always and always will be
individualistic.  He leads.  He clarifies.  He discovers the truth.  His
mission is to educate the collectivity.  Educate it in the sense of
revealing to it the humanity of art.  Naturally artistic humanity is
always in possession of an immense individual power.  Each artist has
the obligation to discover forms unrevealed before the world of
people. . .  What is important is that the work reveals love, happiness,
pain or nostalgia.  Now, proletarian art, from the political point of
view, believes that there is a utopia.  Art has nothing to do with
politics. . .  Brazil needs—and it is even indispensable—an artistic
intensification.  We need to create ambiences.  Clubs.  Constant
groupings of independent personalities completely removed from
academic influences.  I still think that, rather than sending boys to
Europe, they should send them to Bahia, Pernambuco and other places
full of the primitivism characteristic of Brazilians.3 

Segall’s statement reveals not only the gap between production and reception that

was the focus of this dissertation, but also suggests the shifting relation of Segall to

his own work as his own context and circumstances changed.  Away from Brazil five
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years, working intensely on Brazil themed work, Segall assumed a sense of

brasilidade and national belonging evident in his avocation of Brazilian introspection. 

Yet this artistic and cultural introspection was not mutually exclusive to the

alienation and displacement he continued to depict in his work, which, I have argued,

invoked not national integration, but a universalizing alterity.  Ironically, however, it

was precisely Segall’s vision of modernity, indebted to his expressionist social

consciousness, and his cultivation of the Afro-Brazilian as a figure of social and

spiritual alienation, that influenced a younger Brazilian generation of social realist

who refused to bury the economic and social disparities of Brazil within folkloric

celebrations of Brazilian hybridity.  While Segall condemned their vision as

“utopian,” it was a utopianism born of the dystopian universe revealed in Segall’s

work itself.

Tragically, Segall’s attempts to revitalize and ultimately fulfill his spiritual

humanist artistic mission through SPAM’s institution of modernism would be his

ultimate defeat, and would forever change the direction of his work, which had

remained fairly constant since 1919.  In the revolutionary context of the early 1930s,

many among the politically-active paulista avant-garde derided SPAM as little more

than a bourgeois carnival society, a superficial escape from Brazil’s social realities. 

Soon after the founding of SPAM, an iconoclastic artist and engineer named Flávio

de Carvalho created the Clube de Artistas Modernos (Club for Modern Artists, CAM)



4The documents relating to the dissolution of SPAM are somewhat cryptic.  In
1933 Segall authored an irate letter to the executive committee regarding what he
described as “unjustified, unjustifiable attacks” against an invited Austrian lecturer,
Rudolph George Hund.  Although Segall never specifies the comments, he refers to
them as beyond the “limits permitted by legitimate art criticism,” and “intolerable
from a human and an artistic point of view” that caused him great “revulsion.”  Also
in his archives is an undated draft of a letter, complaining about the unequal division
of labor within the group. Unpublished, unsigned correspondence to “Exmos. Snrs.
Membros da Directoria,” Nov. 25, 1933; and unpublished, undated draft. Arquivo
Lasar Segall, São Paulo. Paulo Mendes de Almeida has presented a much more
candid version, recalling a split between “Dona Olivia” (referring to the grand dam of
Brazilian modernism and Segall’s early patron, Olívia Guedes Penteado) and the
“Jews,” the latter whom he recalls as doing the watershed of the work.  Referring to
the Brazilian fascist party that would levy vehement attacks against Segall in 1943,
Almeida blames “Integralist sympathizers” within SPAM for the destruction of the
organization.  See,  Paulo Mendes de Almeida, De Anita ao Museu (São Paulo:
Conselho Estadual de Cultura, Comissão de Literatur, 1961), 58-59; Paulo Mendes de
Almeida, “A Spam,” O Jornal, Oct. 13 1958 and in a deposition published in Vera
d’Horta Becarri, Lasar Segall e o modernismo paulista (São Paulo: Editora
Brasiliense, 1984), 139-44.  His accusation could well have been aimed at Olívia
Penteado, who was said to have become increasingly traditional in old age, becoming 
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to countermine the SPAM through the support of politically radical artists and

aesthetics.  In its brief life, before being closed by the police under suspicious of its

left-wing agitation, CAM sponsored an exhibition of German expressionist Käthe

Kollwitz, of Soviet graphics and lectures by Mexican artist David Alfaro Siqueiros,

then living in exile after his assassination attempt on Leon Trotsky.

Yet it was not leftist accusations of ideological levity that doomed SPAM.  To

the contrary, the group’s demise resulted from a much more insidious force internal

to the organization.  In 1934 the organization fragmented around accusations of

antisemitism.4  If Segall had resolved to parry the threats to art posed by the politics



involved with the conservative Catholic movement associated with Integralism.
Antônio Arrida Dantas, Dona Olivia (São Paulo: Sociedade Impressora Pannartz,
1975).   Moreover, SPAM had been the target of antisemitic attacks from early on,
one critic, speaking on behalf of “God, country and family and the supreme force of
Christian morality,” describing its membership  as “foreigners of a uncertain
nationality and others that belong to the oldest racial stalk.” José Bonifácio de Souza,
“Os fins secretos da Spamolândia,” Diário Popular, 12 Feb.  1934.

5Unpublished draft of correspondence from Lasar Segall to Stefan Zweig,
Dec. 27, 1941. Arquivo Lasar Segall, São Paulo. Segall met Zweig in Rio de Janeiro,
where the author had arrived, via London as a refugee from the holocaust in 1941. 
Despondent over the events in Europe, Zweig and his wife would commit suicide in
Rio the following year.
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of nationalism through idealistic propositions such as SPAM, the emergence of

antisemitism, particularly in such an intimate socio-cultural setting, seemed to deal

the artist a crushing blow. Following his return from Paris, Segall abandoned all

representation of urban and ethnic types.  He spent an increasing amount of time at

his mountain retreat in Campos do Jordão, some hours outside São Paulo, that he

would later write to his friend Austrian author Stefan Zweig, reminded him of

Switzerland.5  There he painted the simple caboclo folk, rural lifestyle and countless

images of peaceful, grazing cows.  In São Paulo dedicated himself with an obsessive

fervor to portraits of his student, Lucy Citti Ferreira,  producing uncounted tender

depictions of the wistful, contemplative young model.  By the end of the decade,

however, even this provisional tranquility was shattered by news of the holocaust and

the growing numbers of Jewish refugees arriving in Brazil.  Unable to resolve the

gravity of his historic circumstances with his aesthetic ideals, Segall created large-
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scale, brutal images of war and human suffering, void of both the color and of the

lyricism and poetry of his early work.

In Brazil, despite his Brazilianization, Segall remained the outsider within. 

Rising antisemitism and the holocaust brought home the ineluctability of Jewish

difference.  Moreover, the politicization of his modernist colleagues with the

Revolution of 1930, and their cooptation by the federal administration, isolated Segall

socially and aesthetically, echoing his experiences in Germany.  As I have argued,

Segall was drawn to Brazil by a fantasy of a politically tranquil, ideological neutral

Brazil where he could pursue his spiritualist aesthetic mission, increasingly hindered

by European politics.  Not unlike his Brazilian colleagues, Segall treated Brazil as an

artistic tabula rasa, where the artist could create a public for his specific vision.  Yet

even though  Segall did not imagine Brazil as an escape from “civilization” as had the

European primitivists, he was subject to a similar disappointment, when the social

and political realities made his dreams of Brazil impossible to sustain.  Indeed, Segall

refused to acknowledge the deeply imbricated role of Brazilian modernism and

nationalist politics that couched his own participation in the movement. 

It is not without significance that Segall painted not “immigrants” but, rather

“emigres,” invoking not the act of arriving, but the act of going away.  It is this sense

of both persecution and flight that conditioned his identity, and inflected the diasporic

universe depicted in his art. He fled Vilnius for Germany, Germany for Brazil, Brazil
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for Paris, finally retreating from São Paulo to Campos de Jordão and into the bucolic

purity of both rural folk and the imagined innocence of his model Lucy. Only from a

distance could Segall resolve the contradictions and ambivalences of modernity. 

Segall kept his feet in two worlds at once, and in none at all.  He created a universe

far greater than the nation, inhabited by those who occupy the places of the displaced:

rural migrants and foreign immigrants, sailors and prostitutes.   For Segall the

historical reality of diaspora, rather than the romantic ideal of national belonging,

represented the defining experience of the modern age.  In an act of subaltern

resistence, Segall embraced the plight history had imposed on him, embracing an

identification of motion, rather than stability, and creating a fraternity of alterity

where belonging could—and could not—exist.

Such fixation with motion was not the exclusive domain of the self-invented

diasporist, however, but is at the core of avant-garde modernism.  This dissertation is

an epic tale of modernist circulation, with artists criss-crossing Europe and the

Atlantic.  It followed Germans to Russia and Poland, Eastern Europeans to Dresden

and Paris, Parisians and Eastern Europeans to Brazil and Brazilians to Europe.  It

expands interpretations of primitivism the reflection of the geopolitics of imperialism,

to position the modernism and its overdetermined  “primitive”as a marker of

intercultural dialogue and a  a globalized consciousness and a self-reflexive,



6Recent scholarship suggests that globalization, particularly in the cultural
sphere, began much earlier than is generally believed.  Turn-of-the-century and early
twentieth-century modernism coincided with the decline of the British and French
empires, and the simultaneous rise of transnational discourses such as secularism,
liberalism and positivism, as well as increased interest in translation, technological
advances in travel and the emergence of the field of international relations. As literary
scholar Melba Cuddy-Keane has argued, this context a produced a sense of “inter-
cultural connectivity” that complicated the reigning colonialist discourse of Western
domination and cultural superiority.Melba Cuddy-Keane, “Modernism, Geopolitics,
Globalization,” Modernism / Modernity 10, no. 3 (2003): 540.  For more on the
broader meanings and chronologies of globalization, see, for instance Arjun
Appudurai, Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions of Globalization (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1996), David Ileld et al., Global Transformations:
Politics, Economics and Culture (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1999) and Charles Bright
and Michael Geyer, “For a Unified History of the World in the Twentieth Century,”
Radical History Review 39 (1987).
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pluralistic positionality.6  This perspectivism included an awareness not just of the

existence of other cultures and peoples, but of the objectifying force of their gaze. 

 It is this consciousness that links Segall and the Brazilian modernists, and

also divides them.  When Segall arrived in Brazil and depicted himself as a mulatto,

his symbolic adoption of Blackness expressed the simultaneous sense of belonging

and alterity.  Although he was quickly assimilated into Brazil’s Jewish community,

he became an elite member of a distinct subgroup: an enigmatic social position,

particularly in the context of rising nativism and its concomitant xenophobia.  Yet, as

this study argues, Segall brought with him to Brazil a fully-formed aesthetic and

philosophical predisposition.  Despite praise of his artistic “evolution” in Brazil,

Segall’s intersubjective identification as the Other via the vocabulary of avant-garde
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primitivism was already well established in his Germany work.  As a foreigner and a

Jew in Germany, Segall had been a minority subject within dominant culture,

marginalized both as an object of desire and of contempt.  Yet his identity was also

formed by colonialism. Born in Lithuania, which had been annexed by Russia, Segall

was raised during the extremely oppressive, anti-Semitic czarist regime.  These

varied experiences combined in Segall’s self-reflexive internalization of Europe’s

imagined “primitive” Other and in his thematic engagement with the themes of

slavery, persecution and displacement common to the Jewish and African experiences

of modernity.

The nativist affirmations of racial diversity and cultural hybridity advanced

through Brazilian modernist art and literature implicitly acknowledged the

ineluctability of the postcolonial condition.  In their endorsement of appropriation and

aesthetic impurity, Brazilian modernism repudiated the avant-garde myths of

originality, establishing its own locally appropriate mythologies and filiative cultural

and social metaphors that engaged Brazil’s complicated origins. Therefore, although

the thematic and stylistic parallels between Segall’s work and Brazilian modernism

were patent enough to ascribe Segall’s representation of Brazil to the movement, the

beliefs and experiences that bolstered both bodies of imagery were, in fact, vastly

different. In a broad sense there were important similarities.  As argued in this

dissertation, neither construction of collective and individual alterity was directly
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oppositional to Europe.  The appropriations and renegotiations of avant-garde

primitivism undertaken by both Segall and the Brazilian modernists blurred rather

than reinforced divisions between West and non-West, and problematized dominant

Eurocentric constructions of the Other.  Yet Segall’s highly enigmatic, perpetually

oscillating identification as the “outsider within” was far removed from Brazilian

modernism’s essentialized hybridity.  If for Segall Blackness signified an

insurmountable alterity, for the Brazilians it symbolized a homogenizing sameness: a

unity within diversity.  It is this clash and accommodation of peoples, identities,

ideologies and aesthetics that represents both the agency of modernism and the

melancholy of encounter.
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1. Lasar Segall, Bananal (Banana Plantation), 1927
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2. Lasar Segall, Menino com lagartixas (Boy with Lizards), 1924
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3. Lasar Segall, Duas mulattas (Two Mulatta Women), 1926
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4. Lasar Segall, Encontro (Encounter), 1926
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5. Lasar Segall, Selbstporträt I (Self-Portrait I), 1911
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6. Lasar Segall, Wilna und Ich (Vilnius and I), c. 1916/17
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7. Lasar Segall, Selbstporträt II (Self-Portrait II), 1919
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8. Josef Israëls, Self-Portrait, 1909
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9. Exhibition of Emil Nolde and Lasar Segall at the Folkwang Museum, Hagen,
c. 1920
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10. Lasar Segall, Witwe (Widow), 1920
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11. Emil Nolde, Masks Still Life, 3, 1911
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12. Lasar Segall, Die ewigen Wanderer (Eternal Wanderers), 1918
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13. Pablo Picasso, Tête d’homme (Head of a Man), 1907
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14. Pablo Picasso, Study for Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, c. 1907
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15. Pablo Picasso, Torse de Femme (Woman’s Torso), 1907
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16. Lasar Segall, Freiertag (Religious Holiday), 1920
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22. Lasar Segall, Porträt des Dichter Theodor Däubler (Portrait of the Poet
Theodor Däubler), 1920
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23. Ludwig Meidner, Self Portrait with Prayer Shawl, 1918
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24. Photograph of Dona Olivia Guedes Penteado’s modern art pavilion with
decorations by Lasar Segall from 1924
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25. Lasar Segall, designs for the modern art pavillion of Dona Olivia Guedes
Penteado, 1924
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26. Lasar Segall, designs for the Baile Futurista (Futurist Ball) held at the
Automobile Club, 1924
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27. Lasar Segall, Mãe negra entre casas (Black Mother among Houses), 1930
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28. Lasar Segall, Mãe e filhos entre arranha-céus (Mother and Children among
Sky Scrapers), c. 1929
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29. Lasar Segall, Velho ex-escravo (Old Ex-Slave),1925
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30. Lasar Segall, Zulmira, 1925 (drawing)
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31. Lasar Segall, Joven negro com gravata borboleta (Young Black Man with
Bow Tie), n.d
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32. Lasar Segall, Mulatto I,1924
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33. Lasar Segall, Perfil de Zulmira (Zulmira in Profile), 1928
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34. Lasar Segall, Strasse (Street),1922
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35. Lasar Segall, Morro vermelho (Red Hill), 1926
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36. Lasar Segall, Negra com paisagem (Black Woman with Landscape), c. 1928
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39. Lasar Segall, Feriado religioso (Religious Holiday), 1927
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40. Lasar Segall, Kaddisch, 1927
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41. Lasar Segall, Fim e começo (End and Beginning), 1928
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43. Lasar Segall, Autoretrato III (Self-Portrait III), 1927
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45. Lasar Segall, Autoretrato IV (Self-Portrait IV), 1927
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58. Lasar Segall illustration for Jorge de Lima’s Poemas negras (Negro Poems),
1947
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